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CHAPTER THREE

THE R /D6I CONTEXT IN THE EDUCATION SECTOR

A volume-length analysis of the educational R/D&I context is' in preparation
. ,

and trill be on file at the National institute of Education (N1E). In the

chapter presented hel(e, we summarize key points made in the lengthier

analysis. Specifically, each of the 19 contextual, features will be reviewed

below to describe the context for analysis of the educational R/D&I system.

It should be noted that much of this analysis is based on impressionistic

sources -- impressions derived from immersion in the literature relevant

to analysis of key features of the educational R/D&I sydtem and impressions

derived from the analysts' personal experiences, an familiarity with the' ;':

educational R/D&I and operating systems. The lengthier analysis provides

extensive citations and other documentation, as well as somejdiscussion

Of key points in need of empirical verification..

I. ENVIRONMENTS OF THE R /D&I SYSTEM

1. Vulnerability

4-

A. A Public Base

Of all the sectors we have considered in our comparative analysis, education

is clearly the most vulnerable -- the most open to (and subject to)

ssodial and political influence. (125)
As public service institutions sup-'

potted by public funds and admi stered and regulated,by public .agencies,.

schools affect all subgroups of the population (as citizens and taxpayers).

Since the proportion,of local funds spent on public 'education'tends to be .

quite high, schools tend to be particularly, !anent to taxpayers. For

those taxpayers who are also parents of school-age children, the level



of concern' about school functioning tends to be even higher American

sociity,hesbeencharattcri ectacions far
.

schooling. The business community,'too, haseen expressing great concern

about school functidning, bemoaning the poor quality of work force

preparation for the world of work.'

B. Coals r-

Education, by its nature, also has more diffuse goals than other sectors --

goals,that are more subject to value -laden judgments, misinterpretations,

and controversy; goals that are harder to specify, less measurable, and
harder .to use as per formance standards against which to judge system.

performance.
(125)

In couparison to other sectors, then, the functioning and

effectiveness of educators, educational R/D&I porsohnel and the educational

system as a whole.arehlore likely to pe subject to scrutiny and debate.

C. Legitimacy Problems

Contributing to the vulnerability of the education sector is the educator's

AegitiMacy problems in clpiming specialized expertise.and professional

status. Compared to scientists, engineers, doctors, or lawyers, the

specialized training needed to function as-a teacher or.,ffincipal does not

seem particularlY,awesome. From their owh-persdhal experience (as tell

as close observation of the experience of,Others), the public has more

familiarity with what the educator doe's (as compared toknowing wh'at an

engineer or a lawyer does). Therefore, particularly for the better. educated
4

parent, .here is far less of a gap in expertise between thqrgeneral

public and educators than between the public and.professionals in field'
.

with strong knowledge or technology bases. Similarly, compared Ole fields

with well developed knowledge and technology bases and,highly specialized
em. development activities (e.fg.:' engineering), there does not appear to be

much of a gap in expertise between the R&D personnel who develop many

of the learning materials on the market and the teachers who develop

their own materials, or ekrenA)arents who peruse the materials used by
.

their children.
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4

0
D. The Nature of Educational Innovatiops

Adding to the'vulnerability'of:educatIonal R/D&I is the nature oft.
6

educational innovations, as domparedto:the more technologial outputs.

of R/D&I 11(tellis'in othtr sector`; where 4t&D products are easily

a
ckaged'AtWinstailed; where use rarely conflicts with the values,

A
attitOesi .and.sensitivities of operating system personnel; andzwhere

product s can"s be expected tot behave reliably in-accordance witn their

performanSe specifications(as long as they are used properly). Educa-

tional innovations, in 'contrast, tend to involve "people change"

e.g.: creation of hew capabilities or organizational strategies or

instructional approaches. They are therefore more likely to be resisted

-- by the people who make adoption decisions and by those who must

implement them. As"people change" prodUcts, there is far greater

reactiveness betweerproduct and users (both school personnel as

intermediate users and students as end Users). Therefore, i6plementa-'

tion IS more difficult, and effects'are far less predictable. Even

when effective, educational innovations are harder:to prove effective --

their effects are harder to demonstrate objectively and are.therefore
r.

more subject to dispute. Further, there may be controversy over the
.

desirability of intended effects.
(48, 59, 61, 74)

E. weakness of the Scientific And Technological Base

The weakness of the scientific and technological base of education and

educational R/D&I is at\he crux of much of the environmental vulnerability

of this sector.. Though it shares4muc1icommon ground,with the social

sciences and other applied social science fields as well, educatiOn is

particularly vulnerable here:, For example, we may note the following:

1. The development of a knowledgq base in the social sciences and

Applied fields like education involves research on humans rather

than non-humans, and this raises numerous value questions about .

what should be studied and how;
(48, 50)

t e ethics of research;

safeguarding the rights of those studied; etc.
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c?

It also entails greater uncertainties in the researdfildituation

ce the humans studied (unlike rocks or molecules) have:and

excise free will,and ardthue "reactive" to innOvatiOns.
(48, 50)

°

refore, reliability issues'become particularly troublesome.

'3. !There is. also a greater ,!likelihood of bias creeping in through

the researcher's own biases or the quality of the interaction

betweenreseardhei''and subject.
-

4. Experimental designs calling for rand mization or various kinds

of controls are also less'feasible wit humans,. especially in

field 'eeitings-as opposed to laboratory'reeearch. (53)

. 2. Governance Structures

A. ,.:1e Value Problem

The "value -laden nature of education and educational R/D&I is particulirly

'.problematic, given the governStc.esottof:edUcation and educational

R/D&I. SchoOl.systeMs are legally controlled by agencies in'their

environment. Both school systems and educational R/D&I institutions are

- 1 rgely dependent on these agencies for'their.funding. Legal control over

t e operating stem is vested in. lay boards of education, elected (or

appointed by e ected officials) in each.of the approximately 17,000 schdOl

districts,acros the country./This.lay control, its relationship to

political processes,,and.its extreme decentralization're factdrs of

some consequence. Although professional the Superintendent)

dominance of lay boards is the rule, there are.frequent exceptions.

Especially4h.controVersial p7teas (e.g.; busing, sex. educati , unless.

the Superintendent is-a perapn with strong leadership abilities and,a

.clear vision of what he or she wants, community pressures can have a.

major impact on school. functioning...
)

B.- Formal Governance Structures'

In terms of formal governance structures, the educatiOnal system in.the

U.S. is characterized-by extreme decentralization. In contrast to
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centralized sy8 stemi (as in France, for example) which have centrally

prescribed courses, textbooks and learning materials, centrally developed

'examination systems, and ektensive.monitoring of school operations by

4
school inspectors, each of the thousands of local school districts .

in this country is largely autonomous. Though legal authority to

regulate schooli4gis. vested in the govAnments of the states, few if

any states actively monitor school functioning, and on.the whole, local
,

districts are highly autonomous frdT state and federal authorities. In
.

,

operational terms, decentralization' tends to go considerably beyond the

decision making autonomy of the districts. Within each district there i
considerably autonomy

1

at the the local school, level; with the principais

(and also teachers) having a great'deal of leeway in determining what/hapi-pens in their 'classrooms. This degree of autonomy down to the sch ol and

classroom level is a factor of considerable importance in explai7ing

why innovations that are formally adopted by a school district/Are so

ofteh not implemented in practice, or are so,transformed duriSg

iMple4entation that they amount to little more than "the same old
it

thing
u.(51, 119)

C. -7iihding Control

In the, case of the edlicational R/D&I system, the ultimate. control over

decisions affecting funding -- and therefore R/D&I functioning -- is

the Congress. Given the history of Congress's lack of confilence in the

ability of- educational R/D&I to provide a reasbnable return on thetaxpayer's

investment,' this has-meant almost constant troubles for the R/D&I system.

3. Economic Forces

Economic forces in the environment of the ducatiltnal operating and R/D&I
,

systems have begn,ifelt particularly seve ely in recenears. On the state

and local level", school financing has become one of the paramount issues

of the day. We find increasing numbers of cases of states and local

communities struggling over equitable finanding formulas; states cutting

assistance to local districts as they struggle with their own financial

difficulties; and voters in local diAtricts defeating school budgets and
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A,

bbnd issues in an effort to stave: off further creases'in local taxes. ..

Economic. recession has also meant a shortage 4
of 'slack resources. ins.

,

the private sector to invest in high-.risk./low return R/D&I activities.
.

6

4. Summary- Weak Supports and Assertive Demands

In all, we can characterize the environment ot he education sector as onesector

rl

g

that tends to be weak in supports for the syste' and assertive in demands

about. what can or cannot be done, should or should not be done. R&D in)edu-

cation tends to lac prestige or legitimacy .-i 'or even a strong demand for

its products or its very existence: This seems'apparent whether we.focus on

the attitudes of researchera'and scholars in the disciplines, educational

practitioners, laymen!, pongressmen, or even the education research and R&D,

communitie4; The system appears to have deVeloped no strong constituency of

Its own and is buffeted by the initiatives of various otheconstituencies

able to articulate demands reflecting broad social, cultaral, and political

movements in the society as a whole (e.g.; integration, ethnic consciousness,

feinism).
)

ow

The envirdhment of the.education sector affects virtually every feature of the

R/D&I system -- the definition of goals, needs, and strategies; the level

and gunlity of personnel, funding, and other resources that flow into the systen

and the functioning of the system itself .(what research problems or R&D topics

are attended to; the manner in which problems are defined; the amount that

must be invested in early phases of.R&D activity because of the weakness of

the knowledge base. and the transforms between stages;. the controls that re

exercised over research to protect human subjects; the credibility of t

research and R&D effort with different constituencies (as evidenced for instance

in, the numerous examples of the black community's unwillingness to vrticipate

in survey research in the late '60s). No other sector we haye considered

in our comparative analysis is confronted with such serious environmental

pressures. None is as dependent on environmental institutions for its support.`

And none is dependent on an environment so inimical to its chances for develop-

ment and maturation.

1`,



'II. RfSTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

a.

1. 'A Newly Institutionalized System

The development of instructional" strategies, and learning materials has been

- going on as.long as there haveRbeen teachers'and stuaents,"and we. can find

'examples of institutionalized eduCational research in this country over a

relatively long 'historical period. Nonetheless, we must note that institu-
.

tionalized R/D&I in education is only a littlt more than a decade old. .That:.
A

is to say, naw,to the field of education is institutionalized, linked R /D &I

as an interrelatekset of processes revolving around the development function

and carried out by specialized personnel under.speciallY designed,organiza-

tional arrangemente."While the newness of' a system may. not±be significant in

itself (few institutionalized R/D&I systems in any sectors are more than a few

decades old), it is ,a factor of some consequence when compared to the centuries

of history and tradition that characterize the operating system of educational

institutidns. The operating system.served by. educational R&D is old in history

and hearly laden with traditions, norms, and values that"run counter to the

'acceptance of. outputs of external R&D.

Thus, the educational R/D&I system has,not yet.established its legitimacy. It

competes against traditional approaches to producing knowledge, programs, and

products for educational institutions -- and it uses scarce resources. Its

methods and outputs have not yet proven their superiority to traditional methods

and outputs. In many cases, the products of educational R/D&I appear to be

'cl arly inferior to conventionally developed products.'

There would seem to be abundant evidence that the system's present state of

maturati places it within the boundaries of the introductory stage of

historical development. It is a relatively young system. As we will discuss

'later in this analysis, mahm.functional specialties of mature R/D&I systemaN

are almost totally assent in;edqtation. Those that do exist either"einerged

as areas of specialization after the '/D&I system was institutionalized in

the.mid-'60s, or were wholly transf rmed by the demands of that system. The

functional. specialties provided in t ecializQd R/D&I institutions exist

alongside of -- and compete with similar activities tarried out in

0,^
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the other, older parts of the'education sector. The system has been Char-

acterized by a high 1.evel,of instability in,both macro and micro lekrei ..

stWUCturea. Neither its fuhding nor itspeisonneibaes. have 'beetiadelfuatel-
\

to the demands of'system funCtioning or appropriate to the quantity and
. N./ .

qUality of outOura7expeCtO by th systeit's sp'q.,sors. The field'slcnoW- 11.

.. .. ._ t..
p.

ledge and. technology base is inadequately ed. R/D&I functioning din
'14

education has been halgpered by amorphousness aftAa9dards; ambiguities in

'defining work role5Aod requisite skills and co pentencies; and inadequacies'

In information fl w. knowledge-producing an nowledge,utilfzing com-

ponents of the. 'system are poorly integrated. System: outputs have

generally tow in qualify.

2. Critical Events

A. 1954-1972

A number of critical events have shaped the system, brought it to its current

point of'development, andcontinue'to.be felt as constraints on.sy em func-

tioning. The most_significant events in the birth of institutiona ized R/D&I

in educatiA are: (1) the emergencp,0the federal government as th primary

sponsor of educational R /D &I, in the mi0-150s; and 0) the enormous xpansion of

federalfunding:programs in the '60s. trhe most impOrtant legislation has been:

(1) the Cooperative Research Act (1954 and subsequent amendments); (2) the

National Defen;e'EducatiAdt (1958);; and (1) the Elementary- and Secondary

Education Act (1964). (39, 93) Through these pieces of legislation, the federal

government'created major new funding prOgrams and also created a network of

new Office of Education (OE) funded institutions which were separate from the

existing bases -of R/D&I activity and external to the operatingsystem.

,
- N

s'.:
.

%
. The new network of R/D&I insti4 s external to the operating system in-

cludecn university -based R&D centers, regibnal laboratories established in
0.

the form of quasi- public corporations located in non-university settings;

ERIC clearinghouses; ESEA Title III demonstration centers; and various kinds

of materials centers. Although both the laboratories and centers were ex-'

pected to carry.out activities covering the full range of R/D&I activities,

the academic locations of the centers suggested that they would be partic-

2

'48
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ulaLy-welI quit t research-and prototype development;' the
. ,

7- \ .
.

.
labotatories,. as iltsfitntions apart from the research'subculture of

unive;sities,' were, expected to be in a_ better position to attract fu11-time
II.

. ,--- .. . 4.
development-oriented personnel,-and were therefore expected by many to carry

. .

out much of the system's R /D&I activity.oriented.toward.fial development, s-

.., rr

'teatin , and packaging of prototypet ihto sable. products and'progtampa4-'

%
. . . . .' . .

aged, s it turned out, especkally in the initial years of functioning of,

the new network Of institutions, there was only a limited amount of this

functional specialization, and (with some exceptions) the laboratories aid

centers Operated independent of one another's work, each attempting to,clify
) .

out the full range of research, development, and dissemination workconnected*

with, its products. Adding tf this picture ominimal integration among system
0 1

institutions, the disseminatiow-orient institutions in the system (e.g.,

1the ERIC clearinghOuses, ESEA Title II centers, materials centers, etc.).

tended to define their agendas and carry. out their activities in ways ,that

were for the most part, unrelated to the work of the laboratories and centers.

High quality outputs were expected to materialize uickly.from this new net-'.

fork of institutions and to e immediate and widespread impact on school
, . . .

system program' and Practices. Whet' this goal was not achievectwithin only

a few years, Congressional disillusionment set in; large numbers of lab -

oratories and centers lost thei fUnding and wentout of existence; and

.educational R/D&I appeared to be in deep trouble. (There were 13 R&D centers

and 20 laboratories by 19614 -by 1972, only 23 of these 33 remained; by

1975, only 17 of the 330(93")
c

The educational R/D&I System,' as that system is generally conceived today,

encpdpasses an institutional base .considerably broader than the labs and

sand ether r-Apecialized R/D&I institutions newly created by theOffice

ucation in the '60a. It includes work carried out in academic insti

tutionsi in the privaie sector, in feder , state,, and local agencies

And recent analyses of the fedetal gover 's sponsorshipcof ucational

R/D&I activities underscore how many differen\ federal agencies nepro6ams

es of ed-.

(88) A.

(76, 77,.78* 102)
fuid educational R/D&I efforts. Future histor

ucational R/D&I, and especially federal sponsorship of educati nal R/D&I --f
e

-activity, are likely to meet the as yet unmet need for analysi of significant

rformeTs and .patterns in R/D411 functioning in this broader set of R/D&I

a ()
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sponsors. AC presertt,.hOwevet, based on available published sources, there

is relalvely little that we can say about how, this broadeEriyseem fred

in the '60p, and early, ' Os. Still, whatever picture of educational R/D&I

in these=other settings" ayappear in'some futyre histories; the visibility
(

of OE funding.for edVeational R/D&I in,these years (in contrast to funding for

_such 1...Torl$ from otlier,pgpricies), and the close association in the minds of

many. e.g..: Congressional critics, practitioner critics, etc.);between,the
'

labs and centers On the one hand and the sum total of educational R&D on the

.other suggest
, that the Successes, failures, and fate of the lab's and centers

, .

in thee early yearsimight affect the broader educational R/D&I system and

its sponsorship for. *Some time toOome regardless of whatever may be learned

subsequently about the broader system, its :functioning, sand its outputs.

7

The ups-and downsin Administration and Congressional support f6r educatio

R/D&I havehad a critical impact on the systemi sincethere are so few other

bases of R/D&I funding. Nahe R/D&I funding that comes from private foundations:

is small in comparison to the Sums invested, by federal agencies. (In FY 1968,'
A

private foundations 'provided approximately $7 million of a $192 million doc7..
(103)uwented minimum base of financial suppolF for educational R&D. For FY k,F,

-1975, private foundatiOA were estimated to provfde' $57 million to $65a,mitti40;

of.a total of $605 to $673 million of educational R/D&I funding in this

cOuntrit (102), ) Furthermore; potential bases ,of funding -- the echicatioh;

industres, entrepreneurial firms,,state and local educational agencies .7
..

halye until recently failed to allocate substantial resources toR/D&I activities,

and even now amounts that come from these other potential basis of .funding

are,relatively small (somewhere between $35 and $85 million annuallyj.(93)

. 1972 - NIE

. 1
The educati al R/D&I system was given a brief reprieve from w at appeared

t an ine stable premature death; In 1972,.the National ins itute of .

- 0 1
R&D prOgrams.Educa ion was created, and .control.over many.of the OE-sponsore

were transferred to this agency (especially those rograms like L.,:
n

abs...-

and censers program which had:come under Congressional' attack). NIE was

3given a legislative mandate "to build an effective R&D 'system." Implicitly--
.

.
.

it appeared that NIE was to become'the lead agency for the federal government

sponsorship of R/D&I'in edUcation and thatjts fate would become synonymous

2 o
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D&I -- as had the OE-sponsored labs and centers,program

Unfortunately," the Institute

ofitsoWn; the most serious

with the Congress. In 1974,

itself encountered almost immediate problems

of which were its appropriationg struggles

federal funding for NIE (obligations) was cut,

from $.106:8 million in FY 1973 to $75.7,million in FY 1974, p figure lower

than equivalent OE educational R/D&I program allocations had been since 19.65.

The zero funding recommended by the Senate threat d, the'very existence of

NIE and'implicitly educational,R/D&I in general. Since 1974, NIE's funding

status appears to have stabilized (albeit at the rather modest $70+ million

level). Still, the key barometer of this relationship for the near-term -

and long4term future,is likely to bthe extent to which the Agency succeeds

'(if indeed it does at all)- in substantially increasing its appropriation.,,

/

NIE has been .in existence for only a few years, and efforts.to contrast NIE
. .

policies a94 orientations with previous federal educational R/D&I policies

are 'hazardous -- given how little evidence is available dbout federal.
,

spongorship of educational. R/D&I activity outside .of OE and federal funding

targetted.at institutions other than the OE-created labs and centers. Still,

our observations and impressions of federall -sponsored educ9piolip R/D&I

functioning in the pre-NIE decade, and subseque t period. suggist the following -

. .

strong points in NIE's favor that seem to warrant\ ention. .

..../

In contrast to OE policies in the '60s that focused so much attention on

the labs and centers,rs, NIE policies and programs appear to have restored

greater balance to overall system development. By supporting both the tua-

ditibnal bases of R/D&I activity (academic institutions, private sector organ-
vz,

izations and the operating system) as well as the new institutions that emerged
,

in the '60s,'KE has been supporting sources of, educational innovation. that

are both internal and external to the user system
7

NIE program funding em-

phasizes not only research and development activity (as did OE in its funding

of the labs and centers), but also disseMination, delivery, and building-

internal user system capabilities for need identification, development,

implementation, and utilization. State education agencies have been taking

ti
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increasingly active leadgrship roles in dissemination and in,providing

,,e

technical assistance to school systems. NIE has silo been emphasizing the

role of the state education agencies as key sources ofleadership in these

areas.
-

,

But NIE has not as yet developed a strong constituency within the research

and R&D communities' and among the powerful education interests and lobbies.

ConseqtientlY, educational R/D&I.continues to be buffeted by environmental

forces, with little prestige or clout of its own to buttress it against

environmental pressures that impair sys,tem functio9pg. Educational,R/D&I

has been.likened to a tree that is planted and then torn out by the roots

every couple of years to see how it is growing. To understand why this has

been so, we must examine the environment of educational R/D&I.

III: INSTITUTIONAL BASE (NETWORK OF INSTITUTIONS)

Analysis'of the structure of the educational R/D&I system suggests the existence

of several parallel subsystems characterized by minimal specialization, consid-

erable redundancy, looped as well as adjacent clusterings of functions, major

gaps between functions, and inadequate linkages among subsystems as well as

functions
;

The overall structure is diffuse, much of it lacks formalization,

and whatever centralization or coordination might seem to be inherent in the

dbminant role of' the federal governMent,in R/D&I sponsorship ismore potential

thin operational at this time.

The focus of our attention hereis on the netwouk of institutions that carry

out R/D&I activities per se rather than either the superordinate system

that provides resources and contraints and accepts systedroutputs (i.e.: the

federal and to a lesser extent state agencies nd private foundations) oilk

the subordinates system of mostly*iector-seanning organizations that provide

support services .g.: data processing service bureaus, equipment

suppliers, maintenance firms, etc.).
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1. Parallel Subsystems Within the R/D&I System

The structure of the educational R/D&I system is, in reality, a set of three,

:parallel subsystems.

A. 'Colleges (ind Universities
a

One subsystem'is made up of various organizational settfngs located within

the,colleges and yiniversities -- schools, colleges, and departments of

educitiOn; educational research bureauS; various academic departments

in the social sciences and occasionally other disciplines as well; and

university based interdisciplinary research centers and institutes.

B. Quasi-Public and Private Sector Institutions

A second subsystem parallel to the first is made up of the large and,

proliferating number;of quasi-publi6 and private sector institutions

currently-engaged.in educational R/D&I -- the federally funded

regional laboratories,' R&D centers, ERIC clearinghouses, materials

centers, etc,; non-profit and for-profit
?esearch

corporations geared

to the federal grants and contracts'ec nomy; organizations from private

AIindustry that have been making tenta e forays into educational R/D&I;

and others such as publishers and audiovisual firms.that have strong,

established footholds in the education sector.

C. SEAs, ISAs, .and LEAs

The operating system of State Education Agencies (SEAs), Intermediate Service

Agencies (ISAs), and Local Education Agencies (LEAs) are so weakly linked to

these other two subsystems, and often so redundant with them in the conduct

of R/D&I activities, that .we have identified the operating system as a third,

parallel stream rather than as the KU target of KP activities in these rather

two streams.
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D. Linkages Within Each Subsystem

Within,each of these subsystems there is some interaction of a more
;

or less informal nature -- but far less tan one would imagine given

the physical proximity of brginizational units within the.adademid.

setting; or given the operating systemlp formal governante structure

that would lead one to expect to find extens ve interaction and monii,

toring between:SEA andiLEA personnel; or co idering'the commonality

of interests that woul& lead oneto expect ext nsive communication

among schools or between LEAs and SEAs.

ISAs represent a new development aiAled at increasing linkages among

school districts, and between school districts and\their SEAS. Aside

from this one exception (and even here, only some states have created

ISAs .-- and these tend to be quite new), linkages within each of the

three subsystems are incidental and informal rather than institutions,

lized, permanent, and strong. Conseqdently, communication and informs-
\

tion. floc:: are weak, and knowledge production and utilization are in-

efficient and'far less effective than they might Otherwise be. 'Develop,

ments.in social science departments tend to have relatively little im-

pAt on developments in schbols of education. ctivities in one

research corporation have little impact on R&D a tivities in others.

As yet, local innovations in one school district seemriii"tave little

impact on prodUces in other districts.

E. Linkages Between Subsystems

Equally (and perhaps even more) ser5.o1s are weaknesses in the linkages

among these parallel subsystems. The academic Community tends to func-

tion in relative isolation from both the operating sycem and be re-

aearcheorporationsothat dominate R&D activity. Consequedtly, the re-
,

search findings produced by the universities have relatively limited im-

pact outside that subsystem. The operating system is lid to publi-

shers and.equipmient supplieis in the private sector butt, otherwise general-

ly develops its own-programs.and materials and tends more often than not

to operate as though there were no educational research community,. no
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releVant research findings, and no externally developed R&D.products
(9, 51, 54, 57, 139)

and programs. The general pattern in the regional

14boratories and the research corporations is to develop products and

programs in relative isolation from either the academiC community and its

accumulated knowledge baseor.the user'system.and its perceived needs and

constraints, There are notable exceptions, of course, and some strong

collaborative arrangements have been forged in eknumber of instances (e.g.:

Northwest Regional, Laboratory in relatiOn to school districts in its region):

But on the whole, individual. R/D&I institutions and organizational units.

tend to function in isolation, linked weakly if at all to other institu-

tions or,unita Or their immediate subsystem or other subsystems in ttle

'macrostructure.

2. A Linear Model in Theory but not in Practice

A. A Low Degree of Functional Specialization

The linear model that is now in general disrepute but seems to haVe been

a significant influence on much bf the early R/D&I thinking in the '60s

assumed that a "natural" specialization of functioris and a pass-it-on flow

of R/D&I activity would emerge in the'relationship among these subsystems.

The university subsystem seemed inherently suited to research;.' the non-

university corporations seemed designed to meet the needs of programmatic

development work; and the operating system was viewed narrowly as the

target to receive the outputs researched in the universities and developed

in the corporations. Functional specialization was assumed, as were the

linkages, two-way interactions, and knowledge feedback flows required for

an integriated system. To whatever extent the linear model may be accepted

as a reasonable description of R/D&I configurations in any other sector,

empirtba1,rpality in the education sector reveals a somewhat different

picture.

The relatively limited degree of "specialization and extensive amount of

redundancy that characterize the educational R/D&I system can be seen in

the location and clustering of R/D&I functions in.the varioU institutions

that make the_ system. The greatest amount of specialization occurs at

the is research end of, the educational KPU spectrum, with most basic

A 4
..0-
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researCh.concentrated in the universities and especially in the academic

departments. Some basic research isiOne in some of the larger, wealthier,

and more prestigious corporations (e.g,i Educational Testing Service).

%

But for the nos part, basic research ,is the private.preservt of the univer

sities. /-
-

...

. .. ..; .*.. :
. .

Applied research,,howevtt:, is carried out in one foim or antsther'in
.

research.inititugpns or units scattered. throughodt all the various types

of organizational settings.iwthe system -- the universities; the R&D

centers and. regional laboratories;. the research corporations; and even

some of the strong SEAs and big-city LEAs that have the resources to carry

out policy research as part of their long-range.planninvaad monitoring

efforts.

The bulk of federally funded development work is carried out in the

regional laboratories and the large research corporations. However,

development work in.one form or another takes place in virtually

all types of organizational settings in all three subsystems. ,Similarly,

dissemination and evaluation contract are being awarded increasingly

to institutions.located in only certain segments he overa/1 structure

(dissemination contracts increasingly to SEAs and organizations working

with them; evaluation contracts increasingly to the research corporations).

Nonetheless, dissemination and evaluation activities, too, are carried

out in one form or another throughout the structure, even in organiza-

tional units within the superordinate,structure of federal and state agencie

If we consider the implementation and utilization support functions, what

little linkage specialization exists to provide user system personnel with

-technical assistance in building internal capabilities or implementing

externally developed-R&D products, tends to be located either in new

linkage and technical assistance organizations (generally small non-profit

corporations) or in -the hands of a small, group of staffers from a

-laboratory or R&D organization that is trying to install one of its

products. Still, even here, careful analysis uncovers some liqlcage,

technical assistance, and implementation support activities in the

1 \universities, in some of the stronger SEAs, and in LEAs and' individual

schools well endowed with curriculum specialists and other specialized

personnel.
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Overall, then,.functional specialization among education R&D organizations

tends to be somewhat limited, with most of these institutions encompassing

several R/D&I functions. The patn.is not only one of limited functional

specialization, but also limited specialization 'in substantive areas of

R/D&I activity. Basic researchers tend to become specialists in narrowly

defined research areas and subjects of investigation. However, applied

researchers,"developers,.evalbatora, disseminators, and impiementation
0 .

support personnel tend to be generalists within their functions -- e.g.:

one year evaluating compensatoryeducation, programs; the next year,

examining the 'effectiveness of alternative dissemination strategies; the

next year assessing the quality of.pad information analysis prodUcts, etc.

Within a few months time, a single large R/D&I organization within the educa--

Okon sector may reapondto4Fi'S and bid on and.be awarded contracts covering

the whole range of functional specialties and an array of topical areas;

and some of the sat* personnel may be assigned to work on several of

these rather different contracts at the same,time. Some of these

organizations may also be working on 'contracts involving R/D&I

activities in fields of health, personnel development, social welfare

programs; etc. PClearly, this pattern is at considerable variance;frImT

a sector' like the aviation/aerospace industry where there is highly

developed- specialization by function, by components (e.g.: airframes,

engines, electronics), and even by R&D problem areas (e.g.:. wing.'

stress analysis).

B. A High Degree of Functional Clustering

Examination of the clustering of functions wlthin R/D&I institutions

reveals, not surprisingly, that basic.research is,the most specialized

of the various functions and the least likely to cluster.with any of the

others. 'This, is attributable to the nature of the knowledge and tech-

nology base of the basic research function; the socialization and

tiaining of its personnel; and' the ,values, norms, and mores of the

university settings: in which it takes place. If We ignore basic research
,

and consider the remaining R/D&I functions, we find several forms of

both adjacent and looping clusters.

ti
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A significant amount of clustering surrounds the development function sa-,

e.g.: .appliedresearch and development ; development and dissemination;.

developmAnt and production of support-materials for implementation/

utilization,' and. even development/dissemination/implementatibn clustering.

The clustering is the outcome:of conscious policy decisions of.educational

R/D&I managersi A less formalized version of the same kind of clustering.

(minus dissemination) would be:represented by the creative teacher who

generates an idea, gathers relevant information, develops it into a

teaching strategy and instructional materials, and then uses them in

her clabsroom.

Dissemination and implementation/utilization.clusterigh. is becoming

increasingly frequentas a'result of the -knowledge. base and. personnel.

base that spans thesa two functions and as a result of the kinds ot

organizational arrangements, that are beingcreated by explicit and

intentional policy_ initiatives of federal and state agenciei (e.g.: trainin

programs for dissemination and.utilitation specialists; state creation of

ISAs to proVid6 dissemination and technical assistance services to school

districts; NIE's R&D utilization program; etc.).

4

Applied research and evaluation were a natural cluster during the first,.

few years of the emergence of the evaluationsresearch function, largely,

because evaluation personnbl were trained as researchers; were interested
- . .

in conducting research rather than'eyaluation; were forced into evaluation

Work by the operation of the. laws of personnel supply.and demand; and

tended more often than not to piggyback research projects onto required

evaluation activities. As evaluation has matured and developed an identity,

methodology,-and personnel base of its own, this basis for Uhe. research/

evaluation'cluster has seen leSspromioent.: Still, there are del/era',

examples of well -run R&D pgrams where questions uncovered in the course

of product, or.program. evaluations are turned over to research, personnel

.for further investigation oriented toward future develOpMentcyCles

further product re4tement (e.g.: in the developmentof the Individually,-
_ .

. Prescribed Instruction- Program by the Learning, Research and Development

Center and. by Research for Better Schools).

28
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One of.the.newest clusterings to appear is a utilization/research cluster

that may lead to maturation of a practice-oriented research specialty

(as illustrated by work now in progress by the Center fOrNeW Schools

to document and analyze nine LEA local problem solving projects supported

by NIE).

Equally new is a utilization /development /dissemination or utilization/-
. .

disseminat'ionclusierevident in projects
li.

cts to identify exemplary practices,
M7.'H

)1(ocument and analitze them; use them"es the basis for materials develop-

ment, and disseminate these practices and materials to other potential users.

The configuration is changing somewhat as more and more resources'are

being allocated to building linkages. Initially, this took the form

of temporary collaborative arrangements and joint ventures for individual

projects, .joining together' institutions with complementary capabilities

or functional specialties. Increasingly the.consortia and networks that
'.. ,

are being proposed and. experimented with are intended to be permanent,

fotmalized interface artangedents providing either horizontal integration

,
(linking-similar institutions or. organizations) or vertical. integration

(linking fUnctions and/or subsystems). It will be some time, howeVer,

before we can expect to see the effects of these initiativesson the

configuration of educational'Rib&I-institutions.'
:

3. A Final Point: The Place of Large. Cornbrations
4

One further point should be noted before we, leave the.topic ofThe structure
.

of the R/D&I system in education. Several large corporations appear to have

particularly'strong pOsitions in'the grants and contracts economy of the

education sector -- e.g.: American Institutes of Research, Rand

tion, Stanford.Research Institute,iand Educational Testing Service. In fact,

in the period FY 1973 - FY 1975, fewer than 50 organizations received the

,majority of NIE funding support. (93) Still, the number of R/D&I institutions

receiving funds from all sources is substantial and it would Seem unwarranted

at thiS time to suggest that certain types of R/D&I in the edudation sector

are dominated by a few large institutions in a pattern resembling the aviation/

aerospace industry. However; we will be in a better, position to asseks this
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question after. the NIE KPU monitoring project provides empirical data about

the individual institutions that carry out educational R/D&I activities,

important for understanding the emergeht configuration of educational R/D&I

. institutions and for developing appropriate policy initiatives and strategies
_

for macrostructure management.

IV. GOALS, POLICIES, STRATEGIES

1. Weaknesses

Educational R/D&I has been criticized repeatedly weaknesses in goal

setting, priority determination, policy'formation, and strategy develop-
(49, 73, 83, 103, 128) _ment. Given OE's and now NIE's status as the dominant

dOrs and primary influenCes on educational R/D&I, it is goal setting in

these agencies that must be the focus of our attention.

On the .most general level, the'goals of federal policy for the system have been

reasonably consistent throughout the OE and NIE years. Using the current NIE

formulation, these goals have beento solve educational problems; to

improveducetional practice; to develop the 'knowledge and technology base.

need4d for these efforts; and to develop an effective R&D system.

However, whifi analysis proceeds beyond broad goal statements to specific

bpolicies, 'programs and activities of OE and NIE (and when spe?ial note is

taken of relative emphases. in budget allocations), the picture that

emerges is one of iarked discontinuity, shiftingigoals and priorities, and"
\

policies'Andatrategies that have not been entirely consistent with some of

the system's goals. What has been lacking until recently has. been adhquate
. , . .

translation'of broad goal.statements into intermediate goals rand objectives

specific enough to guide priority. determination, policy formation, and

strategy development -- and specific enough to serve as benchmarks for

measuring system performance. (12 6)
Also lacking have been mechanisms to develop

consensus .on. speciftcsystem goala, priorities., policies, and = tegies

.among the various Constituencies affected.
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2. Historical Patterns: Changing Priorities and Decisionmakers

Historically, there has been a close relationship between the dominant system

goals and priorities, on the one.hand, and the pt" wary locus of goal-settin:;,

on the other.

A. Stage One: Research Emphasis

In the late '50s and early '60s when the dominant source ok funding as

the Cooperative Research Act, system priorities were determined largely

y the educational research community. The locus of'goal-setting was -

decentralized, scattered among all the various researchlis and KP (know-

ledge production) institutions who submitted field-Initiated proposals

and the prominent researchers who served on review axjd advisory panels.

In a researcherILdoilnated context,' research was rather naturally empha.

sized.' Development of the field's knowledge base was the goal of the

system; funding educational research projects was essentially the

strategy; and funds flowed primarily to the universities where educa7,

tional research personnel was loCated.(25).

B. Stage Two: Centralization and Short Term Emphases

This pattern changed drastically in the mid-'60s when OE funding emphases

shifted from field-initiated research projects to more bureaucratically-
-.

defined, mission-oriented, programmatic R&D. The shift was gradual.

When the laboratories and centers were.first created, each institution

defined its own mission based on the areas of specialization of its

4111. senior level personnel. Over time, however, with increasing OE use of

' RFPs and,targetted research programs, the ],ocus of goal-setting'became

highly centralized-as it shifted to key OE staff members. with some
A

assistance from their advisers; whom they selected from the research

and R&D communities.
(25)

With the shift to a centralized locus of goal-setting, there was a marked

change in goals and emphases. There was.less and less concern with the
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field's knowledge base, and more and more attention to the shorter-range

goal of solving immediate problems' of the operating system. Those problem

areas receiving the . argest allocations of funds (e.g.: improving the

academic achievements f low-income, minority students) (10 ) Were
defined larg

.

by social and political forces external to the education sector -- rather

than by the dominant concerns of practitioners at that time, or by the

needs of the field's knowledge base, or even by the state of development

of the knowledge base.to permit effective attack on par.ticular problems.

The bulk of resources went to the development function rather than

research. The timilhorizons of the dominant goals were immediate and

short -roman The emphasis Was on developing packageable products:

Limited' attention was devoted to longer-term development of change-

process strategies or resource building for enhancing R/D&I system

capabilities. Concern with developing the field's knowledge and

technology base had'lost,center stage and was not only.slighted '-'41but

many of the funding poiicies and strategies of this pefiod were even

inimical to this goal. Considerableresources went into building an
Ar, .

institutional strUcture for a new, Specialized R/D&i system' -- but

little"of that funding Nip used todevelop institutional capabilities

for longer-term system development. Proportionally less and less of

available R /D &I.. resources flowed to the universities, and more:and more

went to the regional labbratortes.and the proliferating non-profit and .

for - profit, prp-grationp.,:gPgredi.to-ithejiarketplape.of,-federal-grantsc-and ,

, 83, 93)
contracts.

NA`

C. Stage Three: NIE and Mixed Strategies

We made the point earlier that any complete picture of fedeiat sponsoiship

of educational R/D&I activity requires consideratibn of a host of federal

agencies other than NIE. -- that despite NIE'-s role as lead agency for

educational yAD, its FY 1975 budget pf $74 million represents only a small

portion of the total federal FY 1975 investment of $513 million. However,

there is. little in the published literature that is*heisful for developing

a clear picture of the goals, priorities, policies or strategies of these

other federal sponsors. Our impressions of tile contrast between current

NIglemPhSsei and'earlier CE emphases may need revision after some futu're

analyses are writken of ROW policies of all the relevant-agencies over the

) 3 )



past decade Or tWO: 'DO fot the preaent, SindeNIE'iSthe lead-

agency for educational R&D and the system's most visible focus

of policy determination, it Seems useful.to contrast what appear

to be the dominant patterns in NIE-goal-setting/poliby determi-

nationjor the syatem ix the '60s.

Coal-setting and policy formation under NIE appear to present a

rather different pattern -- a more collaborative mode and a mix-

ed strategy of centralized and decentralized initiatives. Com-
.

pared to the previous periods, the NIE approach appears to be

less R&D-oriented and more market-oriented. Whereas the previous

patterns emphasized first developing the field's knowledge base

(1954-64) and then solving educational problems through R&D pack-

aging of solutions (1964-1972), the NIE emphasistappears to be

clearly on improving educatio 1 practice. R&D activities still

receive a very large share of a ailable resources, but dissemi-

nation, implementation/utilizition; and building internal user

system capabilities receive, considerable attention in the new

strategy. The federal role in,the KU-briented programs is seen

as largely facilitating and coordinating, and much of the initi-

ative in goal setting and probl efinition is decentralized in

the State and Local. Education r.encies. SubSiantial sums are

flowing to these State and Local Education Agencies, and.seyeral

Of the programs suppttted'are oriented toward long -term capabil-

ity-building goals rather than short-term productdevelopment.
(86)

A si§nificant.amoudt.of emphasis in the NIE strategy has shifted

from proAct development and product'advocaCy to change process

advocacy and change process capability development.

Still, the older bureauctatic Od4 of goal siting appears to'

have persisted in-many Ofthose-NIE funding programs oriented
to. .6

more toward the KP than the KU end of the KPU spectrum. The
. 4 .

locus of goal setting in research and R&D has r4mained largely

centralized in.the han ds of the'NIE staff and their advieers..

from the field, with'resultant continued dissatisfaction among

'the researchband R&D communities about existing goals, priori-
,J

policies, and-strategies:. A number `of ini4atives, have
a

been taken to inv ve researchers frOm a few,research areas in

the definition of rese ch agendas fdr.their
0.
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conferences sponsored by the Basic Studies andBasic:Skills

groUPSOf:N/E(13.'Eut as yet, the research and R&D commu-

nities have not had anything.like the influence.of researchers

in some of the scientific disciplines. Increasingly, there

have been .calls fora strengthening of the research and R&D

communities and the development,of mechanisms to permit the

field to exercise leadership in,defining goals and research

agendas.
(38.):

We.may, then, in time see yet another Metamorpho-

sis of goal-setting and policy formation. in educational R/D&I,

with significant implications for R/D&I priorities, strategieS,

and funding programs.

Ms.

V. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES

As is typical of any newly developing R/D&I system, concerns 'for manage-

tent and policy making processes have taken a low priority as compared to

programmatic concerns. The dilemma is classical. Those who are most

,likely to initiate an innovative thrust are leant likely to see the need

for or pay attention to effective perfotmance in the "mundane" woblems

of institutional management and the "dirty" problems of policy making.

This has been the situation in educational R/D&I. Little attention wa17--"-

given in the past to such issues at.the practitioner level, and manage-

ment for educational R/D&I was not seen
.

as a major and necessary aspect

of the agenda of federal funding programs. With increasing maturation,,

again as is typical, concerns in these areas have begun to appear. Problems

of organizational designipersonnel management, project and portfolio

selection, control and evaluation, cash flow management', information

management, etc.,have begun to plague managers and'policy makers. NIE

has begun on a-modest scale to support some studies of management and

policy making processes in R/D&I. The time would thus seera_Me for a

major expansiob in research and training programs devoted auigrading
the quality of management and policy making processes.

In this report, we will limit our Comments to.the above brief overview.

In a later volume, we will provide a_detailed discussion of the adminis-
,

trative processes function at the generic level. .Analysis of the adminis-

trativeproCess function within educational R/D&I per se, then, remains:

an item for analysis at some futu e time.
,
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VI. PERSONNEL BASE

110

1. A. Critical Weakness

The personnel base 4,the education operating system in this country is
.

.. %

wt11 over three mill$on. However, relatively few of the instructional

tbd administrative p sonnel,who staff this Operating system carry out.

significant ./D&I ae vity, and we will focus our attention here on the

specialized' ucatio 1 R/D&I personnel base.-11_._ 0,. .

The.specializgA e ueaional R/D&I personnel base has undergone substantial
%

development iii the' 4.0 decade or so. In comparison to the mid-'60s, the
0.

educational R sOnnel base has doubled (perhaps tripled). The best

'estimate wadthat th'ili&I system personnel base in 1964 totalled about
.

4,000 ptraons..
(19)

n A974, several estimates suggest a mean figure of

about 10,000 persons (ettimates ranged grom 8-12;000, and higher or loWer.

estimates ca
,be

found,', depending on oneis definition of an educational

R/D&I system). ;'Still, the persOnnel baslt of? educational R/D&I may be,193) .k '

'

the most critical sY ess - - anaithe.most difficult to overcome.

The literatAr sugg hat the educational. R/DO personnel base is in-

adequate in4shee bers;
(19, 63, 93)

is disproportionately concentrated
, P

An researgh ,equation research'and development, 93? is critically
,..,

spars n di nation; and almost totally abiteni in functional apecial-
4

i:e8 that are just emerging or have'yet to emerge (e.g.: need identification,

and°implementation/utilization support). The field suffers

particularly from the lack of an adequate supply:of trained or experienced

R/D&I managers, or even"an appreciation of R/D&rmanagement as a function

that could benefit from specialize& skills and training
l35)

2. The Sources of Personnel

,...

By training apd professional background, educational R/D6ci personnel tend to

come out of either the psychology/sociology statistical research tradition and

(93)
the university environment or out of school system position#(e.g.: teachers
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or administrators). With few if any training programs geared to producing

R/D&I specialists (and tcie few that have been available geared more to the

pattern of academic project research'rather than progra,atic development),

on-the-job training has been the primary mechanism for producing personnel

with appropriate skills and competencies -- an inefficient strategy at

best. Some initiatives have been taken to develop training programs more

suitable to the needs of educational BJD&I functioning (e.g.: dissemination

and utilization training prograhs supported by NIE). But as yet, it is too

early to detect a significant change in the character of the system's personnel

base.

3. Some Seemingly Intractable Problems'

The recruitment, training, and socialization of a talented personnel base for

educational R/D&I will require oveicoming several seemingly intractable prob-

lems; for example:

1. the low prestige of edu ation, educational research,and

educational R/D&I;

2. the orientationslof most of those who come out of university,

setting's toward advancing theory rather than improving practice;

toward individualistic rather than team functioning?, toward

relatively homogeneous rather than heterogeneous personnel skill

mixes; toward producing publications rather than products Lr

programs; toward a professional rather than a bureaucratic style

of*functioning and managemen ;
(28)

-34 the complexities of developing suitable training pftgrams, given

the ambiguity that surrounds the definition of work roles; requisite

skills and standards for various fUnctional specialties in the field.

and the weakness of the existing knowledge base;

4. the instability of R/D&I funding;

5. the insecurity of R/D&I positions compared to tenured university

posts.

36



4. Policy Idsues

There has been much criticism of educational R/D&I for its failure to attract

eminent researchers and first-rate younglalent from the disciplines. But is

it possible to attract talented personnel to educational R/D&I, given the present

poor quality of system outputs and the resultant inability to overcome the

system's low prestige? Is it reasonable to try to intervene now in the

maturation of the system's personnel base? Or, is it wiser to concentrate

resources on a few key projects where the critical mass of talent already

exists and impressive leirels of achievement are within reach? Will a few

exciting high quality R/D&I outputs do more to attract talented personnel than

resource-building strategies focused on recruitment andtraining? High level

debate on these questions would seem to be in order; leading, one would hope,

to long-range planning of interrelated product development and resource-

building strategies to speed system maturation.

Our knowledge of other R/D&I systems ,suggests that the rate at which the

personnel base can be expanded varies among R/D&I'system functions. In

research (and to a lesser extent, development), the rate is dependent on

the number and size of the existing centers of excellence (whic'h alone

can provide the training) and is a long term process. For the linkage

functions (dissemination and to'a lesser extent development), training

programs can be developed at relatively modest levels of fUnding and

personnel trained within a relatively short time frame. However, training

in. these functions will be constrained by (1) rates and levels at which -.

users can reasonably absorb their outputs and (2) the relative lack of

codification in the knowledge/technology bases. Thus, merely investing

dollars in training is not always wise'or effective.

VII. FUNDING

The funding of educational R/D&I suffers from five key weaknesses: in-

sufficient diversification of sources; low levels, scattering of alio-

catiOns, instablO.ity,ana inadequate,data base about distribution of fund-

ing by functions and performer organizations.

p.
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1. Insufficient Diversification of Sources

The federal government has become the primary sponsor of educational R/D&I.

A small.pqrtion of overall R /D &I funding is provided by private foundations,

and an infinitesimal amount is provided by state and local governments and
ar .

private industry. Several analyses of fundig data are currently under

way, and the precise figures may need revi #ics when these are completed.

However, for the present, we can arrivdat4 reasonably good picture of

the level and-sources of educational RiDig funding from the best analyses

available to us at this time. According to those sovces, in FY 1975,

total funding for educational R /D &I in this country,. 'from all sources, '

fell somewhere between $605 million and $673 million (depending on what

is included or excluded in a given estimite)4 with $619 million the most

likely figure. Of this total. sum,. approximately 83%, i.e., $513 million,

came from ,f-e-deral government departments 4r agencies: (102)
The bulk of

this funding is provided by the Education 1ivision of HEW, with most HEW

funds obligated through the Office of.Education andtge National Institute'

of Education. Other federal agencies providing substantial sums for

educational R /D &I include the National Science Foundation and the Public

Health4ervice,(particularly the National Institutes of Health and the

Office of Human Development). Additional smaller

R/D&I activities through. the Department of AgriC

Interior, State Department, Department of Labor(

the Humatities, Smithsonian Institution, and other

.flqw to educational

e, Department of

Defense, Department. of

National EndoWment for
4

federal agencies.
(102)

The remaining sources of educational R/D&I funding

.
include: state funds, $40 million ($30 million to $60 million); local

government funds, $4 million ($2 million to $10 million); -private founda-

tioSsi.,$57 million ($57 million to $65 million); giid other private sector

sources, possibly (but here estimation is especially difficult), $5 million

($3 million to $25 million).03) Greater diversification of sponsorship

seema essearal ivenle political vulnerability of educational R /D &I

(and thus its i: ing) in a climate of limited system legitimacy and

lack of conf 41 the system's ability to produce a reasonable return
. .

on the taxpayer's i'estment. Clearly, though, substantial investment

in educational R/D&I by, the private sector ox by state and local govern-.

ments is unlikely unless imaginative new incentives sre provided and bold

new initiatives are taken to attract this new sponsorship.
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2. Low Levels i

Educational expenditures by all levels of government amount to approximately

,-$554billion:i Appropriations to educational R/D&I account for only about 0.3%

of that total.
(72, 103)

, The inadequacy of this funding level is underscored by

comParisOn.with other sectors -- e.g.: 3.4% to 5.0% of expenditures in the

.industrial sector for R&D; 4.62 in the health sector; 1.1% in agriculture;

and as much as 10% to 14% of the Department of Defense budget.
(23, 49, 72, 103)

.

Given the immaturity of educational R/D&I compared to these other sectors and

the need-for expensive capacity-building programs, the low level of funding

available to support educational R/D&I becomes especially probleMatic.

3. Scattering of Allocations

The difficulties posed by low-overall funding levels are complicated further

by allocation patterns that tend to disperse what little money is available

over a large number of projects rather than concentrating it sufficiently

on a few, The trend in recent years has been toward greater and greater

concentration of funding, as more and more projects and programs have lost

funding and increasing numbers of federally supported R/D4I institutions

have gone out of existence. Still, given a limited funding available

and the high costs incurred by J.prge -scale e ucational R/D&I programs,

greater concentration would seem essential f effective programs and products

are to be produced.

4. Instability

Instability of funding has been one of the most serious problems confronted

by the educational R/D&I system over its brief history. The early promise

of ample funding:for educational R/D&I was clouded within only a few years.

Funding for different types of R/D&I activities has tended to ebb and flow

with frequent shifts and fluctuations in federal. R/D&I priorities. Federal

(

reliance on annual'rather than longer-term funding cycles was a frequent

cause of complaint in the early years of the system. While all federally

funded sectors suffer to some extent from ch instability, the problem

has been especially critical in the educ Lion sector because of its relative

immaturity.



Pleas have been made for longer-term funding commitments to permit long-range

planning of complex multi-year projects, and some modifications of funding

policies in this direction are apparent. Still, it would seem that greater

long-term stability of funding will be needed to Attract first-rate

personnel and sub-contractors to eductprfor

5. Inadequate Data Base About Distribution of Funding by Functions and

Performer Organizations

,

As we

c

.7,

ted just above, airs.41ble data do suggest that scattering of
. .

illo lions is one of the weaknesses of educational R/D&I. As yet, our

data base is inadequate to systematically 'analyze the distribution of
._ .

allocations. However, NIE is currently 46ing a survey of educational

R/D&I performer organizations. When this is completed, we will be in a

better position than now to estimate.the relative size of actual funding

allocations by functional areas of'R/D&I activity. Thus, we will also

be in a batter position to determine the; extent to which the available
.-...

resonrces are apportioned in a manner that provides the appropriate

balinca'SNig functions (taking into account the overall stage of develop-

mentof the R/D&I system and any necessary corrective actions that may

be needed to redress previously out,ofnbalance conditions).

Various data' sources available at this time (using somewhat different

definitions and classification schemes) provide rather disparate estimates

of the distribution of federal funding for. educational R/D&I among groupings

of ;functional areas. For instance, a recentdAcription of one data set

for FY-1975 projects in the areas of early childhood and adolescence

suggests that 80% of this funding was allocated to a category described as
c

applied R&D; 8% to basic research; and 12%, to a group described as

planning, dissemination, utilization, andevaluation.
(93),

Another data

set (using a differently bounded data base and a different classification

schemt provides a different impression of the distribution of federal

funding for educational R/D&I in. FY 1975. These data suggest that knowledge

produc4on activities (defined here to includeresearch', evaluation, and

statistical activities) have received only 17% of federal funds, while 402

was allocated to Wcategory described as applications formulations (materials

10



.development, ppliciforMuration deMonstrations, and social

:and 43% 4utilization (dissemination andimplementation ac

Still other even more t reanalyses of these same datarecen
. . .

se
, .

i

System Support. Division staff suggest slightly different figures, and

theSe reanalyses are. still in progress. Data from the current NIE survey

experiments),

tl.vities).
(76)

7

Vy)NIE's R&D

of educational R/D&I performer organizations may be helpful in41arifying

some of the inconsistencies.. -
.4*

The. Current survey may be particularly useful also for shedding light on 4

questions that have arisen about therelative distribution'of)-funding (from

federal and other sources):. among the various organizations thatcOmprise

the institutional base of the educatiodal R/D&I system. NIE funding data,

.for instance, indicate thatlaore thin half of all NIE awards between FY 1973

and FY 1975 were made to fewer than 50 organzations.93) It would be

.useful to have "similar information aboui.awards from other sponsors of

educational RJD&I AOtivity and to then explore the meaning and implications

of such data for underst.Anding the institutional configuration of the

systeM; the location and. degree of concentration of certain kinds of

R/D&I funCtioning; the distribution of,R/D&I capabilities (and implications

for system capacity building); sponsor - performer relationships within the

educational R/D&I'system {and implications for funding/procurement policies)

A substantial data base is currently-being developed and analyzed to, shed

light on such qUestions, and additional studies under NIE's EdUcation KPU

' Monitoring Program are in planning... As more of this information becomes

available, we will be able to develop a more complete picture and a better

understanding of the'funding of educational R/D&L.

-VIII.' INFORMATION FLOW

Theree',are three distinct information flow systems in the education sector:

1. KP information flows among educational researchers and R&D

personnel generally working in orgailizational settings external

'to the user System;



2. information.flows,among urer systotliersonnel;

3. information flows between exte 1 research and R&D personnel,

on the one hand, andxSer-sys em personnel, on the other.

All three information flows are weak and inefficient. Each has distinctive

problems that impede effective communication and information flout and therefore

slow:

1.
.

the climulatve develOpment of a high quality knowledge and tech-

nology base for the field;

2. the development and disetemination of research and R&D outputs to

solve educational problems;.

3. the utilization of research findings and R&D outputhn operating.

systems.

1. Among Educational Researchers and R/D&I Personnel

The educational_research community has 'a well developed formal information

flow system that Includes annual meetings of the AERA; primary publication

outlets; and secondary publications that provide syntheses and'critical reviews

of the literature ancLthat proVide mechanisms which facilitate information re-

trieval4from written sources. However, scientific information exchange in

education is more unstructured, random,, and far less efficient than information

flow in many other fields.
(96, 98,- 99,. 101) .

The educational research and

"R &D communities lack well developed informal communication mechanisms analogoui

to the "invisible colleges"that'have been identified in some other fields of

knowledge..
(32, 33' 1113

Informal communication networks are critical in order for a researcher in a

given research area to be familiar with work being done by othersthat.would

be potentially, relevant to his own investigations. Informal networks are also

critical-to permit researchers toWcontact oeher researchers who can facilitate

their information' searches and minimize random information-seeking behavior.



Further, the absence of such informal communication networks to structure

and chanhel information seeking behavior magnifies whatever time lags, lack

of adequate abstracting and retrieval mechanisms, and other problems

characterize the formal information flow system of the field. (39 100 101)

Thus, the absence of informal networks handicaps the educational researcher.

The development of a cumulative,' high quality knowledge base for theofield

is dependent on improving,the efficiency of information flow processes --

but there are few signs-of progress in this-direction.

2. Within the User System

Information flow within the user system is generally retarded by various norms

and patterns of functioning that tend to isolate operating system personnel.
.0.

from one another: e.g.: anticollaborative norms that assume the creative

teacher generates,ideas and teaching approaches on her own rather than

using ideas add approaChes developed by others; timidity about discussing

classroom problems for-fear of being judged inadequate; bureaucratic rather than

colleagial modes of functioning that isolate the teacher in a classroom full
.

of children and provide few opportunities for teachers.to stimulate
(26, 27, 119, 125)

one another, exchan e ideas, etc.. Research suggests that most

teachers do not scarithe professional literature in search of ideas or solutions
0,-

to problems, but instead rely on interpersonal exchanges as their main source
i

of information.
(17)

Given the fact that there are relatively few opportunities

for such interpersonal exchanges in mo't school settings, information flow is

therefore minimal:

3. tetween User System and Research/R&D Personnel

Information low between user system personnel and research and R&D personnel

is KP organizations external to user systems is hampered by even more serious
4

problems -- differences in values; norms ways of thinking and

conceptualizing problems; ways of describing and bases for verifying

assertions; usage patterns; little if any overlap in the journals or

magazines they,read (or publish in) or the professional association meetings

or conferences they attend; etc.



. Trends and Initiatives

.
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Some progress is being.made currently to overcome the barriers to information

flow within the user system and between'user systems and external KP

-brganizations. One importanOtinitiative is represented by NIE support for

prograis to develop internal-problemsolving capabilijes through organizational

development and other participative renewal strategies (e.g.: the Local Problem

Solving Program). 'Another is represented by NIE's.active, interpersonal dis-

semination and technical assistance strategies to-facilitate KPU infordation

flows (e.g.: the Educ'ation43Informatiow"Centers and the R&D .Utilization PrograM

'

Howevei, despite AERA interest a few years ago in Strengthening research

communities and developing more effective communication mechanisms analogous;

_ to invisible colleges, (38)
the Association has done relatively little to structure

infotmation flow in the field into more:orderly patterns. There has been a
.

vacuum of leadership in this criti area; and-in-the absence.of.any

initiatives to' improve information loW among education researchers, the

knowledge base of the field remains weak and fragmentary and R/D&I functioning:

/A
emainS inefficient and relatively ineffective.

z

IX. INNOVATIONS

l. Widely Varying Attributes and KP/KU Requirements

Ed1.3cational products and innovations vary widely in attributes and attendant

KP and KU requirements. They vary in the state of the art:of the relevant

technologies; scale, costs, and level-of R&D effort requirsd; in type

(categorized as herdtware vs. software); in target functions; in demand levels

and life cycles; in quality and relative advantage over competing products

and Practices; in testability and communicability of effects; in complexity;

in compatibility with user system constraints and therefore user requirements.

Given this variability, any attempt to provide a modal description of

educational products and innovations seems risky. However, to facilitate

comparison with other sectors in our analysis, it seems useful to consider

a number, of generalizations about educational innovations that are probably
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valid for the overwhelming majority of products and innovations in this

sector.., We have noted Asome of ,these points earlier in our discussion of why

the educition settor is so vulnerable to environmental influences.

2. High Development Costs

Educational products and innovations that are rigorously developed and tested

tend to have relatively high developmental costs.. This is attributable to

a large extent to _the weaknesses'of the exLsting knowledge base of,the field

and the resultant need for conducting. an extensive amount of applied research

preceding and during the development phase.; Gaps in the knowledge base of

the field entail more unknowns'. Weaknesses in the relevant technologiei entail

more trial and error. The transforms between stages (front conception;

to specification, of design requirements; to prototype'.development; to

deyelopment orsnccessively refined versions, of th-erfinarloroduct) are less

efficient, less predictable, more time-consuming, an& more costly.

3. Product/User Reactiveness

Educational innovations tend to involve "people change" rather than installation

of technology.
(59, 61, 74) -As such, educational innovations are harder to package,

'More difficult to market and get Adopted; and harder toainstalt. There is. far

greater reactiveness between product-ang users, and therefore the implementation

'protessismore difficult and more implementation supports are needed. Product

and innovation management strategies rdr the e ucation sector, then, if they

are to-be effective, must take into account'p oduceattributes that are likely

to affect user system willingness to adopt and capability to implement a given,

innovation. At the present time, however,.integration of KU requirements into

KP planning and activities appears to be the exception rather than the rule.

a consequence, externally developed R&D outputs have not beenleiffusg.d40.dely

or had notable impact on educational practice.

X. NEED IDENTIFICATION

Overall, need identification in education lacks coherence and strength.
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1. lacking: An InstitutionalizedNeed Ide tigytion Function

Need identification is one of the' unctional specialties of mature R/D&I

'systems that is generally lacking iI education. There are relatively few

examples in the education sector of systematic, ongoing analyses of routinely

collected data, cyclically reviewed .as part of an institutionalized'neee

identification function focused on needs assessment, xspabilities assessment,

and long range planning. Instead, whether we examine the process by which

needed R/D&I activities are defined by KP institutionseor the prOcess bY

which needed BAD acquisitions are identified by KU institutions, need

identification in education tends to' be episodic (or, at best, attuned to

the annual funding or budget cycles of R/D&I sfOnsors).

e, In4urther,contrasi to mature R/D&I systems (where need identification processes

.w.4reinsiitutionalized in spec alized organizational arrangements), the,loci of

need iaentifieetion ,i14;ro:"Det 'So ategiid' -throughout the R&D

and operating systems and their environment -- researches, developers, R&D

entrepreneurs, R/D&I sponsors, and R/p&I institutions; policymakers and

administrators at the federal, state, and local level, of the operating system;

teachers aqd other operating system personnel who interact directly with

students; school boards and their parent and community constituencies; and

perhaps most promineht of all, the Congress, the courts, and various social

movements such as civil rights, ethnic pride, feminism, etc.,

Need identification in education, then, lacks formalization, and its openness

to environmental influence is so great.that-fthe system lacks adequate buffers

against extremely high levels of demands too varied to be met adequately.

4

. Bases

Several bases of need identification are operative in educatioh.

A. Intuitive Judgment

Intuitive judgment is the basis of what is probably the largei proportion

of all need identification in the sector. There are several-patterns of

4
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a.

N

intuitive need identification in education: spontaneous Insight; soli-`

citation of staff or expert opinions; coMparing what exists at .a particular
011".

point in time in the programming of a particular, i/D6cfor operating system

institution and what exists somewhere else.

B. Opportunistic

An_additional pattern of need identification in eduCation is basically

opportunistic in nature impetus ComegAirimarily from the exist-

ence of a resource and on secondarily.lf et alljrcoM the existence of

a problem. The availability of a resdurce(e..g.t' fuxding Or a,new_tech-

nology or an available talent pool) and its Obeetittal fOr.,4de in a bene-

ficial manner are what in fact anggests.the'need..

C. Data - Based

Probably the.least-frequent basis ofneajoetception in education is em- .

, . .

pirical data. Two kinds of data-based:needAdentification can be distin
. .6

guishe4: one-time analySes of partiCular pieces or bodi of daa:l-coits f t
:

.

col-

lected primarily for some other purpOse'bueueed,on.an,adthoc basis to

identify a particular need or set'oUneeaa;,,.Tand.systematit, ongoing ;: analyses

of routinely collected data cyclically reviewed aliart:ot.an institutional-

ized need identificatir and long rangelanding function,
, .

A

3. Vaugeness of kequi ements

)The process of translatidg perceived needs into-innovntiV requirements specific

enough to guide.researdh and development6labarely'eVident.in'education. More
,

often than not, the need-identification prOcess'ends'with a' statement no more

specific than "a program to. improve students' self- concepts" or "a program
. - .

to raise reading achievement levelal'.. larely'doeg.the;need identification

process in education produce a problem analysis sufficiently detailed to

pinpoint either'specifiC elments in th iroblematic situation (or condition

in need of change) or t,he kind of .program- or product f necessary to bring

about desired Changes.

47



GiVen the social science. base, of the field of education,. there is a somewhat

limited intellectual consensus on the one hand and a good deal of value-laden

disagreemei over goals and needs on the other. This puts. a premium on

vagueness i.e.: the vaguer the statement of a need, the easier it iSto

achieve agreement. Needless to say thiSicomplicates the problem of.

.articulating needs in a manner tcatrdi161ates easily into innovation

requirements.

Equally significant in its impact on needs articulation, education has an

inadequate and uncertain knowledge base and an ambiguous technology. It is

difficult to define problems or to know, what is needed to solve them.

Consequently, people have a difficult time identifying and articulating needs;,

thus, people also tend to generate statements that are too vague to be

genuinely useful. In those atypical settings where an extensive amount of.

4 need articulation occurs, there are specialized organizational' arrangements

to translate vague perceptions of need into innovation requirements- (e.g.:

R/D&I organizations that use evaluative data on existing products as the basis

of defining needs and planning R&D for future products; or R/D&I sponsors who

elaborate R&D contract requirements through mechanisms like the RFP).

4. Decision Structures

Probably the'greatest weakness of the need identification function in education

is in the decision structures through which need statements are screened and

appraised before R/D&I resources are committed. Lacking is an adequate data

base against which ge the feasibility of responding to various alternatives

identified as n eds for R/D&I activities -- feasibility in terms of the existing

knowledge base; capabilities for meeting various needs; and marketabil tY of

various kindsof products'to meet given needs. Lacking too are adequa mechanisms

for bringing together the perspectives of both the KP and the KU ends of the

KPU system in education to jointly define needs and priorities,and jointly

consider existing capabilities to meet a given Ted by new R/D&I activities

(or alternatively; to adopt or adapt existing products or programs from

the full array available practices, programs, and products capable of

meeting that nee

4
J1
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Recent Initiatives O
Recent NIE initiatives have been directed toward strengthe ng need identifi-

4--

ing programs of the*ion procesges. The dissemination and jocall,,problem-sol

Institute are basically capabili -building programs: the intent is:to

build local capabilities for problem definition land to link user systems

personnel to KP resources that can be ,aPplied,t solving/locally defined

problems. Similarly, ,NIE's increasing use of itvitational conferences to
a

I -define research agendas and needed R/D&I activities haa been motivated by

the desire to bring the research communities friOnFeduCaition and the disciplines

'into the need identification process 110.th max 1 efficienty -- getting

simultaneous input and feedback from the leader f a given research area,
t. / ..

and at the same time deVeloping some consensus On'priorities and disseminating
g

these to the field (e.g.: 'conferences sponsored by NIE's Basic Studies and
,

Basic Skills groups).
(132)

However, as yet, there' is only'limited evidence of

e!. /

overlap between the highest priority needs `identified or acknowledged by -

practitioners and those identified and acted upon by external esearch and.

R&D organizations. Consequently, need identification at the-RP and KU ends

of the educational KPU system show limited i4te$rationi and the effectiveness

of R/D&I functioning throughout the system.Waimited accordingly.

A hopeful sign is the substantial amount ofa ffort currently going into the

,development and use of ongoing management i4fOration, monitoring, and assess-

ment systems on the state and national (andtO a. lesser extent even LEA)
(31, 42, 80, 95, 118) ; 1

levels. It is still too early to expect to find sig-
,

nificant impact from these new developments -- but clearly, as assessment

systems and long range planning units get beiteriestablished in the education

sector, we should look for evidence of major changes in the manifestation of

the need identification function,in education
4

XI. GENERATION/RESEARCH

1. The Focus of this Discession

1

The term "research" may have a variety of connotations and meanings -- and is



len used very looseIY4n.the education sector. Thui, it is important, that we
first identify what "types" of "research" will be the focus of this discussion.
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A. "Discinligid Inquiry"

In this discussion, we shall be concerned only with "research" in the sense

of "disciplined inquiry" -- the conduct of systematic empirical investi-

gations or the application of disciplined qualitative inquiry approaches

(e.g.: historical, anthropological and political science modes of

education-related questions. ,.Who conducts the disciplined

issue hex'e -- the researchers may be those who identify

tional researchers or as researchers working within a

ine. Within this framework, we thus include both

research and applied research (i.e.: research oriented

toward either product development or, toward institutional and policy

research concerns).

We recognize the limitations of the "pure vs. applied" usage. Stillwefirid

it helpful, to think about educational research in' terms of three/

investigation) to

inquiry i t at

themselves as

particular disci

basic Or "pure")

categories:

1. c research;

2. applied research

3. applied research to inform policy decisions.

We also recognize the somewhat arbitrary nature of our division between

the forms of institutional and policy research that we will include here

and others that we will categorize later under the concept of evaluation

research.

*
In ancche:4analisis (115) we used the

research" rather.than the more common

the difference in focus between basic

descriptive term "problem-focused
ti

term "applied research" to highlight

and applied research'. Here, how-

ever, we will use the term "applied research" because of its common usage.
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Finally, we do consider that, properly conceived and done (i.e.: as

"disciplined inquiry"),, evaluation is a form of research. Thus, we use

the-tern-neValtiation'research" rather than "evaluation". However,.

because Of its special nature and its usage at the utilization end of

..the R/D&I process, we treat evaluation research as a separate feature

later.

B. Non-Systematic "Research"

We specifically exclude from our discussion of the research enterprise

various quasi-research activities that are typicallyIabelled as

educational research and divert a fair Sinoun of research funding away

from disciplined inquiry, but use methods and Serve purposes rather

different from those of systematic research e.g.: school-surveys,

statistical surveys of the social bookkeeping variety, social action

"rojects;disseminafion and demonstration projects, and development.

work.

C. The Focus of This Discussion

Research is only one of several bases of innovation and product development

in the education sector. Few of the dominant educational practices in schools

are based on research findings. Insight,sinapiratioA, And analysis of a

relatively unsystematic sort are the bases of much conventionalieducational

practice. Where information is sought to guide translation of ideas into

practices or materiel; informal interpersonal communication or more

formalized library research approaches are considerably more common search

strategies of the operating system than the conduct of sysyematic empirical,
,

investigations or application of disciplined qualitative)inquiry approaches.

We know relatively little about these nonscientific apyloaches to the

generation/research function-inveducationthough-thih situation Any

change. -as increasingly more attention is devoted to,documentation and

analysis of local problem-solving strategies in the operating system

(work currently in progress by the Center for New Schools, supported

by NIE).



We know considerably more aboup th.copOlt0f'01.sciptined Inquiry in the
f ,

education sector, and it is this di

focus of R/D&I policy Concern.

2. Issues and Problems of E
A

The educational

in other fields

universal issues

education, wher4

"tined idquiri,that,Ilas been the
:1 . .

'

al -Research

.a

earch enterprise'faces'many of-the same dilemmag as research
7,

especially other applied social science fields. There are the

of quality control -- of particular Importance in -

evaluations consistently show poor definition of educational

research questions; inadequate 'methodological rigor; inadequate grounding

in theory; and'Iow ratings of-the quality of most educational research
(113; 140, J42, 144)outputs. '.There is also the omnipresent issue of. appropriate

methodology -- debated in education in terms of the strengths and weaknesses

of experimental (or quasi-experimental) vs. the less controlled designs'in

the field settings in which moseeducational research is conducted. (10, 53, 13'5)

A related i
4,,q-.4,

chniques in a a analysis.

kns-the, inappropriate application of various Statistical

4.

Several of the generic research issues that cut across all social science fields

(and perhaps other sectors as well) are particularly pronounced in education

because of the nature of the field's knowledge base, the nature of the demands'

made on the educational research community by external environmental forces,

and the deep strains in relationships between researchers apd prac0.tioners.

Instances of these g eric issues that take on particular salience in eduCation

are:. how to produce' nterdisciplinary cooperation; how to determine'priorities

between basic and app ied research; and how to protect subjects and operational

settings from unwarranted interference by researchers.

A. How to Produce Interdisciplinary Cooperation

Education is a conjunctive domain of knowle4ge i.es: a field that

Loc es the perspectives of several diciplines on understandiag and
-

solving certain social problems.
(133)'

Since as many as twelve (or more)

disciplines converge on inquiry, in education, interdisciplinary coopeiation

and cooperation between educational researchers and researchers in the



other disciplines become all the more important. but no less easy

to'attain.

B. How to petermine Priorities Between- Basic and Applied Research

The debate between basic and applied. researchers in education is phrased

in terms of the weaknesses of the field's knowledge base (how little or

how much we know at this time to guide program or product development) vs.

the.immediacy of the problems in need of solution. Thus argUments can be

made in support of-basic research at the expense of applied research --

.for example: the contention that R&D programs at this time are premature

and ill-conceived because the basic knowledge base is inadequate; the

argument that applied work is ineffective in. solving problems because

is framed in terms of existing conceptions that are inadequate and will

remain so until basic research produces major breakthroughs that affect

the way we think about problems as well as the knowledge and-technology we

apply to them. HoWever, other persuasive arguments can also be made for

applied research at the expense of basic research -- for example: the

argument that we' already know a great deal that is useful for solving

pressing problems that cannot await. maturation of the field's basic

knowledge tease; or that effective solutions can be developed if the

available knowledge base is effectively transformed and structured in

a manner that facilitates application.

Work now in progress will soon provide us with a better picture of how

much support comes from which federal agencies (and other sources) for

basic and applied research (e.g.: analyses currently being conducted

by staff members of NIE's R&D System Support Division) and will place

us in a better position to make judgments of qadequacy of the level

of funding for system develoiment. Numerous criticisms have been made

of basic research funding in particular --that it has been relatively

small in

funds);

strategy;

scale (and oVerwhelmed by proposals relative to available

has not been designed in accord with any overall basic research_

and has lacked either continuity or high visibility.
11.

There were many high hopes, for NIE in connection with basic research in the
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,months prior to its creation -- but NIE has not become the think tank of

eminent scholars that. NIE proponents envisioned and argued for. Eistead,

funding problems have,forced cutbacks in the small basic studiesuhit within

NIE; allocations for basic research grants have remained relatively small;

and earlier initiatives to strengthen basic research (e.g.: the four-year

funding of COBRE, the Committee on Basic Research in Education) have not

been continued.

The COBRE project was of particular importance. It had an eminent organize-

tio;41..setting (the National AcademS, oducation and the National Academy

of Sciences - National Research Council). Eminent scholars serves on the

Committee. Its task was "to identify problems to be attacked by basic

research in education and to develop and try out plans and procedures for

stimulating and supporting such

attracting both established and

to basic research in education.

C. Ethical Issues

.research." It had moderate success in

younger scholars from the social sciences

Still, it was discontinued. (12
'
20, 44)

Ethical issues surrounding relationships between researchers and human

subjects take-on added meaning in education where the human Subjects

are oven children and where relationships between researchers and

practitioners are often strained. In educational research settings,, the

need to protect subjects from harmful effects of experimental treatments

or from invasion of their privacy is a very important issue. ,These

direct ethical issues raise*further issues about the amount of control

\IL researcher can have over the conduct of his own inquiry -- e.g.: the

role of. the practitioner in defining the problem to be investigated; the

amount of manipulation of "treatments" to be permitted in an operational

field setting; the needs f researchers for a stable program stimulus

vs. the needs of program ersonnel to keep changing their program in

terms of changing needs and understandings of what they are doing.

3. The Changing Character of the Educational Research Community

4
A. Initially: A University Base

A

In addition to these various research issues, there are a host of new

.54
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issues that/have emerged out of the changing ch cter of the educational

research enterprise. Until the mid-1605,educatidonal research was an

activity carried out by a relatively's:nail number of individual researchers,

who were based in-the universities; Aryerated with a great deal of autonomy

in defining problems and conducting investigations; devoted a small

proportion of their time to'research; were oriented primarily to'

=publishing research finding that might add to our understanding and

knowledge about educational phenomena; and were regulated primarily

by a peer gzisup review system that allocated rewards primarily in the

form of prestige and recognition within the scientific community.

B. New Institutional Arrangements
"'N.

.
.

.Developments of t e pastdecade and a half,have transforMed-educational

research. IL educational research community-has grown rapidly in numbers

and iri.diVers1 led institutionalaaata.(88' Although- .almost all basic

: research is s :11:carried out in the universities and some applied work

'is done there as well:, non-profit and for-profit research corporations

have emerged as a strong competitive force in securing applied research

contracts frompvernmental agencies. Consequently, more and

more of this research is being done outside the.universities, with serious

consequences for research training; for. information flaw and the cumu-
p,

developtent of the field's knowled e and technology base; and

for the panner.in.which (and he extent too hick) research findings get

to.'be disseminated and utiliz d.. The new institutional arrangements for

(1, 83, 93)

the conduct of researdAiveft ed research into a full-time pursuit for,

a large portion of the researc community. Of even greater consequence,T
.

these new w-arrangements have had a. significant impact on the nature of

educailOnal research and the educational, research community.. These new

arrangements have produced new patterns of rese arch functioning (e.g.:

research teams rather than(ind±vidual researchers). There are new modes
,. ,

of research management and new constraints on researchers, -- i.e.:

bureautratic, mission- oriented research management that limits the

individual researcher's autonomy in both defining research problems and

conducting'inquiries.
(25) There,are new research subcultures with whollyresearch

.

,new systems of rewards and control that weaken the impact of the disci-
,, ,/
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plinea on the conduct of inquiry -- e.g.:* political and' bureaucratic

norms are competing with and (for many) roplacihg professional norms;

political influence and economic incentives are replacing scientific

recognition as rewards; and agehcy acceptance and utilization of research

findings, are replacing peer 'review o ientific -quality as the doMinant

controls.
(28)

C. New Kinds Of AcItability Issues
401

The new prOminence of educational research, andthe amount of.public-funds

flowing to it, have d new kinds of accountabilitylissues that may be

harder for tesear ers in education sector to resolve than researchers 4110'

in other-sectors 'hick have st ngei knowledge and technology bases. The

Congress has bee demanding Public,accountability for an immediate payoff from

its investme in educational research'. -- without any realistic apprecia-

tion of e extended time frame needed to produce results,ih research in

gene aI and in educational research in particular.. Thus, we find a

"Catc - 22 type of situation. On the one hand, to obtain. funding,

researchers must provide some promise of a payoff -- regardless of the .

fact that research.by definition involves a not insignificant degree of

uncertainty. On the other hand, to make promises which cannot be fulfilled

may cesult in the researcher being funded -- but even more importantly,

such unfulfilled promises lead inevitably to public disillusionment and

a worsening of the political environment of the research ehterpr The

proper stance for educational'researchers to'take in relatiori to go ernnent

agencies, and the kinds of research outputs they should provide (i.e.:

solutiOns 2\approaches to defining problems and thinking about solutions,

or information about the likely or akkaiihed effects of alternative eolutions

. under consideration by policymakers) these are matters of serf us debate.

'among educational researchers and social scientipsts in general.
(22, 9, 110)

'

--
4. The Future

Despite frequent calls in recent years fora strengthening of the educational

research community and more field-based initiatives to structure. the national
(3S)

research agenda for education, the educational research community remains



diffuse,politicalli weak, and largely -reactive to federal initiaaves designed

by,government bureaucrats who are generally not members of the research com-'
# _ * 1

munity. We see relatively little evidence that this situation Will change in

the near future certainly not without VIE supp?rt and initiatives.

The strengtheningof the-educational research community in the future may ,

S',16

.well depend ort collaboration among the leadership of the research community

and ta key federal agencies and other major sponsors of educational research,

with initiative perhaps remaining still with the federal agencies. Our- '

analysis of what is needed is based on consideration of the somewhat distinc-

tive requirements of'basic and applied research and,the current state of

development of the institutional and personnel bases for conduction. of the

basic and applied research functions.

In, thinking about the future of educational research, we, will,need:to review

our understanding gf thebasis upon which it.may be assessed and of its cgrrent

status. From these we may suggest key needs for the future development of the

educatiodal research function. We will do this separately for basic and

Applied research.

A. Basic Research

Assessment Basis

In assessing basic research for education, it isimportarit to recall, the .

interdisciplinary nature of educational research.'.0n the one,hand, we

said that there is basic research being performed. in several disciplines

(e.g.: 'psychology, sociology) which'will be relevantio education.,

However, education is a subsidiary concern of these other disciplines. :On'

the other hand, consideration has also been given to.basic.research which

is done within the field of education per se and which Is performed by'

researcher's trained in and committed primarily to education as a field .

of study. 'Itois this latter-focus which is our primary concern here

because of the importance of'having'a baiic research function whose

primary, and ongoing focus and commitment is on the field of education per

se while at the same time recognizing and utilizing important and

relevant basic research in other fields. -

4



As basic research is an uncertain, unpredictable and highly creative uncer-

taking, it is, very-sensitive to threats to its.climateand to the quality

and st ility of support and funding aneis'highly dependent on its roots

in its ndamental disciplines. Its outputs are knowledge .and stimulation

and,it s only generally in the long term that we can assess its practical

c ntribution. And, given its inherent uncertainties it becomes hazardous

to.attempt to predict the areas in which such outcomes will occur. But

withOut it the well of new thnking frequently runs dry. It is therefore

vital that a healthy and mature R/D&I system will have developed and main-
,

.tainesia substantial high quality basic research component.

Such a component cannot be builtquickly. The rate at which quality

basic research.can be expanded is limited by the size and quality of its

,existing centers of excellence ,(wriliCh may range from a single outstanding.

researcher to a team of such researchers) To pump more funding into this

endeavor than such centers can usefully absorb can only lead to waste and
.

disappointment. Future growth is (and will be) limited by past invest-.

-intents in creating and supporting a-central core of basic research having.

many centers of excellence. The major problem of basic research within.

.education asa,field of study per sejlasbeen as we noted in the very

weakness of. this centralcOre:

Assessment of the basic research function will need then to be.based on:

1. Thesize and:quality-(based on the reputation of institutions and

'personnel) of the central core of the basic research function - most- 41

speCifically On the size, growth and
i

stability patterns of ide ified.

centers of excellence.'. An important indicator will be the ability ,to

attract and hold top flight researchers.

2. The number of new centers of excellence seeded and taking root over
4 4-

sUccessiVe lling) 3-5 year periods.

its

Ameasure of the supportiveness of the climate - in terms of funding

growth and stability over several year periods:.
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4. Measures of the quality of the linkage to.Sad reputation of basic

research illiducation and its more fundamental root disciplines (e.g.:

psychology, sociology, etc.):

Over long (10-20 year) time spend, an assessment of major substantive

contributions to knowledge coming from educational basic research.

Current Status

10tWe have seen that basic search in education is generally to be foundin

two types of settings. That located in schools of education (frequently

in such disciplines as educatidnal psychology and sociology) boasts few

centers of excellence and muchlmediocrity. A different piCtuie'emerged

from viewing the research carried on in discipline lised university depart-

ments such as psychology and sociology. Excellence and valuable con-

tributions to'knowledge are to be found, but what has been lacking here

has been a-primary and continuous commitment to education. The inter-:

disciplinaty character of educational research has added .to the diffuse-.

nestaby making communications and information7retrieval (from the large

'.variety of publication'sources) very difficult,- Altogether, this has

added up to an educational basic research commdaity that has been to

:date unstable and, amorphous. It makes system building in this area-a

major requirement:and a critical consideration in.funding programs.

At the same time, the general climatelor basic research in education

as for other (especially social) areas of basic research has been fai

from supportive, This negative climate has been particularly intense

for education which has been hard put to point to more than a handful

of significant developments that are traceable to basic research. The

low prestige with the general public and with Congress and the associated

unieliablefunding have made it hard to attract strong talent and this

has acted as a major constraint on building the central core. As regards.

funding, it isvital to note that there are many agencies which fund

basic research in education. Indeed, the National Institute of Education

(which has been assigned "lead" responsibility for educational research

and' development) has been a. relatively minor contributor' to Ufa total

funding going to basic research, especially in comparison with such an

aieacy 'as NIH.
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Key Needs

4 tor

In light of the above summary analysis of the distinctive requirements

.of basic research and the current state of development of this function
. qr

in education, the key-need would, seenikto be for a consistent,\continuous,

stable process of system building. his would include:

1. identifying exist g centers of excellence;

2. facilitatingthe,establishment of additional centers of*cellende;

.

3. facilitating the growth of these cenbters., exipEing
atd

mew;:.

4. facilitating improved iüfo
,

C'

tion.exChange eetr141m1 bech3nidra.

.

5. providing stable,,long Win

B. Applied Research

Assessment Basis

It is important to be

with basicrepearch a

. , .

r

A

",*.,

.A -

'reminded that applied reae1a resea'rOlt and..shsrts,':;4,
, ,

high unertainty and unpedicta Thus,

researchers in particular a plitdresearchinsfbaSiciesaarchmOd6.

tut it is also talgettgd ressarchuaqunderpjand Uaers Often assupc;.

it to have the lefel.olvertainiyand'shortness''oftima line more app3opri

ately associate4 with dreloPment This dpeftiienesa .andthe.40h66061W

inherenytensicin'makes-ippliedresic

misdirection and mismanagemot, and co

Rtsearchers Irequentgyredefine and bend appl

research modes.' In partli4Ula'r; theyoften,art

on smaller, scales than rquited'by, th ,n ur

subjc to consider614PinSTfability;,

qUtA:m Sdirected mant.'
pt:46*

d researCh4npallo

t fo.undertake projects

k'

.6 0 - . 41'

fof the problaiS,'which

vt
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.often require the-effagts of large-stale interdisciplinary and empirically

based team prcgrama. This ayndrdhhe is often combined with attempts to
,

oversell the timing; Trobability and impact of outcomes in order to obtain

funding. Thitir.often succeeds with funders simply because applied research
it

1.
.

. ,

projects di) appear to have praWcal, attainable outcomes. All of this
.

0 ,Y
Apreates an environment that tends to be unattractive to many,of the best

. researchers,:

, a

-On the other side, user and funders, having.been persuaded to' fund such
611.,

'Programs because of these very expectation of near-time benefits, become

,frustrated by not only the lack of delivery but alsovby thecahifting

targets, time and cost patterns which are inherent in the uncertai /research

Process.

'Another important dimension of th s tension lies in the prof .em of need.

identifiCation. On the one han , the objective is to work on important
V' 4

and timely problems that requite solutiot, d his ties to be the prime

inducement for the users and unders.,- On the other hand, eresearcher is

required-'to maintain the cr teria ofresearchability. -- criteria that
t

often significaOtly the utility ofthe project from the user per-

sTectiVe. This ascwell as the'previously mentioned problems of tension

"sc. becomb magnified when one recognizes that the cost and scale of applied
=qv

research tend to tuorders of magnitude higher than what is typical of
A

.bitalaresearchi
.

d

Assessment mugt theseforebe based on judgments of:

1. the-quality and appropriateness of the institutions performing this
4

function:

Are they capable of mounting theOrequiredlarge sc e

disciplinav efforts?

Are they ettracting,altd.keeping top quality applied researchers?

Are their programs and projects considered to be of highpuality,

important to practice and on truly researchable problems?

tit

T). 2, Whether applied research is emerging asia definable entity; differen-
.

.

tiated from basic research and 'dellelopmet
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3. After a time lag that reflects several years of sustained system
I

building, an evaluation of the rate and impact of outputs.

4. The climate for applied research in terms of both support patterns

and receptivity to its outputs.

Current Status

Most of the research that is carried .on in education appears to be what

might loosely be defined as the applied type, much of it unfunded and

small-scale. The volume of studies produced may indeed by large --1 but

being of this small-scale, scattered and fragmented quality, these have

been subject to many questions of quality. It is evident (as mentioned

earlier) that there is substantial lack of differentiation in education

between what can truly be classified as research and various other acti-

vities (ekg.: demonstration projects, social bookkeeping,.etc.); great

weaknessin defining researchable problems; considerable fuzziness in

differentiating applied research from basic research and development; and

the previously mentioned tendency to oversell such projects.

As we noted earlier, applied research in education is largely carried

on in two types of 1.40titutional settings: universities and large-scale

R&D institutions ildthe private and quasi-public sectors.

0

Where this pork hasPigone on in universities, there has been a tendency

to pert applied ziesearch in,a basic research mode. This is not sur-

prising iven the socialization and prior training of university researchers

and the social and publication pressures under which they operate. Generally,

universities. find it difficult to assemble the minimum critical mass of

effort needed to undertake large-Scale applied research projects. As

a consequence, they have tended to scale such projects down and/or to

.assemble ad hoc teams that lack lonrange- stability. With this has come

the unfortunate tendenty for researchers to move in and'out of this part
2

of the'field.which has mitigated against system-building requirements.
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Large scale R&D organizations should halve been, and to some degree have

been, more suitable sites for such proitam's... However, two important

problems have limited their potential quctees. Firstly, most of these
1

R&D. organizations have not been able to p*Omise a stable career path to

researchers, thereby greatly' limiting their ability to attract and hold

first-rate researchers. Secondly, federal funding practices in the late

'60s shifted the charaCter of many of these institutions away from applied

research and. reshaped them into development Organizations-in acCordwith

federal priorities at that time for product-centered impact strategies.

As a .consequence of the above conditions, edtication has in fact seen very

little applied research. Iherefore,thisohs to be seen as an area that

needs to be put together at this timerin its own terms and not be-thought

of as a form of advanced development or downstream basic research.

A number of other problems in educational applied research were previously

implied but require further explication. The climate for such research

has been perhaps even more negative than that'described above for basic

research. This has been so precisely because it seemed to hold out mor

promise of impact and raised expectations than could have been satisfied

-- given the inherent time frame and the weak state of the area. Relatedly,

need identification, which had been reseircher-driven up through the mid-
i

60s, became system-driven by users and funders in an overreaction to

this state of affairs. As with basic research, funding has been realtively

limited.

Key Needs

Applied research in education, then, mustbe seen in a system-building

mode.'

1. It will be essential to locate those centers of excellence capable

of performing large-sca applied research.

1
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-2. Such institutions will need to be provided with the kind of long-

tezi stable funding that will permit them to attract and retain

top-flight staffs of researchers.

3. It will also be vital for the lead educational funding agencies to

help practitioners and the Congress understand the nature and re,-

quirements of applied research to:

understand that project selection requires the determination

of what is resesrchable as well as what is important;

'-\recognize that he present lack of capacity demands a period

of institution-building before tie promise of the' area can

begin to be fulfilled;'

and understand that such institution-building will require an

Qongoing and long-term commitment.

XII. DEVELOPMENT

As described in the,literature, the developMent function in education adheres

strictly to the engineering model of development used in.industry. But the

develoiiment function described in the,literature represents only a portion

of all development work that is done in the education sector -- the

development mode as it is carried out in pursuanceoof government contracts,

primarily ih regional laboratories and in some of the non-profit and
40

for-profit research and R&D corporations. If we accept a broader and less

rigorous definition of development work, then we must also include several

-other models of the development function as this is carried out by class-

room teachers, by curriculum specialists inSEAs, ISAs and LEAs, by textbook

publishers, and in university-based curriculum projects.
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1. Development as an Institutionalized Functional Specialty (Using the

Rigorous Development Model) /

Considering first the rigorous definitiori of the development function as an

institutionalized specialty that is carried out by specialized personnel

in specialized institutions or organizational units, development activities

are systematic and sequential. Development moves in a smooth progression

from prototype design that is the end product of the applied research phase

of R/D&I; to product or program deVelopment in accordance with detailed

specifications; to evaluation of small field tests; to revisions; to

larger field tests; to more revisions; to an additional field test; etc. --

until the product performs in accord with the prespecified performance ob-

jectives. Products go through successive generations of revisions:each a

closer and closer approxiination to the performance specifications. Revi-

sions are based on empirical field test data that are gathered systematically

and analyzed rigorously. The evaluation data provide the potential user

At.rith precise information about the outcome or effects to be expected from

use of the product under specified implementation conditions.
(GO)

Development projects implemented in/accord with this model tend to be large-

-scale-scale and expensiv.6e; involve large personnel base pools and heterogenous

skill mixes; and involve extensive cooperation between the R&D organizations

developing the products and the school systems agreeing to serve as field

test sites. The product's themselves are often complex, consisting of many

and varied modules or componaits, and often several forms of media as well

as printed materials. The management of these complex development projects

is often highly formalized, using flow charts and sophisticated management
(60, 66, 116)

tools.

There may be some variations in pattern depending on the nature of the. R&D

outcome being developed -- e.g.: products vs. change processes 17 However,

the issues of concern to managers tend to-be consistent: How much research

is needed prior to the development work? How much research can proceed

parallel*to the development work? At what point is the product sufficiently

developed to permit initial field testing? At what point has the'produCt
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been tested sufficiently to permit dissemination? What dissemination, mar-

keti9g, and implementation factors need to be considered throughout the

design and development phase? At.what point does the responsibility of the

developer end: development? dissemination? installation? utilization

and maintenanCe?(7)

111

2. Development in the Education Sector

These issues are to some extent common to the development function in all

sectors, but they take on particularSignificance in the education sector.

The weakness of the knowledge and technology base of the'field makes it more

difficult to translate performance specifications into effective products.

Outcomes are far less predictable given the reactiveness of the user setting

and limited technical capability, of user personnel to implement complex

innovations without substantial implementation supports.. Consequently,

development work in education requires a far greater investment of time

and money in the research and evaluation components of the development

process, making development costs high relative to practical payoffs --
e
a problem of particular importance considering the negative political

climate in which educational R&D appropriations are made.

The rigdioud model of'the development function as it is used in the regional

laboratories can be contrasted'to the more traditional approaches to.the

design and development of instructional strategies and materials -- as

these activities have been carried out by classroom teachers; by curriculum
0

specialists in the SEAs, LEAs, and the universities; by publishers; and by

the university scholars who have on occasion participated in efforts to

improve K-12 level curricula and instructional materials in their areas of

specialization.

The'development approach used in these settings tends to be intuitive rather

than data-based or grounded in theory. The focus of attention is generally

on the content to be conveyed rather than conception of how students learn

or how teachers go about providing instruction. Field testing is non-

existent or minimal. Development costs are relatively low. The personnel

involved relatively few (e.g.: one teacher, a few scholars or curriculum



specialists, etc.); and whatever skill mixes are present in a development

team tend to be relatively homogenous. Management is generally informal

and highly flexible. Where textbooks or materials packages are being

developed for large-scale, nationwide dissemination, an effort is usually

made to include implementation suppertd in the form of teachers' guides,

tests, etc. ,.Where materials are developed locally for use by a single

teacher ot,a group of teachers in a single school or district, far less

of the implementation process is committed to print or media presentation;

the state of "development" of the materials or strategied for use outside this

small group remains inadequate; 'and either the locally developed innovations

are not disseminated at all or they are disseminated but have minimal success

elsewhere because development work.was not carried far enough to permit the

materials to be implemented easily and effectively by others.

3. Changing Patterns of Federal Support for Educational Development

Therigorousbdevelopment Model is likely to permit more effective implementntian

of developed proiuots. However, consideration must also be given to the high

costs of rigorous development work, the relatively limited utilization of

externally developed R&D produCTs to date, and Ole extensive amount of local

innovation that exists. Thus, federal policymakers are giving increasing

attention to internal user system development resources -- building internal

innovations capabilities; linking internal sources'of innovation, to external

resources for documenting and analyzing local innovations and developing

materials that could be used to assist other school systems in implementing

these'locally developed programs and practices (e.g.: OE programs in support
ky

of SEA efforts to identify, validate, and package exemplary practices; NIE-

supported programs to wild SEA dissemination capabilities and LEA problem

solving capabilities). The bulk of federal development resources appear still

to be awarded to external R&D organizations that. use the engineering model.

(We will be in a better position to verify this impression after data from

NIE'a current survey of organizations are gathered and analyzed.) However,

it seeds possible that this balance may change in time. If this does happen,

the character of the development function (as this is generally understood in

the educational R/D&I coMmu ity) may undergo considerable change, and with, it

the institutional bases. the personnel base, and especially the technology

of the development function.



,4. The Future

If the divelopMent function in education were.mature, we would expect to

*. find ajarge dUpply of high quality outputs that are responsive to user

needs. Since most available outputs of edudational development appear to

be we in both quality and responsiveness, futup strategies for strength-
.

ening this function must be based `consideration of the essential require-

ments of the deVelopment function and the major weaknesses of each of the

two predominant modes of development work in the education field.

As we noted in the discussion of the future of eduiational research, to

think about the future of the development function in education, we will need

to review our understanding of the basis upon which the educational develop--

ment function Way be assessed and of its current state. From these we may

suggest'key needs forAhe future of the development function in education.

Assessment Basis

As we have noted, critical in the assessment of the development component of

an R/D&I system is therecOgnition of the centrality of its linkages to

the user, to production and to the state of art in development. Development

has a relatively more .predictable and shorter time horizon process as com-

pared to the research functions~ It aims to convert knowledge, into user-

ready products, products which may (or may, not) need to pass throughla

distinct production phase before they can be disseminated or distributed.

With .the linkage to the user being so critical, so is the requirement for

need identification - - a step that is difficult to perform, but one that

must be done well and 'often in an ongoing manner during the development

process (where complete identification is not feasible - - as in many.

areas of social developmeni if the product selected for development is to

be on target.

Development is alsO highly dependent on the quality of its linkage to the

state of the art and on the skills and motivation with which products are

designed so as to be capable of production and dissemination. This deter-,

mines the effectiveness and viability of the product.

68
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Since deVelopment is frequently carried maim specialized development

organizations it is highly dependent On'tbe quality of such institutions
P

and their personnel and most particularly on their experienCe. It is

important differentiate the concept of excellence in development from

that used in research. In development,'exdelletIce:is measured by being

cost/effective, timelyand'opportunIstic. With such criteria, experience.

(individual and Organizational),and thoroughness (ability to do the whole

job) are often' more inportant than brilliance.. Where development is carried,

otit.in. a user setting, then assessment must'be concerned with the extent,
. .

of wider dissemination of the products or processes.developed.

Thus, the critical bases for assessment are:

4'.

Quality of'linkages

-.users

produdtion

- developiltent state of the art.

e.

Measures of such linkages-ere hard to define and obtain, depending
, . -

as they do upon quliity, frequency and form of iiteraction. They

will likely be.,,:qualitative in natureand "obeervable" more in

their absence in terms of problems generated, than in their

presence.
-

.
A specific manifestation of this linkage will be in the quality

of need identification, fobe measured indirectly by th\ rele
,

vanee of deveI4Pment outputs for-practice, and .,by the scope and

"effectIveness of feedforward activity from users'to,develoPers.
a

2. fiber

Lions.

extent

and effeCtiveness of large-scale development organiza-

Effectiveness here would be

of adopted:products and some

of impect,(dbtual and potential).

measurable in terms of

qualitative assessment

69



Extent of dissemination of practice- based developments..

. The number and quality of:prOducts.developed.from the whole

R/DWaYstem:and their. overall (portfolio) effect. quality

.would again have to be-measured by usage basedctiteria although
..-

.the locus-of-quality control would be a debign variable.

494
Current1Status

.

As we have discUssed eduCational deve1600#'is plagued by a weak .

knowledge base. Tbe,quality of information is poormoVery little has

been codified. such, quality control is a central requirement,'which

has only recently 'begun to receive serious attention but which is still:

relatiVely poorly developed and its enf rcement a matrtr, okSomedif-

fuseness as to locuS,of responsibility. Tith limited ability todepend

on quality controlin the field, funders and Ogram managers may need

to build quality control

a procedure that deMands

key funding agencies and

checkpoints into staged development procurements,

closer involvement and orchestration between

the field than has been typical to date.

We noted earlier that there

work in education:

are two distinctive modes of development

a. development work.that'adheres to the rigorous development model

and tends to go on'in epecialized development organizatiane

b. more conventional, intuitive modes o

to be carried on as part-time activi
- Dr ,

settings..

elopment that tend

In:practice-based
.

At their best, specialized development organizations represent a strong

element in educational R&D system capacity'. There areafew such well
-0

staffed and experienced development organizations and their existence

is an important indicator of the system building thathas gone- on More

, often, however, the institutions and personnel'involved in development

70
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do not come up to these required standards. .Even the best of these

organizations tend to suffer from isolation from practice, making dis-

semination and implementation :probiematital.. This may be one of .ale
, -

.
.

causes'of the limited utilization of R&D based products, a ehottcbming. .

that is tending to threaten the viability of this type of institution

There may be a critical need in development-not*increase-the level
il ., .

.

of effort overall (there is an inventory of more than half a million R&D
. ,

products that are available for eorting, tailoring, packaging and dis-

semination) but rather for a shift of ellphasis so as to build up more
...

of the strong high quality development organizations with whom the gov-

ernment canctintract and to ensure their closer linkage to-practice.

The second basic mode of development in education (practice-based) does

not suffer (obviously) from poor linkage to the user It does suffer,

however, from inefficiency; lack of sophisticated skillip poor documen-

tation of its achievements, difficulties with packaging, and from

'enormous problems in achieving wider dissemination and diffusion. State

initiatives have become particularly significant in recent years in

identifying, packaging and disseminaing'exemplary practices and programs

developed by local school systems. The verdict is not in as to whether

this mode can become a source for wider application (beyond the local

development site). Meanwhile, further research on this-mode is required

as well as support for efforts to supplement andexpnnd local capabilities?

possibly through increased linkage and'coIlaboratiop between practice

based development and specialized development organizations.

In the area of project selection the emphasis'tb/4ate has been on a

.,;1,.project-by-project seleetiOn:process. Missing has been the capacity in
;K.

ystemto consider critical portfolio effects. ThesecOuld involve..

Andconcentratedevelopment:programe So as to achieve

:sYnetgistiobenefits,aginvand sequencing strategies that minimize user

1istUption aid uncertaint cooperative ventures across agencies, etc. ,

g4ttipulatIyampOrtant4taybe the need to'develop skills in coMmerciali-

Ization so as takk,brtir decisions with respect to what to place with

which elements: tifOlejraiVate sector and when.

.1'
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With the above.in mind,.the following would appear to be key needs' for
.

the eduCational development function, particularly with reference to

the role of key funding agencies.

o

1: Work with the field to build TWthe explicit dedigning-in of

quality control fiiiictiOns into funded development programs -

possibly including staged programs with quality control check-

points.

2. Shift support emphasis to favor those high quality specializd

development organizations that show a pattern of being respon-
,

sive to practice needs and to technical opportunity.

3. Work with SEAS and LEAs to determine the most cost effective

ways of ide ifying and disseminating practice based deyelop-

ment products.

%
4. Study and experiment with strategies. designed to improve the

interface between the government funded development organi-

zations and commercial fiAs including development of

criteria for what should be handled how and by'whom.

5. Developmentof program planning,and-project selection methods

by key funding agencies that givt explicit consideration to

portfolio effects.

6. Explicit programs designed to achieve inter-agency cooperation

for developMent activities.

7. Study and experimentation with strategies designed to'improve

theAnterface.betweenthe government funded development organi-

zations and commercial firms - - including development of

criteria for what should be handled how and by whom.
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X/IT. PRODUCTION

Production issues are of midimal concern at this point in the historical
o

developm4nt of the educational R/D&I,system: As we use the term,.the

4 production function is restricted simply to the reproduction or manufacturing

;',...

in quanet y, f a fully developed and tested item. All design and development

Al
.

work is. Kumed under the research, development, and evaluation research

functions. For the most part, production in the education sector takes

place in the subordinate system of institutions that provide support services

to the educational R/D&I system --,Jpublishers, filth production companies,

manufacturers of hardwire and,equip'ent', etc. These production institutions
...._

tend to be sector-spanning in natu , and none of ,the production issues that

come int ;Play appear to be sector-speciltic to education:

Production issues are of-relatively low priority in,the education sector. The

overwhelming majority of _educational products and R/D&I outputs tend to be

-softwarerather than.hardware; the predominant medium it print; and the

key issues of performance and - reliability have less to do with possible_

breakdo s in the production function than with weaknesses in the development

ftncti or the implementation process. Commercial publishers generally

strive fora high quality print product using costly materials and. production

'technique's. On the other. hand, the gloss of commercial publications is

general* absent from the outputs of R/D&I organizations. To some

significant degree, this, appears to be a consequence of clearly articulated

p4icy decisions of educational R/D&I sponsors and contractors. Educational

R/D&I de'cision makers have opted consciously for allocating maximal resources to

the research, design, development, and evaluation of the.substance of the

materials, and the barest minimum to production -- just enough.to insure

that a sufficient quantity of usable materials can be distribUted to

operating systems. (7)

?

Some recent initiativesiave been taken to develop collaborative relation-

., ships. betwgen R/D&I organizations with strong development capabilities and

commerOal publishers N17 can add high quality production capabilities

(e.g.: atrangements between Appleton Century Crofts and the developers of

Individually Prescribed Instruction). However, these'arrangementstare relatively
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. : ' .

few, in number;' the linkages it'e-tentatiVean4epgriMentat;

°r,production function is barely visible tin the configilratio4 of iona
. . 1 .

R/D&I.
,

XIV. MARKETING/DISTRIBUTION/DISSEMINATION/DIFFUSION
. .

;
The linkage functions of marketipg/diStri eiOn/disseMinattpu/diffluSion:

'have always been among the weakes*,eompo ents of.edacatiChal R)pea, and

have only recently become the focus of federal and state R/D&I policies.

Each of these functions has had a number of traditional meanings, each

with its own set of institutions, channels,:-and characteristic activities.

New conceptions. of 'these linkage functions are'gaining wider acceptance;
.NNand new institutions, channels, and activities are appearing to operational-

ize the newer approaches.
, -

1. An Emphasis on Information Flow

Until recently, the dis'aemination function has been concerned primarily with

the flow of ,inf4rmation the outputs of research -- rather than the
. c

marketing and distribution Of packaged R&D. products. Further, dissemination

strategies have been so passive and uncoordinated that the burden of effort

in retrieval was on the researchers and practitioners seeking information.

The characteristic channels have been publications -- reports of' research

-findings in.techriical reports to sponsors or in Scholarly journal articles

targetted at the research community; or in non-technicaLforth in ,articles

appearing in the magazines and newspapers read by practitioners and
n

laymen. Informal, interpersonal information exchanges 'took place at

professional association meetings of researchers and at-Other meetings of

practitioners, and at, occasional conferences, seminars, or workshops. The

universities and teacher-training institutions also performed a key role
,

in
.in passing On a field's knowledge base n pre-service training programs,

or' in updating knowledge and skills through in-service training. For the
.

most part, Fever, this pattern involved disseminatiqn 'indiVidual

pieces of information with a potential for application:ifather than

packagerinformatioh products designed to produce changes ,in practice,

Tr

a.
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1.1;rhe exceptions here were the, publishers. and equipment manufacturers who

:. "packaged information or technological products into immediately usable

forms and had well developed marketing and distribution operations to

get their products into the hands of practitioners with a minimum of

effort on, the part' of user systek personnel..

4,f. Dissemination in the '60s: The Impact of Federal Policies

.Federal R/D&I policies in the '6Qs added several new dimensions to the then

existing modes of disseminaticina The crowning glory of the information

dissemination/policy was the massive ERIC system created by 9E to acquire,'

store, abstr ct, and provide easy computerized retrieval of sources from

the extensive fugitive ,literature of the education sector. ERIC also

provided publications that announced'acquisitions toEhe field and

therefore was expected to Make them more 4sible; indexed the journal

literature of the field as well as the fugitfve literature stored in

the ERIC collection; and provided several hundred information analysis

products that synthesized information ieselected topical areas.' (.pro-

fessional associations of both researchers and practitioners also hecame

active in the '60s in producing targetted information analysis prodUcta

or synthesis of the available knowledge and technology base in specific

.research areas -- e.g the National Education Association's What Resdirrch
,

Says to the Teacher pamphlet series; two editions of the'Handbook On Research

in Teaching;(47,
138)

and four editions of the annual Review of Research in
(68, 69, 70, 120)

Education. ) HoWever, ERIC has been repeatedly criticized

as geared largely to the`needs of researchers rather than practitioners.

,More" recently, in response to practitioner needs, ERIC acquisition programs

have included efforts focused on storage and retrieval of curriculum

packages and other development products (e.g.: product information packages).

As yet, ERIC appears to be used, little by practitioners.

The networkof institutions created by the federal government'irt the '60s

included organizations charged with responsibility for acquiring and dis-

pminating instructional' materials in given areas (e.g.: The Instructional

MTrials Centers) and. organizations designed ta demonstrate and disseminate

exemplary local practices (the SEA Title III demonstrition centers). Disr

semination of the R &D outpup o the laboratories and centers' was considered.,
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a major function of these organizations. Categorical programs (e.g.:

ESEA Title I, Upward Bound, programs for the handicapped, vocational/.

career education) have:always included dissemination components. Addi-

tionally, various referral organizations (e.g.: the National Referral

Center and Phi Delta Kappa's School Research Information Seivice) and

other more active and interactive approaches to dissemination (e.g.:

education information centers with education extension agents
90, 127))

alsg began to appear in the '60s. Still,. despite all these initiatives,

by the early '70s it,deemed clear that the outputs of educational research

and R&D were not reaching the user system to any significant :degreeor

having clearly visible impact on improving educational practice.

3. Federal Dissemination Programs

Current federal dissemination programs have teen built on many of the in-

itiativesj&the '60s, but carry them further and change the focus of federal

eikfisemirmtion strategies. Historically, the overall federal strategy could'
,

be characterized as:

1. initially one of laissez-faire
(112)

(prior to the mid-'6 in

the initial conception of ERIC as a passive informatio tory

a

, (112) ,
2. then a strategy Of product advocacy (the Instructional.

Centers, laboratories and centers, and Title III demopstratie centers

advocating the use of particular products or programs they selected

or developed);

aerials

3. and finally, strategies of

.a. coordination Of existing discrete_efforts,
4 , 65) and

iiir

(112)
111.

change process advocacy, replacing advoc4r of particular

programs and products with informational and capability building

approaches:' providing extensive amounts of (and easy access to)

41, information on the full arrays of available products, programs,

..r



and practices to meet given needs; providing easy access to

education extension agents in local education information

centers; developing users' capability for evaluating, adapting

and implementing the products of their choice.
(29, 83, 94)

The federal role is see as one of facilitating, coordinating, and providing

start-up funds to mobil state and local dissemination resources. The
0.

focus is: on building networks that bring together and strengthen the dissemina.-

tion resources of existing organizations that carry out dissemination activities,

especially the SEAS.
(89)

The approaches tha

e.g.: working thio

tion-centers, netw4ks

mAhonisAs. Educati

-diitricts are lin

needs of local users

d

been funded tend to be active and interpersonal --

extension agents, local education.informa.:

of ltants, and interactive computerized retrieval'-

al extension agents and other,personnelvForking in local

to centralized resources and specialists; information

are determined; information and materials required to meet

these needs are transformed into packages tailored,to the user's needs and con-

straints; and followup supports and feedback mechanisms are built into the over-

allall design.
. . To date, these system have been developed extensively,in

relatively few states, though the number and.seope of these programs are expand-

ing.under NIE dissemination capacity uilding 'grants Co states.

\10active, interpersonal, user-oriented a field-based networking st,

direction in whichycatiotal dissel4natip in the U.S. is mov

Clearly,

°

4. The Current State of Dissemination.

this

the

time.

Clear11., the institutional base of the dissemination function has undergone

extensive development in iece ears. Considerably more expansion is likely

Lf NIE'a Research andDetelopmen Exchange program (currently in the planning

stages) becomes operational. Nonetheless, it will be some time before we an

axpect to find substantial impact in the. form of widespread improvement in

educational practice. There haVe been serious efforts to synthesize the

77
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4

theoretical knoWlbdge base of the function,
(55, 58)

but the translation of

this knowledge base into usable strategies with known effects is only begin-
ning. The dissemination specialty is only now beginning to appear and is clearly,

inadequate for the scope of existing programs such as the Research and Devel-

opment Exchange program noted above. Most of those currently carrying out

disseminat4.on activities appear to be practitioners by training. They gre

proceeding iftuitively and learning the dissemination field on the job. .Few

prograris tire available to..(train dissemination specialists.

4

Until recently, the linkage functions of marketing/distribution/dissemina-

*0tion/diffusion have been among'the critical gaps in the educational R/D&I

structure. There are hopeful signs that dissemination and diffusion

are maturing. But despite all the discussion in recent years of bringing

a marketing approach to education, (5,62)
and despite the current focus, on user

needs and user viewpoints, (83, 85, 87, 94 ) the marketing perspective is almost

totally absent and may in fact have been buried altogether by the change in

strategy from product advocacy to change process advocacy. A distribution

system for other than conventional commercial products is also lacking. The

manner in which the emerging dissemination netulork may become (or

become linked to) a distribution system is still unclear.
O

'5. The Future

At the present point in time, the linkage functions of marketing/dis-

tribution/dissemination/ipiffusion, must be assessed as /underdeveloped

and weak in their impact on the user system. If they are to be strength-

ened, corlaboratieee federal/state/dooal and private/public initiativ4

will be neededddesigned specifically to take into account the e40ential
01-requirements of the dissemination/linkage functions and thecurrent

state of development of these functions in the field of education. As

a basis for suggesting key needs, we will revieour-understandings of

its assessment basis and current status. In our discussion here, we

will focus on dissemination.
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*sessment Basis

The function of dissemination'is critical to'the entire R/D&I system.

It is, in essence, a linkage process which "connects" knowledge producers

withknowledge users. Thus, as we have been implying, the R/D&I dis-

semination system must provide for mechanidMs which: can determine what

is available; can sort out the "good" from the "bad"; will allow users
.0%

to identify and obtain the particular products whiCh are relevant to

their needs; as needed, can "tailor" products to fit user needs; can

motivate users to "try" a product; insures effective user implementation

and utilization.

11.Assessment, then, MuStbe made in terms of capacity to achieve and

success in each of the'above. requirement . Overall we would wish to

know .ylis with respect to:

1. Extent and quality of "reach" into user systems (e.g.: number

being reached, the extent of repeat utilization of dissemination

services, and user satisfaction with such service).

2. Levels of user awareness and trial of R&D products (ex-

.istence, character, and evaluative) .

3 Contribution to implementa ion.and utilization of'R&D

products. Since this depends,on such other factors as
7/

number and quality of products available, user' skills and

receptivity, etc., the dissemination function can only be

assessed as a contributor to the process. This must of

necessity.be a qualitative evaluation.

4. The existence of a.well developed and cooperative - network

of dissemination Mechanisms giving coverage across'the

nation and to the.variety of users to be found.

Current Status

'In education, we find a number of problems and barriers to dissemina-

vs, sl

7Q
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tion. There are an enormous number 6f users (some 17,000 school

districts. - - plus teachers, etc.), among whom there-is wide diver-

. sity and variety as to philosophy, interests, perceived needd, etc.

Innovations make demands on the time df school personnel (a very

practical matter) and generally require "people change" - - factors

which can lead to resistance to innovation. Additionally, at least two

major factors have tended to create a very poor climate fox dissemina-

tion in education: (1) a lack of implementation/utilization support

to the user; and (2) the perception that the outputs of the (for

the most part) newly created R&D system have generally been inferior

to existing user-developed products.

In education, there has been a considerable amount of activity that

has been called dissemin ion, and a large number and variety of organi-

zations are involVed in dome kind of dissemination - - but much of

this has been fragmented and scattered (e..g.: "add-ons" to development

projects; successful but separate and discrete dissemination systems

,.. for specific zategorical programs)..-,As yet, however, there is elative-

ly little coordination of federal, state and local resources nation-

wide, and no systematic way of tapping into the whole nationwide
c

resource base. Further, there is not yet a well developed personnel

base of trained dissemination specialists. Several federally funded
fir

programs have been developed in recent years for training dissemina-

tion and utilization specialists, but dissemination mechanisms,are

. 1

expanding far more rapidly, and creating a far greater demand for

trained personnel than these programs could even hope to keep up with,.

Key Needs

From an overview perspective, then, the need is for:

orchestration of educational R/D&I dissemination from a total

system perspective;

2. in the short term, facilitating the work of existing disaemi-

nation mechanisms and "filling" critical "gaps";



3. in the long term, providing for overall system building (this

calls for policies and strategies which are proactive, not

passive or reactive, and which are based on a knowledge of

what does and does not in fact exist); and
f

4. balancing short and-long term needs.
J

,More specifically, policies and strategies federal funding agencies will

need to be developed in collaboration with the states to focus upon:

1. quality control;

2. (mechanisms that can optimize product/dissemination/user "fits";'

3. providing users with alternative channels of access to the

avlAlable resource base004a "mixed strategy" approach).

Keeping En mind the limited level and rate at which users can absorb new

input once a dissemination system is established (a factor which is of

critical importance), dissemination policy will need either to expand

the dissemination technical assistance capability or slow the rate of

dissemination .s7stemexpansion. To achieve a balanced and appropriate

growth rate, ongoing. monitoring of the dissemination function will be

essential.

XV. ACQUISITION

The weakness bf the dissemination/linkage functions and their minimal

impact on the user system become particularly evident from examination

of the acquisition process in the user system, and the problems faced-

Cby user personnel in learning aboUt and acquiring externally developed

R&D outputs.

8
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1. A! Virtually Non-Existent Function

The acquisition function is virtually non-existent in education as an

institutionalized activity. The purchasing specialty that one sees silinir

jndustry is either totally lacking in education or (where it dues exist)

tends to be highly restricted in scope to little more than handling the

paper work of purchase orders and invoices. Search, product evaluation 4

and assessment of bids are confined to purchases of conventional sup-

;,;plies and equipment - - e.g.: paper, crayons, and chalk rather than

textbooks, new curricula, or ructional systems.

2. Causes and Effects of Acquisition Weaknesses
411a

The we

,two co

,91

s of acqUisition processes in education are a consequence of

The marketing/distribution/didsemination/diffusion systems in

education have been so inadequately developed, so diffuse in

structure,and so uncoordinated. in channels that the educational

marketplace :is chaotic in nature.'

2. There is a general absence of specialized resources allocated

to the acquisition function. fw

A. Difficulties Facing User System Personnel

Thus, user system personnel face great difficdity'in learning about or

evaluating the- alternative programs of products on the market to meet

a given need.. ijklre is no systematic mechanism to link potential

users to available suppliers, or even to inform the potential user

about who these suppliers are or what programs or products they have
to offer.

Individual development organizations provide catalogues of their own outputs,

but there are few comprehensive guides. Even those few whiCh were intended

to. provide comprehensive coverage of the outputs of a given set of in-,



siitutions
(30)

or the outputs, pro ed under funding from specificagen-

cies
(84)

or outputs oriented towar specific areas of practionere
(41) 0

needs tend to provide less than complete-coveiltge, or information
B

in.a.form'lesa useful than needed..

B. Absence. of EvaluativeInforthation.

:4° 40

Perhaps.most drttical of all, there are few gatekeepjng quality con-
.

- .

trol mechanisms X°, screen out weak innovations And the is little
If

eva-
,

luative information abouiPavailable producteand-'ractices. There have
''.

l',
been ini tiativessome recent inttiaes to provide validity

..

Anality control mecha-

0.snis dd thefederal And state levels .(e.g.: the!feder*1 Joint Die-

semination Review pahel establisheiletO
*

validate telecled ednatiOnal.

R4D&I outputst and state g
.

tograms, set up. to, validate "exemplary prac-

tices "). : However,- have been too limited to haVe significant im-

..patit. absente.ofwellestablished widely. used baSes fOr rational° -"0.

/decision maktng about whether or not`: to replace. existing praCtides'br'

materials withillew prodUcts or R&D outputs, faddistil has'been charat,77'

.teaSiic of schbol systeth adoption of educational. innovation.. Even

:where evaluativejnformation ab a prodUct is made available to .

Z1 cVp9tenti&fusers, validated pro acts of this kinare competing ilith.

a large volume of nonvalidated products and practices. C74).,Thusc it
.-L

isstill.difficult for the potential user. to matte, a rational choice'
. ,

agong alternatives.:

I ..,
NIE has,recentlylbegun fundinVOrograms designed to provide unifoconi-

.

e information'perativ evaluative across the whnle.-range of products and
t

4frattices availabletpmeet a given need (e.g.: the,1976 Catalo ue of. IE

EAUcation lrEduct;:-the. product information.paCkages accessed in ER ; and. .

! .

Eis Odsumer frif.ormation Progrim): ItlWilLtake.some tithe;:3efore we will 'be
,
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/ ' ti 4, .

in a.position to assess whether thiej;i4w sttategy-hael?e0Heffective in prOr
0. ',1(%YY

viding some order to the educational4 inarketplace and _fleededsupports for the
acquisition function.

strargy within the usr system Will. need to be na'' rroired, At. present, the

If this strategy is to have as much-liittnitt as .pos4i1;lei the target of the

.Ie.- 4...

tftf cquis iion entry 7po s are fiattereti:.through*.;the system. ,The awareness,
.1,

intere , information seatch ;*t 0 . tl.}at bring *40e.ti rodu novat ion .

into the acquisition 'decision process mayJoedintead

.curricolum Stietialists; theSuPerintendent'Apf
cipals,

or even

parents or community res.identS7H:r7 virt04114:400111._eh _yet em or its
.4-:-'-' ' ;

envIronment'.. This can be a source Of Strengtaifar404 'acq iSitiOn function..
-?..,,t...,;:vc .

f..

At present, however, it is r 'tiVely:..taie of f/n4I gyone..responsible for

iniriting,and catrying out aCquieitionvartiV140:: '!7,"ei 04jor-Pett of his
_ ''f+. -'.'.. .':. ''-

emains ,eftiodkCi,,,' -eritk-irandom not
. .

job 'Thetefore the ocess
.0* .. ; ... ,:, .,7:1st -q

....,4

.1461I ;int4gr at 0 into is ys t eth f et ionink"anV4o4gn e.*platining.
. .,,t .4' .6 4,

,

'
. ,

;- .:.,,i '..'41:.

TbeiZ.i.s aUs4ostiVe eviden4..,.that the p40v#tii!e schOol districts may
_, :i--0', 'Artol

be thOie''',thSt are hestiii4c00',t xternal system -- either
..t,e,,,:;!,,

.. 1,,,p-, .

because,,Ort0-0tofesslignalrsMOf q10; c.pdloog.../p.t, ;f.. or the leadership'
,.

orientations and4t46:6tAile ; or :the
' ,

piesenceiot externsl cliangVagent. ortelli6e4 the existence of curriculum

specialists OilCorilinItOrs on4 staff.,yhoaeydte time and attention

tOddterminini what -materials and productS are available for acquisition. '9' 73)

Thereforp, initiaaves to imprOvii the efficiency and effectiveness of the
r.A

acquisition function by providing more and betteF linkages to the external

tescurce..system would .appear -to be a-potentially potent strategy. These
"

linkages._ could be developed either by providing more specialized personnel
0

responsible within the isystem. for- stimulating an4101615rdirpting acquisition

activities; or by.prolding iaterials or technical assistance 'personnel

to provide this s t. latfon and cootdination'from outside the strstem.'

The latter stra ta is at the care of NIE's new Consumer, formation and

R&D :Utilicatios Programs. Together, they propose to: (1) rovide:t4rgetted

materials designed to inform practitioners ebOut wh-at existing theory and

empirical research .sUggest about specific problem areas;' how this relates
A



to existing and exemplary prat and whst ap products and programs are

available to.MeetITIoWneeds; and (2) providwirechnical assistance personnel

to help. schools select,adapt, install, and,Utilize available products and

Teattices to meettheir needs.C89' 89' 91)., ifthese'rirograms are effective

and widespread in Ampact, the acquisition function will be strengthened and

significant gains will have been made toward achieving the R/D&I system goal
.,

of improving eduCationalpractice. At present, however, the..acquisition function;:, ./.1/

remains random and episOdic,apd its.impact on school. system functioning is
4 w

limited at best.

t

XVI. IMPLEMENTATION AND UTILIZATION

a

1. A Neglected Function

0
.

..
Implementation/Util on has been one of the least understood and st -

., . .

neglected of the FJD&I.functional spteialtits in education ----, diff sion:rtsearch

generally ended at the point adoiStion:deciiirs.1444e:MAd4:bf school offiL als,
.

.
.

.

.

.

thereby ignoring the implementation/utilization stagei-ofinhOvation.
O

. 0 P4
,. .

The study of imple tation/utilization was spurred by the contradiction between

111
t

ibsearch results t showed high s-of innovation as mea ilbd by adoption

i

' L.'

decisions but low levels of innovatp when,classroom pric were observed.

As researchers began to examine what happened to innovations after:the
f

adoption stage, they.didcoveredihat innovations were in fact not implemented

at all; or were transformed:during impleMentatiOnntb "more of the.same old

thing"; or wewterminated ss ineffective,withion.only a few years. The

failure of innovations td survive th&-installation aid trial periods was

iitraced'eO two rther.different kinds of'prOblems
o

1. on the one hand, resistances to the innovations by ope ating

personnel because of attitudes, norms, and user system constraints;
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the other hand,.technicaltcomplexities and difficulties requiring

capabilities beyond those of. operating"persOnnel (in.the absence of
119)implementation supports that were rarely provided). (5?"

2. The Knowledge Base.
0

There is an exteOsive knowledge base about user system norms, values, and

various kinds c onstraints that make teachers, principals, and other operating
(26, 27, 114, 119, 125)personnel re's certain kinds ofAnnovationa. Far less

is known about

needed to peer

pmoblems; ass.
mr, -

problems; and

required imple

the technical problems and the kinds of i ementation Supports

ome these prOblemi 'or how to identify potential technical

OS user personnel capabilities in relation to these technical

deign training programs, technical assistance roles, and other
11,
ntatiori supports. However, there is suggestive evidence that

the technical prob ems may be of far greater significance for determining the
_.- .

fate of an innovatio than attitudinal "roblems. More practice-base0 resear

.and'systematic smslua ion of implementation support strategies will, be neede
to develop an adeqUite kno ge base to permit efficient and effective attack

OM the technical problems rof innovation implementation in education.

id

3. Emergence of Linkage Orgadizapons. It#

A number of types of linkage orgaiiAtions supporting the implementation proCess

have been emergpg in tHe education sector in recent years,: We would incluile

he °re: .external' oups such as training organizations, technical assistance"

groups and Sp StypeS' OfctileatiOnal consulting firms; internal:organiza-
...,-.,.,

.4,itional unite4khere y exist (e.g.:. a schoo rice0..4eacher,
;
rai-70,

. -

OD and renewal f04,14; etc..); and especially the state:aficLinterstate networks

of school, service orgarsizatIOns. that haye been promoted 'by recent"atate and

federal.initiativ (91)

g' ".

------

The impleme tation support Strategies used by t
0

ese organizationS appear to lean

mdieheavil tor a clinical change model of working uithclients to adapt

innovations ,to local circumstances -- as contrasted aeh.the R&DYdelivery. .

model of assisting School standartized-products

°4
411,

:4



developed by R&D organizations. However, beyond this, generil orientation,

Wsuggested by the litefature,ve know very little about;4AenatureetVscOe'

of this Institutional base;* how many organizations thete whati,T,1
various types; how they are distributed geographicalliilkna by services

provided; how manachool districts they serve; what strategies tfilli us(,

and with what, degieJes'of effectiveness; 'what personnel bases, and other resources

they draw on; the nature of their linkages with MP as well as KU,, or'With

other' linkage vganizations; etc.

*4.- NIE

ate networks have. been given increased visibility and some

rbmiqi
o
s spot sorsh'p of its R&D Utilization program. State

,

ii-nt, erme iates ice agencies have been developed in

a, .and ome otb r ptItlOhave developed implementation

0 ganizatiOnal arrangements. Interstate networks

; cae4ixig_xgt
ES 's-
44415°.,5-fir. .

.T ram
four,

u inds

kith AMU
acits

b;., e'en 6,i,gatilied to link 1schools and diStricts

.'.-9r,nsing'similar innovative appxoaches-(e.g.:

::lie0Ork-ofjnnOvetive Schoole;:and`the RBS network of

ly RiesCfigh-d Instruction) The NIE R&D.UtilizatiOn

°let\ntNIB>RFP will fund selected, proejcts orpanized

ehtation suPppft'agencies:

< -

O

sate service agencies;-''

(,

iceeagencies;

es,primat-1,

g technida

of Users;

ed producing

asaiStatte4.."61"5(91/

edif

is likely.

1 las ptovifiripup
-

-t-eianizailon-that will be

development of this kind

dy functiOningdietworks

supported, his project

of networkingoes well

. The data assembled

7
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0

0,4' -+ X
.

Er4).0.tig..,program and .N onitoinloprogram are likely: to increase

'cinr)6.ncler54ndirig of the tion'al bases that,exist for conduct of the

impl tAtion/utilizati ort function; what proportion the approximately.
. .

:17 chooI, districts .1 his'country are served by these.organizatiOns;

4he t'ctivities that. dett4 this futildtion in th4 education sector; 'and

,perhaps alsO.the relative effectiveness of different implementation,support

sCrategiesOLAt present, there is little In the literature to provide a,clear
.., . ,

picture of the nature and
(
extent of the0 implementation/utilization support.

. .

function as it exists today in the education sector.

XVII. SUPPORT SERVICES

1. Changes in Support System Patte ns

As educationalnal research and R&D acti tleallaVe expanded in scale, the

)

;0.,..

traditional research patternAi heindividual scholar working relatively
t.

alone in his study or his laboratory has been replaced by ter research
.. .

eunder complex organizational and inter-organizational arrangments,
,d-

suppo ct By a comPlexadBordinate system of mostly sectorspanning private
v' ,.

"coriA- t ip li :providing services. and supplying ancOaintaining equipment. .;1 a

0.,
Ii0'.

1 * .

Included in this support,system aresthe traditional research support",

services, -- e.g.: tesearch,libraries and suppliers and maintainersof, "1

the used in to laiOriitoriesAlso included, however, ar - uffipliers* . Ir.
and maintainers of the kinds of equipmenand services that 4ippin 14 they

A 1 .
- a

newer, larger-scale research and R&D from the older, smaller-Oale-research .

7-
,

and R&D pattern -- e.g.:: coMputer centers, data prOcessinx service7*
bureaus, and computer maintenance services; :the suppliers andemain iners

of calculators, photocopiers; typewriters and other office equiPme t.and

the various kinds of audiovisual hardware that are becoming so prominent .

I.
44,

in instructional'OS/itemleVelopment; the filim1.44oratories,Avideotape

editing facilities ca ette reproduction laboratories and printing and

publishing facilities that pla?'such important support roles in the
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production of materials and complex multi-media instrutqO

survey research service organizations that play a,dual

performers on projects of their own and as suppliers of support services

for other R/D&I Organizations; and the various mechanisms aV arrangements

that exist to pr tect proprietary rights for R&D outputs that-are not clearly

in the pablic domain. Included too, especially for the, larger and more

complex projects,'are secretarial and clericali services, generally but not

al systems;

ie both as R/D&I

always proyided internally.

.

2. An Inadequate Knowledge Base for the Support ServicitTunction

There iaorelatively little in the published literature about the subordinate

system of support services for educational R/D&I. We assume that there s. a

great deal of information in the fililkof federal agencies and R/D&t

organizations that would be usefu4i,assessing the scale, distribution,

organizational capabilities, and client,seivice patterns of 'the various

'support

external

processing'or

systems; the relative cost-

strategies for suppiying 4t
,

survey research unitQ

ss of the in4loun vs.

of organizationa settings; and

s that areof procurement`

management alipa'

ease once the

system for,eduq

conditions that

t services. (e.g.: data . -

t purposes, in different types

faknesses of various kinds

u Trans ei,lok:;luppprt system

er-Saptos might be acc41.4,1Wed7ialth

nsions, and service patternhe support

I,,atI#ified and relatedto.bhose eonie?ctuaI
.

unction as- nstraints on the procurement and provision

4suPport

Baal basic

services for the educational, R/D&Ilksystem. HOweiier, without

information, w%,,tkrie npt in vosition to- attempt to transfer
.

successful strategies £,Iithtr,..4tier sectors-to the tion sector.
.

410
XVIII. EVALUATION RESEARCH ,

1. Historical Context

Of all the R /D &I functions-in the ducafion sector, evaluation resea

4

4

has

0
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experienced the.-most rapid and extensive development, in the last ten to

twelVeyearePt
A

Prior to the Mid-'60s," evaluation of educational programs (when it was done

at all) was carried ouE:* educational practitioners ant by some researchers
"09'

but rarely by people Oho idtntifia themselves as evaluation research

specialists. The approathei tended to be normative, but rarely systiatic or.

rigorous. The predominant strar'egy was casual, observation and' analysi4N
s7

Conclusions tended to be based on expert opinion, intuie4on, and impression

rather than systematically gathered and rigorously analyzed empirical data.

IP
This pattern changed significantlAh the TN as large-SCale fedd*ally

funded social programs proliferated, and the legislation that created' them

tended to require the systematic gathering, analysis, and reporting of

empirical data on program effectiveness. Thus, the evaluatiosn'4eseardh

function expande rapidly as a new specialty, even as a new iptiatry: in less

0than a decade DH W aqd Department of Labor evaluation contrac expandes1-,from4
a $5 million toa,-nearly $50 millioninduqtry. (43)

1971 dataIor DHEW evalu&

atio; contracts inaRiate ttiat 747. of-thesefun,dsswent,to non-profit and.for-
-profit research corporation and only 21%?o universities orFuniversity-

a;filiated ownizations, ahy,oUthe,reaearch corporations are sector-

spanning fnetit ions, bit ng onevaluationcontracts in educa n, health,
personnel base development cieilw-efia're*" and 'an the'-ase ofsome ;Of the *w-°,'-

i.

..s,

more diversified research organizations'and angement consulting firms)
.".industry, defense', and aerospace as well. ,0

. . ....":%-.4-.

,010 expansion and matu*Ation Ot thv 'evaltln research function in educatiait

must be viewed as part' of this broa4fr 0$141dpmitl,',Of the 40.4.0 social

program evaluation -- showing the same 114.ge4ticeade$44-nathers 'of
,..-

,,,,.
.

eval ators and amounts of evaluation activity; saMe:gpoing influeke
':,,. .., . . ,,!s

411
of re e rch corporations competing w. universities forleViluation contract

111111

and the samel iidl of attention to methodoldgical, organizational, and foil AMR
-1'I,

issues inheren n the, evaluation role. it-,

.'"' .--1

90



2. Methodological Issues

During the

evaluation

evaluation
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'.60s and early '70s, there were-many heated debates among
4 -

A

and research theorists about appropriate methodologies for the

research function. One group'argued that experimental (or

quasi- experimental) designs were more powerful than any other research
7

approaches for assessing the effecCivempa of grog*

strategies -- and that it was therefore'essentialto. use these

products, or

approaches to
(10)e

'test R&D outputs and bb reform programs of all kinds. A

that experimental approaches imposed unrealistic constraints

s,7

second group argued

on field settings

and that at any rate it could never%h44ossible to meet adequately the

statistical, design, and treatmentliisaffitOtions on which experimental approaches

are premised.(53,2 135).

t 4
Other methodologid41 debates revolved around the.need4tor evaluation approaches

,7

to provide feedba41.ck tAtoughout the program development process -- not silly
oe

telling the de4qoper at the end of the development process that his program :
)1.

did not work, but working with him throughout-the process to make it better:
(1 1 ,

Existing pre-post evaluation designs made it difficult for program evaluators

to prov thiakind of feedback, or tgiOderstand how to evaluate a program

stimulus that kept changing.

Some of these disagreefaents have been eased by recognition among evaluation

researchers that there are a number of different kiWIs of evaluation sery

each rewiring somewhat different approaches and techniques. The distincti

!Tt':b.411146110ormative and summative

lagiiaily, the same researchers
,

evaluation*, but"over time there

evaluations represents one such difference

(inducted botn, formative and sullnatIve

appears to have been some specialization of

personnel and organizational units here.

Currently, the,formatiVe evaluations that
. . ,

program/product deve opment proiessare
.

who work with-developers as, part of the
.1

feedback designed.to'improve the
4

sr

are undertaken as pelt of the R&D

generally carried out by evaluator*

deveaopment team and provile ongoing

product or program being developed. They upe

,..

-A
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both quantitative data-base ',And qualAative judgmental approaches. Their

style of functioning emphasizes flexibility -- changing thdir resetch

questions, variables, instruments, and approaches as the emerging pr g1

takes shape and perhaps goes through a number of transformations.

The debate over experidental vs. other kinds of research designs is now centered

on summative evaluations -- the evaluations undertaken to test the effective-

ness of a given program or product after it has been fully developed. Summa-

tive evaluations are usually done -1 an evaluatiOn agency or organizational

unit independent of the program's.14eVelopers. Summative evaluations include..

several types of evaluations differig somewhat in emphases because t

diiferent information needs of the decision makers to whom they eased:

final operational, field tests of an R&1 output to help the R/D&I

manager dete'imine whether or not it is ready for dissemination;

2. .evaluations of the effettiveness of a gitmen. program or productVin

a given school or district in meeting locally definedobjectivesl;

3. evaluations of national program initiatives, sampling pt MOC°-

components nationwide to inform federal policymakers about the

effectiveness of.a given strategy for'the relative effectiveness
.

of alternative strategies) in.mee g federally defined peCpcy

goals.

:There is still, some disagreement ~abbe how appropriAte extierimental designs

,maycbe for product tests and-,for individual*chool,or sipol district

AimiunevaluationsI and many other kinds,44 research designs have been

proposed for these types of evaluations. NOnetheless, a federal program

evaluation policy (to whatei.rer extent such a policy exists) appears to be

moving toward expar mental Approache - increasing numbers of national

program evaluations are being conduct d using e, ental designs,. control
.

groups, and some randomization of treatments.( However, the difference
r

between experimental'setting in the laboratory a d the field 's gaining.

need -torecognition. Federal evaluators are incripingly ackn
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supplement impact data with proitess dataudemonstrating that a g'ven "treatment"
V

was in fact implemented as specified in the progrim design, and tjaat the

impact evaluation is a valid test of the program and not simpl,y a "non-event."

Otherwise; questions can readily be raised as to whether a program evaluated

aCA failure was in fact a failure` _- - ,or' whether instead.lt was never

even tried:(and thus what was evaluated arilkjudged a "failure" did not in

reality even resemble the specified program "treatment").

3. Organizational and Political Dilemmas

A. The Evaluator's Role

, .. .

.

- The eValuaports
.

role has come to be*.understood primarily as One of meeting
it-L..: :.. ,,;;..., 7,

the'information,needs of decision makers.
134, 5YalfHow ) er, there are

a number of is 'es and problems involved eiL this assumption. For example:

ich decL 4on milers are we talking about: implementation personnel?

programmanageet at specific ,sites? progranftanagets,,at the local,
-

state and/or federal level? policy makers (and at what level)?

a

Hovdpes the evaluat&t deal with. the difficulty decision makers have

in defining theli-information needs; A agreeing on what information

is-relevant or in agreeing on

/ne it' ints are valid?

_

100Wmuchinput car. an eValuator.have in defining 'what helinvestizates2P
4K- ii4aleciw :-..3`. A

Must 'he accept 4111k-client's definition of the program's ob'eceivisoa4d

what. measurement procedures and

(13)

simply assessIthe effectiveness of the progradin meeting, hese
Sr r 4 0,

objectives? Or,can he include irethtt-evaluation conseder tion of

theioappropziAteness of-these objectives_(or the progrAm's rationale

or strategy) for meeting the ultimate goal of the program's developers.?

B. .ThePolitiCal tto #

Eval'u'ations are often described

Ort7.-

--.a

as management tools designed to provide

J
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a "rational basis for decision making" -- but decision makers in the
public sector function ina largely political sphere. This fact raifes
important issues for the'evaluator on bofh theoretical and practicali levels.

On the theoretical level,we must :ask if or tFarconl, .516fiv,leb
4.0 Alk

"irrational," or If they are based on Arent model'of rationality"scent
(146)from the one generally used by social scientists..,

On the.ptaciiial .level cofieideration must$e given to the politics 04
decision'makini. Geneially speaking, progritis' are created by political

,,.coalitions of 4ivarse interests interests which support programs

for diverse reasons. These coalitions tend to view negative evaluation

wesearch findings unfavorably tend generally have enough influence

to modify or bury negative findings and keep their ograms going

regardless orihat evaluators report: Conversely (yet-similarly),

programs may be opposed by other political interest. groups -- interest

groups who will use findings of evaluation research;t0 achieve their

ends. Thus, evaluation research findings may be used, misuli modified,
(21, 145, 1,46)reinLerpreted, buried, etc: . -- in other words, used asr

a "political football". Given the pipatical context and the methodological

issues u4have noted above, it is not surprising that controversy over

)negative evaluation research findings,0 are so Often phrased in terms.of

Methodological issues rather than valuation findings per se.

,
4/

C. The "Value" Daemma, 7
to,

4

The educational context is valee-laden, and'vaius chWttet-ntiroVirtua4y

every one of the key decisions made by the evaluator. ,The outcome of

evaluation research may be pr determined by theEhoice of rAlearch questions

and objectivesb the criteria Aced in judging effectiveness, or the measure-
.

ment instruments administered. From the hUman perspective, the question

must be asked: Is the 40119ator value- free mep doing evaluation research?

rom the' organizational/political context pers*ective, thedqueStion must

be asked: To what extent is/shiltuld.,thesekkeiValue decision%Ohoices of
. .

the evaluator be influenced by tse.AO aniz omit nformttion needs of the
Wir -qk
r 4g7 4

44

1

S
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decision maker on the one hand, and the political context/dynamics on the

other hand?

Current Trends
0.

Evaluators are developing an increasing sensitivity to the jolitici of

decision making. The evaluation research literature has shown the

progress made by the field over time in coping with this uation
4::

from in early liteiraire that simply bemoaned this situat tv,more
:[;:f!

recent writings that accept it as a given and build consideration of

the politics of decision making into the planning and implemenliation of

evaluations to make them more.uatrategically useful,":'05,1.461.

The evaluat0.4,research fOiction a much stronger organiiational

and' political position now than it_was a decade ago. /ilitead of being w.

located in marginal units that could be easily ignored, planning and

evaluation units and their administrators are now included in the top
1

management decision structures. of federal agencies.
(43)

The evalua-

tion research function is taking.bn increasing prominence in the

General' Accounting Office's auditing activities.
(131)

On the state4

level', legislative oversight committees with strong evaluation research

staff of their own haveLen Significant visibility to evaluation
(80)

TesearCh activities and findings.

.17.-jfk
,*

The Impact of Evaluation Research. in the Education' Sector

4".-

'.1k.
.

.

There is sti)1 substantiaI7disagreement over just how much"irOPact the
.

. ., .

evaluation research fuhction has had (ok can Kaye) -- but.Clearly

there is reTariv021,914ttle evidence of extensive use of evaluation
It

research fingillAgW4*.basis of policy decisions. Equally clearly*
_ ,

. .
. .

;00110A7615, it,

evaluations'havebeen produced and even the
--7... 4-' ,'

t

better evaL4 suffered frdm serious methodological flaws-- Vie
_ ....

field of evaluation research lacks an adeqUate theoretical base'i and is ev.

more tacki4,in 'adequate instrumentation. Thete is no clear federal
i

e lUation refearch policy and federaL agencies have not even issued

9
x
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guideline to what constitutes an ad te'dOpprepriate evaluation.

.04, diongh, his been moving'in'this di#e mend beyond for' the evaluatio4
.(64, 104, 106,1.1 .x.

.',
,

Of ESEA Title I programs). ..-7-w- It would deem, then, that 'the
...

evaluatiod research function in the f d lly funded social program field

remain, weak in comparison to. the eval ati. ripearch function in mature

R/111&I systems.

XIX: RESEARCH ON R/D&I

4 4-

1. Availabilkty of Analysis and Empirical Research

Given the relatively brief history of edudational IA e

astonishingly large accumulation of analyses and empiricali-raseaoh on the

fun ioning of the system. This is attributable in -p
. Q

. .

, li- iii
-1,

politiCal climate in which the syseem funct .-- A«,,, ack of confidence -

...:-.1,

in Congress and various federal agencies in the educifional R1D&I enterpriseir

As noted earlier, there has been a tendency to pull the system out by ita roots

evary coupletof years to aee how well it is growing and to determine how its.

effiletiveness might be improved. A large number of ,theie analYses were'cenducted
(36

.by or for federal agencies or Cdtessional committees.
107, 117, 130),

negative

***,

A second-factor of some importance in Accounting for the large number of

analyses was the increasing self- consciousness of the social sciences in the

A.ite '60s as to'their proper role in relation to. governmental agencies and the

^_ ut3.lizatipa of social science knowledge. Some, of the reaevant terature was

provided by Judy committees ofthe'Nationati'Acaclemy of Sciences - National Research,

Council; the National Science Board; the National Academy of Education; and
,the President Science Advisory.Committee.( 8

'
54, 81, 8/)

.

. Some of theoqvadt fiterature is traceable to an international stimulus
- ,

a tequest:rfrattthe Orgsetiation fot,Economic Cooperation' and Development (OECD)
,,77, . . .

r
. . ,,

4-participate in a cross7#ationaleview of educational'R&D and an'
. ... c: .

,,
analysiA of how: R&D might be strengthened to increase' its potential' for

improving educational practice. (7 .3 ,
° '9 ;,

P ! *

)

-.)
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Some of.the more recent literature is the result of the emergence of know-

ledge production/utilization as a new research area'in. the educational research
(123)

community.

4
But .probably the most important' impetus of,allin recent"yeirs.has come ffom

the sponsors of educational R/D&L(not only OE and NIE'hUt'also priVate

foundations sich as RUssell,'Sage) -- 'e.g.: their increasing interest in

evaluation researches a basis_for policysformation;
(11,45)

their initiatives
,

to support the design,, developlint, and utilization of routinely collected data

bases for monitoring the progress of the educational KPU system, detecting.H,
problems, and determining the impact of poliCy'initiatives.

(37, 71, 92, 95, 122)

2. Types of Studies in the Literature

The literature can be c.tegorized into five types -of studies:

1. distillations of expert analysis and ()Pinion;

12. systematic empirical evaluations of particular components or

outputs,of. the educationalR/D&I system;

3. syntheses of the releVant literature;

case studies of exemplary educational R/D&I projects; and

Al-

a. descriptions of the KPU data base and monitoring systeM that is

being developed,UnderNIE auspices.,

Most of the relevant literature -(and virtually all of it that was produced

&ring the first five r : years of the federally funded system's history)

ffills Into the."distillz. :Jr' of ekpert analysis and opinion" category. These

analyses were generally based on interviews; site visits; examination of

materials in agency files; perusal of system outputs; or the insight of scholars

working together to form judgments and'make recommendations.
(2 3,`14, 15, 16)

s.
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Systematieempirical iribestigations ake7up7the secondlaigest-tategory----
(124)' ,

e.g.: evaluatiOns of personnel tra ning progtar; or ERIC information
(46, 141)'' ' .. "' .(67, 127, 129, 141)

products; or pilot state isseminatiod:projetes;
,

. d

or AERA meetings and journal publ cations!asacritical.elemente in the KP'infor-:
0 9, 101)

etc.
-

mation flaw systek in education;

.4 . -'%'.
,

, . .

We include here especii4yseveral studies
,

of the evik nluation research functio
_, ...

:..,
.

, . 4 .

.

how it is,organized;- who does. what.kinds of evaluationa.with whatdegree"Af

effectiveness; how evaluation. findings 4e used;..ett.
(1, 6,-45)

The "research-
4

on-research" chivacter of these studids of the evaluation'reaearth function ..

suggests a particularlyliligh.1evel of self-aWarene'ss within thislunction:
,,.

There are relatively few doculentS in the of er three categories.
''

rheliterature

.

. .
1 .

. ;, .

. .

that Is available,clearly reflects the ingti utionalization of "research-on-
, / i

reseaith" in educational R /D &]. -:..-., efforts to. syntheize'the existing litera-.
.

103, 115);
ture;J9.3/

(18
efforta'tOMap the aOmain of educational

,.. 115)i35 ,

and descriptions 4f NIE's KPU monitoring project designed to: deVeloa data "4'
,

,..i;

base on educational KPU functioning; use the data base. tObuild,models of the.Z.,..
,, ":

...-!

dydamits of KPIrt functioning in education; and monitor KPU.functioling to ---:.

4. Y . v:
identify problems requiring new policy initiatives or tO

1
assess. (the effects of "1,4,1

.

existing policies and policy elanges.c92.'95)

.19.'
At presene,ithe research literature on educational,R/D&I functioning touches

a a . .

on only /limited areas of system functioningi provides relatively little ',

empirical data; is atheoretital; and appeais to be only .minimally utilized
.

I
by either sponsbrs or

t
perforMers of Rip4I activity. Howeefor,,. a14 of this may

change if the NIE monitoring project is efiective in institutionalizing research
. _

on the educational R/Ii&I system and providing the kind of data base and polNK

analyses suggested in current project descriptions.

XX. CONCLUSION

We have throughout-this-report noted-weaknesses in the educational R/D&I

aystem. It is important now tore- emphasize that we have also noted that
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what we have fotind..would be generally what one would expect to have found

within a relativelyyoung R/D&I system. There. has been progress, and

'there are sign Of the beginnings of a transition from the introductory

etagea of system development..

Thus, as we noted at the outset, the current stateof the educational

,R/D&I system st be assessed in termseof where it has been and where it

now has the otehtial to go - - Artot in terms of unrealistic'expectations

about.'"progress and output to date".

With this perspective. in mind, we can see the last two decades as a period

of some immeant achievements in the creating and building of the educa-

tional R/D&T system in the, United States. As'compared to twenty years ago:.

*

°

f'. There are today s me'1500-3000 organizatiOns (academic, private,'

ifand public) which have R/D&I capadity - -. mot of'this capacity:
1*

. . .

being relgtively.new and beingilargely the result federal

funding. _

.

s.

The personnel base has.dOubled (perhaps tripled) - - from

'around .40001in 1969 to 8- 12,000 1974. Most of this work orce

is .represented by research and evelppment,personnel.

The edpEatiaal,R/D&I system has produced a ubstantial.nUmber

.ofoutmuta. Some.of'these have been putstanding,quality and of a
*.

a widely, reported excellence - roaucts fro R&D organizations

and exemplary products which have been identifiedc generalized

.end widely disseminated.

. Some. linkages have been developed betweenssome of
e
the strong

.

,,develqpMent 6rganizationsVndthe.s0ool systems who have been.

'using their Products.

99

I

4
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Since some degree of maturity of a knowledge/technology base

is' necessa to allow its codification into handbooks and other

synthesesj, we may infer soil beginnings of educational.RVD&I

system maturtty from the increasing level of availability.of

such handbooks /syntheses.

( ....

As the R/D&I system has matured, inevitably some of the fundtions have
ir.

deve-loped'aUd/ortbeen supported more than others; It will,be important
.

_
to maintain a "bSlance" between thesevario functions of the educational

\
t

R/D&I system.
-

This,balance must take into ac ount for each function:

4..'% ihd time period needed to produce significant outputs;

2. the impact each function has on the other functions;

r
the level of funding needed Cloth toAlaintain a balance and to

Maintain the basic integrity of the - personnel and institutional
e.

base within each functiah.,

what currently does /does not exist within each function (in

`terms of outputs and of the institutional personnel,,khow-
,

ledge and technology bases).

In summary,: the peridd of thellast two decades has been an important era

of ipitial system'building:for the educational %R./D&I system.'. There remain

uoblems Weaknesses critical gaps to be filled, balances'to be.achieved

As'onewo d expect.to rtnd in a relatively youn0./D&I system:

ffThese.identifie netds become Lik.! focus for system building and rebuilding

for the next transitional phase for. the next five to ten years. In this
.

period, it will e vital to provide continuity, stability and security in-
.

Order that the ional R/D&I system can take

'Maturity. Only in these wsrs,canwe hope to.develop acmaturing e uttional+6.0'

.114p&I.systemThich can have signifidant impact on the educational, system

in the United-States.

-100
7 4.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE R/D&I CONTEXT IN THE CIVILIAN. AVIATION , SECTOR
I-

Since 1959the term "aerospace industry" has been used t ci denote the industrial

sector serving both space and aircraft development and p oduction. Space work
., .

hae,been almost entirely devoted tO serving the federal ivilian and military

exploration programs, while aircraft manufacturing serves both military'and_

commercial users. For our purposes, discusiion of the'ep ce and Military airi
.

craft cases would involve issues of lesser interest (giVen the specific nature

and requirements Uf the users) thanthe case, of the civilian aircraft industry;
'

.

alVOUgh, as will be seen, !*.is na possible to completei separate these sub-
,

eectors: Therefore, the primSrY fotos of our contextual analysii will be set
: ,

within the civilian aviation industry.
.

.

a.
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- 302

ENVIRONMENTS OF THE R /D &I SYSTEM

1. Political Conditions

11

A. Federal rundit*

Federal funds going into industrial R&D in:the aerospace industry

have tended i to-eAceed company funds in the ratio .of abOut 5 to 1
(13) '

(DOT ) . AtVwe. noted above, each of the significant stages of

developmene in,Aircraft technology between 192E:Leo 1971 were preceded

,by'periods of government funded.R&a. On top Of this, it is federal

,money that .supports the work of NASA, the source of most of:the

basic research in the field. Not surprisingly therefore it has been
. ,

in the.00Rgress and in,the-Exedutive branch - (including at NASA itself)

that muth of the deCisioir.mking on therite and direction of.equip-

, meht R&D.has lieen made. Additionally the roles of FAA and DOT have

been significant in.the determination of airline pontiff' and

,procedures, and in turn, on policies and procedures of the menu-

facturers ,of airline system products. 'Whether we are referring to

prices, schedules, safety, flight patterns, maintenance requirements

etc., if must be remembered ehat the airlines industry is highly

regulated.

B. International Relations

Another important no*ical AspeCt is the role that aviation plays

in',international relations.. 'Having a major airline has long been
,

a;Matter.of national prestige. Even small..countries that'can ill-

...afford the. investment support their own. flag terriers (even. at sub-
.

stavtial loss in_reVenuei for reasons of prestige or fOrsecurity

,(as'Mfght be, claimed, for

,

*Although. El Al dOes not in fact represent such a drain on that economy.
,es4
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Equally (or more) important has been the fact.that most of'the free

world:flies'in American made equipment, this time with economic as

well as political.implicatiOns. --The Angld-French Concorde projgct

is at'least as.much a political as an economic. venture. In fact

it is probable that flights of these. planes Will need to be (and
.

will be) highly subsidized by their respective governments to help

establish them in the marketPla4% The present political bathe '
cS(

over .landing rights for the Concorde has been said to have major

implications for U.S. relations with Britain and France. :Also,"

considerable concern exists over.the possibilities of the U.S.S.R.

becoming a. source o4aviation equipment

2. Social Conditions
.

This _has all been taking place during_a periodin which' social acceptance

of airline travel has become established. During a period of approximately ,

25 years revenue, passenger miles has increased an average,rate of about/
b.].)

.13% per annum, rising to 20% ormore in some years . Over ,the period of

the last twenty years both total. Wok10 and U.S. airlines have experienced an
. .

approximately twentyfold growth, and estimates. for the 1976-85 period are

for 50 billion dollars (worldwide) of commercial:aircraft deliveries (at'

constant1974 dollars),*almost as much as in the previous 25 years(13):

The'enormous and growing demand for the service and the product (coupled

with the tremendous rate of change of the technology) indicated a user

population that was "pulling" new R/D&I'outputs,in a most intensive ,

Manner -- althoughSchiffel -( 29) believes that traffic growth acts

as a "Permtssive:factor ratherthan as a cause of aircraft technological

innovation and acquisition by airlines.' The fact is that the use of the

'airplane as a means of passenger and cargo transportitibn_0 establiShed;

and there is a pattern of expectations for continual.improement in
o

service (alloWing for the effects of fuel crises etc.), even though

demand may,now have stabillZed.
7 . e
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3. Economic Factors

A. Federal Expenditures

Changing patterns of federal expenditures on spacg and de nse haVe had

enormous impact on the aerospace.industry.. The industry a.S.-a

reputation of feast and famine conditions, with major layoffs and

rehiring of even the most qualified personnel being common. The

federal bail-out of the Lockheed`Corporation is a well known event.

As we stated above, federal funding forlikonautics R&D has been
..

substantial. During the nine years of 1967-75, approxiMately seven-

teen billion'dollars was spent by the federal government,, with nearly

two billion of this in.NASA. Further, the trend his been up

approximately= over the.overallperiod, and almost tripled at

NASA (reflecting a shift back from space to aeronautics R&D). Such

vel of support can hardly be. ignored..

B. The Tedhnological .Economic Interaction

;It is also a fact that it is difficult to understand the technological

and R/D&I system issues in the aviation industry without.an apprecia-

tion of the effect which economic forces and'structures have on the

producers of aircraft and 'their airline industry users. Let us

examine this interplay of these techno-economic relationshipS.

1. Airlines

Airlines,are oligopolies, highly-regulated:in the U.S. by the:

Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB). Fare competition is virtually

non-existent both for major national airlines and in the inter-

national contest (under IATA control)..
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Two-thirds of the.inveatment of airlinesii devoted to purchase

of aircraft.* Givep industry -wide price controls, competitionji

transferred to service, image and operating cost differentials,

To a considerable degree, as Schiffel f29) and Gellman.
(14) '

recognized, the acquiaition of:new aircraft by airlines becomes

a competitive device,-- eid as.we would note, a. defensive

strategy (you can't afford to be'using obsolete e4uipment at the 41

same ticket price for less service). This strategy has been made

possible by the continuing pattern of increas ng demand (ttaffic):'

at least up to recent times.

2. Aircraft Producers

Aircraft produceri (essentially the aitframe ma facturers) are,

by now, also bers of a highly concentrated oli opoly, with only

three major ma ufacturerp (Boeing, McDonnell .D las and Lockheed)

left in the U S. inpstry (whit in practice represents most of

the non-communist world's civilian aircraft capacity)..' Other firms

such as Convair and Martin have been forced out of the competition,

with ever-growing tooling costs demanding long production runs and

hence concentration permitting economies of scale.

Demand for new aircraft, while growing at a substantial rate, is

not easily or quickly expanded beyond this pattern. The limited

number of major airlines seek to minimize the'variety of aircraft

they use for a specific application (e.g.: long vs. short haul)

. in order. to keep down.operating and maintenance costs. 'Aircraft

have relatively short first-line life cycles/ becdOse of rapid

_,-SAUA-gg414.15WAPZUOTO.ogical opportunity.(frequently deriving

from technology transfer from the military spherd)...

Recent trends towards leasing aircraft from equipment trust funds may

be helping.airlines to alleviate this major financing problem.

# Although equipment may be kept on.for less competitive applidations for

15-25 years, and even longer in the aftermarket.

7
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The previO sly Mentioned shift to service differentials (as opposed'.,

to Trice),i 'the enema for airli competition creates'an enormousne

incentive f& Producers to bei on the market with new products,

first or not far behind.. Because diffnsib7rates for adoption

across.the airline industry is rapid, airlines et commit.them-

selves' early to a new range of equipment -- and the latecomilig

prod ergs squeezed out. The consequence has been fierce techno-

cal competition between
- manufacturers. Further, unlike certain

other fields, it is virtually impossible.to play. the role of 'a

technological follower who anbstfitutes marketing "clout" for tech-:

nological innovation. The-p4formance characteristfs (speed,

range, capacity, noise, operati cost per mile, etc.) are too,

Clear and quantifiableactops most criteria to permit manipUlation

of a sophisticated customer, tie airlines.

3. Other Economic Factors
.

Recent public concerns with environmental effects (noise pollution,

etdO may act to herald in a new wave product innovation that the

airlinei :will not be able to resist, despite.the negative economic

implications that tiliswould have on them.

,

The changing economics of fuel may force the introduction of more

economical equipment. Thus, for example, the airlines and airframe

manufacturers have in the past shown little interest inqie NASA
a

super-critical wing technology that could promise a few percentage

points of imprOvtment in flight performande (and hence reduce. fu el

utilization) . .The arena for .cost reduction-ad-tht airlines saw it

lay in the total cost ofOperatiope more than in flight'doStii:.'

While this still may be. true, the sharp jump in aviation, fuel

prices has led to an upsurge of interest in sis new technology.

. ,

Another important consideration has been' the substantial role. of

aviation export!! (civilian and military) as a factO9r4n the U.S.

balance of paymaUts, and the increasing threat of foreign compe-,



,

/n 1971 aerospace exports surpassed 4 billion dollars.

-Brizendine4(8) estimated that 93/ by value of the free world's

civil transport came from the U.S.. The ten year forecast
A
for.the

total, marketAs over 50 billion dollars.* In such an' environment

RED must and does receive a high, priority.,

4. Scientific and Technological Conditions

A. A Well Developed Scientific and Technological Field

While the histr'that we have presented spans only seventy years,

the scientific roots of some of the central disciplines can be

traced back to the contribhtionsof Leanardada Vinci, Gallileo,

and Newton, with later work by Leonhard Euler and Daniel Bernoulli

II,in aerodynamics.

Modern aerodynamics dates from the turn, of the last century with .

the work of Lanchester inngland; Eutta, Von Karman and Prandt,l

in Germany;' and Zhukovski in Russia. In the years since, the field;
6 .

with its associated.fields o structures:and materials, has become

a highly developed, scienti iaand engineering based specialty, with

substantial experlmental facilities such as wind tunnels being

constructed. Aero engines date4rom 1851 (by the Frenchman Giffard,

applied to airships) and from the work of the2Wrights and Manly

in 193, with continued and accelerating developments'thrdugh the

secondworld war. The work of Whittle and others starting in 1939

In England and Germaniusliered in the jet age in the Mid-19410..

In the internal combustion and jet edginetechnolOgies, we are

by now dealing with a very well understood and documented field,

amenableto classical processedkof scientific and 'engineering

*It
4

has

is to be noted,

tended to be ar

manufacturing firms

same (DOT
{13)

p.

however, that return on'sales

ohnd,2.54.to3.0% compared with

although return'on stockholde

in the aerospace industry

4hout 4.5-5.5% for all

,is equity is about the

8).
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.improvement. The advances in aeronautical electronics are more

recent but fall into the same pattern, with especially rapid al-

vence, in recent years with the progress of the field at large.

All together the subfiekds can generally be seen as highly special-.

Amid, scientifically and engineering based, and highly codified.

Standards are a jay of life for every detail and feature.

An exception to the above pattern is the more recent concern with

human factors and use characteristics. In these areas (414.: as

these might relate to cockpit and controls designs to provide high

effectiveness, low fatigue, etc.) and id.the areas of passenger

facilities designs, etc:.less developed areas of knowledge are

being used. Similar problems arise in considerations ofilliman

machine system aspects of flight, Command and control, safety,

etc.

Z. Innovations: Abrupt or Cumulative?

V

We would be remis in our discussion if we lead the reader, to

conclude that there is a continuing flow of radical and large scale
4

innovations stemming from fundamental (i.e., "breakthrough") changes

in the state of the art leading rather abruptly and automatically

into major new applications. There have been (arid continue to be)

consideiable and continual advances in components and materials,

some traceable to fundamental advencee; and these surface, from

time to time, in new aircraft configurations and models having

radica'ly upgraded characteristics. But it could also be claimed

that there have been no'really'radical innovations in aircraft from

the time of the first jet planes up to the recenpoNASA developed

super-critical wing tethnOlOgy. It can be claimed that what we

have seen has been a series of cumulative (though very significant)

improvements. This is a perspective that is open to much debate,

but it is congruent with the view expressed by Abernathy and iayne(1?,

in their discussion Of the "learning curve." Regardless

13,04
g'.
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of whi vi o nt is "correct",*e should note that the netch
P .

of innovative activity in DOD, NASA and industry has been a very

ainificant trend oftpe
r
formance improvement over the last few

..decade.
. ,

4

result

C. 'The TeCtoological Imperative vs'. User Needs

e of technology transfer from military to civilianTheVfimport

aviation has

the

into4he jet e and even recently with the wide body jets such as

the Blring.7 .(coming from the Air Force buitt by LOckheed)..

The .ditelo ime4ts generated in this way have tended to push techno-

logy the

already been noted. Such effects can be seen along

ory of civilian aviation, through the various wars,

iredtions of greater speed,,range and capacity. ihus,

over tie las ''''forty years civilian aircraft have increased their

cruise ppee hAka factor of three; their range by.a factor of ten;

and their c actties (pay load) by factOrs of twenty to forty. In

general, Clough not always, there have also been comparable improve.:

mentbin econotay; onand measured on a ost seatOer seamile there has
. .

beenaoet 4 reduction over the Same period.
0 ;v

Hoer, as e pointed out and as we wili demonstrate later, the

objectives o R/D&I programs inthe military and civilian spheres

ai like, given the varyingpatterna of needs. With much of

the new viation technology having flowed, from the,militiary, ez,

was only,,,,to!be expected that rate and direction of such innovation

'did not necessarily match the_9hanging pattern of needs. of the air-

lines or the ultimate consumers (passeng nd shippers of freight).

As a consequence, new technological oppdrt
.

niffes were being ,opened
0

up in wayiamd at a, rate that were not necessarily to the advantage

of. the airlines to implement and exploiti but which they found

themselves being forced to adopt because of the defensive non-price

competition we noted earlier. These conditions lead us to look to

the /oducer.as the source and stimulator of the technological

innovation process vis a vis the airline users. 41-
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There are, how4ver, other !kuses that point in the same direction'

and which might be expected to continue even ill the absence of

the external military source! of technology. An airplane is a

highly complex multi-coiponent system, with many of these com-

ponents operating close to their technological limits and' using

state of the. art knowledge. As,advances, emerge in materials,

strictures, configurations,'electronics, and engine design, new

technical possibilities appear. These deVelopments may have
.

ideriVe4 from many sources,inside and outside of the aerospace

ROW Systems. The reseirch.and design fields are so specialized

that one time we may see advances in fuselage design; at'another

in flaps or wings; at another in controls and so on. A new air:-

craft system may, as welnoted, emerge through an accumulation of

many improvements in many components -- sometimes adding up to

a substantial upgrad in performance. Again, such improvements

may or may not coincide ill user demands --* but the technological

imperative and, stringency of the technological demands nonetheless

require aircraft and component manufacturers. to be pursuing ever-

continuous programirof research and development. .

D. 4gna of Increasing Civilian Aviation Autonomy

,

The drive.,of externally (military) fueled innovation may haves

culminate tculminates e 1970 SST program. We. will discuss the goals

of aviati n R/D&I programs later, but for now we may recognize

that an SST- meets virtually none,di the objectives that seem to
.

reflect the needs of airlines for new generations of equipment.

'. It represents only an improvement in Speed (made possible by the

generations of slkersonic military aircraft now in.service). It

i regressive on capacity, fuel consumpti , range, cost of

denvironmental aspects: This does not imply that

SSTs will not find a place in the market. tatter, the debate may

indicate a mitUritiOn;Watershed4or th ind stri:i4 earlier
_ ...

indicated 1970-as the achievement o .full r ty. It may be

that it marks the point at which the civilian aviation,4industry
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began to pull away from the military source of technological

innovation -- :perhaps even leading to a tore complete

of the military and civilian sectors. The implications

to make the patterns of innovation so well discussed by

less relevant for the future trends.

separation

could be
(29)

Schiffel

Related technol ical developments may be going on in the less

glamorous areas of vlation innovation. In response to the growing

potentialw.in developing countries (in the.freight business, etc.);

there is a growing interest in supplying low cost, short take-off

and landing equipment. A combination of closer fitting of products

to user needs, a substantial after-marketv(used planes), a growing

concern by airlines in influencing the emergent features of the

equipment they purchase, and the previously mentioned increasingly

close coupling of NASA aircraft research with the civilian aviation

industry, may all. be signs of the growing autonomy of-the civilian

aircraft industry. 0

' E. Summary

The nature of'the aviation industry makes it vital that we recognize

the extent to which the industry lives on its technological in-
.

novation base and the degree to which its policies and stategies

are technologically determined.

4



II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

,

1. Development of the Sector and the R/D&I System: Institutionalization

The R/D&I process in civilian aviation Could be described as highly institution-

alizedi More'thad seventy years have gone by since the first successful flight

in 1903. Since then a highly developed. and specialized industrial sector has

grown up with a well defined division of activities both as to research and

development and production roles. Substantial aid specialized companies (e.g..:

Boeing, McDonnell Douglas)'.are to be found in the areas of airframe (aircraft)

mantifacturing as well-as in engines (e.g.: General Electric} and in other

equipment (including segments of the electronics industry). In addition, the,

National Aeronautics and Spade Administration (NASA) -- which was established

in 1958 to replace the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA),

founded in 1915 has well defined responsibilities in the more.basic R&D
areas. The Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Federal Aviation Agency

(FAA) have clearly deliniated roles in the implementation evaluation .and control

ofAViation systems.

A. The History of Industrial.Development

1)In a history ofthe U.S,,Aircraft Industry, gimonson (3-,
des-

cribed the period of 1903 - 1930 as that of the early industrial

development. Stekler (33) described the 1903 to 1914 period

as being that of initial development. Up through the end of

1913 only about 100 airplanes had been built. Steklerbrefers to

1914 to 1939 as the World Wai I and interwar period. During this

period production rose to'a rate of 14,000 planes per year in 1918;

it

Several es, were especially helpful in supplementing the expeLience of the
'11,

authors with tig sector. They are: AIAA,(4) .48,(11) DOT ,C14).

gchiffel,
(29) (31)

Simonson afid StekleS,
(33)

The comments of Drs. Alden

S. Bean of NSF and Frank A. Spencer of Northwestern University who reviewed this

section were extremely helpful.

j.
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dropping off after the war and in the depression era; and then
.

growing steadily until 1939, during which year not quite6,000 planes

ware built almost 4,000 of which were for civilian 'use.(2) World

War II *raw production rise to close to 100,000 per year,:then settling

down to around 10,000 per year (including the Korean War'period).

The first specialized air transport manufacturing began:in 1926 with

the Ford Tri-motor
(13)

and by the mid 19504k the airline industry as

the major civilian customer was well established. Since then until

reday, the industry can be viewed as havingachieved the status of'a

mature sector -with a steady pattern of giowth and development. The

superimposed cycles'of (military) activity and the growth and partial

decline of the NASA space program since the late 1950's have tended

to produce something of .a more volatile characteristic than for

other mature industrial sectors.

We might characterize the perio up through 1913 as the pre-birth
phase; .1914-1939 as the introdu tory phase; 1940 through the early
1950's as. the transition'phase and the late 1950s up through 1970*.
as the climb to maturity; with the last few years as the beginning
of the matured phase of the indUstry, using the Rubenstein, Radnor,
Baker and McColly schema. (28)

B. Development of the Aeronautics R /D&I System

i'aralleling this development of the industry has been that of the

aeronautics RiD&I system. The lag in estab1fshing an R&D base fo.

*The date df the rejection in Congress of the T program and aleginning

of growing airline concern with costs and dle capacity.

l

13
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the Aeronautics sector was relatively -short - as can be seen by the

."early establishment of the NACA (1915),the forerunner of the present

day NASA organization.*

Throughout its relatively shorthistory the technologies of airframe

design and materials, engine design, and materials and electronics
A

have been subject to very great rates of change. These were described

In a recent workshop on the Role of Technology in Commercial Aircraft

Polley Formation (4)
as a "vety perishable property, with even relativily

advanced model/ of aircraft being phased out in seen or eight years (p.
4'30). A Department .of Transportation report (13)

(p.8) described nine

stagesof aircraft development from 1926 (with the Ford Tri-Motor).

through 1971 (with the DC-10/L-1011), with each being preceded by a

period of R&D largely funded by the U.S. government). Stiikler (33)

(p.96) took note of the increasing role of R&D as compared to production.

As the industry developid. Thii degree of dependence on R&D and the

close coupling with the maturation of the industry permits us to recog-

-Nze that the R/D&I system has come through the same stages of develop-

ment As the stectOr, with little lag even at the start, and reaching a

point in our time when it could be viewed as totally estahliShed in the

industry.

Changes in Experimenal and Test Facility Requirements

An additional factor leading to the.degree of institutionalization of

the avidtiom R/D&I system has come from the changing character of

the experimental and test facilities required. In our era, such

work can'only go on when there is access to very 1Srge scale facili-

ties (wind tunnels, flight test facilities, large computers, etc.)

The consequence has been to centralize such work in NASA, the Depart-

ment of Defense (DOD) and the large aeronautid) firms - essentially

*The British had set up'a similar effort six years earlier (1901) at

the National Physical Laboratory. The Germans ursued such research
0

at this time at GOttingen and the Russians at Koutchino.

A
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eliminating much of_the diffused university base4 eiforts in anything

but the mosvfundameRtal areas (mathematical, materials and physics).

This thirrors the similar institutionalizing effects IR High Energy

Physics due to the need for larger experimental facilities (acceler-

ators) as found by Radno0,-2altnian et al. 27)
a

.2 Critical.Events

A. Creation of Federal Agencies

-

The creation of NACA in 1915 was a landmark in the 4evelopment'of

the U.S. aeronautics R/D&I system. A great deal of the.centrai:R&D_

can be traced. back to work at the Langley, Lewis and other research
,

centers that were created by NACA and which became the sources or

seedbeds upon which the later NASA was to be built. Federal support

for aeronautics (including civilian), has always been a major factor;

and by the 1958 National Aeronautics and Space'Act and the Federal

'Aviation Act (FAA)* of the same year, "Congress made provision for

nonmilitary aeronautical activities," (13) thereby supplementing the

DOD aeronautics efforts:in the military sphere. The National.Aero

nautics and Spate Council was set up to coordinate related aero-

nautical

B. Key. Historical Events

Without question the o9agt_Nf World Wars I and II (and to a lesser

degree the Korean War) generated major impetuses. in the development

of aeronautics technology, R/D&I systems.and the industry at:largef\

.Significant technical .developments were 'pushed 'to accelerated fruytion,
. .

notably,. in electrcii4cs,-radar, and jet propulgion in the World War

II case. The cold war acted to.continue the pace. 'of technological

development-in the military sphere. While there are important

I

*Incorporated in the Department of Transportation Act of 1966.

4
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differences in the needs of milit y,versus civilian airCraft're-

quirements (to be discussed la )4 there has at all times tended

Cabe a significant degree Of technology transfer.- Another-important

influence derives frOm:.the consequences of the accelerated.simce:
.

program of the 1960'n (the Apollo-man-on:the moon program in par-
.

1:ticular; but not exclusively). A1970 event of some significanCe.4

was, .4e Congressional.deniAon'not to suppOrt the develogpent of

Supersonic Transport ASTYincdtpetition with the Anglo-French

Concorde and Russian TUpOltv 144 The recent concerns with
. - .

the energy shortage, cost, and theenvironment.(air.pollution.and

espeCially-for noise) coming on the heels of the phasedown of

the enormous space effort have leac1,..to something of a revival

of civilian-focused aeronautics R&D as a major priority for NASA

programs.,
0

C. CUrXent Developments in the State of the Art

Besides the SST efforts*, some-of the.current 'developments in the

state, of the arts concern the design of more'econnmical and better

peri#31.Ming aircrait '(using NASA- developed super Critical:wing:and

area rule-based conf4uration technologies);the,design of overall

systemi ofimprOved cost andSafety features; and short and vertical.

take-off and landing aircraft. Particularly important has been

the role of the airlines, .with their. own Substantial R&D capabilities'

in the total design and implementation of systems into which the

aircraft fit as. one component (although to date, the airlines lack.

similar R&D, capabilities in the-equipment.design sphere).

*B-asic research is continuing at NASA. '

..



D. .AttitudeS Of the Public

An,interesting comment on the general public's attitudes towards.

the product of the aeronautics .R/D&I.Systed and of the industry.

, is the degree to which they.are'aCcepted with little;orno question.

New types of aircraft have been continually introduced into airline .

service with virtually immediate adoption by the ultimate users,

indicating a faithin 'the quality ofthe R&D testing and evaluation,

and contrOl:processes. '

INSTITUTIONAL.BASE (NETWORK OF INSTITUTIONS)

.0
1. The Structure of the Aviation R/D&I System.

. Very evident in the R/D&I system is the extensive speciallZationbe-
,

tween institutions. .Fundamental-scientific research goes on in the

universities -some degreeand in NASA, which carries research tdWard

the proof of concept sta&e. E0ipment manufacturers carry he R/D&I

process forward through equipment development, design, testing, and

production stages. The airline users do no equipment R&D, restricting
)production

to strictly defined ikplementation'and utilization of equip-

ment in the larger overall airline systdm. Even the equipment itself

(the airplane). is specialized into major components -- airframe,

engines, electronics (with even\subdivisiops within.these systems) and

, many or:most of these are subcontracted-to producers who carry on their

own R6b prpgramsy The federal government supports the more_basic re-
. g

search, private industry the applied work.*
4

*It is interesting to note that one of the arguments used in Congress

to stop NASA's SST work was hat in Rroposing to go on to a protptype

stavIthey were encroaching a private sector role.

439.
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0.

gpecialization goes even deeper, down to the scientists and engineers

involved in the R&D process.. For example, there are whole departments

whose personnel may send their liveson wing stress analysis.

Additional specialization is to be seen: in the roles of FAA, DOT, and

CAB, each revonsible for researching and implementing specific phases

of'the overall air-transportation system. In turn, these governmental

institutions have clearly defined control and.regulation.roles.

2. The Intra-System Structures

While the specialization is, as we noted, very great in the aviation

R/D&I system, for the most part the work goes on in a very limited,

'variety of institutional settings-41Ciat-OEVhat-:gbea-ad'iti-the'R/D&I

system can,be found at NASA (andOD); at the airframe manufacturers

and the*. associated (in' par llel) subContractors and in.theutilila!-

'fion R&D'area with the airlines; with supplementary activity in DOT

(FAA): Universities play a relatively minor role in the process

Figure 1 is a partial.model,representing.these institutions and their

:relationships. :e

Thus there are three prime participants in the aviation R/D&L'system:

the basic technology sources (NASA and DOD in Parallel)," the equipment

producers, and the users. Each of these contribute specialized ele-

ments to the R/D&I process. Except for the.indicated parallelism

A

*It should be noted that while there are other types of civilian users

(e.g.: the private and corporate aircraft market) these tend not to be

a major factor in the R/D&I system.

a
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(as between airframe manufacturers and Subcontractors) the:sYteM is

highly linear;' there-is a well established WOrkfloWi' relationships

tend to be most intensive between tinstitutioni,s adjacent R/D&I

functioni; and so on. There are no obvious.igais 'between ftinctionS,

alNhoughquestions could be raised-'as tO,whether'ail:Ofthe most

desirable linkages exist. :For example, in.sOrie of'our own research(6)

we noted some potential shortcOilingi in ;degree to which the airlines.

were- connected into NASA's techno6g ql,develOpment'in teyms of their

forward-planning, and vice versi, e_onliaread:of.redundancy might be

between some of the work,go iiINA.SAMOD fnd- NSAS/DOT;:and a federal
t

committee was established to bring abOilt necesSary'coorditation.

3. R /D &I Institution.CharacteriatiOs

Q

The R/D&I system is dominated bY:vdryldrge iiistitutiOns, whether

we are referring to NASA, the mdjoi-equIpmerit manufactu6rs'l or those

airlines that play a meaningfUlrole In the kiD&IsprOCess. :While

they are all highly formalized,tbeirOh4rEcterisatsrefleat:theie

roles in the system.,

.

-

NASA is made up of a series of redeArch;dentereactendingtd

specialize in, some aspect of specer'and aviation teChnolkgy. .Aviation

c tends to represe:t,_only a smaller part Of.theoverallNASA mission

and is of concern, to onlyd few:Of the centers. Sbme of these 'Centers

a 'e involved in .the more basic c-aspects of aeronautics or power plants,
4 .

hers in moreo applied flight- systems' programs: A center may have

several, thousand personnel a tlarge 'proportion of whom are scientists

and engineers supported by technician's andother personriel. Intheir

appearance and Work:Stylesthese'cenerd-are unilersity campus-like,

but they are Organizedand.mariaged in relatiVely formal ways. In the

technical areas, personnel and departments are highly specialized.

Airframe mandfacturers are 4rudturedlike, most high technology firms,

but reflecting the special needs'of aviation. Again there is very high
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specialization between departments which-do R&D work, component design,

systems designd, spetifications,.materials engineering, stress analysis,

testing, etc. -- on through production, inspection, marketing, and

so on. Airlines are structured around their roles of providing a service

to the ultimate customers and are supported. by numerous applied research,

analysis and syStem design groups. Manufacturers and airlines stay in

close touch with each other at the coMmercial.and technical levels. Air-

lines become. involved in the'usual market research and advertising functions

to stay in touch with the users of their service .-- hopefully identifying

needs and demand.

Finally, we might note that cooperation, licensing, and even joint ven-

tures are quite common. In addition to the already mentioned subcontracting

that goes on between the airframe manufacturers and the Producers of

engines, electronics, etc., it is not uncommon to see several firms join-

ing together to win a given government contract. The extensive special::'

ization in the industry creates opportunities for manufapturers which

can be realized through cooperation.

GOALS, POLICIES, STRATEGIES

..1""`
N.

A vital initial parameter is the recognition of the size of the aero-

nauticsR/D&I system. If we include federal funds, we are talking

about an industry that spends something like six to seven billion dollars

year on combined space and aviation R&D (although only about 10% wil

c'

e company funded). To this must be added the funds spent within NAS

DOD, etc., themselves. Even though the proportion of these vast amounts

that are devoted to civilian aeronautics is.thecsmaller part, it is still.

a very large amount, and it is embedded in and an integral part of the

largest (by far) industrial R&D system.
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1. Interaction. Between Civilian and Mili Aer autics

As we noted,

military and civilian

there has been a close historical

aeronautics. However, the

ferences in the goals of the R/D&I pr

programs are oriented towards the dey

emphasizing various aspects of perfo

eraction,between

e,,are substantial dif-

rams. In military R&D the

opment of complete weapons systems

nce (speed, maneuverability,

hovering capabilities, as well as ran6.end c crying load). For civilian

.
application.

(34Y
the objectives must be pointed towards improvementsin

economy (usually fuel consnertion), mi: enance costs (pay. load),noise

and.P011uction ah well as faster cruie peed and greater range and cape-

city.* Nevertheless, there .does tend
/ (13)

aeronautical requirements and technical disciplines. (p. 22). The

tendency has been for the civilian sector to benefit thereby reducing the

.technical tisk associated with the,cotmercial application. In this sense,

the military has been the field test proving grouncikfor a great deal of
o,

advanced aeronautical technology going into civil aviation, although we

. have questioned this as a trend,fo#,thfuture.

o be
/
a great deal of commonality in

2. Participants in the Civilian iation R/D&I System

participantte,in the civilian aviation R/D&I system,Turning to the specifid

the following can be observed(13)6,

"NASA addressei the development of a reseir4and technology pro-
gram to support and enhance the various disciplines which encompass
civil aeronautics: NASA alsoi*d*rtakes'technology programs.directed
toward the solutiOn of specific aircraft problem areas. Guidance

.

is provided by the.Federal Aviation Administration of the Depart -
ment of Transportation4 (DOT/FAA) in terms of the perception of
the need for, technblogy application to both categories of interest.
The government also derives assistance in deVeloping guidance
from joint government industry'councils. .

DOT/FAA pursues aikway and air4traffic control technology, as well
as airport and runway engineering and developtent, particularly
as it applies to airport layout, traffic flow, vehicle movements
and pavement design."

*The differences may be continuing toincrease as military aircraft

take on missile capabilities and characteristics.



InLaddition, we could add the role of.the universities.which serve as

a adirce of fundamiiitaiAnowledge to NASA and DOT and Which also per

.form certain contracted research from these agencies. Then there are

the industrial firms (airframe, engine and other component manufacturers)

. who do the applied development and engineering design work (airframe

manufacturers do.4ery little basic aeronautics research) through the

prOto5ype to production model stages. The objectives of 'these latter

p,rticipants have already been stated in general technological and

economics terms.

3. R&D Within Civilian Aviation

Airlines have virtually no R&D on flight equipment. Their concerns

have centered on t e utilization of equipment as part of the total air

transportation syste . Thus, airline directed R/D&I has,been focused(25)

on aircraft maintenance, equipment schedUling, traffiq flows, passenger

handling, freight and baggage handling, ticket reservations, food and

beverage service and in-flight"passenger entertainment; i.e.: with
1

implementation/utilization characteristics. Since the 1970's however,

airlines have become increasingly concerned with aircraft and fuel costs,

idle'capacity, safety, emivironmental issues, etc. This concern has
k

had the effect Of increasing their perception of a role in the

rate and direction of aircraft innovation (essentially along the

lines of more planned, controlled and need oriented. equipment programs).

As a result, we have seen in the last few years something of a shift

in R/D&I. goals. As tie noted, up through the early 1970's the emphasis

was on the development of aircraft that could fly faster, higher and

further, and with larger pay loads at comparable costs. It was these

criteria that spawned the SST. ReCent emphases have been towards-

economy (especially in fuel), Altilization characteristics, environ-

mental impact (with noise reduction being a major priority) and life

cycle costs.

4
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4. General

Looking across the spectrum,of aviation R/D&I programs and objectives

we can note that as we move from the universities through NASA to the

producers. and' then users of aircraft, the time horizons tend to shortedi

the objectives and applicatio#s'be51me more specific. It is also im-

portant to have a sense of the bdfarice between ther'esearch, develop-,

ment, design, prototype building,'flight test, production designs and

tooling stages. Expensive-as the research maybe. at the NASA 'and even

company levels it is' stall compared with the cost of the later develop-

ment and engineering through. tooling phases,.:.:The investments in these

later stages can be enormous. Neverthelessi.asStekle pointed

out, the.balance.between R&D and productIoninvestmenti has been char-

acterized by .a continuous increase in role Of,R&D.:Vhether this has
. begud/to plateau out remains to be seen.

l47
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While the aircraft industry is managed 'in a generally similar manner

to most large scale industrial firms, there area number of character-
,

istics that are particular to this context. 'These characteristics

relate to the need toManage a process that is so fundamentally R/D&I

based; the structure of the industry (particularly the fact of the

critical prime/subcontractor relationships); the enormous complexity

of the equipment systems; the highly codified and specified information

an4 data base;' the extent of external regulation and control; and

the previously discussed-eConomic and financial structure of the industry.

These con'j, e givep.iise to a large number of management methods

that have come'to known as aerospace management methods. These

have to do with the management and controlibf large scaleHAD projects,

systems engineering and thanagement, simulation techniques, forecasting

methods, cost/benefit studies, reliability studies,, contracting tech-

niques, logistics methods, etc. The success of these methods in their

application to this industry has lead'some to suggest that they might

be more widely disseminated; 'without always'recognizing that their

applicability may b limited by the specialized context of their source.

To attempt a comple e recrii4 of the aerospace administrative process

function would require an analysis far too extensive fo this illustrative

analysis. Instead, we will simply list here 25 spec f echniques and.

concepts derived from the aerospace industry as discusses Milliken
4

and Morrison. (21) It is to be borne in mind that their paper was written

for the general business community (in the Hatvard Business Review) with

1 4 8



La view to promoting the possible diffusion of these techniques and

concepts.

-1. Systems Analysis

.2. Cost/Effectiveness

3. Decision Analysii

4. Heuristics

5. SImulation Modeling

6. Forecasting

7. Delphi

8. Systems Engineering

9. Reliability Analysis

10. Maintainability Analysis

11. Value Engineering

12. Project Management

:13. Matrix Structure

14. Government/Private Corporationsv.

,v

15.- ProcurenientSystems

16. SEB Process

17.. Incentive Contracting

18. Contractor Performance Evaluation

-19. Management Information Systems

20. Reporting Display Systems

21. Scheduling/Status Recording

22. PERT /CPM

23.. Configuration Management

24. Logistics Management

2$. Quality Assurance

VI. PERSONNEL BASE

1

The aircraft industry uses very large numbers of scientists and en-

gineers as well as other highly skilled management and control personnel.

In 1971 out of a toial'employment of.over one million, 175,000 were

scientists and engineers (it had been.56,000'higher in 1967) and 58,000

'49
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technicians. (13)
These tend to be highly specialized perionnol,

and having the proper mix and quantity of persdnnel in specific areas

is Critical. Use of skills inventories is one method of keeping on top

of this issue.

The industry is notorious for ups and downs (mostly reflecting .

the shifts.-in military and space progr ) resulting in massive hirings

and layoffs of highly skilled personnel. This can be misleading to the

outside observer. Thus a great deal of illed technical work in de

veiOping an aircraft consists of highly programmed detailing (e.g., stress

analysis). In many ways this is R&D Production work. When large

numbers of engineers are laid off the brunt of the cutting is in these

direct R&D production areas. Protected are the core R/D&I personnel

without whom it would be, impossible to develop future programs. Even

for,the core group there must be turnover: The high rate of.obsolescence

of skills demands a continual infusion of new blood.
.1

Salary levels tend to be high and there appears to be some status

associated with working in the industry. Naturally there is great

mobility within the industry, as various firms wax and wane with the

suCceseq6f their programs.

VII. FUNDING

The importance of U.S. goverdment funding has already been mentioned

(he government was largely responsible for supporting the R&D that

preceded.most jor technological advances). Over the ten year

period. of 1958-68, the feder 1 government spent about $5 billion per

year on industrial R&D in aerospace, while companies were spending

between-$1/2 to $l billion per year of their own funds. Fitzsimmons

of McDonle4Douglas
(4)

estimated that in 1974 total U.S. aero-.

nautics R&D was "down to a total of something like 10 percent of civil

sales." This would generate something like $6 to $8 billion in civil

aeronautics R4b by 1985. Together this represents an enormous R&D base

(even though most,of the direct expenses may haVe been non-civilian
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Funds.lrom.the U.S. sovernme -thAtcan benefit civilian applications
.

are those going to NASA for specific research programs, and the inde-

pen4ent R&D allowed on defense contracts. Company funds must be Et7

erated by. sales. This has tended to produce instability, for firms.

The idle cycle of a development program through production up to

first sales can be very long. Firms must risk very large investments

in R&D, tooling and first production before much revenue comes in to

repay the investment. The elanixed time could easily exceed ten years.

Average ra s-of return tend to be somewhat below the rest of.industry

CombVed whe high'risks; the sector has not proved attractive.

.enough to keep all the firms in or attract new entries, resulting in

the oli op:ay:Situation to be found today. Without governmental

support of one sort or anothe5r, the predominant role of U.S. menu

facturera And the flow of innovation would not have been pOssible.

VIII. INFORMATION FLOW

At the,b asic'research level (but excluding work from the military

sphere) the flow of information wit in the industry and:between in-

duitry and'. Indst nds to be relatively free. ,There is wide ex-

change ofideas, Tien on an international level, with publication; lab=

oratory visits, etc.,.be g common and hence essentially uncontrollable;

In the more applied development and design phases, in the application to

pmduction,'Companies attempt to control information. flow and to maintain

secrecy.

IX. INNOVATONS

The innovations in the aviation sector have?very largescale requirements.

'Direct to airlines or to in itutions who then lease to.airlines;
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Costs are enormous, especially for developpont,.bUt there is a large
. .

amount of federal funding of basic and applied research, and (through DOD

contracts) of development. As the innovations-themselves are very "close

to the state of the-art, here is a high level of complexity and sophis-

td..cation'of technologies involved. Many highly skilled,.specialized

personnel are required. Long time spans are involved. Thus, very complex

R/D&I systems are required. We find coordination and orchestration of the,

System beingdpone by NASA at the research stage and by airframe manufact-

urers at the development through implementation stays - - and coopera-

tive relations throughout the innovation process 'with support service

organizations.

From the user-side of the R/D&I process, the-innovation in-.

.volve performance/cost improvements and the need for the innovations to

"fit" ilOrthe user's operating systek and.capubilities.%

. -

'Additi nal requirements exist in terms of the multitude of governmental

regulatory and control activities in relation to performance safety, etc.

The real la cycle A.civili)an'aviation, innOvations is quite long

indeed the older propeller planes have had very long real life cycles.

Safet# and air worthiness are the basic criteria for the limits of real

'life;, requiring a continual process of maintenance and updating of equip-
.

ment. While the realAlfe is long, the competitive life in the i. ,

primary market is much shorter .- with aircraft being.sold to an "after

market" (small airlines-; cargo) before the real life cycle is completed.

The-quality of the innovation is a critical element of the R/D&I process

- both in terms of the objectives of cost/performance'improvement4

and in terms of safety. and reliability factors (as already noted). Thus,

the innovations must be (and actually are) highly testable.

For the most part, the innovations are limited to aviation per se, but

there is a fair degree of "spin off". Aircraft themselves can be adapted

to a variety of applications (passenger/cargo; long or short haul.; mili-

tary/commercial).

1
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From the pvcspective of transportation objectives, 'fiutovations in the

civilian aviation sector have been great benefit to society. However,
ga.t.

we 'have already noted that man people are beginning to question the
, -

larger costs of noise and environmental pollution; and that innovatio

have at times been "forced" onto the airline companies.

X. NEED IDENTIFICATION

-11/4

The degree towhich airline needs for flight equipment are determined

by a complex 4nteraction of competitive and technological forces has
,4o

already been discussed. From this we saw that it is difficult to separate

airframe manufacturer responsiveness

n generating these needs. Thus the

be visualized as the intersection of

to airline needs from their behavior

locus of need identification can
.

ultimati aonsumeededand as trans-

mitted through aline planning and the output of the aircraft production

R/D&I system.

Airlines depend on market research, demand analysis and sophisticated

planning functions to identify and translate ultimate consumer dt.nd

intp equipment requirements, in the light of technO/economic/political°

conditions. These are converted into equipment operating, economic

and environmental requirements. Equipment producers stay in close touch

with the airlines own need identification efforts but attempt to

achieva leadership position by translating teOhnological opportunity

into.features that meet current, potential or stimulatble user needs.

Since producers must ultimately compete for the airline equipment

business (despite the oligopoly structure of the industry), something



of a balance between the airlines and the equipment producers is

achievet That this balance is not alwaYstotally.achieved is.demonstrated

by the re ent airline experience in over-acquisition of Wide body (jumbo)

jets, whikh generated considerable over and idle capacity;. and by some

of pte apparently less than ethical tactics of manufacturers in their

marketing efforts, which have been coming to light in recent days.

In general, however, the process that .can be observed over many years

has been one of relatively smooth integration of emerging.technology

into new equipment that meets the ohanging'pattetns of consumer demand.

XI. GENERATION/RESEARCH

We can usefully introduce this section by quoting directly from the

American Institute of Aeronautici and Astronautics (4) statement

on the Design of Aircraft (p. 30):

"Design technology, as it relates to the field of commercial
aircraft, is largely conceptual in nature. It constitutes the
basis for the selection of nqt only the final product itself,
but also the individual compdhents or supporting elements of
that product. In another sense, it i eludes the methodology
used in realizing the basic design cept, as well as the
logical integration of the many indi dual elements -- com-
ponents, subsystele, and procedures - into the completu
functional$aircraft system.

It is possible of course, to identify and to discuss the
specific tec elementselements of the design process; e.i.,
computer-aided structural, aeroelastic, and aerodynamic design
methods, supercritical aerodynamics, "winglet" vortex dissipators,,
graphite-epoxy composite structural elements, numerically-controlled
manufacturing,processes, etc.."

The above statement well illustrates the extent to which the develop-

ment and design phases of the R/D&I process depend on detailed and

scientifically based bodies of fundamental knowledge in physics, fluid

dynamics, structures, materials, etc., as well as in combustion, heat

transfer, electronics, and so on, for the non-airframe components.
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:This knowledge comes &ora:labia research going on at the universities,

but molesubstantially at NASA. and DOS and to some degree in-In-

dustry, with this last sector taking on the major applied .t.

research role. Both laboratory and field research are involved.

materials testing laioratories, enormous wind tunnels, simulators

and large scale computers combine with extensive flight testing of

new concepts to provide the experimental base for the aeronautics

parts of the fiel with similar situations existing for the R&D on

ilkengines and elect ics, etc.. This phase of research generally

stops short of prototype development.

The nature of the R&D is such that it. is often carried (Alt by teams

rather thin individual researchers, with manY project teams reaching

very large size.. While creativity is important (as always), progress

more4pically occurp through the accumulation of a myriad of detail

advances In the state of the art. Really revolutionary new concepts

have been relatively few. In the civilian sphere (as oppoSed to the

military) publication of results at the.basic research level is fast

and open. Interstage technology transfer is achieved rapidly and

efficiently. Even though, as we noted, much of the research goes on

in ,large mission oriented institutions (NASA, DOD, big companies), a

very professiowl environment is maintained within well planned and

controlled programs. NASA research centers, for example, provide

research environments equal to or better than those at most universities.

R&D programs may be focused around specific applications (such as an

S T or a vertical take off and landing [VTOL] aircraft, etc.), or

around problem areas (materials, noise, energy, pollution, speed, etc.).

In fact, something of a matrix exists between problem and product-

directed programs, with a fair degree of interchangability. Thus,

Congressional action could stop NASA's S program but might still

leave intact most of the applied research that was required

for the SST objective. Thus it is possible today for NASA to be fairly

advanced in SST research without having had such a program.*.

-*The maintenance of national technical readiness even without a hard are

program is seen as one of NASA's missions:

%,

Th
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XII. DEVELOPMENT

The really complex and'high cost aspect of

which goes on within the industrial firms in the transition from

R/D&I process is that

prototyr to production ready and tested designs.' The design phase

is critical for the success or failure of the firms in the industry.

As we implied earlieg and as Harlan(16)0. 10) has noted, design

is the arena of airframe manufacturer competition, leading potentially

to major gains. or -losses of market share (i.e.: a much more sensitive

situation than that which,might'be found, for example, even in the

style conscious automobile industry).

.,
'Development of the prototype is a critical stage. Where this 'bccurs

,
is not always, clear-cut. NASA typically modifies and expepiments"

with aircraft as part of their r,esearch effort.. .0 what oiiit anew

concept has emerged in protpt form is ndt all4ayd obvio /hough,
formally the building of prodit n prototyPea itthe roleyof the *v.,- ..,

,a, ..
. ' . . , ,ufacturers -- and for spec01- if± models this iscle -cnt.

,
.,

. a

Development through en ineeril
li1

and (!esilinlypceis s le highly son*

trted and speciaffied. Numerous ,dep4Ftrlients denlith qom onent.
.

design, systems integr,Ction, pprkamance nalysii.e. to ting,..etc.
.

'1, .
The ultimate tests take-pICce ,in- ing..,,

.

,1 14: ,.. . , ..7

Technology transfer, is 'a critical Alement of
,

the divePpment fu4tion!-,1

of the aviation R/D&I.'s M''system., elt' Vaahready-Menionld'*';militay-

to-civilian aspect. FOt,,,exampli, he 4exielopment:Arid puhaseof. g

C5A
.

transport by D. 6.
.

'from a given 'Atm makes Of'a,Civilian 4i,

passenger aircraftAof"ty4S .same Owicle.*1y) type,mitch mOrefeaeibiet;*7
r .Similarly, ovelaptent cl eqea new generation: uipment by:one ,c106an

will be quickly 'followed:1?Iy'its.Co4etit'rs. lt'a more:diffiet.11i.

attempts to transfe technolev across
4' . -,

ries,
,
As m
-YA.01

*Recent legislation farbidding protdtypeluildi

without a clear 'military Mrlision'may be dimitihg

.1

technology transfer.

ftda

on DOD aontraccs

uch ,i.iiter-program,

\ 1 :4
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1

when companies in-one country assemble aircraft (using some local

. eomponegte:and materials)- designed elsewhere (such as Fokker of

HollerWasieMbling Lockheed airplanes). Always difficult, this may

')ifaciimpounded by the very complexity of the.aircraft system, with its

' highly critital interdependence of materials, design and function, and

. posiikly'reflecting. cultural as well as economic and resource dif-

-feiPpCeii Thus, for example, materials-engineering becamee major and

near determining function in the effort ofIsrael Aircraft Industries

'tciproduCe French - designed and then self-designed equipment.

'

UII. PRODUCTION

6

1. A Custom Shop Process

#

The, production process for aircraft is more reflective of a custom shop

working on, batch orders than that which laymen visualtze as the typical

high production industrial scene. While there are production shops

that use presses, cutting and turning equipment, etc., to produce

'!components, the main manufacturing areas are large hangar-like spaces

in which a batch of aircraft are painstakingly built up, giving menu-

,fActurers a fair degree of flexibility in introducing new designs into'

,''the production process. The Cost of tooling remains a majoi component
-.0

of.the total investment, since to an important degree each new aircraft

system r uires the design and' fabrication of new manufaCturing, assembly

an8 test ooling much of it of a very costly nature. Nevertheless,

?
as Was noted by DOT (13);(p. 58) 75% of costs are in personnel (develop-

went as well as production) -- i.e.: it is a labor intetsive industry.

2. Control Systems

`The production control system is geared around the c shop environ-1.1 k
(' ment. Relatively little production is for stock, and m t major airline

customers require variations -in features. Thus, production plans have

to be geared to specific orders and customer determined delivery schedules.

Since lead times for obtaining and manufacturing components and for

/

7
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the actual assembly are long, careful and detailed planning is re-

quired.

3. Structure of the Aircraft Manufacturing System

It is important to clarify the structure of the aircraft manufac-

turingturing system. As Harlan , noted, airframe manufacturers "do

not manufacture, ig the strict sense of the word, all the basic com-

pOnents of the planes they prochAce." Rather, the airframe manufacturers

act as the "prime" producers of the equipment and they( ,purchase engines,

electronics, etc., from other industries who act as "subcontractors."

Stekler
(33)

speaks of "prime contractors, associate prime contractors,

subcontractors which manufacture systems, and subsystem manufacturers."

In any case, the selection and control (cost, schedule and quality) of

subcontractors becomes a maior production issue for the prime airframe

manufacturers

4. Quality Control

Quality control and inspection (both in-process and final) are of

central importancsin the production process. Unlike most other
.

products, aircraft manufacturers cannot afford 19 correct their mis-

takes in the field. lietpite (or perhaps as indicated by) complaints to

the contrary (compardd to almost all other sectors), this itdustry can

be seen as payirig great attention to product quality and safety. Anything

else would be disastrous in both social and economic terms. There is

no place for seconds. This issue becomes compounded as a source of

problems, jiver the great rate of obsolescence of aircraft and the

consequent inability to upgrade quality and design over time as part

of the usual learning curve. Another compounding problem is the degree

to which materials and structures are extended to the feasible extremes

of their capabilities in consort with the need to keep weight down to

a minimum.
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XIV. .MARKETING /DISTRIBUTION /DISSEMINATION /DIFFUSION

Thisleature includes several aspedesT4 the "bridg4g" function between

usersknowledge producers and'knowledge users . In the civilian aviation sector,

the primary issue is marketing, and we will thus limit our, discussion to

marketing.

1, Market Growth

An important parameter for marketing is the fact that the airline

market (as measured, folexample, in

had a substantial and Ikteady groWth.

projected that this will continue to

next decade, so approaching. 1,000 bIllien. revenue

1985 (excluding the Communist world markets) --

into a $60-80 billion aircraft sales market.

renue,passenger miles) has

Some (e.g.: Steiner
(32)

) have

grow at 6-8% per year over the

passenger miles by

which translates

2. Individual Firms: Feast to Famine

While

eValua

for

the fa

he gross volumes sound, and are,.impressive, they must be

ed. in the light of their.fluctuating'character, particularly.

irmi. Given the changing charactr of equipment with

'nologic

the mili

t demand\zty shift by substantial degrees following tech-

ces, firms may well swing from feast to famine. Aotually,

ther than the civilian) markets have been the worst or

tomer as far as creating conditions of volume fluctuationmost fickle

for the manufacturers.

3. Product Positioning

The positioning of products as to capabilities, features and prick

is critical. Different aircraft can serve different markets more or

less efficiently (or at all). Thus the type of equipment needed for

trans-oceanic flight differs froM aline required fOr short linul,internal.

travel. Also,
(4)

it has been stateirthat re is .a growing

0 9
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need for thirty to fifty passenger aircraft designed for operation in

Short haul city c nter to city center markets (in response to a demand

for such service the U.S. and even more abroad), thus indicating a

market segment that may be growing at a faster rate than others. New

equipment must be designed to fit such changing market segmentation.

4. Predicting /Stimulating Future Demand

r

This indicates the importance of knowing and being able to predict

and/or stimulate future equipment demands from airlines at home and

abroad. It thembecomee the'task of top level sales personnel to

obtain orders for sdffici t volume to permit the manufacturers to

make the necessary investments into tooling and manufacturing a new

product, thereby establishing a market. (usual).y with, one or more major

airlines)that others will'follow. As noted above, production, will,

by and large, then be tied to the specific additional orders that can

be generated. The previously discussed need for airlines to compete

in non-priceareas (through product and service differentiation),

together with the matching of aircraft perfor nce to service needs,

becomes the focus of.equipment sales,efforts. hus, close customer

contact on a personal basis is obviously a requ t for succedsful

sales efforts.. The airlines attempt to capita ize on having inn vations
r .

,

in equipment, usually pyassigning then -t to the most competitive

routes (where, possible),and by maximizing their publicity to promote

tfiUr-use of new equipment (e.g.: as Pan, American did .with the Boeing

707'S'and 747',s and American Airlines with the DC10's).

5. Obsolescent Equipment: The After-Market

, 0

It is of interest to consider what happens to the equipment that becomes

obsolete in this process of rapid innovation and proactive marketing.

There is a substantial after (used) market for aircraft in secondary

airlines and cargo transportation. The ability of major airlines to sell

obsolete equipment has helped them to finaftce the'rnvestment in new

aircraft, thus helping fuel the innclietioff peodels. However, growing

demands for such products may be offset by reductions in equipment life



(of the big jets). and increased cost and complexity of maintenance. The

future of the aircraft after-market and its impact on the R/464process

has still to be determined.

6. Marketplace Characteristics

The economic and political characteristics of the marketplace are.

important. As noted, there are only a very few major airframe manu--

facturers. The number of airlines is greater, but in many of these cases

(e.g.: for the national, airlines of other countries), political and

national economic considerations compete with airline economic factors

in determining what,is bought, when, and froM whom. Additionally,

an airplane'must meet any local. legal and regulatory requirements (e.g.:

see the debate on permitting the Concorde landing rights in the U.S.)

that may be slanted to serve national interests. Also, manufacturers

may be supported to greater or lesser degrees by their governments for

larger economic, Security or preitige reasons (e.g.: Lockheed in the

U.S. and Rolls Royce engines in the U.K., to name but two highly

publicized examples.)

Finally, it is important to recognize that the major airlines (the

smaller dies -tend to follow.their lead) are relatively' aophisticated
4

customers. They arewell informed on the operating and technological

characteristics of the products they buy, and highly skilled in their

implementation an4 utilisation. That is not to say,that they do not

make mistakes (as Epr example with the DC7's and Boeing 720's which

turned out to be inferior to their predecessors, and the failure of

the turbo-compound engines).,

7.' The Producer's Task

The producer's task is to create a set of conditions (technologically,

competitively, price, delivery, and terms-wise) thamake the purchase

of his product the most rational decision for the airline to make (subject
.....

4*. to the political, legal and economic considerations: e.g.: currency

availability, constraints that may be operating at thetime).

a

dr.
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ACQUISITION

I

4 Airplanes are very expensiy6 products, and,- as we noted,'represent the

major part of an airline'e investment%

determinant of.their competitive capaci

cannot af$prd to fly inferior aircraft.

Airplanes are also a major

ty. That is to say, airlines

Thus, decidirlg what to buy

and when can be the most critical decision an airline can make. Air-

lines. therefore

from their very

make it their business to stay aware of new developments

earliest stages, even ordering before the first pro-

duction airplane has been completed, in the hope of gaining a com-

petitive position. They are equally prone to cancel orders if problems

(performance, delivery, political or economic) appear -- creating a

very unreliable market. A major continuing constraint is the'ability

to finance the rapid and dxpetrive new product introductions that may

make obsolete their present fleets.

Schiffel
(29) lists the following factors which he says should be taken-

into account in making the acquisition decision:

1) Overall demand for air transportation

and., the demand in relevant specific markets;

2) Extent_ead character of price flexibility

and compeillion;

3) Price (or rate or fare) level and

structure;

4) ,Extept and character of non-priOe

competition, including that embodied

in flight equipment, enroute and groUnd

services, etc.;

5) Extent and nature of market competition;

6) State of tiiation technology;

7) Availability of investment capital;

8) 'Availability of "suitable" aircraft;

95 Capital cost of flight eqUipment;

10) Operating .cost of flight equipment;

11) Exposure to risk; and,'

ircraft manufacturers' sales policies.

169
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Equipment may be purchased because.# is. seen by an. airline to have an

optimal fit with its prksent route structure. However these structures

Can and do change and the impact on the "fit" may be hard to predict,

sometimes-leaving the airline with less that optimal aircrAtt for their

routes.

Another important concept is that of the "launching purchaser"; i.e.,

an airline that launches a new airplane by becoming its first acquirer

and promoter (as did Atherican Airlines with the Dp 10 and. Pan American

. with the Boeing 747). This gives the airline the initial competitive

edge while absorbing the risk of introducing an innovation, and may

lead tjPother airline adoptions, the objective of the manufactprer.

Some foreign countries may giVe governmental support to their airlines

to pursue such a policy (e4k.: in France).

Acquisitionleciaions are critical for the airlines.. As we pointed out

they are sophisticated buyers, even though mistakes have been made.

With the ver-increasing cost for equipment and the growing financial

constraints,. the.selection behavior has become even more analytical,

displacing some of the "old boy" network considerations that may have

tended to exist in the past. This need for careful analytical planning

has become reinforced as airline*,,pantiCularly more recently, have

come to recognize the system-wide implications of the aircraft acquisition

llecision.

XVI. IMPLEMENTATION AND UTILIZATION

1. Implementation

A. Close Producer /User Coordination

Implementation in the aviation industry often begins while th

design is still on the drawing board. There is close coordi ation

between producers and users to tailor the equipment to h needs



go.

of the airline. Even after the model is in general production,

the specific order will be tailored to user desires. How the

airline will use the aircraft and the criteria that will be used
4,

to evalueste performance are well defined in advance oisimplementation.

811 Implementation Requirements

The requirements to actually implement a new aircraft are many,

With operating features such as speed, range and capacity Likely to

be changed by a new acquisition, revisions may be needed in operations,

routes, schedules,, etc. Maintenance requirements and facilities

are likely to be different and will require. preparation. This can

be a costly and long process, demanding considerable pre- planning.

Retraining requirements for, crews and maintenance personnel can be

very extensive. The general public may need to be prepared with

major promotionprograms. Trial runs will normally precede general

introductiqn into scheduled flights. Thus, a decision to introduce

new equipment usually implies a major change on a system wide basis.

While the airlines are highly skilled in carrying out such changes,

new acquisitions do generate major disruptions for airlines.-

C. Software Aspects

So fai our discussion has focused -on the hardware aspetts of the

aircraft. At this point it is also important to note that there are

software dimensions to the product that play a vital role in its

implecientationand utilization. The manuals, specifications booksos

parts lists, ptc., that come with an airplane are unbelievably ex-

tensive. Complete specifications of operation, maintenance, parts

and so on are a vital component of an aircraft system. Without them,

implementation 'would not be possible.

A. System Impact

New equipment can be used to supplement existing aircraft in. a'

growing market, or may be used to open up new routes where this



is permitted and desirable.- When it supplants existing aircraft,

.these may be moved.to other routes or applications or sold in the

after-market. When the change is a radical one (as was the first

introduction-of jets inthe late 1950's) then a, whole restructuring

of the system is required to accomodate the new approach. Personnel

'and facilities need to be reoriented and changed.

Barriers

The incentives to innovate have already been discussed. The barriers

are generally cost, customer acceptance and political, legal and

regulatory constraints. There are also potential system level

technologicalcconstraints and barriers. Fot example, not all airport

had runways, that were long or strong enough.to take he first

of jet
.

transports. Theremay be similar deficiencies in air

traffic control capabilities. Thus it is not enough to have a

.better airplane. The airplane must be capable of being congruent

to the systems of which it becomes a part, or conditions must be

extant that permit other system features to be upgraded, (build better

runways, etc.). Finally, we are today also recognizing the extent

to which aircraft,have_an important impactron our environment and

- that'thisimpact must, be considered as a utilization criterion.

410

o'

C. Servicing and Maintenance.

Once in service, aircraft must be serviced and mainaWd (including

parts and compOnents replacement) in a frequent, detakled and pre-

scribed manner. Also fror4 time to time, changes will be incorporated

requiring testing and approvals. Unlike most, other equipment,' air-

craft have to be kept at a.near-new conditiOn at all times. Pre-'

yentive maintenance andLreplaceMentsis the.norrri. Failures of even

minor components relating to the operation-Of the airplane can

cause grounding: Costly spares have to be inventoried in various

locatiOns. This all adds up to a,costly and critical aspect of

equipment utilization.



SUPPORT SERVICES. I,

. . .

Since the aircraft industry is in fact an amalgam of. several industries

.(airframe, engines, aircraft electroriics, etC,) it-is nibt really feasible'

to discuss support syXems as a separate. feature.. Many-industries provide

components to either the primes or subcontractorst and the cost

)
f building

(4h
4

an airplane:would be prohibitive but for.the existence of this st cture
0

of suppliers: Much theSamecould be said.,for the equipment (production
,,

and testing) suppliers, and.for the many, lot 4nizationsproviding.services

to airlines.' Large airlines. will have their :own service. functions in'

,many areas.- Small lines can contract these out. Wriousttypes of

companies have-'emerged specializing in the provisiOn of various kinds

of services. Thus, Stekler (33) notes that there have even developed

management companies providing systems management and, oordination

services (e.g.: TRW, Aerospace Corp.) to DOD and NASA.

XVIII. EVALUATION RESEARCH

As we noted, ircraft are Subject to extensive component and system

testing and evaluation through development and during and after pro-

duction, with this meticulous process continuing into service (for

equipment used to provide service to the public). No airplane can be
.

introduced' into commercial service which has not received FAA certifi-

ecation. Once in service detailed records have to be kept on flight

,history, maintenance records, changes, etc. Unusual, experiences ou
e

'crashes can lead to the grounding of all air ft of a given type.

When an'anomaly or crash does occur, detail estigations are made
d

-to identify the causes and.tooiftstitute corr ve,actions yas seen,

necessary. The airlines make their owniCos't, reliability and customer

resPonse evaluations of new equipment.

:5
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As we noted, the ciyilian areieadepended in the/past on ihe military

for considerable technology transfer which included reliability, safety'

and proof of concept data. The airlines would not gener.illy buy an

airplane that had not been flight tested by the military. With the

divergence in needs and the changes in the law regarding DOD contracts,

this may become far less feasible and hence represent a major added

cost factor.

RIR. RESEARCH ON R/D&IW

We are not aware,. of any prellious attempt to analyze and describe the

civilian aviation R/D&I system from a comprehensive contextual perspective.

This isot'to say that there has not been must research on various

aspects of R /D &I in the cVilian aviation sector. Obviously, much has

been done, as the list of references at the end of this chapter will

dicate. Thus, we find many studies on such aspects of civilian aviation

(10 0
24, 29,

R/D&I as the economics Of'the aircraft and airlines industries
32, 13,:30;

7'
11, 13, 15, 20, 30, 31);

the nature,of the Y2 ,indUgti('
(23, 25; 26) (4)

the effects of technology on economy - and on the industry ;

on the technology per
se( 3, 5, 8, 17, 19, 22).

; on planning and opera-t
(6, 12, 16, 18, 21)

tions ; etc.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE R/D&I CONTEXT IN THE HEALTH SECTOR
.

141,
Major contributions to this chapter were made by Thomas Pipal

and Robert D. Hamilton, III.
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Perhaps, the two words which most accurately characterize the health

R/D&I system of this country are growth and diversity. Until World

War II, funding for health research came almost exclusively from

private foundations; t?e vast majority of these funds being 'spent

for clinical research. Government involvement at all levelS was

episodic and ephemeral.

By 1947, the medical R&D programs established during World War II had

Come of age. The development and wide use of such wartime discoveries

as penicillin, gamma globulin, sulfonamides, and cortisone had shown

the vhlue of concentrated, direct.d approach towards medical research.

41 , . P

''In the twenty-five years.from 1947 to 1973 total expenditures for health'

R&D increased by a factor of 40 (from $87 million to $3.54 billion) in

constant dollars; government expenditures by a factor of 82 Xfrom $27

million to $2.23 billion) (NTH 1974). Indeed, these do'lar amounts
41.

are somewhat understated because they do not include those funds spent

for research on the organization and delivery of health services.

:

The diversity of the health /D&I systems can be most easily seen in

the multiplicity of problem reas under consideration and number

and kind of institutions involved in the process.
4

f.;

Applied research focuseS speci °ally on the clinical aspects of health

care. Examples of this activity include the aevelopmddt of a rubella
ti

vaccine, organ transplant techniques, and the continued exploration of

.a wide range of pharmsceutical-agents (e.g. chemo-therapy for cance

broad spectrum and specific antibiotics, drug therapy for psychiatric

disorders, etc.). Atso, developments in rehabilitation techniques

including the use of mechanized prostheses would fall into this

category.
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f
Active research progiaMs are to be found atimost'University medical-

.

schools; teaching hospitals; numerous state, local and voluntary hos--

pitals;.private research institutes; governmental research

and many places inbbe private sector. Clinical areas under considera-

tion include aero space and nuclear medicine, pediatrics, epidemiology,

pharmacology, virology, hematology, psychiatry, obstetrics, neurology,

immunology, internal medicine, surgery, pathology, iadiology, and

numerous others. Within these disciplines, special research efforts

in specific disease categories receive special attention. Cancer,

cardiovascular diseases, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis,

cerebral palsy, and cystic fibrosis consume large portiops of the

research. dollar. Also, the basic life sciences, medical technology,

and related studies in the physical sciences'and engineering command

considerable suppolt. Obviously, this list is by no means exhaustive

of the topics treated within the health R/D&I system. It should

serve,'howevdr, to indicate the vast diversity in the field.

. This an4ysis attempts to describe and define .the basic nature of the

health R/D&I system as it has evolved in the United States, using the

'nineteen contextual features of the contextual analysis frameworkf!:.

'described in Chapters One andTwo. This will allow comparison with
Air

the contextual analyses of the education, aviation and criminal justice

sectors provided in other chapters of this volume.

Two points 'must be noted here. First, this analysis is descriptive,
!

not prescriptive.

Second, because the area of "health" can include a broad range of

considerations,it is necessary here to fdcus on a particular aspect

of health. Specifically, this analysis focuses principally on the

health services aspects of health R /D &I. It does not include con-

sideration of such areas as health education, preventive medicine,

mental health, alcoholism or drug abuse.
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I. ENVIRONMENT

1. Political Conditions

As will be noted later, the Federal gOvernment has become the priAry

funding source for the field. (Table I). At the present time over 60%

of all medical R&D in this country is Federally sponsored. /n'addition

to this, many sectors of the field re almost totally dependent upon

Federatmonies.

Because the Federal government supports over 60% of health relatedre-

search in this country it has an enormous impact on the levels and con-

sistency'of research funding. Federal grants d contracts provide over

40% ofethe revenues of the nation's medice-achools. Sixty-three percent
40%

of these funds are for research and development. The Federal government,

however, is as dependent upon the institutions as they are upon the Fed-

eral government. Assuring reasonable stability serves the interests of

both, parties. The recently convened President's Biomedical" Research

Panel (1976) spoke against the fluctuations and recommended that the

Executive Branch and the Congress authorize forward funding of extramural

grant and.contract supported programs.

If we-eliminatOthe approximately -30% of R&D expenditure's_ made by phar-
.

maceutical and hospital equipment firms, dominance of the field by

the Federal government (and thus the depe ncy of the R&D system)-becomes

readily apparent.

2. Funding_- Political Problems

Funding of research is both a scientific and political, process. The

'budgets proposed by each administration are based on ceilings origina-

ting in its Office of Management of Budget. The Department of Health,



TABLE I

PROPORTION OF TOTAL FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
FISCAL YEARS 1947-73'

Fiscal Year

1947
1948 .

41949 .
1950
195
19
195
1954 . .

1955 .

1956 .

1957
1958
1959 . .

1960 .
1961
1962 .
1963 .

1964
1965 .

1966.

196 7

1968
1969 .

19 70

971 . .

972 .

4973 cst

,

Total Federal R. & D.
.(Including national
.defense and pace
exploration)

Total Federal
medical

R. & D.1

Millions of dollars

691
863

1,105
.1,175

1,812
2,194

27
56
84

109
105
126

1,361 121
3,039 131
2,745 143
3,267 171
4,389 267
4,906 318
7,123 407
8,080 496
9,607 628

11;069 838
13,663 1,002
15,324 1,139
15,746 1,287
16,179 1,424
17,149 1,530
16,525 1;626
16,306 1,706
15,834 1,688
16,161 1,900

qt.
17,109 2,217
17,992 ,334

Nedra*
-- R. & EL as
a percent of
total, Federal

R. 4 D. 4

(percent)

C95
7.6
9.3
5.8
5.7
3.6
4.3
5.2
5.2
6.1
6.5
5.7
6.1
6.5
7.6

7.3
7.4

8.2
8.8

9.8
10.5
10,6
1118
13.0
13.0

1
Includes expenditures for research facilities.

Source: Medical and health-related research data; NTH Total Federal R & D
(1947-71)w- Federal Funds for Researdh and Developm t and Other Scientific
'Activities, National Science Foundation, Vol. XXIe 1972-73 Special Analyses,
Budget of the U.S. Government, Fiscal Year 1974.
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"Education and Welfare allocates p tions of the whole budget to. the

kiH And Alcoho4 DrUg.Abuse'and Mental Health Administration, the In7.

ptitutesthen haVe to modify their _figures to fit their proposed bud-

gets the.0.4en overall figure,,
Thengress, hispev,er; has the'power:Of the purse It appropriates

the funds for health research. It i subject to the.poliVical presFures

of its consiituents as well as the persuasions of.the'various interest

groups around the health R&D trough,' Both groups have historically
IP

focused oa Curing the well-known killer disea4krather than nn the

preveatative aspects or. the economic costs associated with disease;
s

,4 41e

.
The 'imbalances that this focus has wrought are:shown below,(Wery 1977) .

4

.

Notoaly ale thereserious imbalances betWeen theVariOUs'inseitUtes

tut within a particulei insOltute theie may be,grosS44istortions of
%

the reesiaich- funds expended fot epartiCular disease in relation to

economalkosts. The NatiOaalinstitutei Arthritis,

..,ana ;Digestive biseases is X.example. This is a case

strength ofircertain obbles and the appeat':Of.a
,s. .

disease can'alfer a rationa
.

where the

particular.

scientific allocation process.

In general, funding medical R&D is a relatiVeiy-"gafen proposition for
et '

legialators. National health insurance remains a, controversial

.buttewlqiiestionithe Worthof-continued research. The question there-

t- fore is ,not ,sO mitch Whether or not to supp researckOut tether what.

research tosUp.port.,and ht what level.
.

,

Social Factors

ThereIte thiettiocial2faCtOtf. some significance to the health vasa,
4

IsYst'alTritst, deapitethedanglirinhetent41n drawi,pg col clusionT from
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ANALYSIS OFICONOMIC LOSSES TO THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

OF CATEGORICAL DISEASES FOR WHICH RESEARCH,

IS.PREDOMINANTLISUPTEp BY

sajTHE14ATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ARTHRITIS, METABOLISM AND DIGESTIVE MUSES,

ARTHRITIS AND

BONE DISEASES

DIGESTIVE DISEASES

DIM ET AND ENDOCRINOLOGIC,

METABOLIC NUTRITIONAL:

DISEASES (')r '

KIDNEYANDUROLOGIODISEA

DISEASES

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

AND ECONOMIC METALITY ;

& MORBIDORY LOSSES

1976.77 APPROPRIATIONS

(COSTS + LOSSES)
LEVELS

IN ,MILLIONS 7

B194

`11 937

IN THOUSANDS

2,052

106,662

24,112U

5,916

1,2

4,1

U.9

(1) NOTE: ECONOMIC COST FIGURES DERIVED FROM FEB, 1976 -4 ME BY' COOPER AND RICE IN SOCIAL SECURITY BULLETIEWHILERESEARCH (SUPPORT FIGURES ARE FROM 1976.77 LEVELS OF APPROPRIATIONS,
2) NOTE: .PERCENt.IS BASED UP COMBINED TOTAL OF N.I.H.

APPROPRIATIONS (MINUS CAPITAL EXPENDITURES) .1. ADAM MENTALHEALTH EARCH APPROPRIATION
TOTAL $1,570;286;000

4(3X DENTAL DthEASErEXCLUDEDTOR
COMPARABILITY WITH COOPER & RICE ARTICLE

182
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trends it is upeful toexamine the growth ltd n hoa4hIn;

,r,v.,,
.. :,.,,

1960 about YZ of the Gls National.yrcid 4$501;4lion) wehthealdit;
. .

by 19104 $70 .billion (7Z of GNP):Was.Spent. -By-19130 Ile0timitted that
., .

beat will,absorb.over 9% of the GNP for atotal.of 2 "billion. (Hepner
C. 11;,/ ,.
andliefmer.1.973). .While there is cmproversyas to%-thejMpaci of a nation-,

.i:

alThealth insurance' program that coad lead to further increases in demand,
,r,

aE:'the Very.least it indicates an increasing ial place for health

care'in,our present and futUte lives.

egative side, the increased activity of consumer groups had lead
1.

ntd regulatOry agenciessuth as the Fedewl Drug Administration

te6Uideides on thedevelopment4end production; of a
1,

/1*Y0fA.00ds:ailsor7iig. LongerY.and more e-rigidly controlled

ed. s;,-istweWes validation of results, places a significpnt

Vmat,ed*ctor o

`Also subjected t

WWith regards to t

-"inticipateOcesults.

f the ?stem. Min-profit organizations in

o more stringent` review of research proposals,

he ethicsof the methodology and the applied-

tt\
ctnr.impacting'the system is the willingness:okTrac=

Tate nel,products into their present activities: Moral

.adide

ramaticatl
6 ;

0 h 1,9

Of,Malpraetice suits filed annually has

he last seven years. It is. now

oc
c

'torSS presently practicing will'

or= Androll` h s,/her carer.
,mss r
resu creased. specialization

mi§1aant

I hour

ge.

TbALbetter informed

manOte; they1"411. feel

ydocq perSOnalfy)

"-tildy=dO know. mal=

servstive adoption ok, new

ialtdts-(0
oral pract over

,

'day initially. ead to more co

therapies. It4wiil also place

to stay currdpt.

tremendous pressure on
.'fse

Despite its many problems, howeVer, it is difficult4d argue with the

4oncludion that. )3eiiith R/D&I/has been sucCessiul and efifective withiri



.

theApheres in whic operated. This is even evid nt in the

eloping:countri have benefited from the trans er of relatively /
, - ,i

ophistiated heatnh:iechnologies (such-as innoculation, use of anti-.
A*,

F t , t
biotic,; sanitetion-etc.).from the more developed societies.

,
There

the.reductions in infp4tTortality and increase in life span from the
. *

-.Viadidattbnana cure of many previously'-endemic diseases have generated
er

new Problems Of expyding populations.

In Our own,country the social acceptability of the products of With

RO&I, whether in terms of new medical procedurea, Oquipment or new
4 r

drugs has been very high; at least until quite recently (when some of

theAindesireble sideeffects of.tilf-newdrugs, contraceptives, treatments?

dtc., have begun to surface). The' fact that the'llqaTIth Indualkr has

begun to be plagued bymelprac ice suits lese-Ain indicator oft:tiling

confidenCe in health R/D&I the of mietrUstofLthe delivery and care

process.
6

. Economic Factory
. 6

o' °. *

0 ..,'.
4 eConomicfactore certainly a crupial. role-in determining..

.patIOkand operation of the:ennirealih syttAlOv_their impact UpOn ';'

mediCallp (by comparison} is relatively slight. This is so bpcause
.

tt'iltimajorfundi4geources'for the field (the Federal governmdilt;607.;

oiuqe

i

the private, for trof

i

itt!egictor, ak are relatively insulated.
lbut the long term economic tte r s.

In general, the cashavailable to the °]Eecleral governmeris fimitd by

the willingness of. CongressanhExecutive to appropriate- funds. Al-,
.

though there are considerable pressured to limit the ebsOlUrtnevel

spending, there is little or

r

no ,economic reason tOmake cuts in one area

over anotherThepe desisions fall into the political Irene tather)than
. .

the:: economic;' ant es has been 'stated; health R4,1571s 446afe political

issue.
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The Medical Services Delivery System 'also has been relatively insensitive

to economic pressures. This is someWhat more difficult to explain, but

basically there are two prime reasons. Medicaleervices delivery systems'

clokbe described, in general, as a geographically limited and controlled

market with an inelastic demand. (Piial et' al. 1972; and Hepner and Hepner,
1

1973). Only certain institutions and individuals are licensed to provide

medical services; And entrance into the field is.highly prescribed and

.controlled. The system is succintly described by Secretary of HEW Califano

(1977):

-

"We perceive the health care industry as virtnallsknon-
competitive: ,The features of the competitivemaillbt-
place that 4kserved our people so well in other
industriesprompte efficient allocation and utili-
zation of reCciuedesr- just about'non-existent in the
health care inditiltrmif.

are

The patient
doctor -- bu
hospital, t

pensive med

100

may select his family
ect his specialist, his
ld he need$, the often

st to
n.,is the central decisib
dt-Oflhepath care servi

'iOle,patient -- the consumer-does not
.**04y:Oir the service he (or 4e) receives..
-114Centepf the hospital bills are paid by third

. .pareiei -- private insuicnce companies, Medicare,'Medt-
(.

fv.he is subjected. The
kar'for more than

Fly Jr

Bursement mechanimmusually operate4pn a cost-
;fixed-fee-service b ; fhe most expensive, and
icient ways to function.

Mostqalic andkOate bene it packages axe heavAlY
,,biasedipoward. expensive in- ient care.

A, 77
i)The unavailabllAy price, andg#ality informat

the consumer e It care serdiCes dependenf
decisions of the heal care provider, Alp play
ant role in'determinin demandrfor healtff'servic
whplise financial well-beiiig is determined by the
charged.

keep
the

a domin-
s and
ice
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*
,SIPThe ability to restrict access to Competitord- -- hospital

credential committees that can deny or delay privileges
to Health Maintenance Organizations, for example -- provide
special levers' of market control.

These arOtsdise,94 tldominant economic features of the
health care indastrYIIIL- features which provide many powerful
incentives to spend more, and few, if any, incentives to
spend more efficitly. W.

,

We must face a basic fait: there is virtually no competi-
tion among doctors or among hospitals. ,And, 'just as impor-
tmit, there is -precious little competition among pharmaceu-
tical compani48 or among labo tortes. For pharmaceutical
and medical device a equipm t-researOh las become big

, .

business, with paten iLonopoly
pots of gold at the e4d.of

the research rainbow."

The companies-1n the health care industry have found th4ms"0ves,, in the

-Past, in theoenviable.Oosition of being among the most proltable in tht

nation. According to Hepner SvHepner.(1973):
,.

"

,'"

2 "There has been a spectacular bootrI",for;health goods since-

1967... In ,fadib this era ha, been labeled a 'gold'rtish'

by some; 9, $2.5.bill..116n in after.tax profit was,
=..

c

de by th stry ,-Stoc4;pkers advised their clients

Mit they a see a stead dt-giowth pattern only in 01=64" 4

health indu , aktcoraparod i/ith other industri
4 j .

Hospital su s and. Medical electronic ere t glaxnor

stocks of 1'969 and 1970. *4Sogi of these c 1.es ex-

perienced a profit growth aterate of more,'than,207.

a year. Dugs, owever, appe red to "be one of the most

profitabiel;lbusin saes o4 ealth industry complex."

Working from such, a financial haSe*the;-prlieate sector at-tbat ire wad

a position to afford significant expigrOftigtr0:fclit ***hough.4,present

conditions may be less favorable.

The othe

."

1 .
% of :thelexpenditures for health R&D cond from nOt-,

sOirces, .rurally pr

HEW (1975 (at (b)).

to short-term swings

at .,,,

ati..--foundat4citis and the'-voiuntary health
4...::

. ,

Both of these_ of funds are quite

in the economy. Voluntary healli agencies

,--
; r

for-profit -
4

agencies,

sensitim -

depen0
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primarily upon contributions om individ ale to support both their

intramural research and theilf,sponsored tra-mural projects; and con-

tributions vary quite directly with individual disposable income. Foun-
.

dation contributions are dependent upon interest earned by the foundation's

endowment. For the moist part, end nda are invested in ,long -term

bonds. The yield'on such bond's in a g 4014 year directfy determines the
o
lamount any given foundation will Contribute.*) the support of reeearch..,.

I.in the following year,IHEW (1975b).

One further point seems ty otnOte.:'$X0enditures for health

R&D are taking up an-everinereasing sha i of the total Felliwal R&D
Budget (Table I). Because the growing Eoncern for costcontrol in
all Fideral programs, it $.s suggested-thatthe medical R&D system
is

c4t
oming ndar clese scrutiny in el future.

Scientific and Technological Conditions

4000.

Thege are perhaps -,the diffiCult factors to "a"ssess with..reapect

to health R&D:. Th?literal explosiQn.of information withiii the,past

25 years Ai well as the continued trend towards specialization in all

parts ofthe health field makes'understaoding thee'state of

a fUll time proposition. This poses coliliderable problems for t

policy'maker as well,,as, the practitioner.

If,:as has been asserted, the question for pold.cy makers,is not at what

level to fund medical resear but rather at r ;search to fund at a

given leve it can be seen why the rapid change the medical knowledge

bole taus. a:aispificant problem. Unless the-policy maker is a current

specialist_ in a variety.of fields, it becomes extremely diffiet'lt,to do

cOmpArative cosqbenefit analyses on research propoAal; As such,.deve14-

ing,a cdheren4, integrated research program becomes a most difficult task.

S

4

.

A....-.
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r

The history of healtir.research can'be conveniently divided into three

periods: pre-Worl ar II, the War years, and World War II to the

present. The periods` parallel the introductory, transitional, and

mature phases of development of'the system. In general, the phases

'are differentiated by marked change in the funding and institutional-

ization'patterns in the sector.,

1. pre -World War II

The litional Institutes of Health had its origin in 1887 when a research

laboratory was founded at the Marine Hospital, Staten Island,N.Y., to

meet new responsibilities of the Marine Lspital Service. This wasIL
renamed the Hygienic Laboratory in 1891 an moved to Washington, D.C.

Nineyears later an Advisory Board was establieted for the Laboratory?

"thit; was later to become the National Advisory Health Council. In the
,)

same year, Congress gave the Service responsibility for control
'

,k,-'

biologics. In 1912 the name of the PubliO Health and Marine Hospital

ervice was changed to Public Health Service, In 1930, the Hygienic

t Laboratory was renamed the National Istitute of Health. Congres

authorized the National Cancer Institute 411937 and the first research

grants were mad* i 1938 the National Institute of Health moved to

Bethesda, 'Md.L.In this sameAarithe National ,cancer, .Institute awarded

the firse research fella shipi". 'In 19t, the Publ Health Service Act

consolidated and revised existing puble health le slation, and gave

NIA general legislative authority to conduct research.

t.

It can be statdd with reasonabl assuredness that this country had no

integrated h4;11th research and d velopment p icy prior to World War IR

From the later decadesi of the 19th Centur. ugh 1941, it was the

private sector rather than the Federal gove nmenE which supported most

'bio-medical research. Fgzndations such as"the Roc



.4f'

trusts;invested largsylmounts 'in medical research during the first

quarter of this century. In fact, by 1928 the Rockefeller Institute

had a total endoWeekof $65,000,000 and its annual Budget:alone was

,many times that of the Federift.governMent's. (Greenberg 1967).

' f .

During the .late 1920's, however, the situation began to change. -Public

health and particularly the problem of cdocer were .6e4c0.11f significant

concerns. In fact, cancer was "costing the United States almost $800

million a year, destroying, more' than. a hundred thousand. lives a year

And inflicting more suffering and agony upon the AmericanplOple than

the other diseases kzieWn to humanity. (Cong. Record 1928). Between

."--1928.4nd 1930, the United States gove ...Titftcok-its first major steps

on th .road becoting the,primary s ppOrt of biomedical research in
v

.

this countryd, The Congress es.tab hed the National Institute of Health

411 visftn of the Public Health Servke and appropriated three quarters
. .

of. a million dollars tcverectedditionOetinildinga to house the research

-effort ofthe Public Health, Service.

,.f. . - -

_.However, this period was not without its problems. In particular, the
.

,-question Orwho was to take the ptlicy initiative in the national health

RgD system a thorny one. - Initially, it was Congress,, than the
--I'

eddtive-that*had shown interest in the public healthdomain. But with

the onset of the depression and the election of FralL140.D/ 4Rosevelt,
at.

the situatiowchanged. For the next three years tnare

and count,AltraposaIs, powen.-pleys by variovs parties and.ingeneral,

confusi*about what was happet., Largely thr? h efforts of then

Aasistant,SnrgeonGeneral Liiiis ampson, a comprami e was reached;, this
-

i-tistAtia in TitleVI of the Social-Security Act ,of 1935 ighich authorized
.,: ... ..

. expenditurelk,of_Up,to $2,000,000 annually for the investigation .df
4440..

,.."disease *MA the problemsof sanitation." (Strickland 1971, These

to
under the control of the NIH and great- y enhanced its

positionlm thefield.
la'

A
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The final event of significance prior to World War II was the creation

of the National Cancer Institute in 19371.:. As was previously noted, it

was the cancer problem which had triggered'"EnuohOf the interat in ub1ic

health during the late 1920's. From 1928'jia.C1937rg
-

with the support a cancer research ha pokisOreck.ini-both Houses of

r
Congress'. However, the policy void during inost of those years had been

an adequate deterent to the passage of any one bill dealing with the
4

'issue. In particuloriw_ko executive was opposed to-singling out canc

for specialtieatinent. The issue came toa head in 1937, partly due to

massive pubic relations campaign aimed at raising public support for

some kind of funding (e.g. Fortune Magazine, March 1937, carried an ar-

ticle entitled, "Cancer: the Grkeparkness"). In an unusual move,

joint House-Senate hearings were held on all the blip then under con-

sideration which dealt with the cancer problem. A compromise Was reached,

and the National Cancer Institute Act.was passed on,JUly-23, 1937; the

President signed the bill into law on August 5 of that year. The institute

was placed under the control of' the National. Institute of Allith, thus

fulliftr,ist.41ishing thatagency's position in the health R&D system.

The historTof the National Cancer Institute is worthy of note in at least,

three ways. First, it exemplifies lihe workings of the pre-World War II

policy formulation process for ealth R&D system of this country.

Political in-fighting, partisa rf.protection,/and_ultimately com-

promise were the'vbrder-of'the day. These conditionsi.xemained pernfatient
,. a.

until the war effort was to farce the countr3ninto a unifiecrposition,

Second, it established: theppreOadent of creattri:pVtfettiariledical

/stitutesh': to deal with spec4fic diseases ("Cat:gorical". Institutes). The

obvious need for coordlnatiOn'of research effort was begin ng.to evidence

itself, and the patterns ofApstitutionaliZation which would dominate the
4

field in the future forming. Third, it firmly established the NIH

as the controlling org ization in the Federal. Governm4ht.ls activities

in the health. R&D system. Althoup its-position waat0e.challenged

later, the NIH was destined tefgroW wititeachadditiOnal "institute"
.

#,ing 7k

17'0' ;;;
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placed under its auspicis. The National Cancer Institute was the in-
/

angdral step along that Math.

2. *941,-1947: The War Tilers

.
Faced with the task of mobilizing the country for war, President Roosevelt

soon recognized the almost critical need for a s ng, cent ized.policy

for medicell D. The'newly created National Def Rdsearch Committee

was quickly proving the benefits to be obtained from such an approach.

It therefore came as little surprise when in July, 194111, Rooseve4t

created the Office of Scientific Research and"DevelorMeni (OSRD). Placed

wider the direction of Dr. Vannevar Bnah, OSRD had twoTauh-components:

theAmmittee on liedicalltepearch (CMR) and the already existent National

Defense Research Committee,
. .

Initially, CMR.was charged with "mobilizing the medical and sciedillific
..,

personnel of the nation recommending to the'Director (of OSRD) the

'need for- and the character ofthe contracts to be entered into with

universities, hospitile,:and other agencies conducting medical research

activities, and submitting recommendations,with respect torthe adequacy,

progress and res s of research on medisel problems related to the

national defense." (Strickland 072).,

4,
trf

CMR did its-job well, spending ibme $/5 million betw, en 1941 and 1947.

Perhaps is p-most impressive accomplishments d#ips:in the area of "develop;.

ment" rather tiitIlOn research; Such discoveries-kas'ienicillsin and blood

plasma, which haid existed as laboratory prototypes only, at fhe beginning

of t war, `'had been brought into mass production. They were widely

availabie,ti:the armed force and on a more limited basis to the Civilian'

implikiation As well. Congress warms greatly impressed; and with victory in

AA be' pp theater virtually assured by late 1944, ,it bdtan to inviiti-
4iP tU

,ftg e w continuing the centrali "ed and highly productive medical

,,research and development policies established during the war.
J

291

1
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There were at least three separate ptrimaais for hoW' this might be

accomplished. Vannevar Bush, as Di ector of the Office of Scientific

- 369-

Research and Development, felt th t a nifilkd approach to the problem

should be taken and felt that all edeially sponsored R&D (including

medical) should be controlled by one agency. However, he was concerned'

that research and researchers not be' overly controlled by..the,Federal

bureaucracy._ He therefore proposed the creation.of a. WationaMOScience

Foundation as

research funds

agency todeal

suggested by a

a semi-autonomous organization a disbu

A.ascond proposal was to create a

ttrictly with matters of healt4 R&D

committee which Bush had create,

ovetnMent

te, federal

pproach was

wi-the.
v7iintinuetion.of

`,third alterna-

cularly NIE, to

e warn sight the.

responsibility of making recommendations concerni

federally sponsored medical research after theya

tiv6 was to allow the Public Health Seece, and

assume these responsibilities. With 't end of

unanimity of purpose concerning medical' R&D policy quickly vanished,

and a stvlemate-ensued for the next few years.

At approximately the same the Public Health Service had acted to'

strengthen its own.position. In late 1,943, it initiated legislation

to revise atiftiOnsolidatie the many statutes nder whloh Itthen operated.

Passed and signed into law the following year, the Public-Health Service

Act of 1944 authorized%that agency "to pay for research to be performed

by universities, hospitals, laboratories, ard other public or private.

instienttoliS." It therefore was gtven-powers rougW-sirW to those

entrus to CMR at 'the begidning of t War: :TheMajor difference was
,,f4k

that NI was to award "grants" while CMR had signed contracts.

"

By 1946, CMR was ready to cloog down its operations. Itowever, the

politicAKebate on a national R&D policy agency was stilldeadlocked;

and t; had toilssume theDdministration of the remaining CMR con-

irreeS. Only the armed servlAes and the PHSwete legally empowered to

do!this. Mhen the services declined the opportunity. the task fell to

//

0
ti
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,d:'HS and mor,e2speb fically to NIH, increasing. its budget considerably.

During fiscal yea 1945;. NIH let $f80,000 in grants; 1946 saw that

climb to $856,..000 as the CMR money began to.pass over; by 1947. it

handled almost $4 illion. With its expanded administrative duties.

,NIH needed more.Pe\sonnel and office space., As a result, Congress

increased the total NIH budget for fiscal 1947 to $8 million, up front
. .1 .

$3 million just the previousyear.: fhus,7before.the political oroCesa

could produce a.sol tion,'NIH had 4 facto become this nation's adminis-

tpative dgericy for h alth R&D.
.-. I

1

_

3. The Post WarYeats

By 1947 the broad brnsh'strokes of the national medicalR&D poliCy had
-

been estnblished. Hpwever, the issue.of a total national health 'policy

was still up in the Air; Clearly, one was needed. There was groWing

public interest in andcontern about this nation's health practiCes. An

active and competent:health lobby had developed and was pushing for major

legislation on numerous fronts, the two most controversial of which were

a nationaf heaath.insurance program and direct federal.-support,of medical.

education in thib c4untry.

While these issues were generally viewed with favor by the public, there

was one important organization which was flatly opposed! the American

Medical Association: Vehemently opposed to any attempt to "socialize"

medicine igthis country, it lobbied in Congress and carried out a massive

public relations campaign to persuade the public to:srapport is position.

Because the national, health insurance program was such an integrated part

of President Truman's propbsed health legislation, the entire package was

left in limbo. sametime, public pressure fo'r federal.speeding in

health continued ncrease.,' There was oraly.pne place for those federal

dollars to go: Research and Development. By 1954, the NIH budget had
P

skyrocketed to $71 million. At that point, the momentum of system,

had be0en established and expenditures continupd to rise.
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At least in part,. this wasdue generalbeilef that lf,1i little\
4 i ,

money did some good,-More money More.good. The amazing success

.

\
of

o4
the war time medical R&D operati n .had convinced people that Inth"prOper

fUnding. medical miracles awaited\ just around thd next corner. When they
! .

4 \

were not iftmediately f4rthcoming, the policy response was. simply to in-
. .1 ,

crease funding. Further, Medical &D had become a "growth"iinduetry.

c'ilMore money brought in more resear ers'who needed everl:ncreaSing amounts

of support. Th , the basic chara ter of the system was established and

to a greater gr lesser extent conti ues to this day.

A4lew dimension was added to tie d R'D&I systtm in 1968 with tllt

founding of the National Center for Health Se vices Research. The Center

c
I

I

Went through severe.I reformulations ulminating in Public,Lawe93-353, the,
% .

"Health Services Research, Health Statistics, and Medical' Libraries Act

of 1974."' This legislation authorized the National Center to undertake

research, demonstration, and evaluatiOn activitit with reuect to the

delivery ohe,lth care. The concerns of the Center are how the health

services delivery system 0 structured and how it operates and on- a6

success in delivering health care to the public. It seeks to Mprove

effectiveness and efficiency of tkasystem\thrOsugh an _understanding of

knowledge/Produetion and knowledge.utilization.behavior.and throAgh
o

developi,k and evaluating new methods of\producing, Funding and providing

health./services. ..1

/

%.!

Kt,

the

V .

Orgphi7ationally-it is part of,the Health Repources Administratiorwithin.
the/Public Health gerVice'in HEW.. Its'fund'ng has fluctuated' from ,e-

/ .

, .

proximatelr$15 to $95 million. Some of the, general program

Aualtty of care, inflation and productivity,, health care and

/ advantPged, personnel health health. insurance planning and
- /

/ and emergency medical services. A number of Health Services

areas are:.

the dis-'

regulation,

Researfh

`Centers have and are being set up. These Aionsist of both "general"

and "national special emphasis" centeics (e.g., in t;ealth carestechLogy

and in .ealth care-management).
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4. Health Delivery System
sl .2

Some additional thoughts on the health delivery system are in order. It.

should be remembered that it is not a system that has'been designed. It

is rather a conglomerate of providers, consumers, organizations and

finance mechanisms that has evolved over the past 100 years, One must

understand also that the present health services delivery system is at

least' as "disease" centered as it is health centered. Numerous indicators

point to this conclusion; but perhaps the most important is the manner in

which the system allocates its resources. 'Approximately 40% of all ex-

pendktures.in the field are for-direct hospital services. (Knowles 1970).

And the norms of.the.hospital have been dominated by a medical Concept

rooted in "curing diseases and didorders, not preventing them." (Zald

and Hair 1972). DOcto.
,

'a service's, drugs, and dentist's services account

for another 37% of_to al expenditures; and it seems easonable tp assume

, that,the majority of these-funds air is spent for diagno is arid treatment
,

.tather'than prevention or health education.; (Knowles 1970).'

4
It is probable that this .state of affairs resulted quite directly from

the infusion of new technologies and practices into the services 4stem
;

during the later halEof the nineteenth century. Coe '(1970) states:
.

"4r can be argued that modernTmedidine began in
the nineteenth century. This was the era, especial-
ly the later half, when a bewildering 'hrray.of inven-
tions anddisCoveries Task 'bade and used ast.'auxiliary
means,of.getting at the41ternal enVironment1.1!

.

v
; aIFurther he links this development of new procedures nd equipMent4to

..
. .

,

"change in .the orientation' of the hospital.

"Prior to 1900,, most hospitals had the avowed
purpose of serAng all wit() sought admittance,
especially the poor and the sick. With im-
proved medical care and its attendalarise in,
costs,' this goal was altered to thoirWho ap-
plied for care but were not.dependent upon
public harity, and finally, hospitals were
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geared to cater to those who desire
hospital treatment in preference to
home care and' who were '.epundantly*
able and willing to .pay, for treatment,'u

No conscious decision to center thesystemeround diagnosis and treatment

was ever 1nade. Raiher, eccipomic necessities and the state of medical

knowledge in the ldte 19th century.combined to determine the basic

character of the system.

cantly. Coe continoes:

This state.of affairs has not changed signifi-

"thecthodern hospital has become the focal point
of the;cOmmunity's health care,. In part, this.,
trend Vas stimulated by technological discover-
ies...More significant for contemporary medical
practice is the development of expensive and
highly complex diagnostyc and therapeutic in-
strum4bts, which only a 1a9ge organization such
as a hospital could afford'to own and operate."

This parttcular organizational pattpitr has impacted the health R/D&I'

system three ways. ..-First, hospitals are the primary "customer" of,the
,...;

R&D syst m; because the hospitaks concerns center on diagnosis and

treatmen rather than prevention and education, most R&D dollars are also

invested these areas. Second, hospitals are geared 'to high technology.,

.,complex-aolut s to health problems; their vexy reason, forexisting,is to
.. -

-act as a technology,center. Therefore, the R&D system has centered upon
, 4

produci,pg high technology answers to the. questions under consideration.
/

Third, and perhaps most important, these trends have resulted'in a very
.4, 1 m

Y

1

hip gree of. functional' differ- IrTition/special4zation. At the present ,
,

lii..-..
time there are over 13,000 medic-1 ilealth journals in print; and.the vast

majority of these are specialty journals. -There is in fact not one health

R/D&I-System, but rather many micro R /D &I systems, each of which serves

a different clientele and works in a different.area. Except in sofar as

ail-segments are funded from the same source(s), these systems operat----'

Amdspendefit of re another, with'little or no attention paid't the problems

ry

.;
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of integrating these knowledge sources for the individual p acti-

tioner. The "inforMation overload" which resuls.is one o the most

pressing problems ,facing the.health system as n whole. at this time.'

and is a topic requiring important policy consideration. (Rutstein'

1967).

A,

4

A

a

A.* 7

t

4 'c

4
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III. INSTITUTIONAL BASE

1. Structure of the System a

The basic structural components of the field are funding sources, re-

search settingsf, prodtkcers (some of whom also,engage in R&D), contrqK

organizations, users, support organizations, and ultimate consumers.

Basic research, .applied research and technolbgical 'development each

have their own system of components; but for simplicity, structural'

components for all categories will be presented together, as is

indicated in Figure 1.

Whtle this certainly presents an oversimplified-picture of the field, it

does indicate'the basic dynamics of the system. Funding sources provide

the resources for all three categories of system operation. ApOlied
1

re-

search is funded by all four sources; technological development primari-

ly by private industry; ancrbasic research by government, foundations

and the voluntary agencies.. Researchers utilize these resources to

attain the goals of their specific category and channel the results

either toll producer (as in tRe case of pharmaceuticals), to users

or to researchers in .the other categories. Support organizations

provide pblitical, social and organizational functions,'with the

insurance companies acting to make adoption of sophisticated

proceduresosnd equipment possible by spreading the usually high

cost effects over the entire population.

.k

2. R/D&I Institution Characteristics

.

he vast majority of biomedichl research i4eperformed in seven institu-DT
,

ional settings: universities (preabminantlymedical schools); private
,..

ndustry;.federal research institutes; private research institutes; hos-

pitals affiliated with medical schools ("teaching hospitals"); federal



Stitctural comunents of the Health R/D&I Field

Figure 1,

Funding Sources Researchers Producers
.

....--......,
,

, .lly .

.
* ,...**

,

Government (607.) .

,

Federal Institutesin) Pharmaceutical Firm. , FDA

Private Industry (30%) Universitiei (26%) Hespilal'Supply Firms

. ,

,Foundations (5%) Industry (32%) Medical Electronics

Voluitary Agencies' (57.) Hoipitals (27%) Computer Firms
,

°1

\,. .

-voluntary, state ocal.
t.

34%) 1 Etc.

-Federal (30%)

-medical School (36

Users

'llealth Care eviders

4hysiCiars

-dehtists

-hospitals

-clinics

Other (7%)

Ultimate Consumers

People'

percentage of support provided pet annum

Support Organizations

American' edical Ass dation

American Dental .Association

American Hospital Association

Assoc', of American Medicil College

Council of Medical Socialty Sociejl,

Blue Cross

Insurance companies

**
percentage of system resources utilized per annum

Source of data: Derived from NIH Almon 1974; (1) Resources for HellthrR&D Report No. 19 "Resources for Biomedical

Research in Education," Nov. 1970; 2) No, .2l-"VoliIntary Health Agency Support'for Health Research and Development,'~.

Sept. 1975; (3) No. 22-"U.S. Priv to Foundation Support for Health .R&D,'' it4 1975.

. L., 1 0

ar
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A hospitals; state hospitals; community or public, non-profit, and for-

profit hospitals. Given the evident diversity of these settings, it

is Somewhat surpising that the absolute nuMbelpf institutionp involved

in research is not larger. For example, in 1967 only 524 out of 5,700

of this nation's hospitals had active programs in biomedical research,

but only approximately 1',400 of these'were over'200 beds. Fifty-one

of all hospitals accounted for $136 million in expenditures--over two

thirds of the total for this type of organization. CHEW 1970).

In 1970, this country had'about 100 medical schools. If we combine.

those funds allocated directly to these organizations with those funds\

provided to their subsidiary teaching hospitals,another.36% of 'total '

system expenditures are accounted for. Therefore; over 407 of all ex-.

penditures in the field can be accounted for by less than 160 organiza-

tional units.

In terms of fundingisources, the Federal government, undoubtedly occupies

the premier position in thg field. Most federal funds not spent to

support the' government's own research programs flow 'through the National
r

Institute of Health. Primarily these funds are used_to provide. grant

monies to non-profit organizations and to private institutions working

in research and medical education. NIH also sup'ports the diffusion pro-
'

cess in basic research by sponsoring the programs and activities of the

National Library-of Medicine.

NM. is comprised of t5Olve research institutes in addition to

A common, central research hospital; divkeion of research grants At

for quality review of extramural grant activities; a research

support division for its pwn intramural research activities; a

division for 'extramural research resource prpvision% a division for

international activities; a division of computer research and tech-

'nolog-; and the National Library' of NOdicine flih its own extension

and grant activities.
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Th-c- largel-vpernonified-loo 111 uuvrn,-t:o .

involved in and maintains strong c6ntrottLer all phases of tfle R/D6.1

process. Whether the research in carried out in federal institutes,

uffivernities pr drug companies the work must be ultimately evaluated

and legitimated by M.D.gti. While muck of the research may be conceived

and carried out by chemists, biochemist:to and even enginect.rs, the fun-

damentaj rate and direction of research is M.D.-determined, often

leading'to significant tensions and clashes between the Ph.D. and M.D.

persOnnel (whose status in-gcnerally much higher). This infusion of

the 'medical user profession into the research, development and evalua-

tion phaSes even, for example, reaching into the control of support

institutions such as Blue Cross,sis a significant characteristic of

Health R /D &I -- making:a neat linear specialization description a
,

poor model of the system: _This issue is compoundedAy the fact that
. ,

'fiAnyJnnovations i;n'- techniques and even minor equipment will derive

from Ete day-to -day experience of medical practitioners.

fr



IV. GOALS, POLITIES, AND STRATEGIES

7

The goal Of the total health'IldDSt system can be tlescribed as the

.creationvof the knowledge, techniqSes, and products necessary to

IpOrcive thaPstate of health of-th6 population: This is to 'be done
. ,

W prevention when possible and, failing that, by:diagnosis, treatment

and_Ohabilitation. HoWeVer, to whatever extent the various functional

,-stages of the system are discrete and independent, this overall goal

becomes manifested in the more specific sub - goals and policies of each

such discrete furmtional stage of activity: By discussing the goals
.15

and strategies of three significant functional stages of the system,

the overall goals and policies can be inferred. The three stages to
ky)

-

be discussedr*e: basic research, and applied research which map into
4410

our research featu're; and technological devtlopment.

The first, but not necessarily the largest, category-is basic research.

Here the problem is to understand the basic functioning of the biologic

and physiological processes. An'example would be how genetic information

'is transferred from one generation to the neft in the molecular structure

of,large protein molecules. This knowledge nthe used to did.applied

-researchers in their attempts to deal with specific diseases. Diffusion

is accomplished through jdnrnal'publications, conferences, etc.

,

Probably the largt category of activity id applied research. Specific

diseases are investigated either to eisplate _potential causative,agents
- " '

or todtvelop ameliorative techniques. The criteria.by which a given

technique is. evaluated _based almost solely on effectiveness consid--

erations. Because demand is not prite sNsitive, cost and efficiency
-

are not vital concerns. Rather, the absolute probability of success-

,ful treatment (no matter what the cost) is of ultimate importance.
.

The customers for the results of applied research are not health

care consumers directly; but rather the practitioners in the field:

4
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Physicians, hospital administrators,-and public health officials make

the ultimate decision on which proddcts and services will be utilized.

,bythe consumer. The main diffusion strategy of, this segment of the

" field, therefore, is to 611 vince the inciv,,,idikal health care provider

'that the iinno.vation is more ffect,ive than w atevet is in use at the

'present time.
e

4.

o I

Technological dei,elopment'is thenext most active cate%ory of"endeavor.
ec .

It consists of research on ways to supplement, improve, or automate

' eStablishedtechniques. 'Examples of this.category are advances it

medical electronics (such as intensive care monitoring equipment),

infra-redlLmammography (for detecting breast cancer), the use of various

radiation sources for therapy, and computer assisted health information

systems. 'The major customers for these ptoducts are'hospitals, clinics

and research facilities. The majoy developmental strategy is to adapt

,existing technologies to specific health-problems. The diffusion..

strategy consists of the effectiveness arguments as previo y presented

and whit might best be descrbed,as a ?prestige" approach Hospital

.accreditation and standin'in the field are closely related to-the range
Jr
and quality of hospital. facilities. (Zald and Hair 1972). Therefore,

the desire to '!keep,up with ,the Joneses" become's an impor Ant motivating

factor in the adoption of innovation.

v.

"700 F

/"
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V: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCiESSES

The environmst of institutions in ehe health R'D &I system is typiCal

of chat faced by most R&D organizations. Uncertainty and decisionma

under conditions of partial information are the normal 'state of affairs'.

Therefore, management must remain-flexible if it is to meet the demands

of changing conditions. Furthermore, because a sizeable proportion of

these organizations' employees are "professionals", it is not unc mmon

to find the dual ladder form of organization structure infuse. /0111,

practice allows the scientist to advance in status within thezorganiza-
/tion without having to assume responsibility for administrat/ve detaild.

This seems particularly well suited to the health_field because the

preliminary stages of the R&D process must usually be performed unde
/

the superiision of the physician. It is, therefore, ustul to hay such

an individual in a position of authority while having,his/her administra-
.(

tive counterpart handle the details of operation. This does not imply

that there is harmony between administrative and mical personnel. To

:the contrary, onelof the central management challanges is the resolution

of conflict and friction between these R/D&I system participants.

The administrative characteristics of funding sources are also important.

The Fedel-algovernment supplies over 60% f all funding for the field and

faces an enormous control task. The she/ er size of the Federal organize-

tion makes communication and coordina,iOn difficult and unwieldy. (Coe

1970). Even though th; majority of
f
unds are controlled by the National

Institute of Health, other gd'vernment agencies disburse almost a total

of $1 billion annually. Under thpab conditions it is not surprising to
,

find some duplication of effort/and some inefficiency. Also, administra-

tive costs for the field ate inbreasing; this problem is particularly

important for the voluntary, healt age<ies whePe the majority of ponies

collected go for administrative costs. (Lasagna 1963)
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.1,

The conflicts between M.D. and Ph..D. reseerchers' has already been alluded
2

to. The problems of interface management would tend'to he critical but

this is somewhat.alleviated by the rtrativelY close organizational

proximity in which they often work. Nevertheless this, is a nmjar cause

of friction in many health R&D laboratories. Or

Health planning, generally based on demographic, ecological, economic

and legislative bases is a developed growing area. Less evident,

the'type of t*chnological,forecasting known to ,industry. In fiAath.

the role of the "health systems" expert based on experience in the field

seems still to be the basis of much of the conceptualization and plan-
.

ning outside-of the above mentioned disciplines.

By and large, projects tend to be relatively small. While a great deal

of work bay he going Ion, frequently in parallel and potentially pointed

towards a single application, the large scale integrated project of the

NASA Apollo variety; with thousands of people contributing small

elements-to a total system, is not part of'the health R/D&I scene.

There has been some concern in recent years whether the proliferation

of the disease-oriented, categorical organization of NIH was appropriate.

It has, in the words of the President's Biomedical Research Panel,

created two challenges to management:

(1) an ever-increasing span of control for the Director
A of NIH; and

(2) a need to assure that this structure does not limit in-
terdisciplinary research at a time when all aspects of
research whether fundamental or applied are increasingly

,interrelated.

, 9

The Panel recommended that if new programs were established or if existing

_ programs were strengthened it should be done through the present Institutes

rather than the creation of new ones. Lt went on to 'suggest that the

Director of NIH consider the consolidation of related Institutes into
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7

.lakger units. It wa felt thay,this would decrease the span of lianage-

.,xaftt.

/ 1 6
. .

One of the other organizational *ssues that the Panel looked' into was

the special organizational status of the National Cancer Institute.

There was great.congern when the National' Cancer Act of 1971 was

passed that the authority to submit its budget directly to the Presi -.

'dent would have a deleterious effect on the overall research manage-
.

ment and succets. Strickland (1972) comments on this

fr"'

IN Organizationaiariingements can affect policy outcomes,
but e degree td which varying organizational forms af-
fedt the conduct of scientific research is not precisely
melt rable!vespecially if policy goals remain somewhat
comprehensive and operational ethics remain constant.
Thus it is entirely conceivable that the establishment
of a separate cancer authority would nat radically have
changed the, nature of the American bioscientific enter-
prise, even though it probably would have changed
dramatically the present government research support
structure. Whether or not the new cancer research
money was finally hOused in a new independent agency
or remained within NIH, certain traditions would have
remained the same: 'although much of the money would
be spent for contracts, many if not most such con-
tracts would be with academic institutions; . . .

The creation of an independent cancer research agency
outside NIH might have made some marginal difference
in the degree to which some researchers reqrdered the
emphasis of their work. But historical patterns sug-
gest the probability that, even if some scientists
followed the new cancer money to a new agency most of
them would change the titles of their proposed projects
rather than the fundamental questions they wanted to
investigate.

I
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Tiqe National Academy of,ISciencesiNationalsResearch Council 'Completed

a report in 1976 entitATed 'Ter nnel Needs.,4'd.Training forBiomedilal,

and.Sellavkaral Res.earch." The *ere giVgaSt eVob by Congress tq
.94,3.4:.

tstablish'the nattip's overall need dicalland behavioral

research persontirdf all kinds: The prefac describes the underly-

ing difficulty the study: "Central to all these efforts'is

the fundamental issue of the degree or extent to which it is' possi:\

ble and useful to define and establish human resource requirements

for increabingly fine'fields of specializati within the biomedical

and behavioral.seiences." In the final analys s the personnel are,.
6

the intermediate L'al of research. The final al is the generation

of ideas and research,that will result in improved health. "No

calculus exists for'describing relatiOn of numbers andquality of .

peOple'to.numbers of useful ideas. "..

It is extremely difficult to estimate accurately even ,the total per-
,

sonnel base presently utilized by-itig health R /D &I system. As

opposed Eo the aerospace industry whose activities are clu'stered in

a relatively limited Amber of large organizations, health R/D&I

takes place in many contexts and over abroad range of topics. As a

result, health R/D&I fa-not grouped'as a single area in any of the

statistical summaries that are readily available. While, quite ac-

curate information on various sub-components of the field is available,

total figures are not.

For example in,1567 state, localnd voluntary hospitals emilloyed

21,823 jersons in R&D. Of, sothmber, 12,459 (5770 were classi-
fied

,,

as pkofessionals. Also, these organizations had 6,178 principal

investigators in their employ -- apprpxi teiy 157, of the 42,000

total for the field.. (HEW 1970). If-we assume that these ratios

hold constant' across the entire R & D system,.theoapproximately

2o

A
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1504000.persons we e employed in 1967. Present estimatesplade the

t Otal ntimsrber of professionals in thefiqld at 85,000. (HEW 1973).
ti e -

(It' should noted that these nuMbersrefer only to these 14ivid-

uals actually .involved in the R/D&I'prOceps; other hospita emo:
,-.

. ,

ployees and production
,

worker's in the.forprofit firms are serecifidly .

excluded.) ,I.
..,

s.

We have already commented On.the importance of thelrofessionalism

of health R/D&I personnel,. whether these are in the KP or'KU dimen-

.sions of the system. In fact this very professionalism often makes

it meaningless to attempt to separate these roles. Physicians.'

particular operate with great indep7dence and are likely to create

personal innovations, Many of which ye therefore never diffused.

The professionalism, with itslicensing and status 'differentials has

its dysfunctional aspects. Without the proper legitimating character

istics few can hope to be allowed to contrj.bute to the R/D&I process.

One persbnnel base aiculty ofhe he lth regulatory system and

its interface with t e research community is its lack,of attraction

for.the best scientific minds of the.country. As Berger notes:

Regulatio for health has
*n6t:heen a strong focus for

best scientific m ds ih the country. Regulation is'charact-
eristically contr ersial, making it. unhappy territory for
traditional academics. It is seen to be heavily populated by
fawyers and filled with political, overtones. Those scientists,

'who have.appoached have, on occasion, found themseiyes qn-
wittingly surrounded by the turmoil of .public controversy and

_emotion and ba'dgering by the public press. Further,.the
, quality, of the'scientific enterpriie behind regulation in the
past has not seemo partiCularly sophisticated or challenging--
inevitably,..bor4ering on applied science. (The irony here, of
coursq.,V4s that it i precisely this.sophisticationofscientif
is insight that Is.needed, in this area.) Finally, and perk s
most important in programMatic terms, is the perceived lack f
research onies from thej ulatory.agencies. is, too, s
a circu ar argument. ;Mel& that scientists) ab fit,theMselves'

li

from th affairs of regulattry gencies, the less uppor these
agencies ill be able to. gather internally for th it own re-
search an deVelopment program at the time of bud etary reviews.

*
KP: knowledge production. KU: knowledge utilizati
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VII. FUNDING

Sind funding.gas been reviewed.in some detail in previous features

a major i'estatement t.e would be redundant. Therefore in a brief
-... -

summary` we note that funding for- the field comes'from four main
5

sources: the governpent, private industry,, charitable foundations,

.and voluntary health agencies. The federal it supplies
4

ap rOXimaiely607....of.all R&D monies, private industry 307,, and,

foundations and the voluntaries contribute 57..each. Total system -

expenditure's' reached approximately $3.5 billion,in 1973 and have

reained nearly constant since that time (corredting for inflation).
. . 0

One significant asPedt ogthe funding patterns for the field is the

doMinance of FederallMoblee.NotOnlydoes the Federal government

supply the majoKity of all, funds, but it:iseftectively the'sole:.

supporter of basid and clinical research.. :'While,certainapec.

ialized areas receiv support from private industry (e:g:pharma-
.

cology in the:case of the drug,firms), most basic and clinical.

researcii.s intended for a non-paying market:. .the practicing,.

.physician and tedhnological deveiop4Ont As suchi the Federal'.

government is the only reasonable source of funds. Neverthelesa,

the medical profession maintains a dominant influence.un the dixec=

. tiOn and focus Of this spending.

6
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_VIM INFORMATION FLOW
-

With the exception_of that work., done in certain highly competitive

sub-sections of the for-Piofit firms, information flow within the
,

system is open and-re atively effective. Over 13,000 professional

journals act as relati ely quick means of disseminating information.

A National Library of Medicine was created by dongress in 1956

to act as a central repository and clearing house for information

in the , additional funds were appropriated in. 1965 allowing

this organization to finance seminars anOlectures at various sites

across the nation.

In addition to this formal information system, informal Communica-

tion in the field is extremely high. Hospitals iqolved in re-

search traditionally hold seminars and colloquia for their staffs.

And, as previously noted,,, cooperation between different research

cities working in the same problel\ area is common%

One problem concerning information flow is its sheet volume. The

1958 Cumulative Index Medicus listed 60,000 articles on health and'

medicine (Rubenstein, 1957). The number is approacfthin 300,000.

annually. This literal explosion of research findings makes it

difficult, if,not impossible, for the conscientious practitioner to

stay Current in his own field, let alone related disciplineb. Add-

ing to this problem has been the development of the "specialty

journals." These publications are intended for quite specific'

audiences; and, ai such, the general practitioner or specialist in

.:.some other area may find them all but incomprehensible. An addi-

tional important new dimension to the processing and distribution

of information has come from the growth of computer based informa-

tion systems.

Some recent work in the area of knowledge transfe was done by the

J;

41,
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President's Biomedlcal Research Panel when it looked into the pro-

cess and time required for the transfer of scientific innovation.

The pahel looked-at the results of two studies that measured the

time it-took a 1aboratoty discovery to widespread\ clinical appli-

cation. "Between the years 1951 and 1974 for the cases studied,
_ .

a medgm duihtion of seven years characterized the period between

the concept for the applied research and the application to'clin-

ical medicine." Further, it was the Panel's finding that the

time for the transformation ha4 shortened considerably over the

years... It-went on to point out that the "two factors that seem .

to expedite innovation were the availability of an adequate science

.base and the degree of interest shown by the research community,

As indicated by the number of investigators working on the sub-

ject in parallel or in competition."

A Senate subcommittee on Health and Scientific Regearch was re-

, cently looking into the transfer of knowledge. As Senator Kennedy

(1977)noted in his opening statement:

We have seen in recent years an unprecedented explosion in
our understanding of biology and of disease. The research
community is often criticized for failing to 'transfer'xthis
new knowledge rapidly enough from bench to bedside, froin
laboratory abstraction to practical application. This is
the problem of 'technology transfer' about which we in the
Congress have heard so much of late.

He went on to, say:

This alleged 'lag' in the translation of knowledge from bench
to bedside is one part of the technology transfer problem.
But there is another side' to that piob/em, a dimension which
also has its roots partly in the productiyity of our research
establishment. It seems that, while son, new medical tech-

=
nologies lag in their. translation from bench to bedside,
others leap into application too quickly. With the quickening
pace of biomedical research, we have seen a proliferation in
the number and kinds of health practices and procOures to
which patients are subjected. Some of these new technologies
and practices, it seems, have found their way into widespread
use before their efficacy and safety have been established by
careful scientific testing. We have seen this aspect of the
technology transfer problem in te example of the CAT scanner,
which has come to symbolize the unpla ed application of new
clinical procedures in,this country.
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The CAT (computerized axial tomograph) was cited as an example of

how technology development and use are influenced by a lack of

governmental action at :1;1976 Conference on Health Care Technol-,

ogy andiQuality of Care. "The ease of.the CAT scanner for instance

how a new technology an quickly become part "of the ma.instrOnk of

medical practice when no check points exist in either the develop-

ment process or in its use in patient care." The problem results

from the fact that those involved in producing and using CAT

scanners bare not required to evaluate tl1teir benefits in relation

to other diagnostic tools, it is unlikely that they will carry out

the kinds of studies that are needed to determine whether utiliza-

tionrestrictions are necessary..

The policy monograph went'on to recommend:

An expanded role for the NIH to include responsibility

for technology assessment through the establishment of

a new Technology Evaluation Office in the NIH Director's

Office.

2) That a new Health Tectlielogy Policy Office be established

in the Office of ,the l #ss't. Secretary for Health;

The new policy board in the President's Office of Science

& Technology should have two major responsibilities in

thd health,technology area:

a) The board should monitor the reorganizatIIion of the

'Federal government's role in health technology

policy;.

.

b) Serve as a forum to help resolve difficult technology-

related policy questions.
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The life and death aspects of medicihe have a significant Im-

pact on the characteristics of the innovations. Quality and

safety are essential. Reliability is critical Medical in-

novationsnovations are generally complex. The'testing recluirements add

substantially to the costs thereby requiring broad scale ap-

plication of innovations developed by. commercial firms.

A discussion of the nature of the product at this point would be

reduridant.Ithaebeenimplicitacross,the details of eachlof

the features reviewed above. However it would be useful to enu-
\

merate'some of the types of innovations that might be involyed in

the R/D&I process in health.

0-

A complete listing of recent innovations in health R&D is\clearly

unfeasible; however, a representative sample is provided to sug-

gest major thrusts in the field. As previously indicated, three

major sub-sectors of the field can be delineated: basic research,

applied research, and technological development.
,

Basic research leading to innovations occurs in most

sciences and some clinical disciplines. For example, an intensive

study has indicated that some forms of cancer are viral in nature'.

As such, it should be possible to develop vaccines (an applied re-
.

search attivit0 which would provide protection from these cancers.

Another area of considerable interest is the operation of the auto-

immune response. Understanding this process promises an increased

ability to:

1) diagnose diseases more quickly and effectively,

2) control diseases that have. been contracted,

3) lengthen the life and reliability of surgical implants.
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Applied research focuses specificly on She clinical aspects of health

care. Examples of this activity resulting in health care innor

vators include the recent development of a rubella vaccrne,Nor-

gan tiansplani techniques, .and the.Continued exploration of a wide

range of pharmaceutical agents (e.g. chemo-therapy for cancer, broad-

spectrum and specific antibiotics, drug therapy for psychiatricr

disorders, etc.). Also, developments in rehabilitation techniques

including the use of mechanized prostheses would fall into this

category.

The technological development area has provided a rich source of

innovations. Medical telemetry has advanced significantly; the

?utomated monitoring of vital signs in the intensive care setting,

remote' monitoring of vital signs from emergency vehicles, and the

recording of-Cardiac functioning (by a device the size of a pack

of cigarettes) during the normal work day of the patient are all

repent developments. Sophisticated computer techniques deVelOped

by NASA to enhance the resolution of photographs taken by the

Mariner series of space probes is now used to improve the quality

of diagnostic-x-rays. Infra -red techniques aid in the early de-

tection of breast cancer. Automated processing of ItboratOry

tests (e.g. by the SMA-12 blood analyzer) provide quicker, more ac-

curate, more reliable and less costly diagnostic information to

the physician.

Eventually the import and benefits of health innovations are en-
, .x

joyed by almost all .members of American society. The net result

is.1Onger and healthier lives.

I 0 7
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X. NEED IDENTIFICATION

A

4

The need identification process for health .R&D works on four separ-
.

.ate levels, reflecting the three categories of activity within the

system (basic research, applied research, and technological develop-
..

ment), and a division in applied research between commercial and

not-for-profit activities,. In basic research, priorities are set

by exaMining two'factors: the present states of the art in biology

and,the physical.sciences and the most pressing problems in clinical.

research. For example, theories had been advanced that the majority

of cancers could be traced to genetic changes in the affected cells.

Therefore, the process of cellular mutations whether caused by ex-

posure to radiation, chemical agents, or viruses has come under

close scrutiny. The need for this knowledge was evidenced by the

consumers of basic research: the applied researchers. The fact

that present knowledge of these processes was not equal to the task

led to the research.

In technological development, needs are not identified so much as

are potentials. Because most advances in this area are designed -

to rqpiace, supplement, or refine existing products and techniques,

the need for a new product is demonstrated by the fact that an exist-.

ing product is outdated in terms of the state of the art. At this

point, the problem becomes that of finding a new technology with

the potential for doing a better job thati existing technologies.

In applied research, two streams of need identification are evident:

one founded in the not-for-profit exploration of clinical problems

and" the other in the private industry development of new means of

treatment--principally pharmaceuticals. The not-for-profit clinical

segment of this category uses the results of epidemiology and morbid-

ity and mortality statistics to identify thOse health problems which

2 (0?
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-. affect the most numbers and cause.the most suffering. Priorities
./-

are then established on the basis of this. data. However, two other
. .

factors come into play. First, because virtually all of this form

of biomedical, research takes place n the large-hospital/medical

school context, problems amenable t, handling within these facilieies

receive a somewhat water, proportion of attention than their in-
-

cidence rates might warrant. Second, as noted, diseases which

have gkeat emotional impact for the public (e.g.: those that cause

death) also are given higher priority than a purely rational

analysis might dictate.

For-profit firms are, faded with a considerably different set of

problems. First, the effectiye product life span in the health

area is decreasing. This means that a new product must pay back

its likp costs in a shorter period of time, or have ajligher success

rate. Itjaust also offset the costs of many other products that,

;for one reason okianother, fail to reach the market. This has put

a premiumon 'developing products which could penetrate the broad-
.,

est based consumer markets (e.g.; wide spectrum antibiotics). In

-addition, the lengthy process of. FDA approval of new drugs almost

eliminates the ability of smaller companies to compete efficiently.

The.larger companies need a broader market to justify their in-
-

vestment. Second,these firms must convince providers that the

new product" gives a sufficiently greater therapeutic value thank,

products presently. inuse to justify the risk'of trying it. Like

the.technoldgidal development category; for-profit-firms in the

"applied research category find themselves in'a "substitution" situ-

ation. Coleman et al. 1966). Need assessmenttherefore, comes

as much from surveying the providers. of health care.as it does
,

from noting the characteristics of the ultimate'consumers. Again

effectivesnss and pragit rather than,needin the-health'arena-

is of primary concern:
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XI. GENERATION /RESEARCH
.

. ..

..
.

.

Most of health R&D has been, and will continue to,be,' based directly

on the biological sciences. However, what is most impressiye-about
.

the present state of the RYD&I system, at the research stage,

is the degree to whith other, physical sciences and the
soc l stiences

have begun to contribute to the field. Many of the newer cli ical

specialties such as nuclear medicine and radiology are based as

much on physics and molecular chemistry as on biology and physiology.

In addition to this, increased concentration on problems such as

alcoholism and drug abuse have brought social science result6 and

methodology into the picture. And, as has been pointed out, the

technological development category of health R&D is based almost

entirely on the technology transfer principle.
. .

In part these changes can be attributed. to an expanded conceptuali-

zation of what is meant by health. Not so many yea'rs ago, we spoke

of a medical system rather than a health system; and medicine has

always been.a disease-oriented proession (Coe 1970): Clearty,

good medical care is an important component of any health system,

but it is ,not the only component. Todayhealth is no longer equated

with medicine as this definition from the Constitution of the World

Health Organization demonstrates: "Haalth.is a state of total

physical, mental, and social well-being,,and not merely the absence

of disease or infirmity " (3eneva1958). This change in philosoph-

ic orientation has opened the,doors for contributions from a number

of the social sciences as well as from demography, environmental

stydies, and a host of otherjdisciplines.

Another important aspect of research is the impact that new tech-

nologies have had on the methodology of health R&D. On-line and off-

-line computer systems, fiber optics, advances in bio-statistics,

etC.,have opened new avenueS of investigation by providing the means

to gather and analyze formerly inaccessible sources of data. Also,
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increased interest in "environmental" health problemS has taken

some research out of the laboratory and into the field.

fiIn short, there has been a.continued differentiation of the field.

On the one handvinvestigators are exploring the physical and chem-

ical processes upon which biology and physiology ultimately rest.

To do this,. they utilize costly, scarce, high technology equipment

such as the electron microscop0 On the other hand, a renewed'

interest holistic aspect of humanity and health has'lead

the'health researcher out of the lab and into the field. "Still a

third group concentrates upon adopting existing technologies to

health/medical.problems. What is not evident in the'system at the

present time, and is therefore an important policy issue is any

conscious attempt to integrate the findings of these various

groups and establish priorities among them.
4

As indicated, this work of research is to be found going on in

..a variety, of institutional settings. These range.from the federal

institutes largely at WIN; the university medical schools, hospitals

and:departments of biology, bio-chemistry etc.; in indUstry at

drug companies, medical equipment and instrument manufacturers,

supply codtpanies; 'and in general hospitals. To this must be added

the work of independent physicians, studies of human factors and

biological phenomena, etc. in such agencies as National Aeronautic

and Space Administration, Department of Defense, and so on.'

z
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XII. DEVELOPMENT

The development phase of health R/D&I is of central importance to

the system. In the research stage,-experiMktal data has been

gathered using principally animals in experiments. Full scalete-

velopment, however, is the stage at which the experimental results

are. intefaced directly with the patient. In the development stage,

the stakes are human life and welfare. In particular, the proba-

bility of unanticipated side effects poses a great Problem. Also,

long term secondary effects must be considereV-It therefore comes

as little surprise that this phase of the R/D&I system is the one

that comes under the tightest regulation and control both by the

profession itself and by the government.
.

One of the areas. of continuing conern in the research and develop-

ment system is the question of the appropriate amount of testing

of a new drag or device before it is approved for distribution... There

are strong Countervailing forces at work.. Naturally the pharmaceut-

ical;industry is anxious to tovelthe product, to the marketplace as

expeditiously as possible. In acidition,.the medical profession

wants the most up-to-date treatments and drgus avalslable for their

patients soon as possible.

The opposing forces are twofold. The public, is generally concerned

that unsafe drugs not be allowed on the market but their concern

is general and may or may not be-represented through consumer

groups. The highly scientific.or technical nature of the subject

matter usually forces the issue back to the biological scientists

at the Food and Drug AdMinistration. Indeed the:FDA has an unenviable,

thankliss jOb in the process.

When Charles Edwards was colissioner of the. FDA he noted:

It's a particularly difficult environment for the Food kid
DrUg Administration because in a sense, we're in the middle.
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We are on the one hand, criticized for being."soft"'
on the,industry.and on the other, called repressive, the
enemy of free enterprise: on every major decision, we are
accused by some of acting too fast without sufficient evi
dence, and by others of acting too slowly and too timidly to
prevent unnecessary harm. We're expected to deliver on the
promises to complete safety made by others but when the time
Comes to take action we find ourselves standing alone. We .

have had very little support and understanding fromthe medi-
.Cal and scientific community.

One wouldassume that, in addition to the pre :-roaring researd..

that the Food and Drug AdMinistration performs significant post

marketing surveillance of new drugs. This is not the case. Berger

(1976) points out why:
..

.

A major consideration is that of good "denominator" inforMa-
tion. Tat is, in order to make observations on an exposed
populati n (exposed, thatis, to a particular food preserva-
tive tor ranquilizer, for example), there must tit on hand
some infoimatioa that would set apart or identify... the ex-
posed population. In most cases, the identification and
followup of-a group of persons known to have been subject to
specific exposures are exceedingly difficult. It is possi-'
ble with prescription therapeutic drugs--partly because
the very act of prescribing is a kind of accounting system.
Yet,even here, the problema of surveillance have appeared
enormous and very little drug surveillance in any rigorous
sense is traditionally carried out. The experience of the
Food and Drug'Administration in its attemptto carry out
postmarketing surveillance-of adverse drug reactions from
among drug-taking patients has been exceedingly discouragi g
--principally because of the very difficult task of identi-
fying with reasonable certainty those persOns Who are, in
fact, taking particular drugs.

I.

This is vital information. Without it, observations on
human subjects cannot be compared-with known, unexposed,
or controlled groups and it becomes essentially impossible
to interpret 'the observations. The National Academy of
Sciences acknowledged this difficulty in theirgrelkew of
adverse drug7reaction-reporting systems. In fact,. the only
really reliable information collected after marketing has
begun on previouslyunsuspected adverse reactions from
therapeutic drugs has been from carefully controlled in-
tensively monitored, in-hospital studies.
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It should be noted, however, that the Food and Drug Administration

does have sLgnifican leverage in the prior approval process. The.

General Principles k "Good Manufacturing Practices'.' give the FDA

the duty to insure the safe and efficacious production of drugs.

The FDA can test a plant's control system, sierilization proceddes

and el.len the room layout.

The main site t development in the form of both applied research

and tec ogical!Vvelopment is the medical school/teaching hospital.

The developmental activities associated with applied research must

be carried out in the clinical setting, and researchers at these

institutions have a ready supply of subjects as well as the necess-

ary back-up servicesand facilities. Subjects usually, though not

always, come from the ranks of the welfare patients. Although these

individuals have the right to refuse such treatments; reasonable

questions could be raised regarding whether or not they have suffic-

ient knowledge to make rational decisions.

IV

Technological development also centers its pilot testing operations

-in the medical school/teaching hospital context. These institutions

are geared to innovation. In addition to this, they are relatively

more familiar with high-technology, advanced state7of-the equip-

ment and favored by pharmaceutical companies-because. of their high
- -prestige. Also, these institutions usually have the resources recess-

.

ary;to obtain the more esoteric products and the consumer base to .

make use of them.

The Forward Plan for Health for FY1978-82 of the Department of Htalth

-Education and Welfare speaks very cogently and honestly to the issue

of our knowledge of generation and the value of technol gy in'14ealth.

In its broad analysis the report notes: "The role research in

the generation of new knowledge continues to be a poo15 understood

i
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phenomenon,OpArticularly the way in which new.knowledge is aggre-. .

gated and bring about often subtle changes in clinical prac-

tice over time."

In speaking specifically of the role of-technology in health care

the report states: "Although there are existing technologies

which, coupled with the appropriately trained manpower; can have

a salutary effect.on health care costs, it also now seems clear

that widespread dissemination of certain technologies at every ..

level of the health care system may not alWays be an unmitigated

good."

In a recent speech Commiiiioner Kennedy of the Food and Drug Adminc

istration (1977) recognized the agency's role in the process of

transferred technology.:,

This legitimate role.involves a more'effective exercise of
what has become FDA's main function in'our society: As a
technology transfer regulation.

fl

During most of FDA's- Xistence it acted primarily as a kind
of detective, ferreting out transgressions, prosecuting the
transgretsors, and elimi'nating..the.fruits 'bf their iniquity
from the marketplace.

While we still stamp out quite's. lot of\sin, we increasingly
have also.'become a major control point in regulating the
Amovement of new health.ideas and technology to the consumer.

Commissioner Kennedy alse,responded in this speech to the issue of

an American "drug lag" by.Citing a number of drugs and harmful agents

that did not reach the American public (like Thalidomide). He did

admit, however, that ,
A

'44

...by and ltirge it does take longer here than in other advanc-
ed nations-to approve a new drug, although we've taken a num-
ber of steps to speed this particular element of technology
transfer., Thesein4lude prior agreemenfabout study design,
sequential review, and approval of deta,'and other steps aimed
at eliminating unproductiyi and inflexible procedures. We also
are supporting legislation to remove all scientific data re-

n
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lated to the safety and effectiveness of drugs from conceal-
ment as trade secrets.

Even with these changes, accomplished and potential, the pro-
cess of demonstrating safety and effectiveness prior to market -.

ing may still move at a more deliberate pace than in certain
other nations. This bothers me--just as it bothers somel3hysi-
cians, and all drug sponsors. . .

The answer is to look for ways to gain speed without loss of
quality. Arid there are only two points at which to get it --
before marketing; or afterward.

Except in rare cases where an 'imminent hazard' is deemed to
exist, it is easier for FDA to do almost an§thing than,to get
a questionable drug off the market after it has been approved.

Because this is so, our only'responsible course is to take
extra care in the approval process. To the degree that such
care entails a time penalty, that penalty could be eliminated
byappropriate adjustments at the back end--at the point of
removal.

FDA has already taken the initiative in Inggesting a mechanism.,
to accomplish this--an additional'phase 2n the.approval process,
during which a new drug would be limited in distribution, con-
trolled in application, and susceptible to rapid pullback if
anything disturbing is learned.

But we also ought to do much better about recognizing problems
during the period of full clinical use. Some critics, point-
ing to the systems operating in Finland, Sweden, Great Britain
and other nations, have cast us as a kind of underdeveloped
nation in regard to drug experience_ reporting, particularly
adverse reaction experience. Although this conclusion is some-
what exaggerated, there is no doubt that the process in other
nations is formalized, routine, and effective. The fact that
these nations have such systems provides a key element.in their
system of rapid premarket approval.

2 I

!I
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XIII. PRODUCTION

A

Production activities in the health industry can be subdivided into

the manufacturing of supplies and equipment and the rendering of

direcekserilice to the consumer. In both cases, quality control is
,,,

the primary issue of concern. Governmental regulation has tradition-.

ally centered on the manufacturing-tubdivision through agencies such

as the Food and Drug Administration. However, his situation may

nag, be than ing. In recent years wei have seen the establishment of

ProfeessiOnal Standards Review Organization to examine hospital prac-
.

ticek, Also, organizations such as the American Hospital Associa-
,,,

tion.have tre itionally establishediindustry-wide.standards for the

equiptnt zed by their member institutions.

It s "'o be remembered that the health industry is one of the

most bor i tensive in the country. Even in the high technology

hospital se*ing; the majority of incurred costs are for manpower.
411,

Therefore,Me ,ifstem should, in theory,,be relatively flexible in
11-

terms of Adopting innovation (e.g. it is as easy, physically, to *.

admihffter 4 new'drug as an old,: lowever, this discounts the psycho-
'

logical readgess of system members to adopt innovation. A seridhs .

concern forlO;Nealth R&D system f!slie:fact that provider

in 1 ht of increased governmental regulation and consumer

activism, may well be becoming more conpervai,ive in their response

td) tion.

Drug manufacturing plants are operated along much the same lines as

most production shops that combine both mass- production and small

batch lots. Requirements for quality control and hygiene are, of

course, very stringent. Laboratory and various types of hospital

equipment are manufactured in characteristic electrical, electronic

and machine plants. At this pant it becomes difficult to draw sharp
4

for example, the electrical and health equipment indus-lines between

tries.

17
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The pharmaceuticals industry is one of the major segments of the

industrial sector. It is( international in scope, with major multi-

national corporations bas d primarily in the U.S. and Europe.

Companies tendto emphasize, in varying degrees, "ethics!" as

opposed to the over-the-counter consumer drugs that can be purchased

by the general public. Recently, there have been considerable

pressures and constraints on drug manufacturers resulting from

the activities of FDA. . .

..\

Hospitals, clinics etc. have also been thought of as a part of

the health care delivery (or production) sub-system. Over the years

these have grown enormously in complexity and in the sophistication

and capital investment of the equipment and facilities utilized.

This. has been one major, factor in'pushing up costs: Anoth r has

been the increased costs of the labor and professional factors.

Altogether, the rising and by now very high coat of hospi/tal care

has been a major social, econo ind political issue. /

/.
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XIV. MARKETING/DISTRIBUTION/DaSpHMINATION/DIFFUSION

The health industry has experienced an unprecedented growth rate

since World War 4, and, at least for now, this remains high. What

would occur should any of the national health insurance proposals be-

fore Congress be passed, remains to be seen. Dramatic drops would
, 4

seem un ely., Therefore most categories of health R&D are facing,

a large pro expanding market where new products are more likely

to be di fused and absorbed than they would in a small or contract-

ing market.

However, two previously mentioned trends pose serious challenges to

I
'the system. An increase in risk avoidanc behavior on the part of

health service providers cogld mean lo N r testing periods and the

need for intensified sales efforts, while the growing interest in

environmental and preventive medicine may require firms to'diversify

their activities into unfamiliar areas.

. ..

The pharmaceutical industry is the mainstay of the applied research,

for-profit category of gctivity. As such, examining its marketing

characteristics/problems should provide some insight into overall

system functioning. The drug market is extremely competitive and

somewhat volatile. Leaders in the field have made innovation a way

of life. They spend large amounts on market research and advertising

principally for over the counter items. Also, an.impressive sales
0

effort is evident in the realm of prescription drugs. All pharma-

ceutical firms emplo large sales forces of "detail men." The job

of the detail man is to visit the individual practitioner, provide

samples of new prOducts, explain their use and advantages over exist-

ing products, and convince the physician to undertake a trial usage

of the product. The major problem facing the detail man, e efore,

is to convince the physician that he/she shOills1 ake the ime to

t
4
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become sufficiently acquainted with the new product.

Another factor which influences the marketing strategy in pharmaceu-

ticals is that the practitioner is almost exclusively dependent upon

the producer for information concerning a new drug. The large

amounts invested in research have paid off haftdsomity^pr the drug

companies, and the rapidly accumulating biody of knowledge about drugs

and their effects his led to an increased tempo of new discoveries

(Coe 1970). Each new product which comes, to market is complex and

relatively individualistic, requiring considerable sophistication

and expertise for effective use. In addition to Ois, the overall

use rate of drugs, both in number and volume, has increased sharply;

in part this has been due to an increased emphasis on the treatment

of chronic diseases which usually require extensive chemotherapy to

stem the advance of the disease.. These factors make it extremely

difficult, if not impossible, for the physician to stay truly

current in the field.

As a result, physic/sans have become more and more dependent upon the

detaltmen and the suppliers' abstracts, etc., as a source of infor-

mation about advances in the field. One study indicates that the

detail man is by far the most important information source about

new drugs utilized by the physician. However; the decision to adopt

or not is strongly influenced by the physician's close colleagues.

(Coleman et al. 1966). The situation is further-complicated by

the practice of using proprietary "bradd" names for drugs rather

than their longer generic or scientific names. With the tthysician's

performance coming under closer critical scrutin by both the govern-

ment and the patient, the practitioner is becomin more wary of

new products and the information he/phe receives about them. This

may dictate a considerable change in the marketing strategy of the field.

Marketing gs to physicians represents one discrete segment of
A

the overalOhea11 market. Of equal concern should be the strategies
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and characteristics of the health market with respect to the diffu-

sion of innovative facilities and equipment. The adoptors of such

innovations are usually hospitals. With respect to the adoption,

behavior of hospitals,aussell and Burke (1975) were able to document
the rate of adoption of several different innovative facilities and

equipment by hospitals of various sizes and types of control (public

vs. private). Their conclusions indicated that size was a far more
determining characteristic in adoption in that large hospitals were

'almost exclusively the innovators and early adoptors: From the
larger hospitals, the innovations diffused to the smaller hospitals
over varying periods2of time.

While interesting if not surprising, such conclusions do not yet
describe the marketing characteristics of the health services field.

Of more importance would be information describing the adoption-
decision processes used by such institutions. The same authors

(Russell andBurke), however, concluded that little is known about
the adoption motives, or processes, of hospitals. Such information
would be'critical to our understanding of the Health R/D&I system if
we accept the feasible premise that the system has somewhat distinct

market characteristicsl!as might be indicated by our eviler comments
regarding the general lack of sensitivity of the health sector to
economic fluctuations.

If the health innovation adopters are not sensitive to traditional

market incentives, then it should be determined exactly what incent-
ives do sensitize them. Again, Russell and Burke suggest some possi-
bly important factors, including: local. environmental characteristics,

accreditation criteria, organizational ability to procure available
funds, federal funding "guidelines", and others.. Without suggesting
too much comparison, it can be noted that some of these characteristics/
were observed to be important adoption-behavior determinants' in the

Radnot (1975) study of the Law Enforcement R/D&I system.

22
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For our discussion hero, it can only be concluded that the market

characteristics for the diffdsion of innovative equipment and

facilities for hospitals are not understood sufficiently well,

e6er than to postdate that the traditional market Model is inappro-

priate.

t
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Thee characteristicdvof the acquisition prObessare 'most relevent to

the technological devAopent category of health R&D activity.- Most

sales for these products are concentrated in the hospital sector; 10

and, as such, those fadtors,impacting t'he'willi:ngilLess or ability of

these institutions to acquire new equipment are of central impor-.

tance:

There are four factors which contribute to the acquisition decision:

need, present services structure, status, and availability of funds.

Need assessment is based on the characteristics of the population
.

'served by the, hospital.. Thus many urban centers with their large
. 10

populations and higher birth rates than the Country as a Whole make

treat demands on pediatric facilities such as nurseries for pre-

infants. Although a hospital may have all the facilities it

really needs, these facilities may be outdated. Therefore, the
decision to acquire'-replacement units will be based on the state of
its present services structure. Peer pressure or status play the

major role in the acquisition of new, "cutting edge" technologies.

Nost of these products are relatively law capacity and capital inten-

sive; therefore, purchase is hard to justify in terms of consumer
need. Second, financial donors are moretwilling to contribute to an
institution that is a "leader" in the field.

The availability of fundi has, in the past, had a greater impact on
the timing of acquisition than on the decision to acquire. Feder41
monies were widely available to upgrade present facilities, add new

d -

ones, and increashe eepacity of the hospital. However, this situ-
ation changed significantly when in 1966 Public Law 87-749*, Compre-
hensive Hea h Planning (CHP) Act, was passed. This, legislation

created a, ,Ties of state-wide health planning groups ("A Agencies")

*This ha more recently been modified in a2Inetal law PL93-601.
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--and subsidiary groups ("B Agencies"). ese groups had the power to

control the flow of federal funds into the geographic area fof which

,they are respiisible. Composed of both consumer and provider repre-'

sentatives, the CHP agencies weie charged with the task of matching

consumer needs with available resources, and recommending what addi-

tional resources might be necessary} Therefore, although funding-for

these types of projects iiicreased, the availability of the funds came

under tighter control..

With respect to the -ac uisition of innovative hospital facilities,

(e.g., diagnostic radi logy, and intensive care units), Russell and

Burke (1975) cOnfirmed hat large hospitals generally are the innova-

tors and early adoptors with the innovations diffusing to,sm4ller

'hospitals, as needs and funds become available.

Perhaps of more significance to ou consideration of the acquisition

process is the conclusi that lit le is known about the adoption-

decision process of hosp tals. Mb e information is needed to answer

questions ,suchcas who is

much technical vs. admin

,what is the impact of 'bu

the interest in nie inno

the characteristics of i

involved n the acquisition decisions, how

strative input is represented in the decision,

geting and purchasing procedures, where does

tion originate in the hospital, what are

ovative hospitals, etc. Schermerhorn -(1975)

has raised the issue of cooperati9n between hospitals as a factor in-

'fiuenCing the likelihood f tilgir acquiring specific facilites, by

'making it feasible for`' sm ller institutions to acquire such frequently

'expensive but infrequent) utilized equipment.

J
'7"

22q
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XVI. IMPLEMENTATION/UTILIZATION

Since one of the prime'driving forces for adoption of an-innovation

is status, ge very existence of a new product or technique creates

a 'demand for it. As such, the level'of direct, formal. Coo&ination

between '`the, health R/D&I: system and the health services-system

tends to be low. To be surei. the guidelinesand standards set by

government regulatory agencies and thehealthfield'snational repre-

sentative organizations' (MRA, AMA, etc.).provide:some formalized

feedbadk. But for the.mostpart, this feedback acts. as a quality

control measure- rather than as input into.the.planning piocess.

Therefore, that integration which'does take place between-the R&D

system and-the user depends more on informal information channels

'than on'formal ties.

.

Thete are a number Ofindividuar,:professional and structural issues

that' impact implementation. The profesSional%status of'thephysician

is of central importanTWebides generating a profession-based forth of

chauvaniskthat limits inputs from ion- medical souice4",,-theissue of

status creates relatfd systems level implementation di-faculties.

The medical ytaff at hospitals maintain a high degree of autonomy

among specialities and from the administrative arm which constrains

coherent overall systems Revel innovation programming tied to resource.

availability and planning. Relatedly, physicians maraCt to acquire

expensive and sophisticated equipment not critical for diagnosis or

treatment,. therapy artificially increasing the tate of utilization

(Rubenstein and oeisler 1975). Malenbaum (1971) has commented that
. .

there may not be a close relationbetween the acquisition of new

sophistiCated equipment and the quality of health care. The individ-

ual productiVIty of thephysiciaas weil-as the physical risk aver-

sion, given the often critical nature of the application for life,

may further act to constrain potential implementation. This may be

especially the case where significant retraining maybe required to

properly utilize new technologies.
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Two distinct conte(ts for implementation/utilization can be delineated

within the services system: the large, urban hospital (with or with-

out a medical school) and the stall, rural hospital.. (The adjective

"small" is defined as 100 beds or'less.) It should be remembered

that the majority of hospitals in this country fall into the latter

category (AHA 1974). The characteristics of themt institutions,

therefore, have an important impact on the absolute level of accept-

ance exhibited by the service system towards innovation.

4i-Virtually without exception, innovations Are adopted more readily and

.sooner by the urban hospital than by its rural Counterpart. There-'

- are three fattors which account, or this diffeferice: the availability_

of information about the innovation, the market/resource structure

facing the institution,.. and. the psychological preparedness Of.decision

makers.to support innovation.

r. 4

Availability. of information is itectly related'to the/communication

patterns evidenced by the field; and,,because.formal integration is

relatively low, those organizations that have .the highest degreeof

inforal interaction with, the RMUsystem are the ones with the most

information. The medical School/teaching hospital is the ultimate

example of this with'.both R&D activities and implementation/Utilitation,

occuring in'the sameorganization. Other large, urban-hospitals may

also house research -- and even if not, they are certainly familiar-

with hospitals that do. Further, city-wide hospital associations

.oftenproyide a clearing house fora variety of information dealing

,with both administration and,operations.

By comparison, rural hospitals, in-relative isolation, are out of the
A

mainstream of research and rarely come into direct contact with organi-

zations in the stream. They must depend on state-wide hospital and

the A.H.A. to provide them with information which may or may not be
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suited to their particular needs/interests. Furthermore,organiza-
.tions within the health R/D&I system have not invested much marketing

effort on these organizations, ,probably because they perceive little
or no potential in the rural hospital market. As a result, the

rural hospital is usually the last to know about an innovation; and
.

even then it will receive only fragmentary information.

"Further,. the psycholOgical preparedness of decision makers to support
innovation is an extremely important factor. The administrators of
urban hospitals tend to be highly educated, mobile, and cosmopolitan
in outlook. Oftenf,'they have received degrees from special graduate

programs in hospital administration in first rank schools. The

a4ministrator ofithe rural hospital, by comparison, hits a much more
varied and,less academic background. A recent survey or rural hospi-.

tals in Southerri Illinois (Pipal 1975) found examples of-administra-
-,.

tors who were also registered nurses, X-raytechnicians, and labora-

tory technicians (and in one case, all three!). Less familiar with

advanced technologies and the role of R&D in the overall health system,
they tend to be more skeptical of those innovations that do come to
their attention.

In addition to this, rural hospital administrators tend to remain with

the same organization for longer pe iods of time than do administrators

of urban.hospitals. This can lead o significant emotional investment in
. _

the organization as it exists. This, in time, usually leads to in-

creased resistance to innovation.(Gardener 1968).
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The support prerequisite for bio-medical research varies with the area

under investigation and the catagory of R&D activity engaged in basic

research, applied research, technological development. In almost all

instances, basic support services ail-materials are available and

not terribly costly, For example, in bacteriology, the basic re-

quirements for,research are lab space, an incubator (for cultures),

cold storage areas to maintain per'ishable supplies, an autoclave

for sterilizing instruments and containers, and basic chemical stocks.

Also such standard equipment as microscopesadd balances are required.

In those few areas where high technology has become extremely import-

ant (e.g. cellular studies using the electron microscope), it is

'hot uncommon for the research organization to employ its own main--

tenencre staff. In general, external qupport syqems,play a very

small direct role in most health research.

Of considerably greater importance are the interdependent and support-

ing roles that components, of the health R/D&I system play for each

other. Basic research supplies the specific information /becessary

for applied research; the technological development catagory produces

the specialized instrumentation necessary for basic research; etc.

Even within a given catagory, different research centers will often

perform support functions for one another. For example, in virology

a given cell line will be maintained at three or four different

laboratories. Therefore, shobld some accident occur which destroys

the cultures of one lab, the others can provide replacements with

no loss of continuity.

In addition such organizations as the American Medical Association

and the American-Hospital Association play important political and

economic rolesi,in supporting the health care.system. The American



el

C'

Research Association is directly involved' aS a participant in the

R/D&I system. Blue Cross, Blue4"Shield and-various insurance cam-
,

panies play an important financial role in theR/D&I system that

makes feasible the utilization of ,expensive inqoyations by spreading

the costs over a large base.
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XVIII. EVALUATION RESEARCH

The President and the Congress have taken a more active interest in

the evaluation of the state of biomedical research in the past-sev-

eral years. The President's Biomedical Research Panel (1976) was

charged with the mandate to review and assess the conduct, support,

policies and management of biomedical and behavioral research as

conducted and supported through the programs of the NIH and Alcohol

Drug Abuse and Mental Health Adminstrat.on. In addition, the Congress

mandated National Commissions on Diabetes and Arthritis to study these

diseases. These commissions have been helpful in focusing public'

attention on the diseases and useful in coordinating the attention

of the research community on the problems. They have also created

serious budgetary imbalances within and among the institutes as

there have been no additibnal funds appropriated for research in

diseases other than the favored diabetes and (to a lesser extent)

arthritis'.

--Different facets of the evaluation process have been discusSed

throughout the body of this examination of the health R/D&I system.

The most notable feature of the process is that the criteria for

evaluation have tended to center almost exclusively on effectiveness,

with little attention paid to the cost/efficiency of treatment. This

was explained as being due to (1) the philosophical basis of Westeya

Medicine which places a premium on individual life, and (2) the

fact that third party payors have, until recently, shown little in-

erest in cost control.

;A-mother aspect of the evaluation process which should be considered

is its "phased" nature. At each step in the research, development,

adoption, utilization sequence, different and independent evaluations

of an innovation take place. Control /evaluations of the research

phase lies primarily in the hands of the (researchers themselves.
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Standards for appropriateness of research t pic a d. methodology are

set by the field.

-

,

During the development stage, the Federal regulatory agencies and
/

the national health representative g4ups evaluate products in

terms of minimally acceptable stands-19as of periformance. In general
1

however, these standards pose few opationa11 problems for the system.

Most products which survive the fieldls;own rigorous testing require
/

little or no modification to meet goverpment specifications.

/

A more critical test for the innovat ntocCurs during the early adop-
/

tion phase. At this time, health care providers perform their own,
1 . .

informal "test piloting" of value over existing products, ease of

use, and re-training/re-education necessary for large scale imple-

mentation. Because many of these evaluakiOns must based on sub-

jective information, the R/D&I systemOlabilittle control of the
/. ....7.-

process.
4), ,"

During full scale utilization, th:f4..tmovation is not evaluated so

much as is the practitioners' use (:)f the product. Professional stan-

dards review organizations (PSROsi and utilization review boards (URBS)

are more interested inithe properrlseaf all available facilities, whether

recent innovations or not. However, If the R&D system, has not provided
. y

adequate information to users concerning a new'prOdUct,'such organi-

zations as PSROs and UkBs are likely to pick it up. This will re
,

flect negatively on the particular O4anization introducing the

innovation, dnd could Cause that organization to lose credibility in.

the eyes of the intermediate consumer.
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XIX. RESEARCH ON R/D&I

To date, there has been little or.no empirical research done on the

health R/D&I sygem of this country. While many organizations

cOilect statistical information on various components of the field,

reran totals are difficult to obtain. In addition to this, anal-

ysis of these partial statistics is often implicit and subjective

with little consideration given to the comparability of methodologies.

In short, our knowledge of the health R/D&I system is based more on

opinion that it is, on fact.

2,32
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CHAPTER SIX

e

THE R/D&I'CONTEXT IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECTOR

The major contributions to this chapter were provided by Robert H.
Howard and Raymond J. Buckley.
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INTRODUCTION

This report will utilize. the CISST contextual analysis framework to

describe the R/D&I systeM.of the criminal justice sector. The National

Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal JuStice (NILEGJ) is the key

agency in the R/D&I system in this selpor and will receive much

attention in the following analysis, as will its parent agency, the
e ,

Law EnfoecementAssistance Administration.. ,While NIEZCA-and
70--

LEAA will'be discussed most often in their current organizational

forms,:it should be'recognized that. he Attorney General has just*

recommended to the. President a major reorganization of the agency.

The reorganization, if accepted, would combine reseanh in a criminal.

justice function (such as correcftons) with action programming for that

function. This,reotganization would have the effect of fadilitating

the flow of the R/D&I within sector functions (police, courts, or

corrections), but the efact'ot a more systeth-wide approach to criminal

justice is somewhat problethatic. Other proposed changes would include.

financial incentives for sector institutions which adop arch-proven

programs which should encourage the, utilization of innovations. The

following analysis wiil'start With a description of the criminal

justice sector . Then, the nineteen points of the contextual analysis

framework, ill be utilized to analyze the R/D&I system of this sector.

. e /

2 r3 3



THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECTOR

- 428 -

The sector of interest in this paper involves criminal justice -- a

field of interrelated activities/institutions (identifiable as such

for practical purposes) which is responsible for maintaining

law and order in society. The boundaries will be drawn at one end

by excluding the makers" the laws which' are being enforced

(legislators) and at the other end, the clients served by the system

(criminals, victims and the general public) The functions of the

criminal justice system include:

Prevention functions (e.g.: patrolling, raising community

awareness)

Adjudication .functions (e.g.: prosecution, defense, inter-

preting.the law, judging guilt or innocence)

Disposition functions (e.g.: =jails and prisons, community

residential.programs, probation)

Rehabilitation functions (e.g.: counselling, assistance in

job finding, vocational and educational programs)

Reentry functions (e.g.: parole)

-
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I. ENVIRONMENT

4,,

The criminal justice system (like any system) exists within, affects,

and is affected by its environment The following analysis will

diMe the interaction of the criminal justice R/D&I system with ,

i't

ifit. %ftvironment including: political factors, ethical consider-

ations, economic factors, social cultural-norms,- related disciplines

and institutions affected by criminal justice R/D&I.

'1. Political Factors

pinal justice agencies exist Av and are affected levels of

gairnment. FQr example, in enforcement there are: federal agencies\

such as FBI, DEA, and the Treasury; state agencies such as-a highway

patrol or a state. bureau of investigation; county agencies such as

sheriff's police; city agencies such as local police departments*

(city police). The heads of the agencies in the criminal justice-

stem are either appointed by elected officials or must-stand for

ection themselves. This situation subjects these agencies to

political pressUre. The public's fear of crime accentuates this

pressure.

Two effects of the political environment are (1) resistance to in-

novations which cross jurisdictional lines, and (2) pressure on

the R/D&I system to be accountable for the reduction of Crime.

Regarding resistance to innovations which cross jurisdictional lines,

an example may be a diversion' program (treatment rather than trial)

WhiCh requires the cooperation of theopolice and the State's Attorney.

It may never get off the ground in a given instance whenfor example,

the participants are from different political parties and want to

here are also nOf-governmental agencies such as private security
firig; security departments of large firms or of a university; etc.
However,'we shall in this analysis focus onicriminal justice as a
function of government. `t.
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2. Ethical Considerations

Since the criminal justice gystem operates on human beings' in a conteAt
where the issues of laws and rights are predominent, ethical con-

siderations are a significant part of the environment. Examples of

such issues are the current national preoccupation with the rights

of the individual, protection of privacy, freedom of information,

informed consent of human subjects in research projects, disclosure

and,publication of research results, etc. Additionally, the social

andlignomic costs of crime, the fear of crtme*(particularly in

urban,,fireas) and the concern about the degree of justice in the

criminal justice system -- all impact the R/D&I environment in criminal

justice. The uncertainty (about how to handle criminal justice problems

and the sgial unrest'of the 1960s) has been a primary reason for the

substantial increase in criminal justice R/D&I during the 1970s:

The above often result in pressure on the. R/D&I system to produce

immediate results in reducing crime -- pressures that are unrealistic

in the light Of the lead time involved in this activity, if it is to

be well done. This pressure has resulted in LEAA funding, programs

which have not been adequately tested, and often neglecting the col-

lection of process information which could be usefUl in an evaluation

designed to4determine how to improve the programi. The public's

fear of crime has an even more direct effect on the R/D&I system by

limiting the type of innovation which maybe attempted. Heated pro-*
tests against community corrections programs from nearby neighbors

and store owners result in the kind of pOlitical-pvessure which
. ,

41P

can
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close doWn these innovative programs. Fear of negative public

reaction to even a low percentage of failures often results in the

assignment of only low rialeioffenders to such programs as work

release, thus virtually invalidating any evaluation; Bail programs

Come under pressure when persons, waiting trial commit further crimes.

These problems are exacerbated when what are sometimes extreme

judgment errors are maddk e.g.: recommending release of certain

major fenders on their own recognizance. In addition, the ever

presen tension between individual freedom and the need for social

control leads to conflicting pressures affecting innovation'in the

sector (e.g.: access to arrest data).

SOurces of pressures affecting the criminal justice_R/D&r system in-

clude congress, universities, pressure groups and'law enforcement

professional associations. Some members of Congress seem to lie against

criminal justice research of any type. On the other hand, universities

and discipline associations such as the American Psychological Assoc-

iation press for increased commitment to research and Improved pripect
%

selection and design.

The consequences of the above pressures have included the. creation of

the NILECJ (Nationpl Instituteof Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice)

in the enabling legislation for LEAA:(Lsw Enfocement Assistance Ad4

ministration)'. This has resulted in the funding of some research and

the use of funds for assistance to action programs.

3. Economic Factors ,

Funding agencies such as .NILECJ greatly influence the types of projects

and the individual investigators that are supported. Conscious policies

Can create major shifts in the overall nature of-B./1)&1. Political
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priorities of elected officials in turn influence the policies of

funding agencies. The shift from the funding of routine hardware

to that of Innovative programs in criminal justice (iticluding the
4v

development of innovative hardware) is a prime example of this proc ss.

.:\There is currently a more supportive economic environment for crimi al

justice R/D&I. Federal support has increased from .17% 0.n 1969 to .5%

in 1974. Suppoit from the private sector has also increased (private

industry and more notably such'foundations as Ford, Guggenheim, and

Russell Sage).

4

As economic support has increased, the technological environment has

also advanced, making the shortcomings of the R/D&I sector less

acceptable and increasing expectations regarding their ability to

produce usable innovations (TFCJR&D* 1976.

?

''Social /Cultural Norms 4

Othet-sotiaI/cuitural norms and values of sjciety also have an impact

on what research is accepted in the criminal justice sector. The use

of certain drugs (tranquilizers) and certain treatments (behavior

modification) have been criticized. Some apprehension.and detection

techniques (such as wire-tapping) tend not to be acceptable in our

culture. Certain subcultures have differing views as to what is

considered criminal and what are appropriate techniques to use,in

enforcing the law. These norms and values provide c nstraints as,to

what research can .be undertaken. They also impact t e diffusion

process, since some new techniques are more acceptab e in one subculture

than in another. .0444,

ocillry's general posture towards criminal justice R /D &\I activities

(as opposed to law enforcement per se) is probably neutral. Exceptions

which might raise 'opposition are innovations in some techniques which
-

a

*TFCJR&D: Task Force in Criminal Justice Research and Development 1976.
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may reduce individual liberty (such as wire-tapping) or increase their

chances of becoming a victim (such as a ,community corrections program

in the neiglikorhood).

5. Related Disciplines

The knowledge base that is potentially applicable to the criminal justice

sector is vast and fairly well developed. Much of the research based

knowledge in other sectors is underutilized by criminal justice agencies.

Information processing syste1s technology just recently'being ex-

ploited by 1 cal law enforcement agencies. Organizational research im-

plication's (e g.: matrix management) are generally not applied by

criminal justice org izations. Systems analysis and operations re-

!'search have been fin ng applications in law enforcement such as in

allocation of patrol resources, patrol car scheduling, etc. The basic

disciplines from which the criminal justice R/D&I system may draw its

knowledge include: chemistry, biology; sonics, psychology,'sociology,

ballistics, communication, information sciences and organization be-
4

havior. There are many mechanisms for the transfer of knowledge, from

journals (although these tend not to be very sophisticated"in content)

to training or calling in outside experts. Barriers to transfer of
5

technology to users include: ,lack of sophistication on the' a t of

the user, la k of funds- to implement the innovatioic, 1
..

we)4
L

of .the in atio and lack o t for c4Onge. These- i
. ..

knowledge uti I tion serve-to discourage the effort put into the

..knowledge production stage (especially by business organizations)

since there is a limited market for innovations.
. .

. )
'ff. Institutions Affe ed byCriminal,jbstice R/D&I

.

Part of the environment for R/D&I consistsof the potential users.of

innovations.' In the criminal justice sector, the potential users go
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beyond criminal justice institutions to also include schools, social

welfare agencies, health agencies, mental health agencies, and the

R/D&I systems 'of other sectors. One aspect of the criminal justice

R/D&I system which has a trong and direct interaction with users

from the environment is prevention. Most of the innovations in

prevention have direct application in actions to be taken by members

of die environment such as schools, property owners, etc. Thus.

innovations in thiS area must consider what proposed actions byoi

the members of the environment will be acceptable to those parties.

lto
As the above indicates, the interaction between the criminal justice

R/D&I system and its environment is an important consideraton in

the planning of criminal justice system innovations.

1
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LI. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
7

I

The criminal justice R/D&I system has been functioning since crime

began. Most of the early innovations were in the area of ajudication

(trial by fire) and punishment .(an eye for an eye, stocks, prisons).

The major sector of influence was religion. The next innovations

came from within the criminal justice sector (often heavily in-.

fluenced by other sectors such as mental health) as practitioners

sought to improve their operations (e.g.:work release ).

Prior to the mid-1960s basic research specifically for the criminal

justice sector was virtually non-existent. Applied research also was

very rare. Most innovations consis ed of applications of the results

A the R/D&I systems in other sectors and disciplines. Dissemination

of,innovations was limited by inadequate mechanisms and a lack of

resources. What innovation did occur were mainly in the area of

enforcement and were devel ped by federal agencies, principally the

Federal Bureau of Investigation.

1. NILECS

The major event marking the begiining of the serious development of the

criminal justice R/D&I system was the creation in 1968 of NILECJ

(National, Institute of Law Enforcement arfd Criminal Justice) and its

parent agency LEAA (Law Enforcement Assistance Administration) (Rettig 1976).

NILECJ was created with a research. mission and a dissemination

role. LEAA discretionary funds provided some encouragement.to local

criminal justice agencies to be able to acquire 'the innovations of the

R/D&I system.

Being housed within (and subject to the leadership of) LEAA, NILECJ

has beer buffeted overthe past decade by LEAA's unsure (the troika

form cf management) and changing leadership (about one administrator

gGi
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or acting administrator per year since inception)._ NILECJ itself

has had several directors in the brief period it has been in

existence. Henry Ruth was the. fitst confirmed director of NILECJ,

in 1969. He sfit up the Institute in five centers: prevention and

rehabilitation, law enforcement, criminal law, the fellowship

program and a dissemination and technical assistance group. Director

Ruth apparently spent most of his time trying to justify the role of

research to Congress and LEAA leadership. This phase can be chatac-

terized as trying to obtain a foothold for research In the LEAA. The

next phase began with the directorship of Martin Danziger in 1971. This

administration accepted the demand that their performance Was to be

measured by the reduction of crime. The implication of this decision

was that research funds were diverted into direct support of an action

program: Impact Ciao"! The focus shifted to crime-specific planning.

This resulted in a reorganization of the Institute into an action

oriented structure. NILECJ funded large scale grants. This strategy,

facilitated itcreased political-pressure on the awarding of hese large

sums and thus resulted in violation of evaluation design standards

which in turn reduced the extent to which such programs could add to..

the knowledge base (NAS 1977).

Gerald Caplan was the next director of NILECJ in 1973 and he de-

emphasized crime reduction as the goal. He committed the Institute

rather to a long range objective of contributing to overall reduction

in crime. Caplan engaged in system building activities by encourr

aging the participation of a research community interested in more

basic research questions. He moved tords many smaller grants and

tried-to forge links with the academic/research community. -These

actions seemed directed towards a new strategy, one of understanding

the social and behavioral phenomena that underlie crime. .Ipe de-

centralization and eclecticism of this new approach as it was im-

plemented seemed to lack cohesion and a research agenda. The goals



of the sub-units (programs, evaluation and technology transfer)

seemed to be prevailing over any total Institute purpose 4NAS 1977).

2. Recent Initiative

The recent initiative under the Carter Administation (1977) includes

proposals by Attorney General Bell which should strengthen the gips'
.

system while perhaps potentially wea ng one aspect: basic research.

The Attorney General's proposal includes the integration of Research &

Development activities with discretionary action programming. This

integration would be around -an ideal formalized process which virtually

institutionalizes the R/D&I system concept (policy analysis, problem

definition,. selection of response strategies, testing, demonstration,

program design, and marketing with evaluation built into many steps).
..-.

In additionaddition the proposal-includes the provision of financial incentives

to local criminal justice agencies who adopt innovations which have

been produced by the R/D&I system. From another perspective, this

marriage of research and action could be viewed as a reduction iri

emphasis on basic research. One of the prior criticisms of EAA was

that the administration exerted too much influence over the Institute.

Under the new arrangement, research would be linked even more closely

to action programing.' Some specific provision 'for the pursuit of

basic research Which may have no immediate action payoff) may be

needed. This is the type of activity whic

1/1

quires governmental

support, due to the high risk and limited 1 ly payoff.

The direction of-criminal justice R/AI has been largely determined by

social reeds. Perhaps for this reason that there has been little.

agrteMent on the primary role of R/D&I in criminal justice whether

R/D&I should focus primarily an problem solving or on the development

of knowledge. Essentially this again raises the question of control

should R/DLI be controlled by research--s or the operating agencies

(TFC.TRD. 1976).
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D.urin; alit these years, expansion of knowledge with respect to crpodipal

justice has continued in other places. The FBI hashad a long and

growing investment in methods of investigation, etc., as have other

law enforcement' branches of federal government (Treasury, Secret. 4

Service, the military, etc.). Much of what has come into civilian law

enforcement has been derivative (especially in the Nuipment area;,

e.g.: night vision devices) from the military. Also, the R&D activities

of the electronics and communications and other industries have, in the
AO.

course of their own recent development patterns, contributed to the

development of ,criminal justice R/D&I.

In s , while beset with problems and buffetted by change, the

criminal justice R/D&I system seems to have gone through its birth

pangs and would now,seem to be in some type of sorting out or transi-

tional phase. Howevei, in spite of these efforts and despite the

current apparent centralization going on, it appears that it will be a

long and difficult task to develop a cohesive criminal justice R/D&I

system. Perhaps its high visibility and the public control through ,

elected representatives will keep.attentibn focused on immediate

rather than longer term ventures. For the same reasons, the emphasis

of criminal justice R/D&I may continue to shift (e.g.: in only

years the field of corrections has stung from'punitive to rehabilitative

and back to punitive -- each switch representing public pressure

from some major constituency).

2149
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vp&I systems are usually. composed of a.variety of institutions 15foOely:
. .

.linked.into.a,network Various levels of government, industry academia

private research organizations and foundations are included in this

network.- The R/DIF system includes institutions whose ptiAiry function
jit

.is research and/ordevelopment and institutions which are mission

."'oriented (have an-operating or user primary orientation) bUtwhich

serve some R/Ina,role. ,

Examples of institutions whose

Criminal justice RID&I are the

.
primary functions are ills the realm of

. ,

Center:for Studigkof,Ctime.and De
t.°

linquenqy .(CSDC, part'of the.NatiOner:Inatitution of Mentafillealth of

.the Department of Health,."EduCation and Welfare) and:the National'

F. Institute -.of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (of the Law Enforce-,

/talent Assistance AOlnistrtion, in the Departmeneof Justice),. These
,-,.$

two'have been4OF'Sci-ibed as the ost in this role

(Rettig,' 1976). There are alsAuch private fOindations and institu-
'4! .°

tionss the Vera Institute, Rand and variouOuniversities. Examples.

of instAtutions whose priniaryifunctions are operations'includethe

law enforcement agencies. (municipal, county, multi-county, state and

federal), .the. courts (municiPal,'county or ciredit.j§tate'and federal)

and corrections.(municiPal,county, regional,state andlederal).4 The
lc.

:Ater agencies which have specific R/D&I components (such.as research;
,

developmentor evaluation are generally the larger state and federal
..- .

.

.agencies.and:the. larger cities (New York, Chi go, etc.-),. Fot. example,
4 '0)

state and, federal police agencies are heavily nvolved coor nating

data Collection, used by many other elements of the criminal

R/D&I system. 1State'corrections departments often have research units,

U'ped t0 dOal...with operational problem's. The greet majority of criminal
.j.u.S.,tice*D&I system workis.perforMed by institutions wifth such

function as .their primary.purpose.. IheWinstOtutias generally fall'
1

A ., .,. I, , .
.7,,.into four categories. ovetnpent encies, private foundations,

4.

private wearch 'organ zations. and professional'organizat
s-

Ito
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'Government agencies inClUdethe,previouSly mentiOfied NILEC.L,and COG,
and state planning agenCieS,OPAs),andiCal:atregiorial.planning

units i.(RFUs Private eundations are.)mos*Obtably:the Ford Founda-

ions .(and its arm pile101ice:.VOUndatiOn),;and the Russell SageFounda-
.

tion (Rettig 1976). Rilyate research416 anibatio
"writ 14 addition to

.
t

Unftersities, include 'the Vera Instit4te'.,,,anil Rand:.
. sional

organizations include the AmeriCanorreq4bnalA 49X16.0

and the International Association',ofGhiefs6UPoli py. The vast

majority of.R/D&I is done bythese:s0#441.ageaci ether than 'by"""
those reaponsible for tilization.

- .

- .

1. Instltuf ns by R /D &I Funetian
,;

- :

Need Identification may be 4C-ComPlih .member of the institutional. 4. 4.

r :base,: -LEAA, along.:with. the. SPAs,.:71titli;,:-eaft.4the. local` Criminal Justice-.
,_Coordinating COmmittees, t a:priMa ',0 4,onsibility for need identi-

.;.-1- L
.:11cation.'.4.,EAA4a6NationalCrl: 174datiteInforma'tion System (NCJIS).

Which provides for .,the `gatl}'er 'ng a arialysi's of-national- criminal!'
' .*:: .. -, ... .,''''.: ;' ;/.. : -: ,.., ' 4: l:..,:; :

justice- system stagItAtics-,Jrom:whiC lieWmay be.', derived.
,)- i, .,--1,,,t"',

.,.,
, 4:

,

''"Research' principallpaccompl ed by' the National IrMtitute of

Law. Enforcement anal Criminal J a stic (NILECJ), the research arm of LEAA.
.

.

,';The ',R &D program of NILECJ h explicitly applied in orientation

":IlraineOta-inception" (Rettig ) . NIL CJ funds research` agencies

to Carry outs criMinacriminal" aijticeresearch (e.g.: Rand or universities).
.

.
'. .-.. , 17

,Research-isae,complished by-Other federal 4ponciee:e.g.: DEA
. .

.

And Treasuryaodthrdugh-grants-from private.foundatioA ns .'(e.g.: Ford
. . ,

Foundation) 'ReSearch°,performed in other sectors may
,

hive-Major im-, t
plicatIons axe lat., enforCemeht;:,e.g.: communications, electronic data

4,

processing, ballistics and transportation (Wilson & McLaren' 1972) .

' , r-I
,

.L, ''

\

.: .
t

Development activities are generally. carried out by thesameinstitutUions
. .

asresearch,:although users often play a, larger'role-in this type of

research. CriMinal justice agencies. developactivity than they do-in

programs, ,Okte* based research conducted byother institutions.

2.(fu.
'
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Business.'firtis may take a.'research idea from another sector and develop

it into a Org)duct usable in the criminal justice sector.

.

'Production is handled by the.prqdUCing companies, such as Motorola for

communications equipment or like Xerox in more software oriented pro-

grams (e.g.: program learning materials). There is. a large variety

of businesqlorganizationsinvolved in the criminal justice R/D&I system.

of many different. sizes and degrees of 0011AticatiA;. To the extent

form of 0:that production has to do with packaging an7innoVation in the

aneW program or procedure, LEAA often has a major role._ 7,!

,

Marketing, Diffusion and Dissemination are generally handled by the

producing institutiolfr often with an assist by LEAA. Organiz tions

like ACA and IACP playan (important dissemination role.
, .-. . .

I.,..
.

,

. .. . . ,. .
.

.

.
.

Acquisition is perhaps the-major.probiey eerapcially.if cases whpre-the
.

_

0. ..

user institution (police, courtator cortectrons) 'bust -cOmmit funds to
.

LEAA is again helpful in providingtfunds

program°which.my he

continuation -fundilt
.1

ially in non-equipment type grOnts'(e.g.: programs)

implication thavlocal funding will pick pp the cost in

current, or future

through the lick

innovations, Alk

expendlture.

Aescreiionary

the problem of

used to initiate

loo arge.espet-

bontain the

a few years when

federal funds 'run out. Beyond the, above issue is the reluctance the

courts have in 4epting any money from an executive branch agency,

since thi*may upset the checks and balances Provided by separation of

poweis. Most of the criminal justice system isvery labor intensive

and the demands on the available funds are such that an incre'ase in

expenditure of local funds for new equipment arid new,programs is often

very problematic, Innovations may b/Tinded by expenditure

replacing old equipment. The difh,rences in technical
. .

of the criminal justice system's,purchasing decision-maker'

oducer's marketing staff mi fft cause_difficulties in the

phase.: ,

4.

467.

made when

istication

an' the

acquisition
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The user institutions would b3viefinition be involved in Imp2enentation.

StSupport may come from other institutions (e:g.: -police:4epartments

helping each other) in cases involving the introduction of new sophisti-
4"

catad equipment. Technical assistance may also be necessary in the

event of the ?Mplementation of a new program, such as the Release on

Own RecOgnizanCe programs.

Evaluation.should involve all the'institUtions were part. of thft\in7

novation. Ifi.practice,,the principal responsibility ma'y lolp on the part

of LEAA. which has funds for evaluation purposes and a congressional

Mandate to evaluate. The user would tend to do some evaluation of the

innovation{ but generally a very unsophisticated evaluation.

Clustering of R/D&I Functigps

The-structukof the criminal-justice R/D&I system is looped rather than

ling Many institutions are involved at several pointS in the process.

The clustering of most functions is around ',FAA, whfCb has funding,

research, development, production and evaluationrespohsibilitlks, not/

to mention technical assibleance to others. There seems to be the usual

type of clustering On the part of pkivate businesses in`volved in the

R/D&I process, principalWdevelopmenti,production and marketing. The

users have some relation to other R/D&I functions (e.g.: some

polief artments.have research and development units)..
* .

3. nstittztional Linkages

The institutional process-of R&D in criminal judtiCe has been described

asa "lOoSb'network"Aue to (Rettig -.1976) :

6

. thklack of .an R&D history,

sive network;
.6.

.,..,;,

eeh R&D;AlSersalite weak -r. therPare few. linkageshe
.' . ,- .

,,
.

d betweenttheisub-Ostems;- 410.

40
. .

creating barriers to a.comprehen-
,

144.

2(
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3. the establishment of bk-nds between R&D arid, users are

no the result of research; and

4. statutes limit, the roles of R&D ingtitutions in implements-
,

?particularly in the federal government.

An exception :tO this maybe e NIMH's Center for ?tidies of

Delinquenc h is a "total Center". Thik;4nstitutiori-

.

.,.

'. imple -. ntatiOtp:i- netheless, the ,linkages within the subsystems

7arar, i.leltealc.-61"- n neXiStent.,' The- associations, within functiOns

Ikr" r14erkingielants. provided some exception

h ' ve eta t. QMembOrS of professional associations ex-

Crime and

has among its

reOPOnSi4154est. he development of /a coherent R&D program, including

ange'ideastand

th1. --47.141-thi

I - --

. 1priv
, .

was

th,
7

'Egype.Re

ir,Oldatiolts regarding innovations. At most levels

Pt46tInSelde R/D&I sydtem there is more of a "compe-

*tcipperatiVe .retionship, (university research versus ,

) 'clue to ,dimpetition for limited funds. this problenft\

leatTlIllinois 'Regional Planning Unit which identified

'bet te coordination n a major priority (Greater
*

fas

b' and :aP 4De'Velqam. Commission 1977)

4'
(,

I.
: f.f'..1144

,4-0? 269

se



AppIntch

1

One may profitably.review the Section on historical development for i

,discussionof the goals of the NILECJ from its inception up to current

plans. Regarding(the criminal justice sector itself, the bringing tqr
7,

gether of representatives of the three major sub-sectors (police,

courts 44rid corrections) on, criminal justiceajanning committee"! has
.

'accentuateethe.differences in goals, policies and strategies. Even

the overall systemygoal of reduCing or at feast' containing crime is
.

.

nop-agreed upon. Beyond that'ehere is almost no-ngreemenqopmong the

.sub-sectors or even within them.as to.whatAs AWpropriate policy and

stintegy for the system. Th opportunitY for, innovation (at least
..c:for successful inlOvation) is eVerely:limited by the lack of goal

,conSenSts on the part, gor . c ial SubLsector institutions._ Prdgrams

which cross sector, lines are' very difficult to implement,, and even

within-sector.programs may. be undermined by othersul"-sector Insti-

tutiOns'(e.g.: po4ce arresting-work-release:residents on suspicion,

41CauSingthem td :io.se their jobs). The hope of reaching goal consensus:.
-,*.i..i7-. ,jIY --'; ... . .

.,'

. .

in'. Situation of function accOuntibility'as vety slight. System --
, ..

.

af' OknObility might 'reduce the current goal conflict.

re
°

-2. Functions

10

LEAA and NILECJ have institutIonalized these functional aiffernces4

by setting up separate program areawfor courts, police and. correcttons.

The fragmented goal .structure ofthis lead agency thelefore mirror's

the fragmented andconiflicting.goal structure of theseCtelliet is adifli.-
,

More specifically, R7D &I activities in the criminal justice secto

.indicate Wet attempts are being made to develop guidelines.thatw)i.11
4

be useful for setting Up,goals/policies/stratg*ps that are less

Vulnerlbleto.the passage of specific newl.egislation. Also, attempts

; 6,



qre ensuing to draw together many issues on the conduct and management

R/D&I activities that have been frequently raised in the past.

-aa.,concern here is .to serve. as an. important resource for criminal

justice policy makers and, to create guidelines for the conduct of.

R/D&I in this sector whichwill serve *11 during the next five to

ten years (TFCJR&D 1976). is just beginning to be recognized, for

example, that aneppropriate balance must be struck between the

allocation of funds to basic and applied researc4,and to the achieve-

ment of short, intermediate and long range goals.

3. New Strategies

., ..:?-4-

As discussed under the sect 44504 historical development, NILECJ has

'moved fraM a goal of encouraglic'g-basic research; to one of reducing
. .

.

i'
crime; ta.Impraving the grim :system. Strateg40 have

shifted from many Small,granpt u ties; to a few large grants,

to operating,agenciea;:ta tht:!...1 grants to many institutions.

Policy has shifted from bei lof innovation; to pro-
wlf,..

'viding sgP tion 'pro
,

-F.Yrrent.thinking of

NILEC4ti iatian,pracess.
ie..

41'1'- '44.

,e...
7,- P.. '

, , . T.1:7
.-

Vy 4 .

ChangeS!. neisttaia,,- changes in NILECJ directorship, changes
?

In pubi '&51ndb 1 .414tis ±n Congress's attitude towards research 1-

..11 continue 'to .buffet this key agency Aki the criminal justiceR/66d*

system.
ay
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V. ADMINISTRATIVE 40CESSES

J

1. Administraeive Viircesill*by R/D&I Function

Administrative processes An the criminal justice R/Dosys m art..
i.*

best understood by emphasizingvthe ,difference in the'organ Ons:
..

_
:k; -: -1,1/4

found-at Various points it the system:

At. the research and at the itrelo Pmea stages,-the system' includes

organizations from both the private and public sectors, including
4r

private profit organizations, university research centers, federal

agencies, and professional Issociations. Few general statements

could adequately charactetize the mlnistrative prOCSS64,of these

diverse oi/anizations. The level f sophistication of`St8 processes

of some of these 4."rganizatioris is high and is represeritatIve

-:type or4patiol (i.e. .fei6ral44gencykprivate proliperganiia-
.

tionA, etc.) rather than a reflection ot,the criminal justice. sector:..

The level.of sophip tion drops oft:markedly.in othet organizations

Alpller,bus 'firMS;unit4ities.

1101
K LT

At the produCtion, meting c%tstribution st s..the'systein more

.11

7k,

. .. .
prominently includes private organi4Ifions and these.Organizationt

reflect the diver4ey of sophisttspefa of administrative processes
4 .

*-.-f

-

one would expectto7fildAn a.wieo*Ortment of technologies. and
f

,-,

_nrganizations. T level et sophtet1 lAnjs generally
"
(though(tho

,

I: c

with some variation) fairly, fiigha#rnsaii.-muchOnctiof''

participation in the criminal justiCe-R/DWtywt6M*it tather-of,.
,-

other organizational. character lea. Size, tect*IOty, :Major 43r00:4ct

line,

Tile fun ons such 40 ssquisitios, implementation, utIlization and

eVaiUationare.primarilY Sssociated wAh>the user organizations

(e.g.: police departments). There ls.wide variatiir in user agencigs
Apr
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in tePms of size and level of sophistication, thus resulting in a

similar variation in administrative'processes.

The administiative processes of organizationa in the.R&D stages of-

the R/D&Isystem are more sop41sticated when red to the user

organizpations. However, any general statementImust be amended with

a caution to distinguish, within any general categok, between

organizations of different siz6, with'different product lines, etc.

2. Administrative Activiiiii46 Criminal Justice System

Policy mhkers in criminal justice RJO&I are generally government

.employees at the federal,state and local unit of % overnment level,

and,in that capaaity they decide what kinds of research should be

supporte4m4TFCJR&D 1970.

R /D &I activities in criminal justice are conducted by university

gr, non-profit organizations, 1040 government operations. Key

policy decisions regardil these activities are-often not made by;

':practitioner agencies'but rather by the agencies that sponsor or

fund R/D&I projects. Because criminal justice R/D&I has become.

relatively centralized, with a few federal agencies supporting the

bak,of research (LEAA, HEW-), the federal government, exercises most

4t4he decision. making power over the scope and direction of R/D&,
V a gV

,perticularly when it is not'l.ri response to a specific local problem

(TFCJR&D; A976).'

40k

Some coordination does exist within and among criminal jektice R/D&I

agencies.: Isiotabie examples are coordination by. the SPAs of the

.
,

.
regional planning units,'and coordination of"the state'planning

agencies by,LEAA. Coodination at other levels and in.other.-insti-
.

A

tutigns can be:enhanced by cross-institutional boards serving as an

instrument to'coordinate overall policies that Affect criminal

justice R/D&I agencies in, general (TFCJR&D 1976):

411k '1' .

A
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1. Administrative Procedural Considerations

Four impOrtant mailferial procedural tonsiderations have been des- :

cribed for the uptoject" process (TFCJR&D 1976):

1. Preproposal interaction between R/D&I agency

staff and prospective R/D&I performers;

2. A formal process by Tch research proposals are reviewed

and grant ox contract award decisions are made;

The monitoring of funded proposals; and

4. Evaluation of results of completed projects.

.
;;;. ' * Y

A r,

Although these processes. are important, and being performed within!

.74.;44:.. ,,,:theLEAA framework, the ultimate indicator of the administratilk
, i

f -!'
process, of R/D&I in a problem-focused system such as' criminal j4e1Xice

is whether or not innovations are implemented and have an impact on
,..ie

. the system.
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VI. PERSONNEL BASE'.

The Personnel Base -is a critical aspect of any organization or system.
.

This is particularly true'in an'11/4,Nystem which so heavily involves
the human component -- as does the criminal justice R/D&I system.

1. R/D&I Personnel
0

Two. types of personnel are important in criminal justice as in any
kind of R/D&I activity -- managers and investigators., The quali-4

Mations of these personnel directly affect the quality, relevance

s-avid-*ifity of the R/D&I systeM4

Despite the difflaity in establishing g lines far the appropriate
.amount of t ainingoand experience for the professional staff, com-
petent R/D&I igement is an essential objecAW.:,fpfthe R/D&I

agency funding especially in an.applied research area such as

criminal julltice.

The tc4lOwing is a,; possible description cif the personnel base of a,.

fundahg agency as proposed, in 4 recent report on criminal.justite..: N 1
R/D&I. l'AchAn agency's staff should contain at` least two or:tbree

- .

lead' (4eMbera who have a significant'research status anthit east

oneAndividual with strong administrative and political skills. It ,
4.- ..

.

,....
At,x.-. T,"0::%'is-not necessarY f or the agency hegotto possess all of these s

,
IS-'4 74-:

administrative 1011Olitical skiliaid be more important or this. , .

.1R,

individual than research skills. BO;i464C as a total staff, all
,-

of these skills...should b't,well reOresented" (TFCJR&D 1976). It

is i teresting toiOte the recognition of the required'-blend of

42,42,0
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An example of an agency with highly trained personnel is the,:

NDM's Center for Studies of Crime-and:Delinquency. Their

staff of seven includes two:psyCholokist:0,0516;elittal)., is
one politiel scientest, one itipOlydhologiiitrimin-

ologist, and one social worker. tili46if is estrongly oriented

towards the research' performer community 'and is considered one

Wthe-more competent R/D&I institStionsin'the criminal justic

sector7(Rettig::1970.. Their resAsibilities include making..

preseopttion., at meetingo, writing-articles. for practitioner

journals, disiemination.of information regarding available

grants, working with prospective grantees on proposals and

concept papers, etc.

There are few available presCriptive criteria for determining

desirable professional staffing patterns. :A:auigested (ITCJR&D

1976) optimal staffing pattern is one based on an i endent

assessment that covers the.relationship betWeen the aq isition

Of4hfgh quality R/D&I person*/ and the recruitment, retention

and work load policies. Such an assessment can be supportedby':

the R/D&I funding agency itself or byagencies of private organ-

izations concerned with persAnel management.

Some problems have been

ing criminal jus personnel for .R/D&I. Due to thejecent rapid

growth of available fuoids for R/D&I, ih-the,WmItt#14gs,51.Ce sec-
,

tor; it is difficult to achieve adequate levels of competence in

research investigatoil. She availability of funds hOf resulted

in a sharp increase in the number and types of researchers who

do criminal justice Ri66.I activities. Although formerly icon-

sisting of a sag research community, currently R/D&I per-

sonnel come from'wideli'scattered baCkgrounds including account-

ing, law, operations research, econom4s,

engineering, architecture, epc. ',t2 1,-.1.1eat:ning period is required

before they can be ef*ptiY ::the-Perxrninal jusElce sector.

ed:by the TFCJIC&D :report regard-

fp.

ft7

o

2.,
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2. User Personnel

Criminal ju,ltice agencies (user organizations) are labor intensive.

Since usli or potential adopter:attitudes toward innovations are

critical to the rate of innovation adoption, the criminal justice

vim system faces a fomidable obstacle in the personnel'resources

of its user organization. Some changes are being attem ted by

u0..grading the selection criteria (e.g.: college educ-
tif

Some distinctions regarding personnel must be made between %be

various functions within a,criminal justice agency.' TO the ex- -

tent that various functions (e.g.: in a police operation: pa-,

trol, invabtigation, detection ;-::etc.) become specialized, Ole

personnel resources must also become more specialiied! ThiS

specialization can lead to greater rates of adoption of some in-

novations. For example, diffusion of communications innovations

can be greatly assisted by the existence of communication special-

ists.in the police departments ..' .Logically, such specialization

leads to greater awarenessof.avgilable innovations, greater support

for their utility and, in general, represents a ,greater source of

"product champions" wilkin the user organization.

This specializbtion of personnel also can lead to efforts foX

some specialization to.aspire to a prylfessionalstatus.

organizing of Associations of specialties such as co9pubication

officers, or for enA klaboratory managers, is evideace'.df,such

a profssional direction. This movement could encourage inno-

vation through providing a vehicle for dissemination.

J,/__....---e"LEAA lholpingAtiminal justice personnel to incr:ease their',. .

sophitti ion ,providing training. LEAA also funds univer- 4

sitie9401dapr,a'criminal justice programs through LEEP (Law
. . ,:-..

.

Enforcement Education Program) Northwestern University's, r
..

*
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Traffic ,institute program include0 a Ur 0 in management of change
et -

whigh directly. deals with innovationi pid cesses..
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As professions from other discip ines 'interact with criminal

justice personnel, 'both may beco more effective participants in

the .cri=iaal justice R/DSI, system.

b

1

9

r.

e.



VII. FUNDING

. Sources .

Expenditures on the criminal justice system during 1975 at all

levels of government (state, lOcal and federal)- are estimated

at $lebillion in 1975. The total expenditures for the

system are estimated, at less than ?h (Rettig 1976). Regarding

-the total criminal'justice sector, the sources of funding are -

appropriations of governmental bodies, such as city councils,

state legislatures, and Congress. Like all othet governmental

activities, the level of funtling is rarely-adequate to meet.

the needs; but it has been rising steadily over time. Between

1969 and 1976 there was an Dyer 800% increase in criminal jus-

tice RiD&I funding, fiom $13,443,000 in 1969 to an estimated

$110,223,000.in 1976. This increase is principally due to in-

creases in'the LEAA budget as shown in Figure 1

Agency FY1969 FY1976 (est.)

Federal Judiciary -67 3,700.

Dept. of -Defense 0 20,

HEW 5,773 4,267

Dept. of Justice 6,413 98,154.

,Dept. of Transportation 519. 3,231

Treasury. 0 840

Others 711.

Total 13,443 110,223_

FICURE1

.Crime Research andStatistics -- U.S. Government Outlay by'Agency*'

($ in thousands)

* TFCJR&D (1976)



Various private foundat ons,sUppOrt researcCin.thiS sector.
(Ford Foundaib.ni Gugg nheinFoundation and.Russell.'Sage).
In some cases', funding. for research. it s diffeient to. separate

from. action funding., Law enforcement sUrfaced #is a major
political issue in the .1960S this led'torhe passage of
the Omnibus Crime.dontroliandSafe*Streetg act of 1966 which
provided the'funding for criminal justice system

The committment/to"this.issUe (as:reflected by the "funding
and the amount41Of controversy surrounding the. hearings) after'
a period of s;eady growth, has now leveled off - -`LEAH

viding approXimately $800 million A wally. This reflects
*

, coththittment'relative to the total national criminal,

justice budget

' *

Year

1967

1970

1971 :

197i0.

1973

'1974 (est.)

1975.(est.

FIGURE 2 a

Perc tairie"

0.16

0.15

0.22

0.i4

' 0.35,

°0.46

'47

Je

.
4

Federal R&D as'a Percentage of Total National Criminal Justice.

Expenditures (TFCJR&D, 1976) '

This cothpares to the following percentages in othir areas (Radnor,
Spivak and Hofler 1977):

EduCation..

Agriculture

Hadlth .

Industry

0.3%

1A%

.4.6% ,

-3.4 to 5.0%
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The, two largest government criminal justice R/D&I institutions,

NILECJ and the Center forrStudies.of,Crime and Delinquency (CSC&D)

have.the following funding (Rettg 1976):

Year

69 / .

70

71

72

73

74

75

Appropriated

3,000

t 7,500

1.7,500

21,000

31,660\

40,000

42,500

Funds:

. k

Expended

290

2,626

6, 81

, 58

,19., 00

32, 19

39,2 1.

. FIGURE4

NILECJI,

Funds appropriated and expended FY.1969
($ in thousands),

The CSC&D'has_ an annual operating budgetof' approximately $'4 million.

The4e funds are Expended in the approximate.ratio of'60% research

and 404 tra ning.

to 1975

4,1
In, the private sector, the major funder is the Ford foundation,

&pending $70 million in.grants between 1951 and 1970 Addi7

tion&llyr,pord endowed the police oundation with $3.0 millibu'

'(Rettig 197.,6).
ii

--,,-,

1,

.

.

Although n detailed analysiAms b nl'erformed, the r Search ..

;

task force of NIMii reported that research on s cia lens,

.i.ncIliding criipe and delinquency, is underfunde (Resparc Task

Force 1975)-. In s'Pite of the fact that funding has inc eased1

. -
.

significsAtly over the past decade, law enXorce ent and griminal

justice.are not especially R&D intensive as a policyare

,

AO'

,
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1

As indicated; the federal government'is the Malor.source of R/D&I , .

. 4

, fundin'criminal justice. Mgh of this money is; byns' on:

federal.goveriglient'agencies; Slightly less, than 28 % ofthe total

Federal RO'budget is spent'in.government'labs (Federal Funds 1974).

"Most
.

Of 06 primary sources of funds are in the form Of.appro-
4).

priations (e.g.:(:bongreSS appropriates to LEAA). The secondary
sources tend to be .grantsusually on a sole source basis; There
is so e.cApetitive bidding for grants and probably more for
contra is specially on a RFP.basis) but the decision bdsis
is Usu ly.;OOmpdtende or considerations other than low bidder.,

LEAA funds almost exclusively solicited proposals. There are
3 types of solicited proposip.s: (

1) competitively solicited (open);
IP ,

/
2) pompetitively solicited (limited); and

,3) individually solicited (sole source).

-)Most fundirig1t fo' limited competitively solicited proposals.
Furthermore, IFAA must make a decisiOn on, or suspend, a pro-

Aposdl within 90 days:of receipt'or the proposal. is automatically.
'°fUnded, and'this arbitrary tiMetable definitely affects the
_quality of .proposals (Rettig- 1976).

01.Impact

Availability of funding becomes an even more crucial issue at
the user level, when state and local governments are asked toy,-/

0use local tax revenue io acquire and implement innovations or
I

4
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1

;)
to continue federally funded programs: These funding probl Ts

may result in limited success of the "marketing" effort: The

state and locale response to die ."seeti",moneY approach of the

blotk grant program has been in many cases to use the money for orle

shot expenses (equipment, training, construction). This mini-

mizes the impact of theprogramon future.local tax revenues

1-

..

e

(as opposed to a new program which would require new'Staff and: ,.

commitment of continuing funds).
Iv

it

4
ManycriminaI justice systemagencies actively seek LEAA.,fundseven

though grants represent a small percentage of their total budget

since operating budgets. provide little resources availabledto

fund innovations.

4

The private sector (industi-y) evidently does not see enough of

a return on investment to do h direct research on criminal

justice'system innovations (Radnor 197-). The basic research is

often federally funded dr most commonly done for:some othersector

(e.g.: gommtrications technologyfor the space program). The

Equipment Systems Improvement Program (ESIP) program of NILECJ was

on example of trying to involve'the private sectorin research'

'activities in the innovation of new equipment for law enforcement;

through he. provision,of federal fundleadnor1975). In sum the

most critical issue from the.viewof this analydia of the area of

funding is the'funding forthe acqtilaition, implementation, utili-

zation and evaluation of innovations. Purids must be obtained from

the.state and.local'revenue bd e and criminal justice agencies

'often lose'out in the compet on- with agencies serving other .needs.

t.

fk

I

A.

,.
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VIII. INFORMATION F

1. Current SituAtion

Informatibn flow in the criminal justice R/1)&1 system gen-
,

srally coincide s with the network of institutions in the

system. There tends to be lateral transfer of informa-.

tion between-units with similar functions, particullarlY

at the user and research levels. User organizations seem .'

v. twcommuniCate freely with each other through both formal

and informal networks. Research organizations, particular-

ly at the federal or national level, seem also to interact.

The differences in levels of sophistication at the two
.

.ends of the system tends to.impede the exchange of infor-

mation between levels.

Most. communication between criminal justice user organizations

are informal, with respect o transferring information about

innovations (Radnor 1975). ±here is considerable informal con-
,

ta44'particularly at local, state and regional meetings and

conventionh. In a few instances, these informal contacts have

evolved into institutionalized systems to communicate and cooperate

in efforts to ihtroduce-innovations into the organization.

The information transfer takes place, for example, pot only

between chiefs of police at conferences pponsoL-ed by the

International Association of Chiefsjpf (1.14c2) and by

local and state associations,' but also at tilt: more special-
.

ized/professional gatheridgs, such as the Association of

2 8 ti

1.
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L

Public Safety Communication Officers (APSCO). Such con-

ferences. appear to beital in the transfer'of innovation

information. Professional organizations serve similar in-

fOrmation trahsfer functions for thecoUrts 4d corrections.

..... ,

Periodicals and magazines, such a Police Chief and Probation,i

are also. important means of inf rmation transfer. Such

periodicals not only make user aware! of available innova-

tions but also provide a degree f evaluation of some

innovations. I

Of particular importance in the transfer of technical

information for police is the IACP publication._,It pub-

lishes periodically (monthly) detailed 'information sheets

regarding specific law enforcement equipment and supplids.

Such information includes description, performande specifi-
K

cations, and manufacturers. Thensam9 organization pro-'

vides, for a fee, an evaluation service.for any listed

products (but not, it should, be noted,, at a rigorous and

sophisticated level).

The National. Instit e for-Law Enforcement ana Criminal

Justice (NILECJ) 1) °vides an information diffusion seuice

(Rettig. 1976), primarily for information about activities

sponsored by the Institute. One category of information
.

is the stand rds for criminal justice equipment developed

.by the Natio 1 BuAtau of'Standards. However, Radnor (1975)

found littlei .dse of these standards by either users or
,. .

producers. -Thei'Users found them too+sophisticated.tecbni-
, a
cally;° the, latge producers' felt they neither needed nor.

wanted ,government imposed standards.

a

28
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eV

Problems

One.major probl

9m

in information flow of the criminal

4-justice R/D&I ,ystem is'derived from a fundamental prob-

lem of the criminal justice sector; the lack of a 46-

sive network with agreed upon goals and priorities. The

criminal justice system.does not function as an integrgted

structure, .striving to achieve the same overall goals and

with some agreeme o appropriate strategy. Rather it
.

is a loosely linked structure with major disagreements on

strategy and with strong political pressures on agencies

to optimize their individual goals, resulting in subgoal

optimization for the,system. Thus information flow within

the criminal justice system, but across function lines, is

restricted by disagreements and competitiveness.

The freedom of information/right-to-privacy issues affect

the flow of information from practitioners to researchers,

particulary the flow of raw data and its verification.

This results in the duplicate dollection of4phe same data

by various R/D&I institutions infome situations, or some-

times the inability'to collect needed data at all in others.
4

A third problem (as noted earlier) is that differences-in

levels of sophistication ,b(tween the knowledge production

and knowledge utilization parts of the criminal justice

R/D&I system tend' to impede exchange of information
A

between them.

e
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-INNOVATIONS

1. Two Alternative Flows L

'In an applied system, such as criminal justice, innovations frequently
1.

may not stem from a laboratory or fibm university research. Figure 5'

below describes two alternative 1.4hovation flows as described by the

Task Force on :Criminal Justice Research and Development (TFCJR&D, 1976).

As the diagram shows, innovations may be "practice-to-practice"

or "knowledge-to-practice". Practice -to- practice innovations,

typically result from,employee suggestions, ideas from supervisors

or other initiatives within an operating agency (user). Knowledge-

to-practice innovations result from the traditional R/D&I process.

Additionally, there appears to be no known comparison Of the re-

lative IreqUency or importance of these two approaches to criminal
,

' justice innovation. This is an area clearly requiring further

empirical research.

2. Successful Innovations

Although there have been innovations, dramatic improvements have not

occurred it spite of substantial R/D&I efforts in criminal justice.

A few examples of successful innovations, include the identification

of a processing beittleneck of persons arrested for felonie's through

a court simulation system, two-way radios for communications,*

report recording devices, lights and sirens; polygraph equipment,

voicellprints, raof control equipment, architectural innovations for A
Ails* EDP equipment for offender based tracking systems, release

on own recognizance programs, community-based correctional programs,

behavior modification programs, police patrol allocations, training

and educational programs, forensics, etc. (Twentieth Century Fund

Task Force'on'the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 1976).

*Although, according to. Radnor (1975) they would not include the NILEC.1
supported program (see comments on this. in Feature XIV1.

267
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Source of Idea Intermediary Step

.1/./.111.41111114.
Criminal Justice Agency AgenOywAgency Communication

Innovation Employee Suggeetione Visits

(practice to Program Analysis Professional meetings
=140111110.1.40bmi

-Etc. ,

practice) Etc.

R&D Based

Innovation

Not/14(17,e to

practice)

,

SoUrce of Idea

R&D Facility

New Inventions

Policy Research

4 i

4

Nil; Practice '

Criminal Justice Agencies

Implement new practice

based on innovation

Intermediary Step

The problem of converting

new knowledge into practice.

R&D vs. NON-R&D BASED INNOVATIONS

a

FIGURE
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3. Problem

In criminal justice the focus on specific innovations to solve indl-

vidualagancy problems has been the major approach to improving prac-

tice. H:wever, as pointed out in the section on institutional base,

the criminal justice network is fragmented and lacks a true'system

interconnecting its pttts. Although this foade,is on the specific

mey.,isms to facilitate the transformation of knowledge to practice,

it reduces the probe', pity of any single innovation being' developed

for the whole system, o r innovations being disseminated for use

throughout the system. the res :1 "dramatic improve-

ments" within' the system.'.

Criminal justid& R/D&I faces an additibnal jor problem. Innova-
,

tions are general/y developed by groups that a e external to 'user

institutions. This requires dissemina ;ion and r,.

tenuous link between .knowledgeiand practice. It also leads to

implementation by the user agency only so long as external funds

for special "innovative" projects exist (Yin et al. 1,76).

C.

290



IDENTIFICATION .

Traditional-Sources -0

t

Deciakon-k'cpf the SupreMe Court can affect,needs, et:ch as in the hand -'

4,1441k0;driTinal. arrests or ,the conditions in which prisoners are housed.
y, o...4--. i-:'

.Co kressinn'allegislation and changes in Administration often result

..: in new.4fews'ap to what is needed and changes in previously established
zly, . i,.

priorities among already existing needs. For example, Congress has

eemed that community anti -crime programs (prevention).are needed.

Prior administrationshave focused oncrime'in the street (apprehension

while one current focus is neighborhood justice centers (diversion),

In thecriminal4Osticesector, need identifilition is somewhat ess
r .

fhan.syStematid. Rather, needtare identified by Congress, legisla-.

tureS, the media, producers with new products to market, the public and

institutions within the criminal justice sector. Much of criminal jus-

tice need identification ih done by producers, who have new products

developed for other sectors (e.g.: communicationsAtechnology) and

want to identify needs in criminal justice in order to broaden their

market. One might say the issue of policeresponse,tille was raised to

awareness *by the availability of improved. computer software for patrol

allocation plus the availability of improved communication equipment.
1

A heightened awareneds. of individual o prisonerrisoner rights can lead .to

needs:being identified which always existed, but were not salient.

New Sources

LEAA has the .potential for the systematic assessment of needs, in its

National Criminal Justice Information Systen. (NCJIS). LEAA has

recently instituted a mechanism for bringing identified needs to the
Jr'

attention of the decision makers: a formal decision memo. This memo -

specifies the need and proposeth some general approach to dealing with

the need.

291



, The 'W.:AA-legislation (Part B) established a network for the identi-

fication of needs by providing *arming funds.- This network-includes

- localciiMin&l.jUstice Oladninyolving sector insiitutions,

goirernment andpublic-representation. The needs identified are in

'111e4Flan6 of the SPAS fOx edch state. Of 'course, these local and

;Mate plans arq.at leas't as'subject to political and special interest
. 4 .

%. pressures as.the,federal plans.

:,The research arm of LEAA, NILECJ, also identifies needs through surveys

and analyzing criminal justice data: The NILECJ responds to reciaLmts.

from the.actien program offices of the LEAA:organization to research
4

needs that 'the program people have Identified; responds to requests

''from the administration,tq pursue needs that the administration has

identified; responds by funding's university to look into a need which

the university has identified; and responds to needs identified by -

Congress in the enabling, legislation.

When the criminal justice system develops.a more systematic approach to

need identification, lEAA, in general and.N1LECJ in particular will- be

in a stronger Position to buffer the agehcy against elle more random

identification of needs by various actors outside of the system.

t.
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1. .Basic Research

.

BaSic research in terms of search to determine what knowledge already`.

exists? creation of new knowledgeand synthesizing existing knoWledge

is very limited in the criminal4*iice sector.. This is because most .

of the effort is on applied research (problem- focused rather than
. . . ,

"iguing" knowledge).- It is the basic research of other\disciplin s
,

.stiCh as sociology, psychology and operations research that is utilized

in the criminal justice ,sector; i.e.., it is a derivative field."There
?.

is little direct transfer .of pure knowlAdge from, the other sec %ors to

the minal justice sector; ratherAeylloped,products and prcesses

ar adapted in production or directly movDinto the marke$ ig stage

(e.g.; communications equipment). Criminal justice basip research:

is done in some areas (e.g.; causes of crime, voice prpts and

forensics)`: This research is carried opt by universities, private

industry and government.
.

Applied Research.
r

Applied research (disciplined inquiry seeking/to:produce knowledge

applicable tothe solution of a specified p oblein, and either driven

by an identified need or by searchingfor the application of the

results of some basic research) is more prevelant than basic research

in the criminlkjustice'sector. Agai the applied-reSearch.of other

sectors is more important to the cri, nal justiceMZ/D&I system .(for
/A

example knowledge developed through/appliect research on communications,

various operationb research activ tieg, etc.). II4ttitutions involved

in applied research 'are. more num rous.than those'involved,in basic
. t

research, and the intensity of ;the involvement is greater.



. 3. Issues

Sore of the basic issues and,consi erations for criminal

R/D&I include (FPCJRAD1976):.

. 1. There is

searcher

ustice

0/

a need to better esdribe the role of the re-

his/her.-- his/her autono (or lack of it) ; balance

between the researcherfacreatiVity and agency goals

f .priorities.

S

P

2. As the majpity:of criminal justice research

involves human participants, they'Must be pro7

tected. The current sensitivity to individual
/

rights of privadyand confidentiality, statutes

and administrative regulations regarding informed

consent,. protection of sensitive data, etc: all

impact the criminal justice researcher and his/

her ability to perform effectively and efficiently.

. .

3. The selection of topids_folF.WD&I is difficult

considering the lack of.system continuity (see

Goals, Policies,.Strategies) with their lack

of agreement.

The choice

determined

tivity and

ue to the

of researchmethoda, which should be

in relation to the type of R/D&I ac-

its overall purpose, is difficult

above issues.

5. although there hAs been an increase in the amount

of R/D&I effort in criminal justice over the

past decade, there is still considerable need

at the most basic level -- development of compa-,

table definitions, developing research hypotheses,
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a

designing research studi(eg, and eVelop ng sound

relationships between'the researatteem and the
user egencieg (TFCJ1t6

/ 1976),

6. there has been a major shift in criminal justice

reseerch
,

directions. Interest in individual.per-

:sonalitytheories has decreased'while,interest

in sociological theories has increased. This may

be demonstrated by the'recent interest in the

pattern,ofcrime through 'the numerous victimiza-

tion studies in thal970s.

4- DATA
7-7?:

As allUded to in item 2) above, there are significant problems
'regarding data resources (obtaining data, and the form in which
it is obtained). For.example, in Illinois, obtaining data on
juvenileg frequently requires a court order.. Additional difficul-.

'.ties have been.identified iri.the area of data problems (Bisco,
Ralph L., 1970). Much of the data that has been collected is.
unused. Geographical dispetSion of the data sources resultsin

not knowing-what data exists, difficulty in determining validity,

duplication and tremendous'expense. Bisco states that it is 15,000

times more e*pensive to collect oats than to copy pre-existing

data. 3AOth the issues and problems are relevant to both basic

and applied research in the criminal justice sector.

5. Linkages

The LEAA performs and funds applied research trhough the NILECJ.
udr'This t funds universities, private.research organizations and

other grantees to: work on applied research. User agencies with
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7

7N
. new apProgthes.td:identif ed problemsf y be funded to try out

ariA.Aftove:iion, acid as lo goas It 1 Uisciplined inquiry it

would come
`

der the` 'category Of4ppl eresearch. LEAA provides

a linkage this function and ot r aspects ofthe-R/D&I

system.. agen0 may fund users to be le to acquire'the

innovation, thus encoULging,further development, by.a7produC.

AisO,LEAA may fuAd a producer to develop the results Of applied

research. Theselinkages are imperfect, ut the agency is presently

working oa 4 systerd to strengthen them. his.system, Action program

Development Proess, specifically links ac ion programs to reSearch,*'

J a.

AV

.11

vT

*The process is currently being implemented with the assistance\of.
CISST staff.

2
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Criminal Justice Development
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tll' .

Regarding the,criminal justice R/D&I(system, development wo is

\--gene411y-accomplished by other sectors (particularly when rel ted"

.tobequivent), with only minor- adaptation necessary; or by practi-
,

tioners or users, testing out their ideas (particularly in the

development of programs). Some equipment is specifically developid

for this sector (such. as "Mars Bars", light flashing/siren systeir
for patrol cars). Producers do much.development work in the equip-

tent area, while users dften fill.that role in the area Of programs.

innovations of a process type Ire often developed by an operations

research organization (e.g.: patrol car scheduling processes)

The funding situation of the users often ai courages the investment

of private money in developing needed pros acts. _Thus the:LEAA role

is vital in this dev pment function.

2. EAA Role'

) '' .

The LEAA has tried to en ourage privateinvestment in development by

creating the hope that money would be made available to local Agencies

(throuel block or discretionary funds) for the acquisition of the
,

i
. .

innovation. F'urther, LEAA encbutages development by proViding market

research'data through efforts at the assessment of needs of the criminal

justice sector

LEAA engages in (and fundsobthers to ;:do) development wor

major problem is. the We6kness of the linkages between development

Users. LEAA is working on'imprptig these'linkages an is engaged in
0syStem building at least within its somewhat fragmen ed

',The activities engaged in iinderthe rubric of demonstra on usually

include development efforts, While the testing activity ften in-

.

)-"
ti
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cludes dissemination eiaents. The agency' is trying to move the

criminal ,justice sector. closer to a clearet distinction -between

activities sch as testing' and deponstration.

Linkages hetwee4 .develOpers and users are beiy forged with instruc-
w , .

ton manuals and 'Support services; such, as training. EspeCiallY

in the case of new programs or processes, LEAA serves a. key linking

rels1.by:the funding of, or 'Participating in productionactilaties.
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- 1. Critical Linkage
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r.

7

ft

The production function is a critical R/D&I function within the over-
.

all flow of innovation from knowledge production to knowledge utilization.

In the case of a physical' product ( as opposed to a program or process)

the decision to produce something especially for the law enforcement_

sector will be based on many factors. One primary factor will be the
.

anticipated market for the innovation. Derived from that and other

consideration's may be the anticipated margin or gross Krofit. Further

_consideration will be given to the ease of production in the existing

facilities utilizing existing,equipment. How ver, often the product

is already being produced for some other sector and therefore production

is not really an issue for the criminal justice R/D&I system.

In the case of-pfOgrams or processes, production becomes anissue of

preparing instruction manuals and providing support in theilltOwledge.
_ .

utilization 'functions (support such as help in installation, implemen-

tation assistance, plus training and perhaps troubleshooting). Thus

there"Zs a'strong interaction between how well the production is,

accomplished and the amount of support services required down

the road, not to mention the marketability of the program or process.

It la probably key,in the case of a product, to obtain answers to-the

marketability and profitability quesiions prior to the investment pf

Major research and development funds; ana to ascertain the likelihood

of finding a producer,

2 9 9
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1

LEAA-(through NILE1CJ) undertook a program in the early 1970s to

advance the equipment-being used in the ciAminaljustice sector.

The program was called ESIP (Equipment Systems Improvement Program).

The program had many problems associatedwith it, including a number

related to production. At least in some.elements of the criminal

justice sector, there was seemingly so little hope that a profitable

Aarket could be found (in terns of local funding ;availability and

other problems) that producers could not see a price/vOlume,com

bination that would justify investment in volume production, and

hence were generally not attracted to the new products addressed in

the ESIP activity (Radnor 1975). To some extent, a very brbad demon-,

strati= program on the part of LEAA (e.g.: to improve prison

overcrowding) could possibly function as insuring enough of a

market to entice producers to invest in an innovation.

A. notable example of the difficulty in production for the criminal

justice sector can be found in the communcations area. LEAA sponsored

the development of a lighter, less expensive and more efficient

portable radio than current equipment. However, upon the completion

of the developmenti it was unable to identify a producer willing to

assume production responsibility (apparently due to the likelihood

of small returns). Consequently that, particular portable radio

has never reached the users for which it was intended (Radnor 1975).

To some extent LEAA produces Yiackages"itor dissemination (see the

section on dissemination). Production takes place in two forms --

"exemplary programs" and"Prescriptive packages" which are developed'

for dissemination as manyprospective users as possible. The pro-
.

duction.is4sOmetimes accomplished by outside contractors as a result

of direct fundfng by NILECJ (Rettig 1976).

30/i
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3. Production Sources

The production function in the criminal justice sector is perfOtthed

by.a wide variety of organizations. Equipment is produce&by;

private, for-profit firms which range from very small to very large

in size and which may focus on criminal justice as their primary

market or (more likely) may consider criminal justice to,be a

secondary maAcet (Radnor 1975). Production of "packages', for
.

dissemination ("exemplary practices" and "prescriptive packages')*

is provided bylNILECJ through its funding of outside'contractors

(Rettig 1976).

°

(

*See section XIV on Disemination.
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Xi !:fARXETING/DISTRIBUTION/DISghMATION/DIFFUSION
.

. A .

,1. Marketing

Of the above categories;_marketing isgmos

ment aspects of the criminal justice sect°

. appropriate for the procedure and piocess

linking function between knowledge productio
0

zation is an important consideration during

ties 6f the prior stages. The production deCi ion ihouldInot

(but' Often is - Radnor 1975) be made without cnsidering marketing

applicable to the'equip-

, while dissemination Is

ovation. This major-

and knowledge utiii--

cision-making activi-

opportunities and strategies. To the extent 4-Let the criminal

justice R/D&I system Ts driven by deed identification at the.user

level, and that the acquisition issues have been considered, then

the marketing decisions would be made early in'the process. If

the user has the funds to acquire the innovation and recognizes that

it is in response to needs that he has participated in identifying,

a receptive market should.be found; though these conditions seem

frequently to be absent. To the extent that LEAA piovides seed

Honey funds for the adoption Of innovation, di se ation may also

be facilitated.

Problems

Marketing and dissemination in the criminal justice'sector are faced

with the problemsof a fragmented and diverse grouping of organizations

-'which function at all levels of government, which vary extremely in

sfze and sophistication, and which are geographically diapersed.

A notable example of the difficulty for the criminal justice sector

can be found in the communications area. As mentioned before, NILECJ -

sponsd,red the development of a portable radio intended to be lighter,

less expensive and more efficient than current equipment. However,
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upon, the completion of a relatively successful. contracted out "develop-

ment program, it was unable to identify a producer willing to assume

marketing production and field service (a very costly factor) re-
,

sponsibility due to the likelihood of small returns. Consequently

the, equipment hAr_never reached the users for which is was intended

(Radnor 1975).
a-

The problems of communicating information about a nes,' product to a

large urban police department are vastly different from dealing with

a small rural enforcement activity.. On another dimension, different

orientations are present across various parts of the criminal justice

system (corrections, courts and police). Disseminating knowledge

about an innovative program which requires the cooperation of all

parts of the sectdX is thus difficult(such system7wide innovations

are very rare). LEAA has developed specific dissemination activities

within NILECJ such as the Office of Technology Transfer (Rettig 1976).

These activities include arranging seminars, visits to sites of.

demonstration programs, demonstration programs themselves, and the

provision of data about the programs,(5LECJ 'April_1976).

This step is interactive with the amount of support available to

theadopting agency. If project selection decisions are informed

by user need identification, then selection of location for demon-

stration programs would include consideration of the potential mar-

keting benefits of strategic locations of, demonstration projects.

Producers of equipment (e.g.: for police) face a two phase market;

wherein they first have to sell the larger more sophisticated

agencies (large metropolitan departments 'and /or state police units)

and then await the word to reach the many dispersed small units

through their contact with people in the larger.units. Marketing

may include appearing at professional conferences to show

equipment or describe a new program.
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3. Ot:ler Dissemination Actiyities

L

Another dissemination:sotivity of LEAA Is the National Criminal -

Justice Reference Service,.the national and international clear-
,

inghousevfor reports, studies, etc. This clearinghouse sends

abstracts of documents or 'completed documents to over 30,000 sub-
.

Ccribers who have indicated their special area's of interest in'the

criminal justice system. Included in this dissemination ace pre-

sbriptive packages and exemplary programs. Additionally NCJRS will

respond to, specific inquiries with a computer printout of all abstracti

in that area. Information dissemi ed throtigh this Seryice includes

innovative programs, processes, new e ipment (and their evaluation

when completed), films, announcements of traiaing^programs and con-

ferences, etc. (Rettig 1976).

LEAA encourages the adoption of innovations on the merits of the pro-

gram without any financial incentive through ita review of the plans

of state planting agencies, through its discretionary funding programs,

and.through direct, marketing or innovations to the criminal justice

sector. This is: a new emphasis for this agency, one which has impli-

cations for the other operations of the agency. If programs are to

be marketed or disseminated based on merit rather than as a method

of dispersing federal funds, then the evaluation process throughout

the R/D&I system would be affected. To encourage local agencies to

try to obtain funds from local government for innovations would

require facts which clearly indicate the efficacy of the innovation.

The specification of the marketing activity as a specific step' in

the LEAA process of program development may thus have a major impact

on evaluation throughout that agency.'
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s..ACQUISITION

Acqui,sitan is the beginning of the knowledge utilization part of

the innovation process. .This function represents,the activities

which the user goes through in order to obtain the innovation.

Acquisition .steps and procedures have a major interaction with the

previous function, marketing. Dissemination strategies take into

account the structure and capacities of the acquisition function.A

For example, since, most of the market is relatively unsophisticated

in the acquisition function 'and usually re]tes on the larger

criminal justice agencies which serve asleaders in innovation, then

the acquisition activities of,these leaders become critical for

the entire sector.

a
1. Problems

Acquisition involves: awarenenss, search, bidding, testing, evalua-

tion.and finally purchasing. Generally crimini. justice agencies

Thck the'resourceg and technicarskills for conducting testing and

evaluation. LEAA attempted to provide standards for criminal jus-

tice. equipment through ESTI' (Equipment Systems° Improvement Program).

IACP.(the International Association' of Chiefs, of Police) provides in-

,..dependent evaluation of the products. The printipal impetus to ac-

quisition.is still informal communication from the leading agencies,
4'to the followers: This may come from meetings, conventions, trade k,

journals or informal communications. One function of national (atul,

iternatipnal) train4 programs such.as Northwestern University's
a

n

Traffgc Institute .or the international training program of the
.

Federal Drug Enforcement Administration is to'prOvide an opportunity

for professionalsto exchange information' about the latest. innova-

tions in equipment and processes. .

4*
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801' -

..kgreat.barrier to.innovation.is.the lack of funds with which to

purchase the new equipment. Most of the budget of law enforcement

agencies goes towards personnel or fixed costs such as cars for police

'''or food for prisoners. Thus little discretion is left for new inno-
4ations. The Omnibus Crime Crontrol Act of 1968 and the agency.

created therein 'MEMO have opened up the opportunity for state and
it

local criminal justice ageicies to engage in acquisitiOn of innova-

tions (Rettig 1976).,This bill did not create the sophistication

necessary for...in effective process of acquisition.. Some sophistica-

tion was brought into the system by creating state planning agencies

which were responsible for approving the expenditure of block grant

funds. This agency both imposed .constratnts (such as requiring bids)

and'provided some technical assistance in acquisition processes

(Such as standards for communication equipment),..

To some extent.the influence derived from the control of the funds

was used. to impact the form'Of innovation (such as requiring comm-

unities of a certain size to join with-suirounding communities in

developing communication prograts). The LEAA office in Washington his

more,control over recipients of money which is directly controlled'

by the agenty's discretionary funds program.and:6search program.

Specific acquisition procedures may be impOsedregarding bidding and

standards. Acquisition activities in the program, procedure and

process area are primarily driven by awareness of an existing inno-
,.
ofvation rather than awareness a. need. An exception might be a

A

highly visible critical elbntwhich'demands immediate response

'a series of killings, an assasination, airplane highjackings, etc.
.

More typical is the situation where a lead agency (e.g..: LAPD,

California prison -*stem, Massachusetts juvenile system) develops

an innovation; and the acquisition.process consists of adopting the

.lead agenty's innovation.
a
Programs such as.Work Release and the

Des Opines project were promulgated in this manner.
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3. Courts
1

A special probldm exists in the court area of the criminal justice

system. LEAA funds and attendant requirements were viewed as a

possible violation of the separation of powers provision of the con-

stitution, so the courts generall

Recent

mates

(e.g.:

efused to apply for LEAA tunas..

legislation, amending the enabling law, specifically elim-

various constraints to the use of LEAA funds by the courts

changing-a lot of "musts" to "would be encouraged to" and

exempting the court's programs from control by LEAA) in the hopes

of alleviating the. court's hesitation, towards the use of LEAA funds

for needed improvements.

. 0

Other Problems

One of the major barriers to acquisition might be differences in

value systemd as tooghat constitutes a desirable innovation. Es-

pecially as regards innovative programs, the same program may be

viewed by one sector as "coddling criminals" and by another as

"cruel and unusual punishment". For example, in some parts of the

U.S., the concept of indeterminate sentencing (e.g.: 10 to 20 years),

a California innovation, is now being viewed as more punishing than

a flat -time sentence (e.g.:. 18 years) with time off for good be-

havior (thus, a sentence could be only 9 years actual time).

Perhaps a

fact that

of a unit

major stumbling block to the acquisitionA)rocess is the

nearly all criminal justice agencies are' under the auspices

of government, and consequently do not have direct control

over their purchasing processes. Rather, they must either get approval

to acquire through the initial budget process

in their appropriation) or they must obtainM special appropriation

(having an item listed

30
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.1

for that purpose.. As we have indicated, the level of satication
among user agencies is generally not high. However, it is usually

much less among the non-criminal justice government employees respon-

sible for the flow of funds. Consequently, althoyta poi.* agency

may feel that an innovation would be of great assistance to its

operation, the purchasing department, city council'or budget direc-

tor might substitute items (thinking that-the need can be net at

lower cost).

The bidding process often reduces rather t encourages innovations.

Vehicle.manufacturers may attempt to produce a vehicle in their line

for law enforcement use. This vehicle is m dified.to increase safety

in high speed pUrsuit, yet the bidding proce may frequently ell-

Such vehicles due to additional cost for the modificatiOns.

Unless the users can convince the purchasing department that it is

necessary,. the innovative vehicle is unlikely to be the one selected.
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XVI: EXPLEMENTATION/UTILIZATION

Ideally, the potential problems of this stage of the R/D&I process have

been considered all along the way. The capabilities of the user (who

could in some cases also be the developer) to implemenvand utilize

the innovation could affect research, development, marketing andatquisi-

tion decisiOns. Although successful business concerns would be un-

likely to engage themselves in the creation of innovations that are far

too sophisticated for the intended users, government supported R/D&I.

systems may engage in this-activity in the hopes of providing leader-

'ship to improve the technical competence of the users.

In the criminal justice sector, the ty#e Of innovaton which requires

sophisticated technical skills (Wilson & Maaren 1972) may be a,,new

communications system or an operations research application to patrol

scheduling. (e.g.: randomizing the time when an area is patroled).

These innovations may require a structured implementation plan, perhaps

using implementation technology such as PERT (Program Evaluation and

Review Technique). Activities involving .both producers and, users may

include: hiring new staff, training, designing and acquiring supplie

and forms, perhaps some Organizational development interventipns to

'overcome resistance to change, preparation of facilities, actual in-

stallation, testing and debugging, trial run and finally, monitoring,

evaluation, feedback and modification. The end of this Stage may be
-

marked by a formal acceptance of the innovation on the part of the user.

An innovation about anew sophisticated (in a behavioral science manner)

method of working with juveniles or adult offenders (such as the appli-

cation of behavior modification techniques) may require the same type

. of training and careful planning to be properly implemented.

309

VP
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1. Approaches' o Implementation /Utilization

Pout strategies are primarily used to encourage the use of criminal

justice innovations (Yin 1976):

1) Specific innovation -- the promotion of special specific

1
p jects through selective funding of grants:

("*.--------4)

C*7'

2) Using intermediary institutions such as the police foundaL

tion and the Vera Institute to promote implementation and

utilization by users who have a positive relationship with

these institutions

User agency R&D units -7 concerned with immediate problems.

These units are short-termin their orientation, but since

they are responding to agency identified needs, use of re-

search findings is not uncommon.

IV

.

4) . Dissemination of written materials to users regarding R /D &I

findings. However, "all of the traditional strategies

appear to have some serious shortcomings and may not hold

great promise for the future. One reason for the diffi-

cultites may be'that the traditional strategies have been

aimed at the wrong target group -- i.e., the local service

practitioner agency . . . they may be more effeCtively

applied if addressed to other institutions that . .1. have
1

a potent influence over the work of local service agencieS."

F.
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Possible alternative points of entry, those with "potent influence",

include institutions concerned with training, certification, devel-
opment of new legislation, professional activities and the organ-.

izational function of the local bureaucracy. More specifically'
(Yin 1976):

1) training: police academies, law schools 404 other

and often mandated by law) training..prOgrams that

candidate practition ;

basic

reach

2) certification: both initial and promotional exams -- civil
ser ce'or other;.

3) new legislation: making legislators aware of innova-
tions in the, field;

4)

5)

/ '1
Some

professional activities: using professional associations

to disseminate R/D&I nformation to users; and

organizational functions:' assuring that R/D&I information

is received by the organizational decision makers (e.g.: the
individual who decides whaE equipment to buy).

significant implications to these alternative strategies have. been
postulated. For example, Yin ('1976) lists:

"...a less direct link between a speAfic research project
specific change in criminal justice practice'."

4 ,

"...there will beta much longer time lag'between

and the eventdal'installation of new practices:"

and a

the R&D activity
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...R&D utilization strategies will be aimed at different target
audiences."

"the use of natural entry points does not preclude continued Use of

certain traditional utilization activities.

These implications when coupled with the components of.the institu-

tional analytical process -- barriers due t*Et lack of R&D history,

weak bonds between elements_in the R&D user system, weak

bonds between the R&D institutions and users, and statutory limits'

on R&D institutions' roles and responsibilities -- may be the reason

for continued use of traditional strategies in the criminal justice

tem (Rettig 1976).

ND 's Center fOr Studies of Crime and Delinquency uses two approaches,

to obtain utilization of R&D results -- an information program di sem-

inating monographs and reports on both topics and4issuestand a rese

utilisation strategy specifically developed for selected projects.,.

NILECJ's approach is similar. "The underlying logic within NILECJ

for research utilization is to systematically package the results

for the research program and disseminate them widely to the criminal

justice community" (Rettig 1976). Three approaches are used, to

accomplish this the National Criminal Justice Reference Service,

(an 'international clearinghouse for researchers and practitionerd

with over 30,000 subscribers); exemplary projects; and prescriptive

packages.. Additionally, NILECJ's Office of Technology ansfer pro-

vides short training programs on a limited basis for pro ams of

special interest.. While the OTT is bUilding considerable redundancy

in the communication channels to prospective users, "given the com-

plexity of institutional relations in the criminal justice policy ..

system, the establishment of communication channels and networks is

itselfof great potential importance" (Rettig. 1976).

ti
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2. Implementation/Utilization.Issues

Establishing: a new community corrections program may require site

selection, hiring and training staffs, new forms, new procedures,

selection of4ar0.cipants and the sktlIs required to gain the sup..

port of key
.,

Wsons such as the locat police, neighbors and perhaps

the.- court. T e skills to accomplish the latter may be just as

scarce:as the echnical skills discussed previously. Another program

May moire c unity organization skills to implement (LEAA's Com-

munity*ti-Pii Program). Implementation problems may be great

barriew, to A vations in the area of equipment or sophisticated

systems..- Thy se'.difficulties may prevent the producer from ever

gettin Anvol a if this sector. Regarding innovative programs,
.,,

often 1 ttle c nsiiieration is given to implementation problems;

and the;imeAceasaryeto get a new program running is often under-
, we
estimated for rthilp reason. Utilization can become a4problem, es-.

pecially i support is withdrawn after the implementation process.
. , .

,.."-.? 0
i 1?

In criminajustice, there is often a great. deal of enthusiasm attendant
,.,c 7

with an innov41.4 bringing along a great deal of support both internal
."

,:
-.

and egternal.The user agency may be partlkaarly.responsive to the
.,./

imp1Obenting staff; but once the newness 1,s over, this responsiveness

ma401i*tar, along with the handpicked staff which performed the
-,,,

., ,P -

implement ion pilot test. Sustain1ing su+t may be lacking both in-

ternally and from the producer. Unless specific mechanisms are set up,

diffusion within the user system may not occur, inhibited by jealousy

or poor communication.

The large urban elements of the criminal justice sector have less

problems with implementation and utilization since they are likely
4

to have specialized staff to be involved on a full time basis. They

may also have a much closer relationship with the producing.institq-

-

,
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tion. The producing institution may be willingOto invest more effort

in the implementation.of a large system since the sale will be larger

1 and follow-on benefits are likely if the large agency is considered

a leader by the smaller agencies. LEAP, and the.sub-agencies created

by the enabling legislation(stete criminal justice planning agencies)

mill fund agencies to allow them to purchase implementation support.

They also provide some direct technical assistance. When preparing

instructions and,manuals for new programs, the need for language .

which will redUce implementation problems is taken into consider-

ation (specific step-by step' instructioriS and check lists may fa-

cilitate implementation)..IXAA encourages close association of users

with the "producer" in a fituation of trying to encourage the dis-

semination of an exemplary program (for example, the Vera Institute's

bail program or the Des oines Community Corrections Project).
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XVII. SUPPORT SERVICES

Research/Development and Innovation systems require support from insti-

tutions outside of the system or marginally within the system. Such

research support service include: research libraries, suppliers and

maintainers of: labratory equipment, computers, offiee equipment,

automobiles, weapons, etc.- R/D&I system institutions must decide

whether or not to develop the needed capability within the system or

to acquirelt from an-outside support service. The criminal justice

Research/Development and Innovation system relies extensively on

institutions outside of the systein or those which span several sectors.

Many jriminal justice sector Innovations involve technology transfers

across sectors. Sometimes these attempts fail when inadequate atten-

tion is given to the unique aspects of the criminal justice sector..

1. Problems

Various programs at mpted under the' NILECJ Equipment Systems ImproVt-
.

ment Program failed to utions from .other secto s into 'the

program (Radnor 1975):. In man 'he R/D&I system f ctions, the

institutions involved on n t e fringe of the criminal justice

sector, with most of their'work done in other sectors. Weapons

may be principally designed for deiensewith law enforcement being

a secondary market. The lack of qualified.consultants in the area of

implementation in law enforcement is a major weakness of the system

(Radnor 1975). Many universities play roles (e.g.: Northwestern

University's Traffic Institute in training). LEAA has played

role in invloving external institutions in the criminal jus

R/D&I system by providing the funding and serving as a linking

mechanism to encourage the participation of these sector spanning

agencies. There has been some notable success in this area. Motorola

has a line of equipment expressly for criminal justice

communicqtions.
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Finally, a great reliance on the public sector exists since the fail-

ure of the criminal justice system has a significant negative affect

on citizens as more of them become victims of crime. Consequently

there is a major effort to involve private citizens in the R/D&I

process.

2. Other Issue;

The above are by no means exhaustive, mere* reflecting some of the

needs of the process and activities of the R/D&I area. Foi\ example,

Daniel Bell (Bell 1976) categorizes task which would provide oppor-

tunities for a greater degree of public participation. This in

turn is perceived as a useful means of addressing critical issues

in the area, since these,task forces would represent constituencies

which are not found in the established criminal justice R/D&I net-

work (advisory bodies; fact finding bodied; public relations stoups;

policy recommendation groups). Such groups would provide relevant

'input into the foci of R/D&I activities.

In the area of personnel,selection/recruitment/training,external

agencies and private organizations can assist in the search fo

qualified staff. University groups or external advisory bodies

can prOvide services in reviewing new proposals (peer review).

Nongovernmental agencies/individuals serve as technical consul-
.

tints.

In the case of particular research projects which involve human sub-

jectS, review boards (e.g.: of universities) provide services in

o ensuitng that proper procedures have been followed in 01)7

tai nformed consent of participants. Such boards judge com-

Oli* L.v tiAh*established national guidelines.

',Communication, mechs sms to involve these types of external groups

are essential to thradequate functioning of the R/D&I activities of

the criminal justice sector.

31G
V
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XVIII. EVALUATION RESEARCH

The phrase evaluation research implies evaluation conducted invsuch

a way as to expand the knowledge base. A single function in the R/D&I

process may be evaluated as may the entire process, and evaluation as

a specific activity is vital in several functions of the process.

In the research generation stage, evaluation is made by tests ofthe

innovation. In the development stage, evaluation is made of the re-
,

vised product. In the marketing stage, the evaluations gained from

prior tests and demonstrations are important data to utilize in

the promotion.of the innovation. The user evaluates the effectiveness

and and efficiency of the innovation, while the researcher or lead

federal agency may wish to evaluate the entire R/D&I process.

1. Problems

In the criminal justice sector. evaluation has generally been neg-
.

lected. With the advent of federal funding in 'the late 960s
and the evaluation required by the enabling legislation, this func-

tion received more attention. The implementation of criminal jus-

tice was impeded by difficulties which plauged social programs in

many sectors. One problem, which frequently occurred In the evalua-

tion of federally funded innovations, was that the grantees often

did not concern themselves with the issue of evaluation until it

became time to request continuatpn funding. Thus evaluation people

were not involved until just before the end of the program. At

that point iewas virtually impossible toficonduct a good evaluation,

since inevitably the data needed had notbeen collected. Anott)er

problem emerged in the cases whereevaluatorsiwere brought in early

Pi the process. Here, the'desire of the evaluators to "help"

causes two difficulties. "One is the well known issue of the

eValuator being coopted into given a favorable report on what
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the program looks like now that he has redesigned it. The

other less discussed point is that the program person may not

f;61 free ; to disregard the evaluator's suggestpn for fear of

incurring his anger or at least an "I told you se posture to-

wards the program, particularly when refunding is an issue.

Even evaluators Mith great integrity have not always been able to
4)/ resist the temptation of interpret the results in such a way.
,,

. .

as to accentuate a failure which, in the evaluator's opinion,

might not have occurred if the program people had listened to the

evaluator. One why around this difficulty may be to use different

evaluators for formative than for summative evaluation. There has

been an attitude in some areas of criminal justice that impactr-
evaluation is not needed ("We know what needs to be done") ana

only process evaluation is desired (finding out if the program has

been implemented correctly).

The,Task Force on Criminal justice R/D&I report identifies specific

problems with criminal justice evaluaticTsuch as:_ methodological

defieienciesi failure to collect process information, failure to

use control groups, failure to plan for evaluation and failure to

disseminate evaluation results (TFCJR&D, 1976).

2. Meaning

Therecalso seemslito be some confusion about the meaningrof various

terms associated with evaluation such as: evaluation, evaluation

research, monitoring, and research. There are statements in LEAA

documents that evaluation of demonstration does not need to be as

rigorous as evaluation of a test. Such statements imply different

types of evaluation for different functions in the R/D&I system.
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What evaluation takes place in the ciminal justice system is funded

by or- sometimes: performed by LEAA, either. he Office bkEvaluation

in.NILECJ or the program offices in the Office of criminal Justice

Programs! The evaluation -staff in the Office of -Flanning:and Manage-,

menu develops the LEAA evaluation plan which identifies theprograms

.0tolbe evaluated during the upcoming plaiming period.

3".Oriteria.

<_

An-overarching difficulty which pervades the entire criminal justice

sector (not only the R/D&I system) is the issue of which criteria'.

to use for evaluation. LEAA itself is caught up in a debate between

advocates of a criteria of reduction Of crime and of improving the

criminal justice system (Blumstein 1965). "Fuzzy criteria such as

aid. in improving the ysytem are virtually unevaluatable. This diffi-

culty is often resolved by lowering therlevel of the .evaluation to

some process criteria such as, grants made or programs initiated.

Upgrading evaluation to include such impact criteria as, reduction of

crime is fraught with political risks. ft has to be recognized that

crime is influenced by so many other variables that crime reduction

may be an inappropriate measure of effectiveness. This position,

could be fatal to an agency which is expected by Congress

)

however,

and the public to 7reduce crite".

Among the evaluative factors or measurement tools that could be used

in the criminal justice sector are the following (TFCJR&D 19 6): /

- .Change in the of crimes in the area in which

technology is used;

change in economic loss resulting from crime;

change in the number of deaths and personal injuries

resulting from crimes
)

change in psychological hart.,
. ,
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- change in-the:nuMber of suspects arrested or convicted;.

more orleis efficient use of manpower;.

- . change in equipment. reliability and/or ease of use;.and

- change:in the iiYel of citizen fear of crime:.

However eyep these factors have basic.and_inherent weaknesses as

evaluation criteria. Fo elamOle in' the evaluation of a:crime pre-

vention'program, it may be noted that there hasbeen a significant

reduction of the targeted crimes whin the area that the program.

'operates. Furthkr analysis-may Weli'demonstraA that there has

.been no Overall. reduction of crime, but rather "geographical dis-,

placement -- that iathe,moving of crimefrom the jurisdiction
.

in which the program oPeiates to a neighboring jurisdiction without

such a program. Consequently the questioL Of whether there would

have been/aCrime reduCtion if 'the program were comprehensively. I.-

-applied in all jurisdictions rJmains unanswered. '
b A

4. Standards'

.

Thereare significant gaps in standards needed for criminal justice

_evaluation. E*isting evaluatirn research 'tends to aihasize evalua-

tion of technoiogy or laboratory evaluation, and the development of

ideal perfOrmancestandards for existing technology :(7CR&D, 1976).

The evaluations do not tell whetherseproducts'already in use meet es-

tablished standards. Furthermore, the 'standards that are developed

often do not reflect the differing needs among agencies. For example,

standards regarding,comMunications equipment may, eliminate equipment

that would not be effettive in hilly country. Yet for law enforce-

ment agencies in the plains"states, a purchase of "below standard"
4

equipment (at less cost) may achieve the required level of equipment

effectiVeness, since there is no hilly country within the user

agency's jurisdiction.

In one sense evaluation completes the R/D&I process as the final

activity. In another sense evaluation may be a beginning as it

triggerS'the process to search,* for a better innovation and provides

the feedback. loop to a new innovation cycle.

d-.

e.



XIX. RESEARCH ON R/D&I

Current Situation

In the,:criminaljusticesectOr, research on' the R/D&I system/has

primarily taken the fOrm of distillations of expert anslys -is and
opinion. There "review of the situation" 'typereports (Twentieth
Century Fund Task Force 1976 & National Academy of Science 1977).
have.been based on interviews; site visits, archival records, and
discUssions among phnels of scholars,. Like the Report of the Task
Force on Criminal Justice Research and Development these repoits.
contain prescriptiVe recommendations. The NAS study of NILECJ
(National Academy of'ScienOe 1977) is directly R/D&I related and
is.again more descriptive and prescriptive than analytical.

L

Recently, there have been specific studiesolkaapeCts of;:the R/D&I
-systeM such as the Lazar. Institute's ExternsTRsvieW Mechanisms .
(Lazar 1976). These-also:follow the above format of description
And prescrTon.

tv
Finally there have been few actual research studies on aspects of
R/D&I. One was conducted by Northwestern liniv&raity's Center for
the Interdisciplinary Study of Science and.Technology (CISST) on the

C.

Equipment Systems Improvement Program o ILECJ (Radnor 1975). This
Study was university based and analyzed he nature of the R/D&I system
as it related,to criminal justice equipment. This study analyzed the
entire process for need identification.through possible commerciali-.
`zation of innovations, Aiscussing each step of the process.

0

321
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.

One of the impediments to analytical research on R/D&I in this sector

is the lack.of unifoik definitions among the various R/D&I projects.

The absence of a common terminology'makes comDArative Analysisdiffi-

cult at best, and leads to the.Aescriptive/prescriptive research identi7

fied above:' A factor that contributes.to,thisimpedimelet is. that

R/D&I in criminal justice is performed by a wide.variety of sectors
4'

other. than criminal justice. ;As'the section on the personnel base

pointS out, the rapid growth of'funding for'criminal justice R/D&I-has

resulted,jnan equally. rapid growth of thenuper of disciplines with

"something to offer."

Another impediment may well be the disparity in user groups. As pointed

out in the preceding secti group may range from schools

(for prevention programs) o corrections (for rehabilitation programs).

_This laCk of a singular "mission" that is .agreed upon even within the

criminal justice system itself, much less by the tangential'Systems

such as schools, social welfate agencies, economics, etc., makes it

difficult for prospective researchers of .criminal justice R/D&I to gain

encouragement.

The aboVeIeSds to the conclusion that research of'criminal justice

R/D&I has not been a priority within the system. This may be for a.

number of reasons in addition to those above..

Research on R/D&I is a new field while the conceptof R/D&I itself has

only recently gained acceptance, and that on a. limited basis, within

criminal justice. Users and funders (in a system. primarily oriented-.#-
T.

..:towards problem-focused researchrtend to see research on R/D&I as

seeking knowledge for knowledge sake, rather than as a means of. im-

proving the utility,of the RiD&I being performed.: Users particularly

see research without a readily applicable result as a waste of funding

1

3 )4
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A .t
w:len they consider themselves short-sta'ffed, and that their

well,be satisfied with existing technology. A police chief

munictions equipment purchased in the 1944 who depends on

city, council for appropriatlons, may be well satisfied with

needs could

using com-

a "frugal"

equipment

representative of technology of the 1960s, and may .want funds used to

buy that, rather than spent on further development of innovations..

.'Still, there has been .a recent trend towards research on R/D&I; indi-

cated among other things by therecent task force study (TFCJR &D), by.

Rettig (1976), the NAS (1976) study, Radnor (1975) and the very exist-

ence of, this'document. As the R /D &I, concept gains ).ncreased accep-

tance within the field, research on RIM may benefit and gradualbr,

become more analytical and sophisticated. As a:contribution to:fhis

cause we have developed,' and, attach, a rather tore extensive biblio-

graphy on source materials than any we were Abld to discoVer.in our
4

research. for the preparation. of thiS.review.

6

' "
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CHAPTER' SEVEN

'AN ILLUSTRATIVE CROSS-.SECTORAL

COMPARATIVE CONTEXTUAL
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CHAPTER SEVEN

AN ILLUSTRATIVE. CROSS-SECTORAL -

COMPARATIVE CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

In the previous four .chapters, we have illustrated how the CISST con-

textual, analysis framework may be'used to describe the overall context

for R /D &I in four sectors:-educationi. civilian aviation;. health an

criminal justice.

While a full cross-sectoral comparison would be beyond the intended

scope of this report, there is merit in providing.here some insight

into the,process and utility of cross-sectoral comparative analydle

beyond that whic

Chapters. Three

a table format)

r could glean from separate readings of

us we have chosed to present here (in

tive summaq of these four contextual analyses.

The more detailed diScussions in Chapters Three through Six should

state understanding of the brief summary context descriptions

ed in this chapter.

This chapter, then, should provide some insight into the similarities'

and differences between sectors -- and by so doing, provide some

insight into the process and utility of comparative contextual

analysis of. R/D&I.

63



Political

lismaft.

AIM lobby
ABA lobby
High level.of
support

Spirit FDA reg-
ulation

Level of Very high
,Support.

Level off
Demands

,Heavy

Credibility/ High
Status

Social

32.7

. .SensigVe o envi on-
ment

Responds to poli ical
?environment
Federal. primary

funding source
Conlress and Executive

d ision making on

Heavy ,federal

; FAA and 'pot ra
Regnlated indu
Intkfiationar

tige
Recent Congres

suspicion of
industry.

Ready consumer
market

Malpractice suits
Concern for ethics
Better informed

patients
(Health;is value
laden)

Osensitive to environ-.
OMent--public reacts

'I'tei,same innovations

'

High

Medium'

High

Growing demand
be flattenini

Environmental
safety concei
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. Health

geojsui large and growing

:mounts of fund.

ins (mostly

federal)

Health Services:

Relatively stable

Oligopoly with

inelastic demand

Lack of price send

sitivity third

party payments

Very profitable

Rapidly growing

phase of federal

R&D budget

Science and Rapid rate of

Technology change

Relatively under-

stood

Biological and

physicalci,

science

High speciali-

ration

329
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Criminal Justice

Environments of the 1/D61 System (Continued)

Lack of funds in

lector

Companies won't invest

RILECJ (114) funds

-- stable for

10 years

Civilian Aviation

. Font and famine
.

Substantial federal

funding

Oligopolistic airlines

and manufacturers'

Fuel Price Squeeze

Major export markets,')

Very big market

Technology as a market-

able commodity

bonen rate of change

lowdteliability

Uncertain

Weak

Social science base .

Low specialization

Rapid rate of change

Well understood

Documented physical

science based, some

biological and social

High specialization

Cumulative, incremental'

Few radical

Technology transfer very

important (fro:

military)

Diverging needs

Market responsive

Technological impera-

tive

Education

Lack of funds

Comapnies won't invest

Reductions

Voters defeat school

budgets and bond and

tax issues

Effects of releasion
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With

Degree or Mature

pban

Up to 1940 Intro-

ductory

1940-45 Tun-

sitionsit

1945 Matirity

Legitimacy Few question

the value

Criminal 4pstiie

Introductory, especi-

ally at local 1eL

(rudimentary)

(Recent)

(Not establiihed)

2.' Historical Development

Articulation/ Disease to health Poorly delineated

Evaluation Now hospital/drug/

physician

Now HIE based ,

lighly specialized

but diverse

Effectiveness Very

33

Civilian Aviation

Highly mature,

large scale

Up to 1913 Pre-birth

1914-39 Introductory

1940-50 Transitional

1950's Maturity

R&D the majo

ro

Highl) lie acceptance

of 16 products

Speciali: large

compani NASA,

etc. Well defined

responsibilities

Very

Education

Introductory .),,

Up to 1964 Pre-birth

1960's Introductory

Approximately 10 years

for large scale ex-

ternal R&D

Sector is old

Low

Not yet established

Values are anti-external

R&D

Unstable'funding/perisonnel

base

Inadequate knowledge'

base, standards,

information flow.

Poor 12 -KU integration

Lacks mady functional

specialties

Generally weak/mixed

quality outputs
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Critical

events

Health Criminal Justice

1930,0 1968 Omobus Crime

1135 Title VI bill

Social Security NUM
Act

1937 National \ 016
,

Cancer Institute

194t' Committee on

Medical Risk

WWII - successes

1944 tubtic Health

Service Act

1945.55 Mayor

flinging increases

to 1900's

War oa Cancer

333

2, notarial Development (Continued)

Civilian Aviatio Education

1915 NACA Mid-to-late 1950's

WWI , Federal government

WWII sponsors research/

1958 NASA, FAA cuernriculum develop-

gOteen:Wer ment

1960's Space Race Major expansion of

1946 DOT . funding 1960's

1970 SST 1954 Cooperative Research

1971 Non-orbiting Act

Re Support 1958 National Defense

Education Act

1960's Elementary and

Secondary Education

Act and amendments to

Cooperative Research

Act createinetwork

of R/D&I institutions;

later some labs and

centers are dropped

1972 NIE established

,it
331
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Institutional nee etvo

Neal
Criminalluitice

Univerliti44edf, Diversity

teal Schiele) SociallProcidural in 200.

Federal research universities, agencies,

institutes ,' etc.

Hospitals ,(medical,

schools)

'(private/public) '

Industry.

Diversity

Fairly large ,

lumber of

Institutions Fairly Small Hardware -fey

Software-many

Clusters Not very linear

No Major

Redundancy Some lverlap

ar

Diffused

4

Civilian Aviation

Extensive university/NASA

manufacturing/airlines

subcontracting

Down to department levels

FAA, DOT, CAB

Few

Basic (NASA and DOD)

Manufacturing (plus

subcontractors)

Airlines

Oversight

inear

Paralleltam

Major (Need idintifica- None

don)

!s

Little

Education

Less functional special -

ization than in many

other sectors

Variable

Large number of in-

stitutions carrying

out R/D&I; relative

hall number special-

ized in ,educational ,

R/D&I

Looped and adjacent,

parallelism

Applied research

variously clus-

tered with dis-

semination, With

evaluation, and/

or with implemen-

tation/utiliza-

tion

Major

Very high



3 Institutions' Hale (Nitwoilt of Institutions) (Continued)

v

es of

Institution

Health

High quality'

Federal labs

Also university

based

Criminal Justice , Civilian Aviation

Business companies Large'

Federal labs , Formalised .

Universities

.Private research

Foundations

C. J. Agencies

Cooperation Weak

e Fairly Strong Weak

Canon (joint

1 ventures)

Education

A set of three parallel

iubstfeass:

1).Colleges and uni-

varsities. .

21Quasi-public and

private se;tpr

institutions

3) SEAs, ISAspkLEAs

Little'... some develop.,

ing

Inadequate

Diffuse

Lacks formalisation

and coordination

Increased efforts

towards linkage

0



Health'

Create kniSlidge

Tethniquaesnd

prodUcts t

Effectivenese *hat

.than costotriteriat

Most user* 10 the ,.

health Chri prietion.'

Sri convinokthei

:Emphasis his bean On',

curhurather than

.'preventing disease

Inf,lUenee Of .external

strong

Ihtath.vs. Other problems

Angriesmen are ie

fluential

4.

.11%

,1 IF

Criatihal Justice

Unclear goals of C.J.

sector

"Diversity of 'prifrities

Disagreemen,on balm

of equipment and 11

systems vs. social

issues

Competition for res.

Role o NILECJ

Produ r of R&D goals

4. Coals, Policies. Strategies

4

Civilian Aviation

Economy, maintenance,

noise, pollution,

speed, range vs.,

military performance,

payload

NASA/producere/users

spectrum

Time horizons shorter

operations

Costs go up

Increasing role

Clearsepecialt

External enviro

effects (-

Energy

Environment11 impact,

Costs

339

Education

Weak goalletting

Federal policy goals --

improve education

practice and know-

lodge

In practice

Discontinuous shifting

priorities

Inconsistency

Lack of intermediate

goals

Lack of mechanisms to

develop goal consensus

1950's and 60's goats,

set by educational

research community

Mid 60'.s -!7, central

'programmatic R&D

Short time horizon

Externally defined

Emphasis on development,

packageable products

Build regional'labs

NIE increased upbeats

on improving practice,

dissemination, im-

plementation,utili.

zation building user

capabilities.



Health

Dual carter paths

-- administrative/

professional

funding process

generating needs

for greater

control; there-

fore, larger

proportion of

administration

Sealth planning

bechming recog-

nized specialty

?rojects relatively

small, lessening

applicability of

OR/MS techniques

.such as PERT

S. Administrative Processes

Criminal Justice

resta1Irchdaelo
mot

Sophistication of ad.

ministration varies

Production /marketing/

distribution varies

with organization

Acouisitionjimolementa.

am/utilization/eval-

uation

Less variability

Generally lower level

of sophistication

Barrier to adoption

4

1

y71

Civilian Aviation Education

Large number of methods Has not been area

specifically for of major concen-

aerospace RAD tration

Success may be context

related

0.7
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Health

R6D

Personnel in research

located throughout

R/D6I systes

Large proportion

professionals

Profess naliss found

at KP d KU ends

of R process

Criminal justice

User Organisations,

Labor intensive

Personnel is obstacle.

to innovation

adoption

Greater specialization

can lead to greater

adoption rates

1 -

6. Personnel Base

Ciyilian Aviation

;''

R&D

!Large numbers of science

and engineering ind .

other highly developed

skills

Skill mix and concentra-

ition critical

High rate of obsoles-

cence ofikills

Research labor levels

fluctuate with

,teconomiciondition

bility high within

sector

$

1

Education

R&D

Small overall base

Concentrated in

research, develop-

ment and evaluation

Inadequate in dis-

semination and imp-

lementation/utiliza-

tion

Research orientation

derived from acade-

mic project research

rather than program

.development

Inadequate supply of

R&D managers



filth

Sponsorship (1913)

-federal - 60Z

-Industry - 302

-Foundations - 5%

-VPluntery health

agencies 5:

5,5 billion

federal funding dominant

in basic and clinical

research

Medical profession

dominates the in

fluence on alloca-

tions

Criminal tZwetice

7. 7Undini,

4

Civilians Aviation

Budget levels and 1958-1968,

processes impede Federal - 5 billion

adoption (budget a year .

primarily labor- Private . k to I

intensive) billion

Private funds not Long time span from

ettcouraged by per- research to $

csivod characteristics return

of the mark

fedetal gbv nman

dcoinaot-t urce

of R&D funds

a

O

Education

Federal government

primary sponsor

4 weaknesses;

-concentration of

sponsorship

-amount of $

-dif fusion of expen-

ditures over broad

spectrum of projects

-instability

Smaller percent of

Gross National

Product than other

sectors



1pm-free-extensive.

'fables: overload IF

Criminal justice

Lateral transfer at

user and research

levels

Less from zesearch

to user

User organizations -

informal

Periodicals

O''

II Information Flov,

Civilian,Avia4on

Research level fres

and easy

Development/production

is proprietary

3 4

Education

3 information

systems

- R&D

- user user

- external R&D --)

user

'All weak and insufficient

Media

Annual meetings

Publications

Not enough informal nets

Each system has barriers

No policy or inter-

ventions directed at

info-transfer improve-

ment



La la

Trend towards imp Moderate number

creasing costs.

Varies from simple

to highly complex

However, the more

technologically

complex the in-

novation, the

more likely is

adoption (in

larger hospitals)

9. Innovations

eiviliap. Aviation

Visible innovations

tend to come in

very large costly

products but there

are also any hidden

incremental *rove-

ments to exisfing

equipment and support

systems

3d4

Idueltion

Products that go

through a formal

process of develop-

ment hayschigh

develops* Rots;

less expensive for

practice bated

development

"People- change" pro-,

ducts'- implice-,

tion for imple-

mentation (product/

user reactiveness)



Veld for research

is a constant

need 4

Potentials stressed

lore than needs

lot-for-profit

exploration in

developing nes

treatments

for-profit fires

concentrate on

greatest consumati

use

Process for need

identification is

eurveyip the

providers of

heelth'cire and

noting character-

istics of consumers.

lephasis on effective-,

urn more than on

efficiency.

IQ, Need Identification

Criminal gust los

Anyone can

Not performed uniformly

by users

'Both product availability

and problems affect,

process

' But self-ivaluation by

departmenis is weak

External pressures

often spark needs

Little market research

(except 2-way com-

munication)

&tiger, find its hard

to need identification --

don't understand C, J.

operations

Civilian Aviation

Producer's' stimulate user

needs (as well as need

identification)

Airlines stimulate con-

sumers'

Aircraft !lose contact

ultimate public

Education

Weak

Mostly episodic, tuned

to funding

Scattered throughout

R/D&I

Lacks formalization

Intuition

Opportunistic

Little date-based,

but increasing

Vary little trans-

lation into specific

VIM requirements

Vague statements

Unable to create

integrated KP/XV

perspectives

0



4

Itological science

but also physical

sciences coming

in and social

science'

Total system of health

(holistic)

Lib and field (increas-

ingly) o'

Dighlechnology equip-

mint

Lack of integration

across segments of

thl)field: variety

of settings: usually'

.animals

Crialeil Justice

Greet variety of

technologies

Problems with Tech-

nology tangier

widely dispersed

"ideally funded labs

Very little role for

university

31t,

ic.nret I eIttl".....Laa

itvilien Aviation

Setae based

Fundamental

Physical sciences

(UnLversity), NASA,

DOD

Laboratory and field

research

Large scale facilities

Teams (large)

Accumulation of detailed

advances

Fast publication

Mission oriented

Excellent research

Environment

Product and program

matrix organisation

Research stops at

prototype stage.

yucalion,

Relatively small

amount ol edu-

cation practice

Is based on re-

search; is rather

more intuitive

Poor definitions of

questions

Low rigor; ,inadequatt

grounding in theory

Methodology issues

Problems: '

COoperatioi between

disciplines

Determination of ,

priorities receives

relatively little

support

Ethical issues

Control of research

autonomy

Mostly field research

Research moving out

of university



alch.

ne on human patient
de aWcts,
ne-in hospitals
tfeicrpatients
lot testing . .

criminal Justice

Difficulties in con-
mercialization
impede development

Important. potential
role of small.:

producers.

I2. Develc_pment

Civilian Aviation

Most complex
:High cost
Prototype
Critical stage
Not aliraysmlear

output
. Complex multi-

.

department
process

Ends with flight
testing

Higb.technology
transfer from
`Military

Cultural aspect

Education .

(a) Use the enginee
. model in formally'

defined development
(b) But lot of informal
(c) Follows formal st-
quentiaLsteps to
field

Large scale, expensive
projects '

,Much practice-based
development; not
rigorous deVelopignO>
model; little field'.
testing; little,
systematic evaluation;
often not Packaged.
for generalized usa-
bility;' less expensive



lth

Production considered

,

1) .manufacturing sup-

plies & equipment

and,

2) providing Services

directly to consumer

Quality primary, concern

of production -more

than, cost or price

Several sources of

'quality standards

and evaluation;

1) FDA

2) ProfOsiional sten

,dards:ReView.Boards .

3) Americanliospital
.

Association .

Criminal Justice.

ProdUcers generally

cautious about.

making commitment

to C. J. especially

for innovations

VerY few productioi

standard, or'specifi7

catiohs formost

'product areas

Most producers of C. J.

innovations are in

C. J. as a secondary

market:

tl 0

Production

..0
Civilian Aviation

0

Production ia in

Cuitiom-shovenvi-

oif:rOilknt

roduOiion toitiol is

customer oriented

in design adapts

'tion, delivery; etc.

Long lead times in-

volved in productio'n

scheduling
.

ProdUctiOn of major '

(airpttnes).

involves one prime

producer & many sub-.

. contractors for sub-

asiemblies and sub.-

units
ty

Quality control ok
central interest

Complicated by com-

plexity of producti

, and assembly process

f

Education-

Most producers of

education products

are not primarily

education oriented

(similar to L.E.)

Production not a major

issue area in edu-

cation

Production.capabilities

(printing, etc.) readily

available



14.
Marketing/Distribution/Dissemination/Diffusion

Health

Health industry has

experienced grouth;

no prospects for

ehoOt-range drops

in growth rate.

Increased risk-avoidance

may put greater pres-

sure on prepurchase

testing and evaluation,

Changes in goal-orienta-

tion of medical praAice

from corrective toPre-

ventive feeds back :to'

producers in form of new

needs and requirements

and possibly, in market-

ing strategy

Drug marketing relies on

personal contact with

physicians by "detail

user"

Usit almost exclusively

depen4ention producer

for information

Producer provides both

the information content

and the information

dissemination function

Large hospitals are the

innovations and early

Criminal Justice

Market highly Iteg-

eanted in size

. variability and

. goal orientation

of users

Fragmentation iipedis

entrance. of new

producers into

the market

Producerado not

(generally) find it

econoildally,feasible

kto sell exclusively

to C. J.'

Mai different diattil-,

butionchannels exist

Differences are often

produetspecific

Information passed on ,

informally, espeCially

from large to emal

tigers

'Process not.well insti-

tutionklized

Requires considerable'

. initiative on Part 'of

small users

Diffuse purchasing process

ptesents formidable com-

plicating picture to po-
adopter's'

tential suppliers,

Labor intensivelery small

percentage of user budget'

goes to innovations
.

'Civilian Aviation

Market as a whole,
-

'characterized by,;

growth

Users tilatilely

sophisticated

customers

Individual useri:i

highly Variable.

in adoption be-

....havior in timing,

creating fluctu.

ations

Market needi segmented

creating hanging

needs for innovative

products

Close customer contact

by produce; ales

personnel juixed

to generate interest

and commitment to

justify production

of innovative pro-

ducts.

User commitment must

'precede investment

in production

Innovation adoption

0

349

aided by ability.

to dispose of function.,

al current products

with after-market

Education'

Function includes:

dissemination/difs.

fusion, marketing,

..2.distribution

0verallimpact on

system: weak.

All, receiving current

interest by sector

planners and policy

makers

Dissemination activity'

shifted from trans-

ferring of.bodies of

knoiledge (repeirch

results) to informa-

tion about packages

products or deleloped

practices..

Information dissemina-

tion aided by ERIC

for researcheri. less

helpful for practi-

tioner

Federal funding support-

ed organizations

directly involved in

information dissemi-

nation

Current NIE, interest in

;dissemination, aimed .

at up-grading user adop-

tion behavior. Strategy

is: proactive, inter-

personal, user-oriented,

field-based network



Health

Market character-

istics for

diffusion of

innovative

equipment is

not well

u4erstood

14. Marketing/Distribution/Disseminationpiffusion
(Continued..,

Civilian Aviation

Political and economic

environment of the

sectorsimEortant

factors in the

adoption process

35 0

Educatio'n

Distribution systems

undeveloped



Aealth.

Conce4rates ea,

hospitals in

. acquiring new

technologies.

,4 factorseffenting
.

acquisitioniecisioa

41Xneeds of lodal popu-.

lation, .'

2)present ser

etructure

3)stape

4)avatlability of

funds,

Status a major factor

lunding*nerally

available- control led

'. by state. *units

agencies', .

Large hospitals are the

innovators .

Little is known, bout:-

the adoption ision

process in, th hospital
itandardslor equipment

are well articulated
'

and regulated

Increased risk-avoidance

by purchasers (hospitals

and physicians) will

emphisizePre-ipurchase

test and evaluation

Criminal Justice

Activities included:

1) Pre- purchase

2) testing

3) selection of,specific

product

Opurchase decision'

'Uier agencies lack

resources And technical

capabilities for pre.,

purchase testing and

evaluation

Specialization of function

(e.g.: communications)

tends to improve evalli-

. atioa

Standards are genera ly

lacking

where they exist, they

make evaluation more

effective (e.g.,;.corO\

munications)

Purchasing tied to.bidding

thereby requiring stand-.

ards'for specifications

Bidding'also places 'peat

emphasis on price or cost

The purchase decision,is

based more on admini-

strative and financial

factors than technical

Purchasing also complicated

by being integrated 4ith

purchasing function of

other governmental agen-

cies,, such as fire,

street, etc.

:Funds are a'major

problem

351

15. Ambition,

Civilian Aviation

Search for innovations

(new airplanes) is

well articulated

function-held to be

"..Ccritical function

Pri-purchase evaluation

and testing well

established as process

activities

New aircraft adapted,

for both

1)dptimal fit with

present operations

2)develop competitive

edge as "launching

purchaser"

Sophisticated buyers

Cost of new airplanes

and systemic effects

of.adoption,are

forcing process to

be even more critical

and analytical

a

Education

Acquisition tunctions

'virtually non-existent

to institutionalized

activity - not an ar-

ticulated and 'assigned,

responsibility1

No, systematic link betWeen

'Suppliers and potential

users .,

Very little evaluative

information regarding

available products
'

Quality control not well
. exercised

Standards generally lack-
ing

"Potential targets':' for

acquisition deCisions

must be better defined-'

teacher, principal, cur-

riculum specialist,

superintendent, of com-

munity interest groups

Someevidende suggests

linkage to external

resource systets are

important factors

NXE proaction

1) Consumer informatiOn

unit

2) R&D.utilization 'unit

3) Development of catalogs

of available products;

*ding programs to

provide evaluation in-

formation

4) Funding organizational

development and other

projects to upgrade user

ability to adoptinnova-

dons,



Health

Highly skilled user

population

Professional vs,

administrative

staffs affect

implementation

Differentiated a.'

option characteristics

of large vs, small

user organizations

(hospitals)

gtpinal Justice

User problem low

level of tech-.

nological soph-

istication

Producer assistance

minimal-too risky,

given low potential

for sales,

,

ImPlemonkatido.,:hae

effects throdghout

the user system and

in all 'lases of the.

organization

Barriers:

-customer acceptance

- poll;icalf legal
constraint

-user structural or,

technological, .

barriers

'cost

52

'Education

One of most neglected

`functions in'ed-

ucational RN'

Discrepancy between

adoption rate and

use of innovations

Caused by:

1) User norms and'

resistance

2) Lack of technological

sophistication neces-

sary.to.implement

More known about I than.

2

Linkage organizations

have evolved

helping educational

organizations bee ne

more adaptive

j



helat

klmost always riven-

able

iot cost-sensitive

;upport services are

concentrated within

the sector itself

(in Hospitals,

research, phar-

maceutical com-

panies, equip-

ment suppliers) .

Very little other

support from.

sources 'external

to these groups

'Criminal Justice

General sources: Federal

mencies
C. J. professional_

associations

Outsideconsultanks

Need ID:. some by users --

more by producers

Generation/Research/

Development some

efforts of direct

subsidy fril Federal

agency to encourage

entry of new firm

Production

Most. producers are support

Voriented

Marketing /Distribution

UCP supports'by "equip-

. ment listing" distribu-

tions; Support is passivit

;'Implementation and

Utilization

Relatively unsupported

university institutes,

support manpower de-

velopment

Evaluation

C, J. associations support

development of standards

Outside-consultants directly,

evaluate or up-grade in.-

house evaluation

11. Support Services

(

Civilian Aviation

Some support functions:

-sub-contracting for

/ components, equip-

and urgent

services

No information on

extent to which

these organizations

are in' or out of the

aerospace setter

35 J,

..

EduCation

Equipment service

organizations

Printing and publish-

ing organizations

Survey research organ-

izations

Relatively. little pub-

lished literature 4

about support

functions



!With

Evaluation criteria

effectiveness.

oitented rather

than cost or ef.

ficiency oriented

Evaluation stanJards

,vary at different'

stages of the 4/DSI

process

4.

Cr latul Justice.

Evaluation not a prime

characteristic of

users

Lack of standards and

skill level of user

personnel prevent

development of evalu-

ation AS an effective

anction.

p.

18. Evaluation Research

Civilian Aviation

Equipment evaluation

methodology fully

developed - high '

credibility, rigor-

ous standards, sub -

stantial control by

federal agency

354

Education

Most rapid advance of

all educational,JVD&I

function in last 10

years

Federal tu g demanded '

evaluati' tenerating 40

specializationiof

evaluation 1

Specialization takes

place in private

sector as well as

Academia

Methodology one aspect

of specialization !

gvaluation research

knowledge becomes

more sophisticated

Evaluation research

function has acquired

increased political '

decision king

influence still

not wides ad, as

basis for ions jt

In spite of'th develoft

meet, evaluation re-ti

search 'function still

in growth phase

Evaluation methods and

credibility 'based

essentially on social

science methodology



Health

Little or to

research on health

R/D4I

Some description' of

components, but

data are not co-
parable.

0

Criminal Justice

Very little - just

beginning

EStE

11/1

19., Research on R/D&I

Civilian Aviation

No previous descrip-

tions of overall

R/D&I system

Systems and techniques
.

for management of

R&D

I

Education

Much analysis and

research because:

,1) Negative'political

climate '..if

2)
Self-consciousness

of.social sciences

in'60's

3) International in-

fluence ,

4) SponsOrs' interests

in' evaluation re-

search for policy

formation. !

im

Much literature t:

1) Directed at

meats of th

system

2) Relatively little

empirical data

3) Atheoretical

4) Little used

4


